


   Mapping the Chinese and Islamic Worlds 

  Long before Vasco da Gama rounded the Cape of Good Hope en route 

to India, the peoples of Africa, the Middle East, and Asia engaged in 

vigorous cross-cultural exchanges across the Indian Ocean. This book 

focuses on the years 700 to 1500, a period when powerful dynasties 

governed both the Islamic and Chinese regions, to document the rela-

tionship between the two worlds before the arrival of the Europeans. 

Through a close analysis of the maps, geographic accounts, and trav-

elogues compiled by both Chinese and Islamic writers, the book traces 

the development of major contacts between people in China and the 

Islamic world and explores their interactions on matters as varied as 

diplomacy, commerce, mutual understanding, world geography, nav-

igation, shipbuilding, and scientii c exploration. When the Mongols 

ruled both China and Iran in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, 

their geographic understanding of each other’s society increased mark-

edly. This rich, engaging, and pioneering study offers glimpses into the 

worlds of Asian geographers and mapmakers, whose accumulated wis-

dom underpinned the celebrated voyages of European explorers like 

Vasco da Gama. 

 Hyunhee Park is an assistant professor of history at CUNY John 

Jay College of Criminal Justice in New York City, where she teaches 

Chinese history, global history, and justice in the non-Western tradi-

tion. She currently serves as an assistant editor of the academic journal 

 Crossroads – Studies on the History of Exchange Relations in the East 

Asian World .   
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  The book gives dates according to the Gregorian calendar and does not 

give  Hijri  and Chinese dates specii cally. The book follows the  pinyin  

system to transliterate Chinese names and terms, and the system of the 

Library of Congress to transliterate Arabic names and terms. Names 

and terms of Persian origin have also been transliterated as if they were 

Arabic. Common words and place names, such as caliph and Baghdad, are 

written in the generally accepted English form without diacritics. Unlike 

Arabic and Persian writings that use phonetic alphabets, Chinese writing 

consists of morphosyllabic characters, and therefore, the book provides 

a glossary of Chinese characters. Names and terms of Mongolian origin 

have been transliterated according to Antoine Mostaert’s scheme as mod-

ii ed by F. W. Cleaves except for these deviations: c ̌  is rendered as ch; s ̌  as 

sh;  γ  is gh, q is kh, and  ǰ  is j.   
 

   Note on Transliteration   
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1

     Introduction   

   In 1497, Vasco da Gama   set sail from Portugal, seeking an eastern route 

to Asia and its fabled lands of gold and spices. As he ventured south along 

Africa’s western coast, da Gama traveled in waters previously unknown 

to Europeans – and little known to Muslim and Chinese geographers as 

well.  1   This was no longer the case, however, from the moment he rounded 

the Cape of Good Hope and passed into the Indian Ocean. Once there, 

the Portuguese explorer and his crew found themselves on the world’s 

longest sea trade route in regular use to date – a series of passages that 

linked the peoples of East Africa, the Arabian Peninsula, India, Southeast 

Asia, and ultimately, China. 

 Da Gama did i nd the route to India, but his success depended largely 

on the expertise of a Muslim navigator familiar with the sea routes that 

led to Calicut. What da Gama himself knew about his world does not 

concern us in this book, but rather the knowledge of his navigator. This 

book seeks to understand the extent of the geographic knowledge that 

existed between two of the principal actors that created this intercon-

nected world of Asia, namely China and the Islamic world, as well as the 

processes by which they gained this knowledge over centuries of contin-

uous contact. We will, in effect, try to see the world as it looked through 

the eyes of da Gama’s navigator and those of the Asian geographers, 

mapmakers, and others whose accumulated wisdom would prove so vital 

to European explorers such as da Gama on their celebrated voyages. 

 This book challenges the prevalent Eurocentric approach to world 

history – which continues to see the year 1492 as the initial moment of 

interaction between distant cultures – by examining the eight centuries of 

contact and exchange prior to 1492 involving two of the world’s major 
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cultures: China and the Islamic world.  2   From around 700 to 1500, each 

society enjoyed similarly high levels of economic and cultural develop-

ment. Hubs of information ran parallel to their rich markets for goods. As 

the Chinese sought spices and fragrances from the Middle East, they also 

gained knowledge about advanced astronomy, mathematics, engineering, 

and medicine. As merchants from the Islamic world purchased silks and 

porcelains from China, they in turn adopted various technological inven-

tions pioneered by the Chinese, such as the art of papermaking and the 

compass. This activity also naturally resulted in the increase of mutual 

geographic knowledge. Mapmakers and writers recorded this new geo-

graphic information, thanks to the rich literary traditions of both soci-

eties. By 1500, the Chinese learned signii cantly more about the Islamic 

world, and the Muslims of West Asia and North Africa knew a great 

deal more about China, than either society had known about each other 

in the eighth century. During these eight centuries preceding Vasco da 

Gama, a great metamorphosis occurred: Asia’s most afl uent and power-

ful societies, each located at the extreme end of the other’s known world, 

transformed their understanding of each other, turning  terra incognita  

into  terra cognita . 

 In 750, maps of China did not exist in the Islamic world, nor did the 

Chinese possess maps of the Islamic world. Chinese geographers knew 

about  Dashi   , the Chinese term for the Arabs   or Arabia (and later for 

the Muslims in general),  3   but had little idea about their region’s geo-

graphic shape. Similarly, their counterparts in the Islamic world in the 

early years of Islam had only a vague notion of China, a country at the 

eastern end of the Silk Road   from which merchants returned with silks 

and other goods, but whose precise location was not well-dei ned. In the 

ensuing centuries, merchants, diplomats, and travelers from both spheres 

acquired and disseminated a great deal of knowledge about the histories, 

customs, and religious practices of other societies. Scholars then recorded 

their accounts, and based on their data, cartographers drew increasingly 

more detailed maps of the two regions and the lands that linked them (see 

 Figures 0.1  and  0.2 ).         

  Figure 0.1  shows the world map drawn by the Muslim geographer 

al-Idr ı   s ı      in the mid-twelfth century. Placing the Arabian Peninsula at the 

center, al-Idr ı   s ı    presents a very accurate depiction of the Mediterranean 

coastline to the west and the Indian Ocean and seas reaching China to 

the east.  Figure 0.2  shows a map drawn in Korea   in 1402 that, accord-

ing to its Korean authors, was based on maps drawn in China during the 

fourteenth century. The 1402 map therefore reveals the level of Chinese 
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understanding about the world at the time, which included accurate 

knowledge of the contours of the Arabian Peninsula and Africa. This leap 

from no maps to fairly precise geographic depictions, as evidenced in 

these two maps, is the direct result of the lively exchange of geographic 

and cartographic knowledge between the Chinese and Islamic worlds.  4   

 The state of European geographic knowledge during this period stands 

in clear contrast to the elaborate, systematic, and accurate descriptions of 

the world that Asian contemporaries produced thanks to continuous and 

open contact. Although the Europeans aspired to understand and engage 

the lands to the east from which exotic goods came, their knowledge 

 Figure 0.1.      Al-Idr ı   s ı   ’s map of the world from his  Pleasure of He who Longs 
to Cross the Horizons  ( Nuzhat al-musht  a 拷   q f    ı   拷   ikhtir  a 拷   q al-  a 拷   f  a 拷   q , dated to 1154), 
copy of 1553. By permission of the Bodleian Library, University of Oxford (Ms. 
Pococke 375, fols. 3b–4a). The original map placed the south on top; the map is 
reversed here for clarity.  
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remained largely circumscribed by a simplistic world view, represented 

by the “T-in-the-O” map  : this image accounted for the Middle East but 

depicted distant places such as China as little more than fabled lands of 

monsters and the original Garden of Eden.  5   One of the i rst important 

sources of information was the travelogue of Marco Polo  , who claimed 

to have journeyed to and from China between 1271 and 1295. Its con-

tents constituted a sum of all geographic knowledge circulating through-

out Asia in the fourteenth century. Da Gama’s predecessors, Henry the 

Navigator   and Christopher Columbus  , were each said to have read the 

travelogue. In other words, the geographic knowledge of the world grad-

ually accumulated in China and the Islamic world and communicated 

through Marco Polo (as well as other geographic and travel accounts) 

helped open the way to the age of European exploration and discovery   in 

the sixteenth century.  6   

 Figure 0.2.       The Map of Integrated Regions and Terrains and of Historical 
Countries and Capitals  ( Honil gangni yeokdae gukdo jido , or shortly the 
 Kangnido ) – the world map drawn in Korea in 1402 based on maps drawn 
in China during the Mongol period. This copy of the Korean original is dated 
1470 and held in Ryu ̄ koku University, Kyoto, Japan. Redrawn after the 
original image.  
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 Although an enormous number of secondary sources about pre mod-

ern Sino-Islamic relations already exist in many languages,  7   this book is 

the i rst to treat both sides of the exchange equally, using a comparative 

analysis of major primary sources in Chinese, Arabic, and Persian. These 

sources taken together provide enough data to trace the cross-cultural 

exchange of geographic knowledge that took place between these two 

societies, which, as we have just seen, would have powerful implications 

for world history.  

  China and the Islamic World: Connected by Land and Sea 

 To dei ne what we mean by “China” and “the Islamic world,” this study 

uses geographic markers that rel ect the two societies’ perceptions of each 

other during the pivotal eight centuries. “China  ” refers to the river valleys 

of the Yellow, Yangzi, and Pearl Rivers, which, in our period of study, was 

sometimes under Han Chinese rule and sometimes not.  8   “The Islamic 

world”   refers to the regions of modern-day Iraq and Iran as well as North 

and East Africa and Turkestan. For practical purposes, this study does 

not include other parts of the world where Muslim populations predomi-

nated, such as Southeast Asia. People living in these geographic regions 

of China and the Islamic world came to share similar cultures and tradi-

tions after a long process of intraregional political interactions.  9   As they 

did, writers within that region gradually dei ned their own societies and 

differentiated them from other societies. 

 The earliest people to call themselves Chinese established the i rst 

Chinese states on the North China Plain along the Yellow River some-

time between 1500 and 200 BCE. They called their states the “Middle 

Kingdom” ( zhongguo )   to contrast them with their “barbarian” neigh-

bors, according to their world view. Gradually the whole of China proper 

was unii ed, both politically and culturally, and the Chinese maintained 

and accentuated their cultural distinction over the centuries under suc-

cessive ruling dynasties.  10   One of China  ’s earliest contacts with peoples to 

the west was with the pre-Islamic Sassanid   empire of Iran (226–651). The 

means of contact was the overland routes of the Silk Road  , but because 

of the huge distances and many natural obstacles, the exchange typically 

took place via relays. Traders such as the famous Sogdian   merchants, 

who made their home in what is now Uzbekistan, would travel back and 

forth in short circuits, passing commodities from one market to another. 

These goods would then move along another stretch of the overland route 

via another set of carriers.  11   We can assume that some basic knowledge 
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about the land and people of China was transmitted from one merchant 

to another along with the goods they traded, and eventually made its 

way to the Arabian Peninsula. It is important to note that this informa-

tion was probably more substantial than that transmitted to the Roman 

empire  , for Roman writers tell us only about a place called  Serica  [ S  e 合   rik  e 合  ], 
the country of silk. The Indo-Iranian term for China that circulated in 

Central and West Asia at this time was  Ch   ı  拷   n   , probably derived from the 

name of the i rst Chinese empire, Qin (221–210 BCE). The Arabs   subse-

quently borrowed this term to create their own word for China,  al-S   ı  拷 n   .  12   

They continued to use the name, even several centuries after the fall of 

the Qin dynasty. 

 In 622, a new force intervened in the established trading routes linking 

China and West Asia. A new religion, Islam  , began to rise as a strong polit-

ical power under the Arabs, who swiftly conquered West Asia and soon 

after asserted their political dominance over Central Asia, North Africa, 

and Southern Europe, creating the political and cultural unity known as 

 ummah    (the Community of the Muslim Believers). The Umayyad caliph-

ate’s expansion into Central Asia reached as far as Kashgar, the oasis city 

located at the western end of contemporary China. As the western side 

of Eurasia experienced political upheaval, a new, strong, and outward-

looking dynasty – the Tang – came to power in China, establishing itself 

in the year 618. 

 A few extant sources reveal that contacts between the Tang dynasty 

(618–907) and the Islamic caliphates existed during this early period. 

Even if we exclude the legendary story about the visit of Muh  ammad  ’s 

close relative Sa ʿ d b. Ab ı    Waqqa  s   to Guangzhou   (Canton) in the seventh 

century, ofi cial Chinese histories mention thirty-three Arab diplomatic 

missions to keep peaceful relations with the Tang dynasty between 651 

and 750. Unfortunately, Arabic sources corroborate very few of these 

accounts,  13   and we do not know how many of these missions were dis-

patched by the Islamic rulers. Merchants from western Asia, including 

Sogdians   and Persians, continued to visit China in large numbers along 

the Silk Road as they had even before the rise of the Tang dynasty, and 

many undoubtedly provided the Chinese with information about their 

native lands as well as neighboring countries. At the same time, Chinese 

geographers learned about the rise of Islam from people traveling to West 

Asia such as Buddhist monks. The earliest surviving Chinese source that 

mentions Dashi   (the Arabs) is an account by the Korean monk Hyecho 

[Chinese: Huichao]   (704–787), who traveled from China to India and 

Central Asia. His narrative contains a brief sentence about the Arab 
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invasion of Iran (651), which indicates that the Chinese knew about the 

event.  14   

 Around 750, the histories of the two societies entered a new, dramatic 

phase. After a successful rebellion in Central Asia (Khorasan/Transoxania), 

the  ʿ Abba  sids   replaced the Umayyad caliphate   (661–750). Continuing its 

eastward push, the  ʿ Abba  sid caliphate (750–1258) soon collided with the 

westward expanding Tang dynasty. This i rst full-scale contact between 

the Chinese and Islamic societies took the form of clashes over political 

and military supremacy in Central Asia. As we will see in  Chapter 1 , soon 

after contest, the conditions of overland routes gradually worsened and 

Silk Road   trade dwindled. Their decline, however, stimulated the devel-

opment of ocean routes. By the eighth century, sea travel in the Indian 

Ocean became the predominant mode of contact, both direct and indi-

rect, between China and the Islamic world. 

 According to the i rst-century Greek text  The Periplus of the Erythraean 

Sea   , it was the Greeks who pioneered the sailing route from the Red Sea 

to the Indian Ocean  , which they called the Erythraean Sea, during the 

mid-i rst century CE.  15   The account details navigation itineraries and the 

kinds of goods traded in ports along the way, but provides only a vague 

description of a country beyond India called  Th   ı  拷   nai  ( Sinae ), from which 

silks came.  16   After the  Periplus , western sources mostly fall silent about 

routes in the Indian Ocean. A few archaeological sources reveal activity 

by Persians who sailed through the Indian Ocean and into East Asia.  17   

Chinese ofi cial histories before 750 (sources are few for the contempo-

rary Islamic world) record a long-term development of Chinese maritime 

trade with Southeast and South Asian merchants.  18   Here lay an oppor-

tunity, it seems, for Chinese and West Asians to meet somewhere in the 

Indian Ocean’s midst. However, middlemen from South and Southeast 

Asia primarily conducted trade on both ends, and therefore, the scale of 

the trade and contact was limited. 

 Sources, in both Chinese and Arabic, testify to a dramatic – and soon 

becoming steady – growth in scale of maritime contact between China 

and the Islamic world after 750. This study focuses primarily on maritime 

contacts in order to contrast it with the more familiar narratives about 

China’s contact with the western regions through the famous overland 

Silk Routes  . By the 1500s (when Europeans were initiating active contact 

with Asian markets), political fragmentation of the Islamic world – such 

as the establishment of the Shi ʾ i Savavid empire that served as a block 

between the Sunni kingdoms (Uzbeks and Ottomans) – was disrupting 

overland trade. At the same time, maritime trade operated continuously 
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even in the face of strife. And so, Europeans in the 1500s traveled to Asia 

along the maritime routes, including those between Iraq and China that 

Arab-Persian Muslims and Chinese had pioneered in earlier times. 

 Despite our maritime emphasis here, it is crucial to also examine the 

important diplomatic channels conducted through overland routes. In 

fact, maritime and overland societies experienced political integration 

during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries under the Mongols  , who 

conquered most of Eurasia and reopened overland routes that had been in 

decline for centuries. Even during this period, however, Sino-Islamic con-

tacts grew most through maritime commercial channels. Only recently 

have scholars begun to pay attention to the signii cance of maritime trade 

during the Mongol period, which the nomadic Mongol rulers supported 

more vigorously than anyone had suspected.  19   

 During the several centuries of continuous Sino-Islamic contact, schol-

ars and geographers in both societies began to write about each other. 

Most of these accounts contain information about trade goods, local 

products and inventions, sailing routes, history, and customs – knowledge 

intended to facilitate trade relations. When this commercially-oriented 

information circulated between the two societies, other forms of knowl-

edge such as science and technology (including cartographic techniques) 

traveled with it. Thus, Sino-Islamic exchange led to an overall growth 

in cross-cultural knowledge, which served to encourage further contact. 

How well we can calibrate this growth depends on our ability to interpret 

the geographical and cartographical evidence before us.  

  Source Materials 

 Specialists in comparative history realize that it is not easy to i nd equiv-

alent sources from both sides of an encounter. Such is the case when 

studying Sino-Islamic contacts. Fortunately, China and the Islamic world, 

arguably the world’s two most advanced societies between 750 and 1500, 

both produced abundant texts on a variety of subjects. By 750, the Chinese 

literary tradition was already over a thousand years old, and by the elev-

enth century, the Chinese were producing texts on a mass scale thanks 

to the innovation and spread of wood-block printing. As a result, more 

books from China survive in their complete forms than from any other 

culture of this period. Literature in the Islamic world, in contrast, did not 

blossom until the creation of the Qur ʾ a  n   in the seventh century, which 

initiated the standardization of written Arabic, a necessary precursor to 

the evolution of Arabic literature.  20   From the eighth century onward, the 
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number of Arabic literary genres increased dramatically, but manuscripts 

would continue to be hand copied for a millennium, as printing would 

not be introduced until the nineteenth century. Despite the disparities in 

the quantity and quality of written sources, both Chinese and Islamic 

societies boast rich collections of texts and manuscripts. These provide 

modern historians enough source material with which to make a bal-

anced comparison of each society’s knowledge about the other, and about 

the world at large.  21   In this book we will examine geographic accounts, 

travel and diplomatic narratives, and maps, and supplement these prin-

cipal sources with contextual information drawn from ofi cial histories, 

local gazetteers, and other kinds of literary works. Data from archaeolog-

ical excavations will provide further contextual information and supple-

ment the limitations of written sources. 

 Presenting a challenge to our study is the fact that few original man-

uscripts from this early period survive intact. In most cases, what we 

have to work with are copies made long after the original i rst appeared. 

As scholars well know, the original words could sometimes be distorted 

through successive generations of copies. The problem of copies and how 

to deal with them has provoked some fascinating debate, and urges us to 

consider the matter more seriously.  22   Here again, contextual sources will 

prove essential as points of cross-reference. 

  Geographic Accounts 

 This category of texts encompasses writings that convey information 

about another society’s geography, history, customs, and trade goods, 

regardless of the author’s purpose in writing the work. Most such accounts 

supply basic information about peoples and societies in an itemized fash-

ion, organized country by country, although some authors present this 

information in more dynamic narrative form. The earliest of these works 

were written by men who had never traveled to the countries they wrote 

about; these writers depended instead on the secondhand reports and 

hearsay of others. Consequently, their accounts are full of vague and 

fantastic stories about  terra incognita   . As contacts increased, however, 

authors writing about other societies were able to include i rsthand infor-

mation in order to satisfy the interests of their respective governments 

and of the general public. 

 Sima Qian (circa 145–86 BCE), often considered “the Herodotus of 

China,” was the i rst Chinese historian to write about western peoples.   In 

the classic  Records of the Grand Historian  ( Shiji ), he based his descrip-

tions of the countries of the Western Regions ( Xiyu )   on information 
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provided to him by Zhang Qian (died 113 BCE), the envoy who i rst pio-

neered the overland Silk Route through Central Asia. Here is the i rst part 

of Sima Qian’s account of the Parthian empire   ( Anxi ), which l ourished 

between 247 BCE and 224 CE in what is now Iran and Iraq:  23     

 The Parthian Empire [Anxi] is situated several thousand  li  [1  li  = approxi-
mately  ½  kilometer] west of the region of the Great Yuezhi. The people are 
settled on the land, cultivating the i elds and growing rice and wheat. They 
also make wine out of grapes. They have walled cities like the people of 
Dayuan, the region containing several hundred cities of various sizes. The 
kingdom, which borders the Gui [Oxus] river, is very large, measuring sev-
eral thousand  li  square. Some of the inhabitants are merchants who travel 
by carts or boats to neighboring countries, sometimes journeying several 
thousand  li . The coins of the country are made of silver and bear the face 
of the king. When the king dies, the currency is immediately changed and 
new coins issued with the face of his successor. The people keep records by 
writing horizontally on strips of leather…. 

 When the Han envoys i rst visited the kingdom of Parthia, the king of 
Parthia dispatched a party of twenty thousand horsemen to meet them on 
the eastern border of his kingdom. The capital of the kingdom is several 
thousand  li  from the eastern border, and as the envoys proceeded there 
they passed through twenty or thirty cities inhabited by great numbers of 
people. When the Han envoys set out again to return to China, the king 
of Parthia dispatched envoys of his own to accompany them, and after the 
latter had visited China and reported on its great breadth and might, the 
king sent some of the eggs of the great birds which live in the region, and 
skilled tricksters of Lixuan, to the Han court as gifts.  24    

 Sima Qian’s history represented a breakthrough in the Chinese under-

standing of the far west: No longer a fantasy land of mysterious creatures 

and immortal spirits, the territories of the west were now real, contain-

ing societies of normal mortals complete with farms, cities, markets, 

currencies, kings, and even systems of writing that could be described.  25   

The description of Anxi is typical of most Chinese accounts of foreign 

countries, specifying their geographic location, natural environment, 

local products, types of cities, markets, merchants, monetary system, 

and political and diplomatic relations with neighboring countries as well 

as with China. The Chinese gradually accumulated factual information 

about other societies that differed distinctly from the material found in 

the “classics” of their times, such as the  Classic of Mountains and Seas  

( Shanhai jing )  , whose fantastic creatures defy empirical testing.  26   Sima 

Qian dismissed such texts as unreliable once actual reports about foreign 

places came to him from travelers like Zhang Qian.  27   
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 As more and more Chinese journeyed to other lands, people from other 

lands began to travel to China.  Records of the Grand Historian  mentions 

diplomatic envoys sent both by China’s ruling Han dynasty (206 BCE–

220 CE) and by other countries. We cannot be sure, however, how many 

of these envoys during this early period were ofi cial. In fact, some of the 

envoys who arrived in China may have actually been merchants posing 

as diplomats in order to obtain trading privileges with the imperial court. 

Nevertheless, such visitors brought with them accurate, i rsthand infor-

mation about their homes and neighboring countries and passed it on to 

the Chinese they encountered. The information would then be collected 

by a special Ofi ce of the Court of State Ceremonial ( Hongl   ü    si ),   active 

even before the Tang period (618–907 CE), and compiled in the govern-

ment’s ofi cial histories and maps.  28   

 After Sima Qian’s  Records of the Grand Historian ,   top-ranking histo-

rians continued writing ofi cial histories in the same format, including a 

section on foreign countries that was placed in the biography section of 

their respective works. The authors of such accounts often drew on pre-

vious manuscripts, but also included fresh information. Although many 

of these do not survive in their entirety, snippets have come down to us 

thanks to their citation in ofi cial histories or their successive duplication 

in other texts. One such example is a late eighth-century report on the 

Arabs and Muslims in the  ʿ Abba  sid dynasty by a Chinese man taken cap-

tive during the conl icts between the Tang and  ʿ Abba  sid armies   in Central 

Asia. It is the earliest surviving detailed Chinese account of the Islamic 

world and sets a precedent for later Chinese writing on the region. The 

account circulated widely and is available to us today because it was 

inserted into the  Encyclopedic History of Institutions  ( Tongdian )  , the 

most inl uential ofi cial history of its time. 

 Arabic and Persian geographic accounts provide an interesting con-

trast to Chinese sources from the same period because they differ both 

in nature and quality. Arab scholars were the i rst to shape Islamic liter-

ature in Arabic, the language of the Qur ʾ a  n  . Soon, non-Arabs who had 

converted to Islam began to play an important role in developing Islamic 

scholarship. Early in its history, Muslim society invested heavily in the 

transfer of cultural knowledge, both because of its relatively late develop-

ment as a society and culture and because of their incorporation of other 

peoples and traditions in the course of its expansion. 

 As it expanded, the Arabs   systematically adopted a wealth of new 

geographic concepts, methods, and data from the Greeks, Iranians, 

and Indians.  29   The physical and mathematical   geography (the i eld that 
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calculates longitudinal and latitudinal coordinates) they acquired had 

its origins in ancient Greece and Rome. Greek and Roman sailors and 

merchants, whose long-distance trade, as we have seen, extended as far 

east as the Indian Ocean  , brought back information about the diverse 

regions they encountered, including eastern Eurasia.  30   The information 

was then compiled into the earliest known geographies of Eurasia and 

North Africa.  31   This knowledge was expanded in the second century CE 

when Ptolemy of Alexandria  , using Greek geographic data and advanced 

geodesy, published his two great works: the  Almagest , an astronomical 

table that notes the latitude and longitude of signii cant places in rela-

tion to their positions in the zodiac, and the  Geography   , a treatise that 

describes the layout of the known world with unprecedented accuracy by 

means of a network of coordinates.  32   

 After seizing a signii cant portion of the Byzantine empire and conquer-

ing the Sassanid empire of the Persians in 651, the Islamic empire-build-

ers quickly grasped the signii cance of this accumulated Greco-Roman 

knowledge, and actively promoted its assimilation into their rapidly 

spreading Arabic-speaking culture through massive translation projects 

under the sponsorship of the i rst  ʿ Abba  sid caliphs in Baghdad. Instead 

of merely copying the earlier works, however, Muslim scholars devel-

oped them further by combining the more mathematical Greek traditions 

with the descriptive Iranian ones – the same narrative traditions that, 

thanks to overland trade with West Asia, had been familiar to the Chinese 

for centuries.  33   This synthesis of earlier geographic traditions by Muslim 

scholars resulted in the world’s most advanced geographic and carto-

graphic knowledge throughout the medieval period. 

 The needs of the burgeoning Islamic empire soon became an engine for 

the acquisition of fresh geographic knowledge. The reasons for contin-

uously updating their geographic knowledge were simultaneously politi-

cal, religious, and commercial. Islamic expansion prompted the  ʿ Abba  sids   

to collect practical geographic information in order to better govern their 

new territorial acquisitions. The requirement in the Qur ʾ a  n   for Muslims 

to pray facing Mecca and to undertake a pilgrimage there further encour-

aged the acquisition of geographic knowledge.  34   Finally, Muslim mer-

chants  , who played the most active part in Indian Ocean trade during 

this period and who had extended their range all the way to China in 

the eighth century,  35   brought back new information about the lands they 

had seen. Fueled by the proliferation of paper (originally from China), 

Muslims under the  ʿ Abba  sids synthesized this new knowledge with the 

assimilated foreign traditions and produced numerous geographic and 
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historical accounts that described various regions of the world, including 

China.  36   Perhaps this is why the earliest Muslim accounts of China often 

provide a richer portrait than Chinese accounts of the Islamic world. 

 As time progressed, the number and quality of i rsthand geographic 

accounts and i rst person travel   narratives increased in China and the 

Islamic world, providing geographers with greater and more reliable 

sources of information. The changing character of the sources illustrates 

the changing character of the various contacts exchanges, and phases 

between the two societies, which peaked during the Mongol period. The 

following chapters explore the change in both content and style that 

occurred in each society’s geographic understanding of the other society 

over time. 

 We must take a critical approach when evaluating the information 

provided in each geographic account. It is quite likely that some of their 

original information was distorted in the course of its transmission 

from one language to another or from one manuscript to another. Even 

travel accounts   can be less reliable as sources of historical geographi-

cal information because we cannot always be certain that the authors 

indeed journeyed to the places they claimed to have visited. We, there-

fore, will consider the following questions throughout: What geographic 

information can be gleaned from Arabic and Chinese narratives? What 

are the formats and genres of geographic and travel writing that present 

these bits of information? What is their status as fact or i ction, and how 

can we evaluate that status? What new information can we i nd in each 

period, and how can we interpret it within the context of the Sino-Islamic 

contacts? What are the possible conduits of new information about other 

societies? Finally, in what ways did increased cross-cultural understand-

ing broaden the overall world view of these two societies and lead to 

further cross-cultural contact? Because space is limited, this study cannot 

exhaust the abundant sources available to us, nor scrutinize every frag-

ment of information – an impossible task for any single author. Instead, 

this study will selectively, comparatively, and critically analyze the most 

important sources related to Sino-Islamic contacts for their geographic 

knowledge. The book’s primary goals are (1) to demonstrate that certain 

types of collective knowledge circulated under specii c circumstances of 

contact, and (2) to consider the historical implications of this knowledge. 

Due to the limitations that written sources face in the course of transmis-

sion, we will also draw on material and visual sources for evidence of the 

same phenomena. The most important visual source that we can use to 

understand the increase of geographic knowledge is maps.  
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  Maps 

   This book is one of the i rst to make serious use of ancient maps for histor-

ical analysis, arguing that ancient maps can be seen as “texts” that encode 

the cultural knowledge of a society at a given time.  37   The level of familiar-

ity of one society with another can, in a certain sense, be gauged through 

the visual representations it makes of that “other” land. Although more 

limited in their circulation than written works, ancient maps display the 

geographic knowledge prevailing among certain groups within a society. 

In many cases, maps were more epiphenomenal than written geographic 

accounts: They were a spinoff of the aggregated data because they incor-

porated developing cartographic techniques. Yet maps of foreign coun-

tries that geographers produced using newly acquired information – and 

even using new cartographic techniques – can reveal the degree of contact 

and exchange with the foreign societies that occurred during the period 

in which the map was produced. 

 Cartographers developed mapmaking techniques and learned to draw 

precise maps starting in the third century CE in China and in the eighth 

century in the Islamic world. Many maps survive in China since car-

tography   had for centuries been essential to its administrative and mili-

tary pursuits.  38   The ancient Chinese drew symbolic diagrams such as the 

“Yugong tu  ,” which places China at the center of the world as the source 

from which enlightenment l ows. However, many written sources testify 

that early Chinese cartographers also drew more realistic maps for prac-

tical purposes. The earliest surviving maps show that Chinese cartogra-

phers used systematic distance-measuring methods that allowed them to 

draw China proper at a rather precise scale by 1000 CE or earlier. Maps 

of the lands beyond its borders would come much later. We will see in the 

following chapters the process by which Chinese cartographers gradually 

collected new geographic and cartographic information from other soci-

eties – particularly the Islamic world – to better understand and describe 

the wider world, including West Asia, Africa, and Europe. 

 Arab and Persian cartographers drew world maps much earlier than 

Chinese cartographers did. An Iranian tradition from antiquity portrayed 

the world’s land mass in the shape of a bird: China as its head; India its 

right wing; the North Caucasus (al-Khazar) its left wing; Mecca, H  ija  z, 

Syria, Iraq, and Egypt (i.e., the heart of the Islamic world) its chest; and 

North Africa its tail. These bird-shaped geographic contours often appear 

in early Arabic geographies.  39   Although it may sound fanciful, this scheme 

actually demonstrates a rough knowledge of the Eurasian continent and 

locates the major regions in their approximate positions. 
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 Muslim geographers and cartographers were able to create more 

accurate portraits of the world with more precise physical dimensions 

after they inherited the traditions of the Romans and Greeks. Ptolemy’s 

 Geography   , a table of longitudinal and latitudinal coordinates, provided 

important raw data with which to map the world. Muslim geographers 

updated Ptolemy’s geographic scheme with their own acquired informa-

tion. Thanks to their assimilation of the Greco-Roman tradition, re-mea-

surements of the physical locations of the major places in the world, and 

continuous discussions with sailors who sailed the Indian Ocean, Muslim 

geographers developed a sense of the coastlines between the Islamic world 

and China much earlier than Chinese cartographers did.  40   

 Because actual navigation allows for the most continuous exposure to 

the shape of a coastline, an obvious source of information for land-based 

mapmakers was navigators’ sea charts. Few original sea charts survive in 

China or the Islamic world, however.  41   Some of the charts used by Zheng 

He   (1405–1433) during his famous expeditions to the Islamic world 

survived long enough for others to collect and compile them for pub-

lic consumption two centuries later. The chart known as the “Mao Kun 

map” (Zheng He Hanghai tu)   supplies a complete record of all the sea 

routes connecting China to the Islamic world that were used for actual 

navigation. 

 As is the case with geographic accounts, few original maps survive. 

Nevertheless it is possible to draw on copies and compilations from later 

periods in order to reconstruct the maps in their original form. Such 

is the case with the two representative world maps presented in this 

Introduction (see  Figures 0.1  and  0.2 ). We will revisit these images in 

more detail in the following chapters in order to examine the Muslim and 

Chinese world views in the period of the maps’ production. Fortunately, a 

two- to three-century gap is too short a period of time to expect additions 

or distortions sufi cient to signii cantly alter the original copies. These 

later copies, therefore, will serve our purpose.    

  Archaeological Evidence 

 Archaeological i ndings constitute another source of data that will help 

us trace the increase in contact and mutual knowledge between China 

and the Islamic world. Archaeological excavations, which have grown in 

number since the late 1960s, provide information that may never have 

been available in early manuscripts. For example, textual sources rarely 

allow us to assess the volume of trade at a particular location the way that 

archaeological i nds do. The archaeological evidence, therefore, helps us 
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understand the conditions of contact that could have facilitated the trans-

fer of knowledge between the two societies at a given period of time. 

 Arabic geographic and travel accounts mention ceramics as one of 

the most important trade goods that arrived in the Islamic world from 

China, and archaeological i nds coni rm this. Chinese ceramics exca-

vated on the shores of the Persian Gulf and the Arabian Sea over the last 

four decades demonstrate that Muslims imported ceramics from China 

continuously between 700 and 1500.  42   Excavations at S ı   ra  f  , begun in 

1968, demonstrate that the quantity of Chinese ceramics available in this 

important Persian Gulf port suddenly increased in the eighth century.  43   

Large-scale imports of ceramics and other desirable goods were possible 

via the Indian Ocean shipping routes. After all, a ship could carry many 

more ceramics than a caravan of camels and at a much lower cost. By 

the ninth century, Middle Eastern potters had begun to imitate Chinese 

white porcelain, although they could never fully replicate them.  44   Similar 

archaeological excavations in China have yielded corresponding evi-

dence of large-scale ceramics production for export to the Islamic world. 

Finds in South Fujian, for example, demonstrate that this export industry 

contributed to the country’s economic growth during the Song dynasty 

(960–1276).  45   

 Evidence from sunken ships is now yielding important information 

on the commercial networks connecting China and the Islamic world. 

The remains of a ship’s hull structure, rigging, i ttings, or contents – espe-

cially its cargo – can indicate where the ship came from and in many 

cases, where it was headed. This in turn tells us much about patterns of 

communication and other details of ancient trade involving merchants 

from these two societies.  46   A ninth-century sunken dhow  , found on the 

Indonesian island of Belitung between Sumatra and Borneo, may provide 

the earliest evidence for direct trade between China and India and points 

farther west, and is therefore of potentially far-reaching historical signif-

icance.  47   The discoveries of the Song period shipwreck in Quanzhou Bay   

(Fujian province) and the Yuan period sunken ship in Sinan, Korea, sub-

stantiate both the scale of trade in commodities such as ceramics and the 

descriptions of shipbuilding techniques found in written sources.  48   

 Inscriptions discovered in coastal areas comprise another impor-

tant archaeological source. These document population movements as 

well as their scale. The early Islamic cemetery in the great port city of 

Quanzhou, which survives to this day, bears silent witness to these Sino-

Muslim contacts. Many of the cemetery’s Chinese and Arabic tombstone 

inscriptions date to the Mongol Yuan period, when Sino-Islamic contact 
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and exchange were at their height.  49   The evidence indicates that many of 

those buried there were Muslims of Arab-Persian origin, who were active 

in trade and other forms of cross-cultural interaction with the peoples of 

China, Central Asia, South Asia, and Southeast Asia.   

  The Growth of Geographic Knowledge in Three Phases 

 The present study begins in the year 750, when contact between the 

Islamic world and China began to l ourish, and ends in 1500, when their 

close economic and cultural exchange was altered by the arrival of the 

Europeans. The long time frame of this study may remind the reader of 

Fernand   Braudel’s (1902–1986) “ la longue dur   é   e. ” In his study of the 

Mediterranean, Braudel explores the “structures” that shape societies 

and which, unlike political regimes, last for long periods of time.  50   K. N. 

Chaudhuri  , who applied Braudel’s theory to the Indian Ocean, used an 

even longer time frame – the eleven centuries from the rise of Islam (after 

631 CE) to 1750 – to explore the unchanging structure of seaborne com-

merce.  51   Despite the many advantages of this approach in explaining the 

continuous structural features of the economy and culture in the regions, 

it does not address other important aspects, such as knowledge transfer, 

that did change as a result of the dynamic interactions between the two 

societies. This study, in contrast, emphasizes change over time, specii -

cally by charting the increase in mutual geographic knowledge between 

the two societies, which in turn led to more contacts. 

 This book divides its eight-century time frame into three phases, each 

the subject of two parallel sections: one on the Chinese, the other on the 

Islamic world. Phase 1 encompasses the pre-Mongol period from 750 

to 1260. Phase 2 covers the Mongol period from 1260 to 1368. Phase 3 

addresses the post-Mongol era from 1368 to 1500. Each chapter com-

bines a brief historical description of contemporary Sino-Islamic contacts, 

an analysis of primary sources, and a summary of the key archaeological 

i ndings. Taken together, these present a dynamic story of contact as well 

as the specii c conditions that led to the growth of geographic knowledge 

during these three phases. 

  Chapters 1  and  2  draw on Chinese, Arabic, and Persian language 

sources to trace the increase in mutual geographic knowledge during the 

i ve centuries of contact between China and the Islamic world from 751 to 

1260. This is the period of Tang (618–907) and Song (960–1276) dynas-

tic rule in China and  ʿ Abba  sid caliphate (750–1258) rule in the Islamic 

world. Until the late thirteenth century, when the Song and the  ʿ Abba  sids   
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fell to the Mongols, both enjoyed unprecedented economic growth as 

well as institutional and cultural development.  52   

 As the exchange between the two societies during this period grew, 

so did the amount of concrete information that authors could provide 

in their manuscripts as to sailing routes between China and the Persian 

Gulf, trade goods, history, and customs. By the ninth century, Arabic 

accounts of China began to appear in large numbers as Arab–Persian 

Muslims sailed to China and established a permanent base there. For 

their part, the Tang and Song governments created ever larger special dis-

tricts in which to house the ever growing foreign population arriving on 

their shores. These merchants were most likely the best sources of mutual 

knowledge for China and the Islamic world at that time. 

 Sources suggest that a new stage in Sino-Islamic contact, brought about 

by the increase in Chinese maritime trade, began around 1000 CE. Before 

that year, Arab ships had sailed all the way to China. However, sometime 

after 900 or 1000 CE, Chinese and Arab vessels began to meet at mid-

route shipping centers instead. At the same time, diasporic communities 

of sojourning Muslims began to take root in South and Southeast Asia. 

This change contributed greatly to the overall Chinese understanding of 

Indian Ocean trade and their geographic understanding of the world. 

 Contact and exchange between China and the Islamic world reached 

an unprecedented scale in the thirteenth century due to the radical politi-

cal changes that the Mongols   brought to most of Eurasia. With their sud-

den rise as the continent’s dominant political power in the early thirteenth 

century, the Mongols   established a land empire larger than any that had 

ever existed. The resulting peace revived the overland trade routes, which 

had been blocked for centuries. Just as important, and often overlooked, 

was the Mongols’ conquest of sedentary societies with naval ports, most 

importantly China and the Islamic world. 

 For the i rst time, China and the Islamic world were integrated politi-

cally. In 1260 the brothers H ü leg ü    (1217–1265) and Khubilai   (1215–

1294, reigned 1260–1294), grandsons of Chinggis Khan  , established the 

Mongol regimes of the Il-khanate   (1256–1335) in Iran and the Yuan 

dynasty   (1271–1368) in China, respectively. The two states remained 

constant allies in the disputes among the Mongol khanates, a fact that 

strengthened the diplomatic and commercial relations between China 

and Iran and encouraged scholarly exchange. 

 Despite their nomadic origin, the two Mongol regimes secured the ports 

that lay within their two states, and in so doing, took advantage of the 

opportunity to advance into the sea. Sugiyama Masaaki suggests that this 
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turn to the sea began after the Mongol army met defeat by the Mamlu ̄ ks   

at the Battle of  ʿ Ayn Ja  lu ̄ t   in 1260, which prevented the Mongols from 

conquering more land.  53   That same year, supporters in Khuriltai, jockey-

ing for the next grand Khan of the Mongol empire, elected Khubilai  , who 

would devote the energies of his court to advancing international contact 

and promoting geographic and cartographic projects. Thus, 1260 marks 

a convenient start date for both the Mongols’ full-scale advance toward 

the sea, and the second phase in the development of contacts between 

China and the Islamic world from a maritime perspective.  Chapters 3  

and  4  draw on Chinese, Arabic, and Persian sources to trace the dramatic 

increase in mutual geographic knowledge that occurred in response to 

the Pax Mongolica   between 1260 to 1368. 

 The relationship between the Islamic world and China entered a 

different phase after the fall of the Mongol   empire in 1368. The Ming 

dynasty   (1368–1644) governed a united China, while the Timurid 

dynasty   (1369–1506) ruled much of Western and Central Asia, a geopo-

litical status not unlike that which existed before the rise of the Mongols. 

Relations between the two societies were often disrupted after the fall of 

the Mongols, yet other contacts based on the foundations of the earlier 

legacy continued. In the very last decades of the fourteenth and the i rst 

decades of the i fteenth century, relations between China and Central 

Asia deepened further thanks to the exchange of envoys between the 

Ming and Timurid courts.  Chapter 5  deals with the i nal years before the 

arrival of the Europeans in Asia, including the most remarkable among 

the events that contributed to the increase of geographic knowledge dur-

ing this period, the seven voyages of Zheng He   (1371–1433). 

 In sum, this study will make use of both diachronic and synchronic 

comparisons to highlight the scale of contact that developed between 

China and the Islamic world as well as the dynamic changes in cross-

cultural knowledge that took place from the mid-eighth to the i fteenth 

century. As we observe the gradual development of these contacts over 

time, it will become clear that the terms “China  ” and “the Islamic world  ” 

do not refer to static geographic entities. Both constantly changed, just 

as their political realms changed. Although China and the Islamic world 

once stood at opposite ends of Asia, in time, the Islamic world grew much 

closer to China through both land and sea routes. Let us begin our study 

by examining how writers in these two societies began to rei ne their 

knowledge about the farthest reaches of the known world.     
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     1 

 From Imperial Encounter to Maritime Trade  

  Chinese Understanding of the Islamic 
World, 750–1260   

   Introduction 

 The i rst extant Chinese account about the Islamic world dates to the mid-

eighth century. Du You’s (735–812) description of the Arabs   in his cele-

brated  Encyclopedic History of Institutions  ( Tongdian ) reports the most 

important events that occurred in the course of founding and expanding 

the Islamic community in West Asia during the early seventh century:

  The country is west of Persia. Others say before this a Persian Arab 
[Muh  ammad] as if with divine aid obtained a sword and killed peo-
ple. Because he summoned some of the Arabs to join him, eleven men 
came. Following the order of joining, they encouraged the i rst one to be 
appointed king. After this, many gradually joined him, and subsequently 
they destroyed Persia and defeated Byzantium and the city of India. All they 
encountered had no way of defeating them. Their troops numbered 420,000. 
Their nation has existed for 34 years [i.e., starting from 622]. Before this, 
when the i rst king [Muh  ammad]   died, a successor was appointed as head, 
and the present king is the third successor [i.e.,  ʿ Uthma  n]. The king belongs 
to the tribe of the Arabs (Dashi  ).  1    

 Although imprecise, this encyclopedia entry is important because it iden-

tii es a new group of people, the Arabs ( Dashi ), and identii es their loca-

tion and origins somewhere west of Persia. It also identii es the Prophet 

Muh  ammad   as the founder of Islam, his growing community of follow-

ers, their rise to political power, their conquest of Persia and parts of 

the Byzantine empire and India, and the election-based succession pro-

cess following the death of the Prophet. As following pages of this book 

show, this passage also reports that Muslims pray i ve times a day at their 

mosques. Their women are veiled when they go outdoors.  2   They set up 
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the diplomatic relations with the Tang dynasty soon after the Chinese 

recognized their ascent as a political power. The Chinese documented 

this knowledge in a detailed section of an encyclopedic history little more 

than a century after Islam’s rise, largely because of one man, Du Huan – a 

relative of the Chinese encyclopedia’s author, Du You. Captured by the 

 ʿ Abba  sid army after they defeated the Chinese army at the Battle of Talas   

(in modern-day Dzhambul, Kazakhstan) in 751, Du was brought to Ku ̄ fa  , 

the capital of the  ʿ Abba  sid empire, where he lived as a prisoner of war 

for ten years. After his release and return home to China, he recorded 

his experiences, which his relative used to write his encyclopedia entry. 

Du You’s account rel ects one of the most dramatic political encounters 

in world history, the one between the Tang and the  ʿ Abba  sid empire, the 

consequences of which would transform the political, economic, and reli-

gious landscape of Central Asia and the Indian Ocean trade networks. 

 After his decade living in the Islamic world, Du Huan returned to 

China. He traveled by ship, following the sea route that had begun to 

boom as a new alternative in pan-Asian travel to the overland Silk Road  . 

This growing sea trade, which metamorphosed into a mostly peaceful 

commercial relationship, perhaps best illustrates the relationship between 

China and the Islamic world since the eighth century. Once engaged in 

the Indian Ocean trade, many merchants from Baghdad   followed along 

the maritime routes until they i nally arrived at the Chinese port city of 

Guangzhou. Many continued on, traveling into the interior to reach the 

Tang capital of Chang’an   in order to seek business opportunities there. 

These Middle Eastern merchants brought merchandise like peppers and 

frankincense to trade with Chinese for the high-quality ceramics that 

were always highly prized in their home countries. Chinese welcomed 

foreign merchants and their wares, because the cultural and economic 

prosperity of China under the Tang empire (and the Song after it) gener-

ated expansive consumer demands and the wealth necessary to indulge 

them. Chinese contact with Muslim merchants grew, and as it grew, 

Chinese came to regard the Muslim homeland as the richest of all for-

eign countries. This accelerated Chinese understanding of Muslim society 

and inspired Chinese authors to seek information from the Muslim visi-

tors they encountered in order to try to envisage the Islamic world and 

describe it to their readers. 

 This chapter draws on Chinese-language sources in order to under-

stand the increase and character of Chinese knowledge about the Islamic 

world during the i rst i ve centuries of contact between the two societies 

(between 750 and 1260) before China fell to the Mongol rule. Sources 
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like geographic accounts and maps will help clarify the extent of this 

knowledge, understand the information the Chinese appeared to seek 

and why, and measure the impact of contact with the Islamic world on 

Chinese understanding.  

  Early Contacts and the First Direct Accounts 

 Following that model of Sima Qian, whose i rst-century  Records of the 

Grand Historian  ( Shiji ) pioneered a new genre of history writing in China, 

historians of Chinese ruling dynasties developed principles that would 

govern the creation of a whole category of writing about foreign peo-

ples and geography in imperially sanctioned histories. During the Tang 

dynasty, the Chinese extended their military power and cultural inl u-

ence over neighboring countries. It was, according to historians, China’s 

golden age of political strength, economic prosperity, and cultural inl u-

ence. By that time, the Chinese had i rmly established a China-centered 

“world order”   over most of eastern Asia, supported by a tributary system 

that they used to manage relations with non-Chinese peoples. Historians 

of the Tang dynasty adopted earlier concepts of distinguishing Chinese 

and non-Chinese “barbarians” and a systematic categorization of for-

eign peoples who fall within or outside of the orbit of China’s tributary 

system. They divided non-Chinese into four groups:  Dongyi  or “Eastern 

Barbarians,”  Xirong  or “Western Barbarians  ,”  Nanman  or “Southern 

Barbarians,” and  Beidi  or “Northern Barbarians.” Of these four groups, 

the one that the Chinese had to watch most closely was the  Xirong , the 

people who lived beyond China’s western border – in other words, the 

people of eastern Turkestan or further west. The Tang dynasty brought a 

broad part of this region into its political sphere of inl uence, and there-

fore, any changes that occurred in this region could have affected China’s 

dominion over the region. Few events better illustrate the political impor-

tance of the western countries to Tang China and the anxiety they could 

stir than the rise of the Arabs   and the expansion of Islamic power into the 

region. This event was described accurately by Du You, the most author-

itative historian of the Tang dynasty. 

 Du You’s  Encyclopedic History of Institutions  is not an ofi cial his-

tory written for the Chinese imperial court. He compiled it in order to 

provide a readily accessible collection of extracts from earlier literature 

and history to writers seeking examples of literary excellence and clas-

sical allusions. His encyclopedic concept followed an intellectual trend 

to categorize and organize knowledge.  3   He also responded to specialist 
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readers: the end of the encyclopedia includes a collection of materials on 

border defense, as if anticipating the need for information about foreign 

 countries.  4   Du You’s section on Dashi   (the Arabs or the Muslims) con-

stitutes part of a larger section about the Western Barbarians ( Xirong )  , 

which consists of a broad overview of the political situations in the 

region and specii c entries about individual groups or countries. Unlike 

the ofi cial histories of the Tang dynasty, whose authors in the later Song 

dynasty wrote about events centuries after the fact,  5   Du You wrote about 

the people of the west as current events, utilizing contemporary accounts 

to construct his encyclopedia entries. His text, considered the most rep-

resentative geographic account of the Tang dynasty period from a state 

ofi cial’s perspective, provides a capsule history of Arabia, including its 

basic geographical features, products, and customs, as seen in the same 

passage on the people of Dashi:  6    

  The men of the land have large, long noses and are dark-skinned and 
heavily bearded, like Indians. The women are dignii ed and beautiful.  7   
Their writing system differs from that of the Persians. They raise camels, 
horses, donkeys, mules, sheep, and other animals. The soil has much sand 
and is not suitable for cultivation. They do not have the i ve grains of rice, 
millet, beans, wheat and barnyard millet, but only eat the meat of cam-
els, horses, and other similar animals. It was only when they had defeated 
Persia and Byzantium that they obtained rice and baked goods. They wor-
ship the god of Heaven.  8    

 An important feature in Du You’s account is that he clearly distinguishes 

the Arabs from the Persians, a people with whom China enjoyed limited 

contact for several centuries.  9   Despite some exaggeration, the passage 

characterizes the nomadic nature of the Arabs’ lifestyle in the Arabian 

Desert before they began political expansion into neighboring countries. 

In keeping with the compilation’s structure, the passage on the Arabs is 

preceded by a short sentence that describes the country’s diplomatic rela-

tions with China: “It is said that the Arabs sent an envoy to present tribute 

to the Tang in the Yonghui period [650–655, probably in 655].”  10   Ofi cial 

histories compiled by later dynasties also show that the Muslim envoys 

began to come to China several times after the mid-seventh century. Some 

envoys provided Chinese ofi cials with information about their country 

during their visits. One envoy to the Tang court in 651 (or 655) reported 

that thirty-six years had passed since his country was established and that 

changes had occurred among their political leaders, the caliphs. 

 Although Du You’s overview contains accurate information, it also 

reveals how differently Chinese viewed the Islamic world. This is clear in 
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Du You’s i nal paragraph, which hints about the Chinese geographic per-

ception of the Arabs, their country, and the world beyond:

  It is also said that their king [of the country of Dashi] always sends men on 
ships with clothing and provisions, and they cross the sea for eight years 
but do not reach the western shore. In the sea is a square rock on which 
are trees with red branches and green leaves. On the trees are born many 
young children 6–7  cun  [Approximately 15 cm (1 cun = 2.25 cm)] long. 
When they see people, they do not speak but all can laugh and move their 
hands and feet. Their heads are attached to the branches of the tree. When 
people pick them from trees, the [heads] come off in their hands, then dry 
up and turn black. The envoy took one branch and returned with it. It is 
now in the residence of the Arabian king.  11    

 Here, “the sea” that the Arabs crossed to reach the western shore could 

have meant “the Western Sea” ( Xihai )  , a name that often appears in early 

accounts beginning with Sima Qian, and which scholars regarded as a cen-

tral geographic location in the western regions. The modern sea the pas-

sage indicates is vague and differs from other accounts of the same place. In 

Du You’s passage, the Western Sea constituted the most remote place that 

people could reach. Later sources help identify this sea more concretely as 

the northwestern part of the Indian Ocean including the Persian Gulf, the 

Red Sea, and the Arabian Sea. The previous account by Du You about the 

western lands mixes fact with fantasy that includes a description of chil-

dren hanging from trees. Still, Du You maintained his authority among 

Chinese readers because such fancy recurs in later Chinese accounts. 

 Du You’s  Encyclopedic History of Institutions  stands out among 

Chinese accounts written during the Tang dynasty period because it con-

tains realistic descriptions of foreign lands derived directly from eyewit-

ness reports. Typical works of this genre tended to rely on less reliable 

secondhand information. For example, Du You allotted three times as 

much space to reprint a passage from the eyewitness account Du Huan, 

forgoing a long explanation of his relative’s trip as compilers often did. 

He does, however, provide a brief overview:

  My relative Huan followed Go Seonji   [Tang general of Goguryeo (Korean) 
descent; Gao Xianzhi in Chinese, died 755], the military commissioner of 
Zhenxi (modern Xinjiang), to go on a western expedition. In the tenth 
year of Tianbao (751) he reached the Western Sea  . At the beginning of the 
Baoying reign (761) he boarded a merchant ship and returned [to China] 
through Guangzhou, and wrote his  Travel Record .  12    

 How fortunate that Du You received this account from such a reliable 

source. Du You does not explain why Du Huan traveled to the Western 
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Sea, but the fact that Du Huan accompanied Go Seonji on his western 

expedition hints that he was taken captive when the Tang general’s army 

was defeated by the  ʿ Abba  sid at the Battle of Talas   in 751. 

 At the Battle of Talas, more than a century of westward expansion 

by the Tang dynasty began to decline.  13   Starting in the 630s, the armies 

of the Tang conquered territory in present-day Xinjiang in northwest-

ern China. Early in their reign, Tang emperors sent envoys to the lands 

beyond the Pamir Plateau into Central Asia. Soon western states like 

the country of Shi   (modern Tashkent) sent envoys to the Tang capital to 

present tribute. Soon after, however, the armies of the Islamic caliphates 

rapidly spread from the Middle East. After they defeated the Sassanid 

empire (in modern-day Iran) in 651, Muslim armies moved into Central 

Asia, threatening Tang supremacy over the region. The Muslim and Tang 

armies then engaged in a complicated political contest for dominance 

over Central Asia’s Silk Roads as well as other kingdoms like those ruled 

by the Tibetans and the Turks.  14   Then, in 751, the armies of these two 

expansionist powers i nally collided at Talas. This is the i rst military 

encounter between China and the Islamic world verii ed by sources in 

both societies. 

 Chinese and Arabic sources contain conl icting information about the 

Battle of Talas. Chinese sources report that the Tang dynasty attacked the 

country of Shi with an army of 20,000.  15   The  ʿ Abba  sids, they say, inter-

vened on the side of the Shi. With the Karluks rallied behind the Tang, 

the contest seemed evenly matched. Five days later, however, the Karluks 

suddenly switched sides. Having lost their key ally, the Tang armies suf-

fered defeat. Islamic sources, however, offer a different explanation. The 

battle occurred, they say, because supporters of the recently overthrown 

Umayyad dynasty rebelled against their  ʿ Abba  sid conquerors in Bukhara 

and Sogdiana. The Tang army aided the Umayyad and their support-

ers. In response, the  ʿ Abba  sid army challenged the Tang, killing 50,000 

Chinese soldiers and capturing 20,000 prisoners of war.  16   

 In the long run, the battle did not affect the relationship between 

the two countries. According to the Tang ofi cial histories, the  ʿ Abba  sid 

caliphate continued to send envoys to the Tang court, and the Tang gov-

ernment asked the  ʿ Abba  sid to send troops to the emperor’s aid when the 

devastating An Lushan Rebellion occurred in 755.  17   Even so, the Battle 

of Talas carries great signii cance in the history of contact between the 

two societies. According to an Arabic source, Chinese prisoners of war 

introduced the art of papermaking to the Islamic world. After the i rst 

paper mill was founded in Baghdad in 794–795, paper and the art of 
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papermaking l ourished throughout the Islamic world. Paper replaced 

papyrus (which is fragile) and parchment (which is expensive) as the pri-

mary medium for writing, facilitating the subsequent growth of books 

and libraries.  18   

 No Chinese source explicitly mentions the transfer of papermaking 

by Chinese prisoners of war. Yet a passage in Du Huan’s account sug-

gests that such a transmission was indeed possible, because Du reports 

encounters with several Chinese crafts people living in the  ʿ Abba  sid 

world: “Chinese craftsmen originated the crafts of i ne silk weaving, gold 

and silver working, and painting. Painters there [in the  ʿ Abba  sid society] 

are Fan Shu and Liu Ci from Chang’an and silk weavers are Yue Huan 

and L ü  Li from Hedong [Taiyuan in Shanxi?].”  19   These Chinese – prob-

ably, like Du Huan, prisoners of war – contributed to the formation of 

an Arab stereotype that all Chinese were good at crafts. Contemporary 

Arabic sources, as we will see in the next chapter, regularly allude to the 

superiority of Chinese craftsmanship. 

 Returning Chinese brought information about the Islamic world home 

with them to China. The sections from Du Huan’s account quoted in Du 

You’s  Encyclopedic History of Institutions  include passages that provide 

geographic information about the Islamic world and nearby places. The 

surviving snippets provide a nearly complete picture of Du Huan’s travel 

routes: from Bahanna (modern-day Fergana, Uzbekistan, a Central Asian 

country near Talas) along overland routes through Samarkand to the 

 ʿ Abba  sid caliphate in Iraq. Du returned to China via Sri Lanka by sea.  20   

The longest and the most concrete description of the places he visited in 

his account of the heart of the Islamic world is the section written about 

the Arabs or more specii cally the  ʿ Abba  sid caliphate  . The passage reads: 

   Dashi is also called Ajuluo [Akula (i.e., Ku ̄ fa, modern-day Iraq)]. The king 
of Dashi is called Mu-men [i.e., the Caliph Amir al-Mu ʾ minin  ], and he has 
made this place his capital. The gentlemen and women of this place are tall 
and well-built. They wear i ne and clean garments, and their manners are 
gentle and elegant. When women go outdoors, they must cover up their 
faces with veils. Five times a day all the people, whether humble or noble, 
pray to Heaven. They eat meat as a religious observance, and they con-
sider killing animals merit-worthy. They wear silver belts decorated with 
silver knives. They prohibit wine and music. When they quarrel, they do 
not come to blows. 

 There is also a prayer hall which holds tens of thousands. Every seven 
days the king attends the prayers, mounts a high seat and expounds the 
religious law to the people, saying: “Men’s life is very hard; this is a way 
of Heaven that would not change. If you commit one of the following 
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crimes – lewdness, kidnapping, robbery, mean actions, slander, self-gratii -
cation at the expense of others, cheating the poor and oppressing the hum-
ble – your sins are among the most heinous. Those who are killed in battle 
by the enemy will be reborn in Heaven; those who kill the enemy will enjoy 
unlimited good fortune (on Earth).” 

 A large territory came under the king’s rule, and the number of those who 
follow him is increasing incessantly. The law is lenient and funerals are 
frugal.  21    

 This description clearly suggests the most important historical fact about 

this foreign land: The  ʿ Abba  sid caliphate ruled its empire according to 

the principles of Islam. This is one of the earliest accounts by anyone 

from another society reporting about the religious and political order 

of Islamic society. It predates the ninth and the tenth centuries when 

 Sharia    (Islamic principles and laws based on the Qur ʾ a  n  ) and the  Sunnah    

(Muslim tradition, the sum of collected had ı   th) was codii ed by Islamic 

scholars, the  ulama . 

 His vivid description suggests the possibility that Du Huan witnessed 

much of what he describes in his report because the core content is quite 

accurate. For example, he identii es Dashi with Ku ̄ fa, which was indeed 

the capital of the  ʿ Abba  sid caliphate when he was brought to the city. 

Ku ̄ fa was one of the earliest urban Arab settlements, emerging during the 

early years of Arab expansion under the i rst caliphates and the Umayyad 

dynasty that followed. In the course of their revolt against the Umayyads   

in the mid-eighth century, the  ʿ Abba  sids took Ku ̄ fa and made it their 

capital in 749, two years before Du Huan’s arrival. Soon afterward, in 

762, the  ʿ Abba  sids shifted their capital to Baghdad  . The prayer hall that 

Du Huan describes must have been the Great Mosque of Ku ̄ fa where the 

caliph went every Friday to lead his subjects in prayers. As one of the 

earliest mosques in Islam, the Great Mosque of Ku ̄ fa was constructed in 

the middle of the seventh century  . Early accounts of the mosque include 

the chronicle of al-T  abar ı   , who describes its grand audience hall with 

marble columns and room to accommodate 60,000 people.  22   Du Huan 

summarizes the king’s sermon, which contains some of Islam’s important 

principles written in the Qur ʾ a  n  ,  Sunnah   , and  Sharia   .  23   

 Du Huan’s account continues:

  Within the city walls, in the villages, all of the earth’s products are here. 
Nothing is lacking. It is the hub of the four quarters. Thousands of varie-
ties of merchandise have been brought here in immense quantities and are 
sold at very low prices. Silk and embroideries, pearls and shells are piled 
up in the markets. Camels and horses, donkeys and mules jam the streets 
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and alleys. Dwelling houses and other buildings are carved of stone-honey 
[earth bricks?] and resemble Chinese carriages. On each festival, the nobles 
are presented with glass work, porcelain, brass, bottles and jugs in enor-
mous quantities.  

 Du Huan’s description of the economically thriving villages in the  ʿ Abba  sid 

empire sheds light on the trade activities of the Islamic world. There, mer-

chants sell many local products, he reports, but the merchandise brought 

from other places captures everyone’s attention. Most of the goods that 

Du Huan lists, such as silk, pearls, shells, and porcelain, appear frequently 

in contemporary Chinese and Arabic accounts that discuss foreign trades. 

Glasswork was a major art commodity in the Islamic world, developed 

from traditions that date back to late antiquity. Glass  ware of different 

shapes and colors dating to the early Islamic period (seventh to eleventh 

centuries) and shards of porcelains imported from China have been exca-

vated from local archaeological sites. Together, texts and artifacts help us 

to imagine the luxuries of the wealthy people living in the urban center 

of the Islamic world at that time.  24   Du Huan does not mention trade with 

China, yet leaves no doubt that China, the world’s only porcelain manu-

facturer, exported to the Middle East by sea. 

 Du Huan shows a keen interest in comparing local products with 

those in China:

  Fine rice and baked goods are [here] as in China. Fruits include peaches 
and thousand-year-old dates, with roots as large as a  tou  [a measuring 
cup: 1.9 l ], with a beautiful l avor. Other vegetables are like other countries. 
Their big grapes are like chicken eggs. Two fragrant oils are expensive, 
one called Yeseman [Jasmin], the other Moniushi. There are two fragrant 
plants, one called Chasaibeng, the other Libuba.  

 This account and following passages about domestic animals like camels, 

horses, and ostriches typify Chinese writing about foreign places. In gen-

eral, Du Huan keeps descriptions brief and devoid of personal feeling in 

accord with the traditions of this genre of Chinese writing. The passages 

remain rich enough in content, however, to highlight most of the key 

issues important to understand a foreign society. For example, the sec-

tion about the Arabs   ends with a brief description of their history: “Now 

they [the Arabs] have destroyed and swallowed forty to i fty states, all of 

which are subject to them. They divide their soldiers into many places to 

protect them, and their territory extends all the way to the Western Sea.” 

 This passage illustrates the extent of Du Huan’s knowledge about 

Islamic history and geography. As Du Huan correctly noticed, by the 

 mid-eighth century, Islamic armies had conquered the Arabian Peninsula, 
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Iraq, and Iran, and reached Central Asia to the east and the Iberian 

Peninsula to the west. Under the Umayyads   and  ʿ Abba  sids, the Arabs   

stationed their armies and imperial administration in major cities to man-

age an empire that extended all the way to “the Western Sea,” which Du 

Huan himself visited. Judging from his itineraries, Du’s Western Sea prob-

ably meant the Persian Gulf, which was the closest ocean body to Ku ̄ fa  . 

 This early Chinese account demonstrates remarkably accurate and 

rich knowledge about the Islamic world. As was often the case, Chinese 

authors continually copied from Du You’s encyclopedia, and therefore 

this account established the foundation for Chinese learning about the 

Islamic world in later periods. Later Chinese sources such as the  Imperially 

Reviewed Encyclopedia of the Taiping Era  ( Taiping yulan ) compiled in 

984 all cite and favorably comment on Du Huan’s account.  25   

 The extent of Chinese knowledge about the Islamic world during this 

early period helps us to understand the political relationship that existed 

between China and the Islamic world during their initial, formative stage 

of contact. The  ʿ Abba  sid caliphate was a newly ascending power along 

China’s western frontier. China had limited political contact with the 

country, with the notable exception of the Battle of Talas. The rebellion 

of An Lushan  , which lasted from 755 to 763 and seems to have involved 

the  ʿ Abba  sid army, forced China’s imperial government to withdraw its 

troops from Central Asia. Powerful nomadic states such as the kingdom 

of Tufan (modern-day Tibet  ) arose in Central Asia as a result.  26   This sit-

uation caused the overland routes that had been the main passageway 

between China and the Islamic world to decline. It also led to a grad-

ual disappearance of non-Chinese groups like the merchant Sogdians   

as middlemen between Chinese and Islamic societies along the overland 

routes that connected them.  27   Contact between the two societies entered 

a new phase, however, with the success of maritime routes.  28   

 Like Du Huan, who returned to China by ship, Chinese and Muslims 

turned increasingly to travel between China and the Islamic world by sea. 

As a result, maritime trade began to surpass overland trade in both vol-

ume and importance. As maritime trade l ourished, Chinese geographic 

knowledge of the Islamic world grew to a new level.  

  Maritime Trafi c between the Islamic World and the Tang 

(618–907) China and Jia Dan’s Routes 

 Contemporary accounts and archeological sources demonstrate that mar-

itime trade between China and West Asia dramatically increased after the 
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middle of the eighth century. Tang dynasty navigators inherited knowl-

edge about other places, routes, ships, and navigation from mariners of 

the previous periods, and further developed this knowledge to a more 

advanced level. Archaeological excavations that sit along the old routes 

from Guangzhou to the Persian Gulf via the Indian Ocean testify to 

the growth in maritime contacts that occurred from the eighth century 

onward. Remarkably, archaeologists have found many Chinese ceramics 

that date to the eighth through tenth centuries – the era of the Tang and 

Five Dynasties – along the coastline of the Indian Ocean. If one draws a 

line connecting all the sites in West Asia where Tang Chinese ceramics have 

been found, it would connect Guangzhou with Zanzibar and go through 

the ports of Indonesia, Arikamedu   in Madras, India; Banbhore   in Pakistan; 

and Aden  , Suhar  , and S ı   ra  f   in the Persian Gulf (see  Figure 1.1 ).  29        

 These discoveries testify to the fact that West Asia, set at the farthest 

western side of the Indian Ocean commercial sphere, was an important 

consumer of Chinese ceramics.  30   

 Extant sources before 1000 CE suggest that most of the traders 

who shipped ceramics from China to the western Indian Ocean were 

 Figure 1.1.      Archeological sites containing Chinese ceramics, dated 8th–10th 
centuries.  
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merchants from the Islamic world. As they sailed along the coast between 

China and the Islamic world, they probably provided information about 

sailing routes and trade goods with the Chinese they encountered.   Only 

one such short account – “  The Route to the Foreign Countries across the 

Sea from Guangzhou” (Guangzhou tong haiyi dao) compiled around 800 

by Jia Dan (729–805) – survives today. Court historians included it in the 

geography ( dili ) section of the  New History of the Tang Dynasty     .  31   

 Geography i rst appears as a topic of interest to Chinese scholars in 

 The Records of the Grand Historian  and the next ofi cial history, Ban 

Gu’s  History of the Former Han  ( Hanshu )  , includes the i rst mono-

graph on administrative geography.  32   Since then, most ofi cial histories 

followed suit.  33   By including this section, Chinese scholars sought to 

give a concise yet comprehensive geography of China and its neighbor-

ing regions. Jia Dan, for example, was a prime minister and renowned 

geographer. According to his biography in the  New History of the Tang 

Dynasty , although interested in geography since childhood, he himself 

never traveled to foreign countries.  34   Yet, while he was serving as a min-

ister of the State Ceremonial ( Hongl   ü    si ),   which received visitors to the 

 Figure 1.2.      The route from Guangzhou to foreign countries as envisioned by 
Jia Dan (circa 800).  
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imperial capital from foreign countries, he collected information in order 

to write geographic descriptions about various regions. One of his extant 

accounts, called “The Route from Guangzhou,” is the earliest extant doc-

ument from either China or the Islamic world that describes the maritime 

route between Guangzhou and the Persian Gulf.  35   The short account pro-

vides a detailed navigational itinerary for a ship starting from Guangzhou 

and sailing through Southeast and South Asia to the country of Dashi, the 

 ʿ Abba  sid caliphate. It gives practical guidance to sailors, providing direc-

tions and estimating the time required to travel from one port to the next 

until they reach the Islamic world. Jia Dan identii es these networked 

stopover ports by country names, although many of these countries were 

in fact city-states or cities that served regional regimes as their delegated 

ports-of-trade (see  Figure 1.2 ).    

 Chinese had known about the sailing route from China to the south-

ernmost border of southern India through Southeast Asia since the Han 

period (206 BCE–220 CE). Trade and later religious exchanges between 

China and India inspired Chinese interest in the region.  36   Jia Dan’s itin-

erary extended beyond this, reaching the country of Tiyu (Daibul  ) on the 

northwest coast of the Indian subcontinent centered on the estuary of 

the Indus River. From there, travelers continued westward for another 

twenty days until they reached the country of Tilaluhua (Dierrarah) in 

the vicinity of modern-day Abadan in the Persian Gulf, which then func-

tioned as the entry point to the heart of the  ʿ Abba  sid   realm:

  . . .[After] one more day going westward, one reaches the country of Wula   
(al-Ubullah), where the Fulila River (the Euphrates  ) of the country of Arabs 
[or, more inclusively, Muslims] l ows southward and enters the sea. Small 
boats going two days upstream reach the country of Moluo (Basra  ), an 
important town in the country of the Arabs. Traveling again overland in 
a northwesterly direction for a thousand  li , one reaches the city of Fuda 
(Baghdad), capital of the king Maomen (the Caliph Amir al-Mu ʾ minin  ).  37    

 Jia Dan’s route, which began at Guangzhou (the most important Chinese 

port city at that time), utilized a series of city-ports to reach Baghdad, the 

capital city of the  ʿ Abba  sid caliphate. A few decades earlier, al-Mans  u ̄ r   

(the second  ʿ Abba  sid caliph), boasted soon after building the new capital 

Baghdad   in 762: “Here’s the Tigris  , with nothing between us and China, 

and on it arrives all that the sea can bring. . . .”   38   

 Jia Dan’s text clearly explains that when people go from the southeast 

coast of India to al-Ubullah (in Tigris delta; east of Basra), they follow 

the eastern coast of the sea (the western Indian Ocean); along the western 

coast of that sea sits the Arabian Peninsula, which belongs to the country 
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of the Arabs. Here the continuous line from China to the Persian Gulf 

abruptly ends and the text introduces another route from the country 

of Sanlan (Bandar al-Sala  m   in Tanzania) at the southwestern horizon of 

the Arab world. From there, he reports, one travels directly north for 

twenty days to reach the country of She (modern al-Schehr in the south-

ern part of Yemen) and ten more days to the country of Sayiquhuajie 

(modern Sha  riqah in the southeast Oman, or Masqat), which borders 

the western coast of the sea. Then, after traveling west for one more 

day, one can arrive at the country of Meixun (Mezoen, modern Schar in 

Oman?) and northwest to the country of Balihemonan (Manama in mod-

ern Bahrain?) until one reaches al-Ubullah, the i nal destination of the 

route from China. This route connected Islamized North and East Africa 

to the Arabian Peninsula, and helped to integrate these regions into the 

entire Indian Ocean system of sea travel and trade in which the Muslim 

merchants played a dominant role. 

 Jia Dan’s use of route itineraries and place names demonstrate a new 

systematic and practical geography of the Islamic world not found in 

the accounts of Du You and Du Huan. Jia Dan probably compiled “The 

Route from Guangzhou” for governmental consumption, and he obvi-

ously based it on real knowledge that circulated among those who had 

personally experienced the sailing routes or who had spoken with those 

who had. Who were Jia Dan’s informants? Jia Dan divides the Arabian 

Sea into two separate itineraries: (1) from the South Indian coast to 

 al-Ubullah on the Persian Gulf and (2) from the East African coast to 

al-Ubullah. Al-Ubullah   and S ı   ra  f   (another Persian Gulf base for seago-

ing vessels departing for the Far East) acted as connecting points for the 

variety of overseas itineraries that existed. Jia Dan’s informants for his set 

of itineraries must have come mostly from merchants from the Persian 

Gulf region who had traveled to China and India. At that time, naviga-

tors based in Middle Eastern ports-of-trade did not sail directly across 

the Indian Ocean from the Red Sea region, but i rst sailed north to the 

Persian Gulf, then navigated east to India’s northwest coastline, and con-

tinued their voyage down India’s western coast with a series of stopovers 

in networked ports-of-trade near India’s southern tip before sailing on 

to China via Southeast Asia. This itinerary can be verii ed by the i rst 

Arabic geographic accounts that initially appear in the mid-ninth cen-

tury, half a century after Jia Dan compiled his studies, and corroborate 

his claims (see  Map 1 ). Desiring the luxury articles that came with them 

by sea, the Tang government allowed merchants from the Islamic world 

free access to China and even granted them self-governing districts in 
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important ports like Guangzhou  . Foreign merchants proi led these cities 

in their descriptions of sailing routes, as  Chapter 2  shows.  39   Even though 

merchants from the Islamic world appear to have possessed knowledge 

about these sailing routes i rst, this Chinese account is the earliest extant 

source of its kind. 

 Jia Dan’s “Route from Guangzhou” clearly illustrates how sailors 

transferred knowledge from the Islamic world to China and how ofi cials 

recorded it.   The mapping of places and itineraries in the geography sec-

tion of the Tang ofi cial history shows how Chinese perceived the geogra-

phy of the Islamic world at a time when their relationship was forming a 

new axis through the maritime routes. At an earlier stage of development, 

this type of descriptive   geography was probably easier to both document 

sufi ciently and circulate widely. At the same time, Chinese mapmakers 

worked to depict China and the world at large, including the Islamic 

world.  

  The Wider World in Surviving Chinese Maps 

 Jia Dan became well known for another work, the  Map of Chinese and 

Non-Chinese Territories in the World  ( Hainei huayi tu )  .   40   Unfortunately, 

this allegedly global map no longer exists. In fact, no maps made of China 

proper or foreign regions during the i rst millennium survive. However, 

evidence does hint at what the map looked like. A passage in  The New 

History of the Tang    reports that the map was large, approximately nine 

meters in width and ten in length.  41   Considering his high position in 

the government and proven geographic expertise evident in “The Route 

from Guangzhou,” Jia Dan probably produced the map on behalf of the 

Tang government, and there is little doubt that the map contained rich 

geographic information from foreign sources. Some maps that survive 

from the later Song period acknowledge that their creators drew from 

Jia Dan’s world map. This is fortunate, because it means that we can use 

these later maps to develop a hypothetical reconstruction of the map and 

the Chinese image of the world during the early centuries of the Sino-

Muslim relationship. 

 The earliest surviving map that reveals Jia Dan’s unambiguous inl u-

ence is the “General Survey Map of Chinese and Non-Chinese Territories 

from the Past through the Present” (Gujin huayi quyu zongyao tu)  . It was 

part of a wood-block printed atlas of forty-four maps entitled  Handy 

Geographical Maps throughout the Ages  ( Lidai dili zhizhang tu )  , which 

dates to circa 1098–1100.  42   As the map’s title shows,  The General Survey  
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presents the geographical, historical, and administrative sites that were 

important to Chinese at this time. One can only assume that the map 

represents the sum of geographic knowledge that existed in China at the 

time Jia Dan produced it. A note placed in the upper–left side of the map 

lists place-names of the western regions, some of which, it explains, had 

been conquered by Tang Taizong   (reigned 626–649) and his successor 

Tang Gaozong   (reigned 649–683) when they led China on an unprece-

dented campaign of political expansion to the west. The conquered sites 

include Kucha, Wusun, Loulan, Kashgar, Shache, and Khotan in Central 

Asia.  43   A separate set of annotations attached to the map provides further 

geographic information that served as a foundation for this map; among 

the hundreds of foreign place-names it lists are Bosi (Persia) and Dashi 

(Arabia) in West Asia.  44   It also states that the map provides only the most 

important names out of hundreds of the foreign places known to Jia Dan 

and listed on his map. 

 Two other maps drawn at a later time probably also based their infor-

mation on Jia Dan’s map. These two separate maps are engraved on 

opposite sides of a stone tablet inscribed in 1136.   The map on the face 

of the stele is called  The Tracks of Yu  ( Yuji tu ); the map on the back is   

called  The Map of Chinese and Non-Chinese Territories  ( Huayi tu ) (see 

 Figure 1.3 ).  45      

 Together with the other maps in the atlas, the  Tracks of Yu  and  Map 

of Chinese and Non-Chinese Territories  are among the earliest surviving 

maps that portray all of China. Additionally,  The Tracks of Yu  is the ear-

liest extant map to use a grid. The map’s text explains that the grid served 

as a general measure of distance, where “[the side of] each square con-

verts to one hundred  li .”  46   The map proves that Chinese cartographers 

practiced a high level of mapmaking techniques and mapped their own 

territory with accuracy that was unparalleled for its time. Scholars today 

credit the development of this grid system to Pei Xiu   (224–271CE), con-

sidered “the father of geography” because he created systematic princi-

ples for drawing precise maps that Jia Dan and later Chinese geographers 

adopted.  47   The next prominent geographer to follow Pei Xiu’s principles 

was Jia Dan, who valued much of drawing precisely measured maps.  48   

We can, therefore, assume that Jia Dan also used a grid system for his 

precise mapmaking rel ected in  The Tracks of Yu .   

 Although  The Tracks of Yu  provides a fairly precise sketch of China’s 

coastline all the way to Indochina and outlines its river systems,  49   it 

does not contain specii c geographic information about foreign places. 

In contrast,  The Map of Chinese and Non-Chinese Territories  lists 
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 Figure 1.3.      Ink-line sketch of  The Tracks of Yu  (top) and  The Map of Chinese 
and Non-Chinese Territories  (bottom) engraved in 1136.  
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foreign place-names on its margins.  50   Interestingly, an annotation at 

the bottom–right corner of the map reports that the mapmaker took 

the place-names for well-known foreign sites from Jia Dan’s  Map 

of Chinese and Non-Chinese Territories in the World . Recall a simi-

lar statement in the note on the “General Survey Map of Chinese and 

Non-Chinese Territories from the Past through the Present.”   These two 

notes from two different maps serve as two independent pieces of evi-

dence that Jia Dan’s  Map of Chinese and Non-Chinese Territories in the 

World  was both large and comprehensive, and served as the foundation 

for all later Chinese maps of China and foreign countries. Since a more 

expanded version of the  Map of Chinese and Non-Chinese Territories  

was drawn during the Tang dynasty when China was outward-looking 

and welcomed foreigners in its territory, Jia Dan’s map may have con-

tained even more information about foreign places than the evidence 

reveals. We cannot be sure if his map actually contained all seven of 

the routes to China that he describes verbally in a surviving written 

source, one of which being “The Route from Guangzhou.” However, 

sources from the Tang period show that many maps about foreign terri-

tories existed then, including a map of India brought to China by Wang 

Xuance (l ourished seventh century) after he traveled to India as a dip-

lomat. Unfortunately, all of these Tang maps are lost. Yet the maps that 

do exist, although created in a later era, rel ect the geographic knowl-

edge of Tang mapmakers like Jia Dan.   

 Although many people viewed stone tablet maps on the spot, most indi-

viduals probably viewed them through reproductions made by rubbings. 

An important Song period source called  Sea of Jade  ( Yuhai ) by Wang 

Yinglin   (1223–96), for example, claims that the Song dynasty emperor 

Xiaozong (reigned 1162–89) tried to copy  The Map of Chinese and Non-

Chinese Territories    onto a folding screen in his palace.  51   Although we do 

not know whether this map was indeed a copy of the stone original, we 

can assume that maps with the same title and similar contents circulated 

widely via reproductions. 

 Even though reproducing maps using ink rubbings certainly increased 

the circulation of maps and their knowledge, they were no match for 

wood-block printing. Most of the Chinese maps from the Song period 

are wood-block prints, many of which survived in books that circulated 

widely through numerous reprints. The earliest surviving wood-block 

printed maps are those found in the  Handy Geographical Maps through-

out the Ages  of the late eleventh century.  52   No one knows how many 

different versions of the atlas were produced over time, but there were 
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many, according to Song period references.  53   The atlas, along with other 

geographic classics, became required reading for those preparing for 

the civil service examinations beginning in the Song period.  54   All evi-

dence suggests that the maps were printed many times over and circu-

lated widely among literati, coni rming that Chinese shared this kind of 

geographic knowledge about their country widely by this time. Some of 

them probably paid attention to prominent foreign countries as well, like 

Persia and Arabia. 

 Although map production lay largely in the hands of the govern-

ment during the Tang and early Song dynasties, this trend changed by 

the eleventh and twelfth centuries, when map production became largely 

the domain of local elites. This led to a gradual increase in geographic 

knowledge about a wider range of geographic regions and distributed 

more broadly among different classes of people.  55   Maps were produced 

using newly circulated information. For example, while the map collec-

tion that apparently circulated widely among Confucian scholars limited 

its presentation of foreign places to the margins of its maps, two other 

maps made by Buddhist scholars emphasized territories outside China. 

The two maps, the   “Map of the States in the Western Regions in the Han 

Dynasty” (Han xiyu zhuguo tu) and the   “Map of the Five Indian States 

in the West” (Xitu wuyin zhi tu), were included in   the  General Records of 

the Founders of Buddhism  ( Fozu tongji ), a chronicle of Buddhist history 

from 581 to 960 CE that followed the format of Chinese ofi cial histo-

ries.  56   It was written by the Song Buddhist monk and scholar   Zhipan, and 

printed in wood-block form between 1265 and 1270 (see  Figure 1.4 ).  57      

 The “Map of the States in the Western Regions in the Han Dynasty” 

is a map of the western regions as the Chinese knew them during the 

Han period. Although simple in form, the map covers a broad scope that 

includes countries west of China by following the route that starts at 

Wuwei in Gansu and continues into Central Asia and the Middle East. 

It presents the most important places that Chinese envoys explored and 

wrote about during the Han dynasty, such as Qiuci (Kucha), Wusun, 

Dayuan (Ferghana, Uzbekistan), Tiaozhi, Anxi (the Parthian empire   and 

Mesopotamia), and Daqin (the Byzantine empire). It identii es the impor-

tant mountains in this region such as Congling (the Pamir Mountains), 

Tian Shan (the Tian Shan Mountain of today’s Xinjiang), and Xihai 

(Western Sea; either the Persian Gulf or Mediterranean Sea). Zhipan (or 

the map’s cartographer) drew the map based on earlier descriptions of 

western countries in the imperial histories of the Han dynasty.  58   Country 

locations are plotted with relative accuracy when compared to written 

geographic sources. Place-names of countries like the Parthian empire, 
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 Figure 1.4.      The “Map of the States in the Western Regions in the Han Dynasty” 
(top) and the “Map of the Five Indian States in the West” (bottom) from Zhipan’s 
 General Records of the Founders of Buddhism  (circa 1270). 

  Note  :  ZGDJ/Yuan, Maps 153, 154. Originals in the National Library of China. Also 
see Zhipan (13th century), Fozu tongji (Yangzhou,  1991 ), 32:6l–7r, 9l–10r.  
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long since fallen from use in China, contain no information about the 

Islamic world contemporaneous to the time it was made. Still, this map 

is signii cant as the earliest extant map in the history of Chinese cartog-

raphy to graphically portray the overland routes to all the countries of 

the western regions, which previously had only been described in writ-

ten, rather than illustrated, form. Clearly, Buddhist mapmakers had more 

interest in visualizing territories beyond China than their contemporaries 

and predecessors did  . 

 The other map included in Zhipan’s work, the “Map of the Five Indian 

States in the West,” betrays the Buddhist author’s direct interest in the 

land of his religion, Tianzhu or India.  59   It maps places in Central Asia 

and India that the famous Tang dynasty monk Xuanzang (602/603?– 

664 CE) visited during his nineteen-year trip to India in the mid-seventh 

century. This map’s outer edges are framed by well-known sites: to the 

east of Yumen Pass (Jade Gate), the name of a pass located to the west 

of Dunhuang that led into foreign lands; to the west, the Mediterranean 

Sea; to the south, the Indian Ocean; and to the north, Central Asia’s states 

like Anguo or Bukhara. Text set in the upper–right corner of the map 

says that Xuanzang traveled to India in 629, acquired Buddhist sutras in 

the course of his travel through 130 countries, and returned to Chang’an 

in 645. When he returned, Emperor Taizong ordered Xuanzang to report 

what he observed and experienced during his journey in exchange for 

permission to translate sutras from Sanskrit into Chinese. Text located 

in the bottom–left corner also lists place-names based on  The Great 

Tang Records on the Western Regions  ( Da Tang Xiyou ji ), a narrative of 

Xuanzang’s nineteen-year journey through Chang’an to India between 

626 and 645.  60   The map remains true to the original narrative. The map 

shows all the holy places Xuanzang visited and where he sojourned 

to study Buddhism including Nalanda (Nalanda Buddhist Academy). 

Further explanation about Xuanzang’s travel routes are shown on the 

map’s middle–right side: “There are three routes including overland and 

sea routes to go to India  61   from the eastern land, that is, China.” Among 

the 170 locations listed on the map are places in Southeast Asia like the 

island of Sumatra; in Central Asia, the regions of Talas and Afghanistan; 

in South Asia, countries like Sri Lanka, Nepal, and Pakistan; and in West 

Asia, places such as Iran, the Persian Gulf, and the eastern Mediterranean 

coast. The map bears realistic features such as a clear coastline outlin-

ing the triangular-shaped Indian subcontinent (it becomes most easily 

seen when the map is rotated slightly counter-clockwise). The Chinese 

Buddhist author probably presented the subcontinent in a rectangular 
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form in order to illustrate the Chinese conception of a rectangular-

shaped world  .  62   

 Although it bears realistic information about place-names and loca-

tions of India and surrounding countries, Zhipan’s map still represents 

a Buddhist perspective. At the approximate center of the map lies the 

lake Anavatapta, located at the center of Jambudv ı   pa ( Zhanbu zhou ), the 

world of human beings according to Buddhism.  63   In fact, this peculiarly 

Buddhist worldview is presented clearly in a text supplemented by eleven 

maps including Zhipan’s, namely Chapters 31 and 32 of  General Records 

of the Founders of Buddhism Buddhism . Together, these chapters are 

entitled an “Account of Places and Shape of the World” (Shijie mingti 

zhi). Chapter 31 describes the total structure of the Buddhist universe, 

starting with the larger universe and ultimately focusing on the imagi-

nary Mount Meru ( Xumi shan ) and Jambudv ı   pa to the south. We can 

also see this orientation in the   “Geographic Map of the Land of China to 

the East” (Dong zhendan dili tu;  zhendan  is the Chinese transcription of 

 Ch   ı   拷   na-sth  a 拷   na , meaning “the land of China” in Sanskrit), one of the maps   

in  The General Records  (see  Figure 1.5 ).      

 Although the main territory portrayed in the “Geographic Map of the 

Land of China to the East” lies within China, it situates China at the eastern 

periphery of the Buddhist world’s center. In this way, the map clearly differs 

from most other contemporary Chinese maps whose fundamental orienta-

tion places China at the center of the world. These maps demonstrate that 

Buddhism, a foreign religion introduced to China several centuries earlier, 

challenged the worldview that placed China in the center of the world.  64   

 Although the “Geographic Map of the Land of China to the East” 

was drawn from a Buddhist perspective, its author drew China with 

fairly accurate contours. The author even updated foreign geographic 

knowledge. Arabia (Dashi), Baghdad ( Baida ),  65   and Ru ̄ m ( Lumei : Rome/

Asia Minor) do not, for example, appear on earlier maps. Yet they are 

described in contemporary written sources as important foreign coun-

tries with which China enjoyed trade relations. The capital city of the 

 ʿ Abba  sid dynasty, Baghdad, constituted the western terminus of Jia Dan’s 

“Route from Guangzhou,”  66   but it was not portrayed concretely in the 

“Geographic Map of the Land of China to the East,”   probably due to 

limited space. These maps also project into the sea, suggesting that the 

author probably wished to show the maritime connections between 

China and foreign countries. 

 Another surviving map from the thirteenth century plots foreign 

places and provides detailed and updated information about them. 
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  Entitled the  General Map of China  ( Yu ditu , 1265–74), this map of the 

imperial realm has been preserved in the Kuritoge abbey in Japan.  67   In 

general, the map resembles similar earlier maps with regard to its con-

tour of the coastline all the way from Guangxi province in southern 

China to Indochina, and to its placement of foreign places on the sea 

route in round blocks. The map shows that the broadened geography 

depicted in Jia Dan’s geographic account was not adapted to maps made 

in China, apparently because of limitations of space, yet the  General 

Map  clearly incorporated preeminent port cities whose importance in 

Asia’s growing maritime trade was on the rise. The Chinese also par-

ticipated in maritime trade more actively after the eighth century as a 

growing number of foreign merchants visited China. The rapid develop-

ment of shipbuilding and navigation techniques helped maritime trafi c 

to grow further, just as overland routes began to gradually decline in the 

 Figure 1.5.      The “Geographic Map of the Land of China to the East” from Zhipan’s 
 General Records of the Founders of Buddhism  (circa 1270). 

  Note : ZGDJ/Yuan, Map 152. Zhipan, 32:5l–6r.  
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face of political instabilities in Central Asia.  68   Chinese maritime con-

tact with Korea and Japan gradually increased as well.  69   The  General 

Map of China  also details place-names in Korea and Japan, rel ecting the 

expansion of Song maritime trade into these regions via new ports along 

China’s east coast such as Ningbo.  70     

 Despite the growth of China’s maritime commercial activities to the 

east, the South China ports of Guangzhou and Quanzhou remained the 

most important Chinese centers of maritime trade during the Song era. 

A great number of foreign merchants, including many Arab and Persian 

Muslims, gathered in these cities. Around Guangzhou and Quanzhou one 

can still i nd the place-names of medieval South and Southeast Asia, such 

as Sanfoqi (the base of Srivijaya, the realm centered at Palembang in the 

Straits of Melaka),  71   Shepo (Java) and Zhunian (the Chola realm in South 

India).  72   In these cities, Muslim merchants created Islamic diasporic mer-

chant communities in places sitting along sailing itineraries between 

China and the Islamic world, and set about facilitating the growth of 

trade between the two ends of the Indian Ocean. These Song era maps 

project distant unfamiliar lands as islands and randomly shaped land-

masses that i ll available spaces and lack coastlines that sailors needed 

to get there. Yet surviving geographic accounts created during the Song 

period – including special forms of  wenji  (individual collected works) – 

show that the scale of Chinese participation in maritime trade increased. 

At the same time, Chinese knowledge about the Islamic world grew more 

detailed and concrete, extending into South and Southeast Asia, West 

Asia, and Northeast Africa.  

  The Maritime Trade and the Islamic World in Maritime 

Literature in the Song Dynasty (960–1260) 

 Many types of evidence suggest that maritime contact between China 

and the Islamic world entered a new stage around the year 1000 CE 

when Chinese directly ventured into long-distance shipping trade. Both 

scale of sea trade and China’s participation began to grow substantially. 

Chinese mariners and merchants, sailing on junk ships   aided by new nav-

igational breakthroughs like the mariner’s compass, soon dominated sea 

trade in the eastern Indian Ocean.  73   As this maritime interchange grew, 

sea routes played an ever-increasing role in Chinese trade with the Islamic 

world. As trade under the Song dynasty overshadowed the Tang, govern-

mental policies changed in response. In the early years of the Song, the 

government restricted access to China to the embassies of other countries 
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that traveled to present the emperor with tribute, and limited their entry 

to Guangzhou  .  74   This was not an anti-mercantile measure, however. In 

fact, commerce constituted one of the most important sources of revenue 

for the imperial court. The emperor used China’s diplomatic system of 

tributary relations to control this valuable commerce, while at the same 

time using sea commerce to maintain relations with maritime countries 

that were too distant to be militarily or politically consequential to the 

empire.  75   During the high water period of this tribute system between 

960 and 1022, i fty-six missions arrived from kingdoms in the southern 

seas. Of these, almost half (twenty-three) were from the Middle East. 

To manage sea traders, the Song government established the Ofi ce of 

the Superintendent of Merchant Shipping ( shibosi )   in several port cities 

to supervise the growing foreign trade (in contrast, the Tang court had 

established only a single ofi ce in Guangzhou).  76   

 Even as Chinese activity overseas grew, increased foreign trade 

attracted more traders from the Islamic world to China, who negotiated 

with local merchants for valuable and exotic items such as spices, frank-

incense, silk, ivory, pearl, and ceramics. As John Chaffee   shows, Muslim 

communities   l ourished in the ports of southeastern China from the tenth 

to fourteenth centuries as part of a trade diaspora that played a cen-

tral role in the trade network of maritime Asia. These Muslim merchants 

were in fact the dominant players in pre-modern Indian Ocean trade, and 

succeeded so far from their homelands because they successfully formed 

good connections with Muslim communities   that were established within 

host societies all over the Indian Ocean.  77   Sometimes, these merchants 

took advantage of the Chinese tribute system for their gain. Some Arab 

envoys who traveled to the Chinese capital, for example, claimed that the 

caliph of Baghdad had dispatched them to present tribute to the emperor, 

when in fact they probably were Arab merchants living in Guangzhou.  78   

Islamic community and trade grew so large during this period that the 

Song government even provided governmental posts to Muslim Arab and 

Persian merchants who contributed to the promotion of trade between 

China and the Islamic world. During the reign of Shenzhong   (1048–85) in 

the northern Song   period (960–1126), for example, the court appointed 

an Arab merchant named Xinya Tuoluo   from Oman to a high-ranking 

governmental post.  79   

 As competitors with merchants from the Islamic world, Chinese trad-

ers expanded their sea trade activity beyond previous levels. In addition to 

ordinary merchants, many royal family members and ofi cials invested in 

the sea trade for proi t.  80   Archeological evidence testii es to this increased 
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activity. A beautifully preserved shipwreck   discovered in Houzhu Bay in 

Quanzhou   provides concrete evidence for the expanded scale of trade in 

commodities from Southeast, South, and West Asia.  81   The ship sank in 

the late thirteenth century when Quanzhou thrives as the center of mar-

itime commerce in China. Few Chinese shipwrecks are better preserved 

than this 34-meter-long craft, and therefore, it provides extremely good 

information on the techniques of shipbuilding.  82   The ship’s interior con-

tains twelve bulkheads that divide into thirteen different compartments; 

these are the watertight compartments that impressed foreign observers 

for the different advantages they created, such as safety from damage 

and the privacy they created for those on board.  83   A comparison with a 

similar fourteenth-century Chinese seagoing trading vessel discovered in 

Sinan   in southwestern Korea in 1975 coni rms that the Quanzhou ship i t 

a general pattern in the structure of large-scale Chinese seagoing vessels 

during this period. 

 Tracing what kinds of trade goods these ships carried helps us under-

stand what items merchants sought in the Sino-Islamic sea trade’s vast 

market. Shipwrecks are often considered as time capsules because most 

of the artifacts found aboard them usually come from the same period.  84   

Typical commodities discovered include ceramics, coins, stone, earthen 

and wooden wares, and spices. Billy   So’s case study of the ceramic export 

industry in South Fujian shows signii cant capacity for exporting ceramics. 

A single i ring at the largest kilns there could produce as many as 25,000 

vessels, so the scale of production was enormous. Ceramics production   

employed a large portion of the region’s inhabitants; in Dehua County, 

Quanzhou Prefecture in Fujian, for example, the industry employed 18.3 

percent of the population.  85   In addition to durable wares like ceramics, 

Chinese historical sources such as ofi cial histories and local gazetteers 

report that many different kinds of organic commodities, like black pep-

per and frankincense, were stowed on merchant vessels sailing between 

China and South, Southeast, and West Asia. Together, evidence from 

archeological artifacts and historical documents shows how the Chinese 

maritime trade extending to the Islamic world worked during the early 

i rst millennium. 

 Details that explain how the Chinese accumulated experience, navi-

gational know-how, and necessary information about maritime trades in 

the several centuries since Jia Dan   wrote his account appear in specialized 

local gazetteers, which also contain updated geographic information. Two 

sources written in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries reveal the extent 

to which Chinese geographical knowledge about foreign places like 
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the Islamic world grew. These two books are Zhou Qufei’s    Notes from 

the Land beyond the Passes  ( Lingwai daida ) [1178] and Zhao Rugua’s 

 Description of the Foreign Lands  ( Zhufan zhi )   [1225]. Both authors 

lived during the southern Song period, the second half of the Song era 

after northern China (including the Song’s former capital, Kaifeng) was 

conquered by the Jurchens  , an ethnic group from Manchuria, who then 

maintained a dynasty named Jin until their i nal fall to the Mongols in 

the early thirteenth century. Even before the Jurchen conquest, a large 

territory of northeastern China proper had already been occupied by the 

ethnic Khitans   of the Liao dynasty (915–1125) until its collapse by the 

Jurchens. Although suffering from invasions by the northern dynasties 

that were ruled by different ethnic groups, the Chinese under the Song 

rule continued to be active in the international maritime trades, using 

l ourishing ports in the southern and eastern coastlines. In fact, great 

numbers of the Chinese moved from the north to the south, correspond-

ing with the shift of the capitals from Kaifeng to Hangzhou; likewise, 

the importance of China’s maritime connection to foreign countries in 

East and Southeast Asia – and further to the west – continued to expand. 

The two books about China’s maritime contacts were written in this 

context. 

 Zhou Qufei, the author of  Notes from the Land beyond the Passes , was 

an ofi cial with a Jinshi (Metropolitan Graduate) degree. He never trav-

eled outside of China nor worked in the Ofi ce of the Superintendent of 

Merchant Shipping where he would have encountered trade i rsthand, yet 

he spoke with merchants and interpreters engaged in foreign trade whom 

he encountered during his service as a government ofi cial in Guangxi  , a 

border province in southeastern China. As the title implies, Zhou sought 

to answer questions he received about the territories beyond southeastern 

China, a region of China he called Ling (for Lingnan). Zhou Qufei’s  Notes  

contains 294 sections about various topics organized into ten chapters.  86   

Most topics concern the products and customs he observed along the 

border regions of Guangxi. Two chapters, however, deal exclusively with 

foreign countries, including the Islamic world.  87   

 In his book, Zhou Qufei provides a substantial treatment of the coun-

tries in the Islamic world. He states in his overview of foreign countries 

that, “among foreign countries the richest one with many valuable goods 

( baohuo ) is the country of the Muslims, the next (richest) one is the coun-

try of Java, then Srivijaya   [in the Melaka Straits], and then all the other 

countries.”  88   This corresponds to Zhou Qufei’s entry for the country of 

Dashi in another page, which he describes as a place where the people 
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are rich with treasures like gold and silver. Zhou devotes this section to 

all the countries of   Dashi instead of to a single country called Dashi, 

as was true of Du Huan’s account in the eighth century. Perhaps this is 

because the country Chinese called Dashi disintegrated into multiple cen-

ters following the dissolution of the  ʿ Abba  sid empire since the ninth and 

tenth centuries. The section begins: “Dashi is a collective name for several 

countries. There are fully a thousand and more countries, but of those of 

which we know the names there are only these few.”  89   Zhou Qufei dem-

onstrates a precise Chinese understanding of products and way of life 

in the Islamic world, although not an extensive one. He gives details for 

only six Muslim countries in his section of Dashi: the countries of Maliba 

[ma-ljie ̭ -b ́ wa ̆ t] (Mirbat in the coast of Hadramaut in modern Oman, 

with linkages to the west African coastline),  90   Majia [ma-ka] (Mecca  ), 

Baida [b ́ w â ng-d ́ a ̆ t] (Baghdad), Jicini [kie ̆ t-dz ́ i-ni] (Ghazni  ), Meilugudun 

[mji-luo-ku ə t-tu ə n] (Malay, Ru ̄ m, or Mulahhidun?),   91   and Wusili [miu ə t-

sie ̭ -ljie ̭ ] (Egypt  ). All of these places appear for the i rst time in a Chinese 

geographic account except for Baghdad. They also l ourished as impor-

tant political and commercial centers. 

 These passages from Zhou’s survey follow the traditional format for 

describing foreign countries by introducing their local products, trade 

goods, and cultural and religious customs. In their details, he provides a 

rich body of new geographic information about the Islamic world. Zhou 

provides new details about important Islamic religious and cultural cen-

ters. His description of Muslim worship of Heaven (Alla  h) on every sev-

enth day imitates similar Tang passages, yet it also introduces the country 

of Mecca as the Prophet’s birthplace, where all Muslims go on pilgrim-

age. This pilgrimage to Mecca   during the twelfth month of the Islamic 

calendar, called the  hajj   , marks one of the i ve pillars of Islam, that is, the 

essential religious duties that all Muslims who can afford to do so are 

obliged to perform at least once in their lifetime. Even after the  ʿ Abba  sid 

caliphate lost its political power over societies ruled by regional rulers, 

this important religious practice maintained solidarity among Muslim 

people living in diverse societies in West Asia, North Africa, and beyond. 

Interestingly, this religious practice also produced economic consequences 

because Muslims from diverse places gathered in Mecca, and there they 

not only practiced their faith together, but they also exchanged infor-

mation and even goods. The number of Chinese Muslim settlers who 

performed the hajj   during the Tang-Song period cannot be determined; 

however, Zhou’s account suggests that some Muslims in China went to 

Mecca for this purpose. 
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 The most important evidence of updated Chinese geographic knowl-

edge about the Islamic world shows that Chinese possessed a broader 

geographic understanding than was necessary for their actual access 

to the region. A section lists all countries that Chinese seafarers had to 

pass in order to reach the Islamic world. It documents how Chinese geo-

graphic knowledge about the Islamic world i t into their perception of 

the entire world:  92    

  The foreign countries are largely bordered by sea; each country is located in 
every quarter [of the known world?]. Each country has its peculiar products, 
and each has its trading center from which it derives its (commercial) pros-
perity . . . [After mentioning Srivijaya, Java, Champa, Cambodia, Western 
India as commercial centers,] more distant [of these trading centers] is Maliba 
(Mirbat in Oman), the commercial center of the countries in the Islamic 
world, and beyond these there is Mulanpi (countries in the Mediterranean 
coast), the commercial center of countries in the extreme west.  

 The entire passage demonstrates that Chinese of the Song era divided the 

seas of the south and west into six major areas and, within that scheme, 

they had a clear idea about where the Islamic world i t into that geogra-

phy, sitting on the western edge of the world surrounded by the “Eastern 

Sea of the Muslims” (Dong Dashi hai  : Arabian Sea) and the “Western 

Sea of the Muslims” (Xi Dashi hai  : the present Mediterranean   or the Red 

Sea) (see  Figure 1.6 ):    

 One more passage about the route to the Islamic world lies in a sec-

tion of the book called “Sea Routes to the Outer non-Chinese Peoples” 

(Hanghai waiyi). This section documents more specii c itineraries between 

foreign countries and the Chinese ports of Guangzhou   and Quanzhou  ; 

the two port cities had the Ofi ce of the Superintendent of Merchant 

Shipping   that took care of the foreign merchants’ commercial activities. 

The routes in the Song source are not much different from those Jia Dan   

gave in the Tang dynasty. The Song account, however, gives more details 

about how to sail and where to transship goods:

  (Traders) coming from the country of the Dashi, after traveling south to 
Quilon   on small vessels, transfer to big ships, and, proceeding east, reach 
Palembang . . . A year is sufi cient for all foreigners to make the round-
trip voyage to China, with the exception of the Muslims who require two 
years. . . .  93    

 According to Zhou, the critical point of transshipment for the Sino-

Islamic trade was Quilon on India’s southwest coast, where seafarers 

transferred goods to ships that traveled either east to China or west to the 
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Arabian Peninsula across the “Eastern Sea of the Muslims”   or Arabian 

Sea. Because the scale of the maritime trade increased, navigators special-

ized in one segment of these larger seasonal networks to make the trafi c/

transportation more efi cient. In his account, merchants could make a 

round-trip voyage to Quilon from China or the Middle East within one 

year, but it took two years to complete the full journey, due to the neces-

sity of a seasonal South Asian layover. According to the section about 

Quilon   in another part of the book, some Chinese merchants who wanted 

to sail to the Islamic world had to transfer to small ships and sail with 

the south monsoon for a month to get there. This section also coni rms 

that the round-trip voyage between China and the Islamic world takes 

two years.  94   

 There is little doubt that the Chinese merchants and sailors who sailed 

on big junk ships   controlled most of the shipping in the eastern segment 

of the Indian Ocean. Their shipping activities were facilitated by their 

improved navigation skills based on the use of both the compass and 

sea charts. The Chinese had discovered lodestones as early as the fourth 

century BCE, although the i rst record of compass use aboard ship dates 

 Figure 1.6.      The i ve great seas described by Zhou Qufei in his  Land beyond the 
Passes  (1178).  
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only to 1086.  95   In another section of the book, Zhou Qufei describes 

how Chinese sailors used sea charts to plot their sailing voyages. The sea 

charts bear marks that show large islands and high mountains, and sail-

ors marked the places on the maps. Ship captains could determine when 

to turn their ships to sail toward designated places and when they had to 

increase or decrease their speed.  96   

 Fifty years after Zhou Qufei composed his  Notes from the Land 

beyond the Passes , another book appeared that surveys the trading coun-

tries of the world and the goods they exchanged with China  . In fact, 

Zhou Qufei’s book heavily inl uenced Zhao Rugua when he wrote his 

 Description of the Foreign Lands  ( Zhufan zhi ), which he completed in 

1225, and constitutes the best known and most comprehensive account 

of foreign places and goods of the Song dynasty.  97   Zhao’s  Description  

testii es to the active engagement of Chinese merchants in maritime trade. 

It contains two long sections: one for countries, one for products. The 

i rst section introduces each country’s geography, people, customs, and 

its relationship with China, while the second section details the various 

articles imported into China from foreign lands such as incense or dried 

fruits. This leads one to think that the author may have had a more pro-

fessional interest in the book, given his comprehensive knowledge of the 

sea trade’s structure. In the preface of the book Zhao suggests that other 

works of similar title and type also existed. Assumedly, the widespread 

distribution of wood-block-printed books encouraged an increase in the 

volume of publications about geography, but also improved the quality 

of geographical knowledge that circulated, which led to the unprece-

dented level of understanding evident in books printed during the Song 

period. 

 Zhao Rugua, a member of the Song imperial family, worked as the 

Superintendent of Merchant Shipping in   Quanzhou. He enjoyed more 

opportunities than Zhou Qufei to speak with those who engaged directly 

in foreign trade. Some scholars doubt that Zhao Rugua himself collected 

any new information because he cites others so heavily, including Du 

You’s  Encyclopedic History of Institutions    and Zhou Qufei’s  Notes from 

the Land beyond the Passes .  98   Despite his extensive borrowing, Zhao 

Rugua’s work is important because it preserves passages that no lon-

ger survive in other works. For example, Zhao says in his preface that 

a  Map of Foreign Countries  ( Zhufan tu )   prompted him to compile his 

own geographic account, important evidence that many more maps with 

information about foreign countries circulated in the thirteenth century 

than exist today.  99   
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 Zhao Rugua’s  Description of the Foreign Lands  begins with a long 

overview of the country of Dashi, meaning broadly the entire Islamic 

world, and pays particular attention to its social and economic situation. 

In his description of the main city of Dashi [probably Baghdad], Zhao 

reports that people live comfortable lives and possessed great stores of 

gold and silver, damask, and brocades – a passage that appears in most 

entries on Muslim countries found in the account. However, Zhao pro-

vides more original and concrete descriptions of the city and its great 

harbor, including a list of the country’s products: pearls, ivory, rhinoceros 

horns, frankincense, aloes, dragon’s blood ( xuejie ), opaque and transpar-

ent glass, coral, cat’s-eyes, soft gold brocades, and camel hair cloth – all 

products of the Islamic world. Zhou Qufei also mentions most of these 

items, however, Zhao supersedes Zhou Qufei by providing more spe-

cii c information about each of the items he inventories in the second 

half of his book. Zhao’s book lists signii cantly more countries under the 

rubric of Dashi than Zhou Qufei and others list, a total of twenty-four 

countries that Zhao Rugua describes in detail in separate sections of the 

book. Some of these dependencies, such as the countries of Baghdad and 

Mecca, appear in Zhou Qufei’s work, while others like Lumei (Ru ̄ m: The 

Roman [Byzantine] empire  ) and Cengba (modern-day Zanzibar in north-

eastern Tanzania) are new. Recall that the countries of Baghdad and Ru ̄ m 

appear in  The Geographic Map of the Land of China to the East  ( Dong 

zhendan dili tu )  , a map dated to 1269. Altogether, Zhao’s book provides 

clear evidence that trade with the Islamic world remained important to 

the Chinese. 

 Lifting much of his information from earlier and contemporaneous 

sources circulating at the time, Zhao Rugua reports that Muslim envoys 

came repeatedly to the Chinese court to present tribute after 650, and 

adds specii c details about envoys who arrived from 966 on. The last par-

agraph of his section about the Islamic world introduces a story about 

a Muslim trader who was famous in Quanzhou and deserved special 

attention:

    A foreign trader by the name of Shi Nawei, a Muslim, established himself 
in the southern suburb of Quanzhou. Disdaining wealth, but charitable and 
i lled with the spirit of his western home, he built a graveyard in the south-
western corner of the suburb as a i nal resting-place for the abandoned 
bodies of foreign traders. The superintendent in the Ofi ce of Merchant 
Shipping ( tiju shibosi ) Lin Zhiqi   (1112–1176) has recorded this fact.  100    

 A surviving book by a customs inspector named Lin Zhiqi coni rms 

Zhao Rugua’s report, as do more recent archeological discoveries.  101   The 
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Japanese scholar Kuwabara Jitsuzo makes an interesting and convincing 

argument that the Muslim merchant probably came from S ı   ra  f, because 

his Chinese name Shi Nawei could be a transliteration of  S   ı   拷   r  a 拷   f   ı   拷  , meaning 

“of S ı   ra  f,” as a part of an Arabic name ( nisba ) that indicates an ances-

tor’s native place.  102   As we will see in  Chapter 2 , S ı   ra  f was one of the 

most important sea ports in the Persian Gulf from which many Arabs 

and Persians sailed to China for trade. Many Arabic accounts talk about 

Muslims they call S ı   ra  f ı   , such as Abu ̄  Zayd al-H  asan b. al-Yaz ı   d al-S ı   ra  f ı      
who compiled a lively description of China. A local gazetteer published in 

Quanzhou claims that Muslim tombs (or “the tombs of the Medina-men” 

as they were called) sat on Lingshan, the Hill of Souls, in the southeast-

ern part of Quanzhou.  103   The discovery of Arabic tombstone   inscriptions 

made for Muslim merchants in the southwestern district of Quanzhou 

provides concrete evidence for the existence of a foreign community, 

many of whom were merchants originally from the Islamic world.  104   

Many of these inscriptions date to the Yuan dynasty period that follows 

the Song in China, although a few date back to the Song period, includ-

ing the tomb of Shi Nawei  . Interestingly, both Zhao Rugua and Lin Zhiqi   

offer Shi the same high praise as a generous and righteous person. This 

shows that Song dynasty scholars shared information as they circulated 

the books they wrote. 

 Zhao adds peculiar details to his sections about the Islamic world. 

This is information contained in his section about Egypt  , which is not 

found in any other extant Chinese work:

  The country of Wusili is under the dominion of Baida [Baghdad], the 
 ʿ Abba  sid caliphate] . . . There is a river (in this country) of very clear and 
sweet water [the Nile River], and the source from whence springs this river 
is not known . . . An old tradition says that when Shisu [Joseph], a descen-
dant in the third generation of Puluohong [Abraham], seized the govern-
ment of this country, he was afraid that the land would suffer from drought 
on account of there being no rain; so he chose a tract of land near the river 
on which he established three hundred and sixty villages, and all these vil-
lages had to grow wheat; and, so that the ensuing year the people of the 
whole country should be supplied with food for every day, each of these vil-
lages supplied it for one day, and thus the three hundred and sixty villages 
supplied enough food for a year.  105    

 It is true that Egypt was ruled by the  ʿ Abba  sid caliphate in Baghdad at 

the time; the caliphs continued to nominate Muslim rulers long after the 

caliphate as a central political power declined. With its capital Cairo, the 

Muslim rulers of the Fatimids   and the Ayyubids   successively controlled 
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Egypt until around 1250 when the Mamlu ̄ ks  , a Turco-Circassian military 

caste, took control. Information about the geography of regions is less 

susceptible to revision than political history, an example of which can be 

found in Zhao’s descriptions of the Nile River  . Intriguingly, Zhao Rugua 

knew about the Nile well enough to understand that its sources were a 

mystery.  106   This clearly suggests that encounters between Muslims and 

Chinese went beyond commercial transactions and reached the level cul-

tural and intellectual exchange. As we will also see in  Chapters 2  and  3 , 

this is an important issue in Islamic geographic treatises. The story about 

Joseph, Abraham’s great grandson who was taken to Egypt, derived pre-

cisely from the Qur ʾ a  n and the Bible; however, the story about the 360 

villages mentioned by Zhao does not appear.  107   The following section 

about Alexandria  , a country that belonged to Egypt, introduces a famous 

legend about a great tower built on a shore in order to protect against 

attacks: “On the summit of the tower was a wondrous great mirror; if 

war-ships of other countries made a sudden attack, the mirror detected 

them beforehand, and the troops were ready in time for duty.”  108   The 

tower no doubt means the well-known Lighthouse of Alexandria  , built 

in 280 BCE. 

 The accounts of Zhou Qufei   and Zhao Rugua reveal that Chinese 

knowledge about the Islamic world had expanded in terms of the number 

of countries listed and the facts known about them. They do not provide 

a map of the coastline that linked China with the Islamic world. Yet their 

detailed sailing guides to the Islamic world, which included information 

about the products, trading goods, history, and culture of each place, 

helped Chinese readers to envision the actual coastline they might pass, 

at least in their mind’s eye.  

  Conclusion 

 The mid-eighth century set foundational stages for a l ourishing contact 

between China and the Islamic world. The i rst military conl ict between 

soldiers of the  ʿ Abba  sid and Tang dynasties in 751 at Talas   in Central Asia, 

an event to which both Chinese and Islamic sources testify, highlighted a 

set of complicated political dynamics that involved Chinese and Islamic 

societies, as well as other countries in Central Asia. This kind of tense 

political relationship did not last long, however, because the nomadic 

states that replaced Chinese rule in Central Asia after the An Lushan 

Rebellion began to block the trade routes of the Silk Road, which led to 

a gradual decline in overland trade. This situation stimulated the rise of 
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sea routes as an alternative. Relations between these two societies shifted 

to the Indian Ocean and continued for several centuries. Ultimately, 

it made the Islamic world seem not so distant or unfamiliar to some 

Chinese, as growing numbers of Muslim merchants brought goods that 

Chinese wanted. The Islamic world now became accessible to Chinese, 

and expanded the horizons of Chinese geographic knowledge about the 

world. 

 Zhao Rugua’s account of the countries in the Islamic world testii es 

to this increase in Chinese knowledge that occurred after 1000. The 

vague image of Dashi of the eighth-century Tang world became, four 

hundred years later, a variegated region with more than twenty identii -

able countries. Chinese now understood what places in the Islamic world 

were important and why, where Muslim merchants gathered to trade, 

and where they could i nd specii c commodities that Chinese at home 

desired. This change in knowledge had something to do with change in 

inter-Asian sea trade. Initially, Arab and Persian Muslim merchants con-

trolled the entire Indian Ocean trade. Yet extant sources hint that after 

around 1000 or earlier, the Chinese began to control most of the ship-

ping in its eastern half. The growing scale and importance of maritime 

trade between China and the Islamic world prompted Chinese to collect 

practical information about both sailing and markets, which included 

details about each country in the Islamic world that would affect travel 

or trade. Even though the Chinese geographers did not draw the full 

coastline between the two societies in the maps, the knowledge they did 

possess of these routes, and of the major Indian Ocean port cities along 

these routes, placed the Islamic world in an expanded geographic frame-

work. Chinese readers could imagine a series of ports that formed a line 

that stretched all the way to the Islamic world. Many written sources and 

archaeological excavations testify that Chinese seagoing vessels began 

to test how far they could venture along that line, undertaking overseas 

voyages with greater frequency during this period. Overseas, they cre-

ated greater opportunities to interact with Muslim merchants, whether 

in the Islamic world or in third-party markets set in ports in South and 

Southeast Asia, and greater opportunities to expand their knowledge of 

the world as a result. 

 This period can be characterized by an increase in Chinese knowl-

edge about the Islamic world and the wider circulation of this informa-

tion among those who were involved in the long and steadfast contact 

and exchange. A mutually reinforcing relationship grew between greater 

knowledge and greater interaction, which contributed to the period’s 
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dramatic economic growth, particularly in maritime commerce. Although 

the two societies did not have remarkably dynamic political and dip-

lomatic relations, their continuous commercial contact inl uenced the 

Chinese economy as well as their culture, particularly in their worldview. 

Mongol rule would raise Chinese contacts with and knowledge about the 

Islamic world and other foreign countries to an even greater level. Before 

we turn to this period, however, we must turn to the Islamic sources to 

see how Muslims conceived of the Chinese during the same centuries of 

early contact.     
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     2 

 The Representation of China and the World  

  Islamic Knowledge about China, 750–1260   

   Whereas the earliest Chinese accounts about the Islamic world date back 

to the eighth century, nothing in contemporary Arabic literature hints at 

Muslim knowledge about China during the same period. Through more 

than a century of rapid political expansion and increasing contacts with 

other societies, however, the Muslims dramatically expanded their geo-

graphic knowledge about the wider world, including China. The i rst 

known political contact that provided Arabs with some impression of 

China was the Battle of Talas   in 751.  Chapter 1  describes how many 

Chinese, including men like Du Huan  , suddenly found themselves liv-

ing in the Islamic world as captives of this great battle. Both Arabic and 

Chinese sources provide examples of Chinese who practiced some special 

craftsmanship there and who transferred those cultural elements in the 

course of their migration and resettlement; an Arabic source, for example, 

specii cally mentions the transfer of papermaking  . Other Arabic sources 

hint that some Chinese probably came to the Islamic heartland through 

various other means and maintained contact with local people there. 

   A famous tenth-century work of bibliographic literature entitled  Kit  a    b 

al-Fihrist  by Ibn al-Nad ı   m introduces an amazing episode about an inter-

action between a famous ninth-century Arab medical doctor named al-

Razi and a medical doctor who had come from China  1  :

  A man from China came to seek me and dwelt with me for about a year. 
In i ve months of this time he learned Arabic, both spoken and written, 
becoming proi cient in style, as well as expert and rapid in writing. When 
he desired to return to his country, he said to me a month in advance, “I am 
about to set forth and wish that you would dictate to me the sixteen books 
of  Galen , so that I can write them down.” I said, “Your time is short and the 
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length of your stay will be sufi cient for you to copy only a small part of it.” 
Then the young man said, “I ask you to devote yourself to me for the length 
of my stay and to dictate to me as fast as you can. I will keep up with you 
in writing.” I proposed to some of my students that they join in this project 
with me, but we did not have faith in the man, until there was a chance for 
comparison and he showed us everything he had written.”  

 The ability of the Chinese scholar in this story seems exaggerated. No 

other evidence exists to verify the scholar’s visit to Baghdad, much less 

his transfer of medical knowledge to China. However, the story reads 

in a lively way, making it difi cult to refute its authenticity immediately. 

Passages that follow also contain more plausible information about the 

two kinds of Chinese scripts: seal characters and cursive characters; the 

Chinese scholar explains to his host that he used cursive characters only 

to dictate quickly. The author al-Nad ı   m adds that he saw these Chinese 

scripts “in the form of tablets, on which was stamped the image of the 

king.”  2   What makes his story so remarkable is the fact that the author 

treats this event, the arrival of a Chinese scholar who travels all the way 

from China to Baghdad just to exchange information with Muslim schol-

ars, quite naturally. Although the Chinese doctor’s story may be excep-

tional in some ways, the presence of a Chinese person in the Islamic 

world is not. In fact, Muslims had grown familiar with China by the time 

this story was written. Al-Nad ı   m, a bookseller, owed his livelihood to the 

arrival of papermaking   technology from China, which led to the growth 

of bookstores, sellers, and scribes in Baghdad.  3   When he compiled his 

bibliography of titles that circulated in the  ʿ Abba  sid empire during his 

time, he also collected information about other cultures from differ-

ent sources, including stories about China that he heard from travelers. 

However, these stories about China were already circulating among the 

many readers who lived in the Islamic world through books based on the 

testimonies of merchants and other travelers. Thanks to the contributions 

of authors and bibliographers like al-Nad ı   m, knowledge about China 

became widespread among the people in the Islamic world, a  terra incog-

nita  no more  . 

 The growth of maritime travel and trade played an important role 

in this growth of knowledge about China. Seaborne trade already 

enjoyed l ourishing growth by the middle of the eighth century, as Caliph 

al-Mans  u ̄ r   made clear when he boasted that there was no obstacle 

between Baghdad   and China. Although located at the eastern edge of the 

known world, China now existed as a very real place where people trav-

eled regularly to trade. Thanks to this growing mercantile trafi c, more 
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concrete information about Chinese society began to circulate within the 

Islamic world as more Muslim authors wrote about them. The Islamic 

world produced its i rst surviving description of Chinese society in the 

mid-ninth century, about one century after a similar description of the 

Islamic world appeared in China. Ibn Khurrada  dhbih  ’s geography (circa 

870) and an anonymous record of testimonies by merchants and travel-

ers (circa 851) introduced basic geographic and historical facts about 

China to the Islamic world, including a detailed coastal itinerary and 

an inventory of China’s most important cities and products. Both books 

rely on information drawn from preexisting and contemporary literary 

sources, and reveal what Muslims knew of China when commercial con-

tact between the two societies peaked in the ninth and tenth centuries. 

 Islamic geographic writing differed in one important respect from 

Chinese writing. Chinese geographers i rst depicted their own empire and 

only then began to consider places beyond as marginal entities, while 

Muslim scholars conceived of a larger world, a feature of the worldview 

they inherited from Greek and Persian geographers before them. Not sur-

prisingly, Chinese cartographers only drew maps of China proper accu-

rately, while Muslim cartographers could create world maps that plotted 

even distant China and its neighbors with relative accuracy. Together, the 

steady Islamic commercial expansion of the  ʿ Abba  sid dynasty eastward 

into Asia and the continued development of Arabic writing produced 

a surge in the production of geographic, cartographic, and historical 

accounts that added to the general understanding of China in the Islamic 

world. 

 As this chapter traces the increase in Muslim knowledge about China 

during i ve centuries of contact between 750 and 1260, it will focus on 

the same questions as those answered in  Chapter 1  about Chinese percep-

tions of the Islamic world. This will make a comparison between both the 

experiences of these two societies as well as their sources.  

  The Earliest Arabic Geographic Accounts about China 

and the Indian Ocean 

 By the time they began to receive concrete information about China 

from travelers, Muslim geographers already had established system-

atic frameworks to help them interpret the world’s geography because 

they assimilated the knowledge of the societies they conquered, like the 

Greeks and the Persians. The earliest Arabic geography to systematically 

use geographic information about China relied considerably on these 
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traditions. The major avenue for foreign knowledge like geography grew 

in the translation movement in which scholars rendered Greek, Persian, 

and Indian scientii c works into Arabic.  4   The scholars of the famous Bayt 

al-H  ikmah (House of Wisdom)   that operated during the reign of   Caliph 

al-Ma ʾ mu ̄ n (reigned 813–33) actively engaged in translating many for-

eign academic works into Arabic. The episode about al-Razi and the 

Chinese medical doctor shows that Arab scholars had already translated 

entire books written by the ancient Greek medical doctor Galen; it was 

only one among many translated works in different scientii c and literary 

i elds. 

 Caliph al-Ma ʾ mu ̄ n commissioned projects of physical and mathemat-

ical   geography in order to create a world map   that accurately depicted 

the shape of the world. The caliph also wished to distinguish between 

countries conquered by the Muslims and thus part of the Da  r al-Isla  m 

(the land of Islam)   and those who were not.  5   The astronomers and schol-

ars of Caliph al-Ma ʾ mu ̄ n benei tted especially from Ptolemy  ’s  Geography , 

which systematically synthesized the legacies of his Greco-Roman pre-

decessors. The Greek knowledge al-Ma ʾ mu ̄ n’s scholars possessed was 

already i ve centuries out of date, however, so Muslim scholars developed 

it further, expanding the base of their scientii c foundation by synthe-

sizing Iranian, Indian, and Greek traditions as well as new geographical 

information available to them as the result of Islamic political and eco-

nomic expansion. 

 In pursuing his precise map of the world, Caliph al-Ma ʾ mu ̄ n   commis-

sioned a geodetic survey that would update the locations and longitudes 

of major cities like Baghdad and Mecca  . This grand-scale survey indeed 

led to a more accurate world map; from this survey, al-Ma ʾ mu ̄ n’s geog-

raphers were able to calculate the earth’s circumference within an error 

of a few hundred kilometers (off by less than 1 percent). This i gure was 

almost as accurate as the estimate made by modern scholars and consid-

erably better than Ptolemy who estimated the circumference with much 

less success.  6   Unfortunately, this map was lost, and the earliest surviving 

maps that bear any resemblance to it date only to 1000. Information 

from these innovative geographic projects survives, however, in the form 

of Arabic manuscripts that were produced as part of the enterprise at 

large. One of them, a treatise called    Shape of the Earth  (S  u ̄ rat al-ard  ), was 

written by the polymath al-Khwa  rizm ı    (died circa 850) who contributed 

to mathematics, astronomy, and geography as one of al-Ma ʾ mu ̄ n’s schol-

ars.  7   This is the earliest surviving geographic account of the Islamic world 

and the i rst Arabic account to use the term  al- S     ı   拷   n  to refer to China  . 
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  Shape of the Earth  provides longitudinal and latitudinal positioning of 

the known world using coordinate tables ( Z   ı   拷   j ). Al-Khwa  rizm ı    arranged 

the information according to a system that divides the inhabited world 

into seven horizontal strips or bands parallel to the equator called climates 

( iqlim ). This system essentially bases itself on one introduced by Marinus 

and Ptolemy; however, al-Khwa  rizm ı    built on the Greco-Roman founda-

tion by incorporating ideas that had spread along with the rise of Islam. 

For example, while the Greco-Roman system introduced more than twenty 

climates, al-Khwa  rizm ı   ’s  Shape of the Earth,  and later works inl uenced 

by it, draw from Persian sources and presents seven climates. As for geo-

graphic content, Ptolemy’s longitudinal and latitudinal table locates Serica 

(Se  rike  , China) east of Central Asia, thereby emphasizing northern China 

and overlooking southern China.  8   Since the most important Muslim trade 

ports were located in Southern China, al-Khwa  rizm ı    provides a fuller 

description of southern China, adding three port cities including Khantu, 

probably Yangzhou, a city that hosted many Muslim merchants  .  9   

 The i rst Muslim geographers of the  ʿ Abba  sid empire supplemented 

their Greek theoretical frameworks for geographical understanding of 

the world by incorporating the methods of the Persians and Indians. 

Persian sources (including Sogdian geographical knowledge  ) provided 

descriptions of the world including China based on extensive overland 

contacts with China. Once the Arabs   overthrew the Sassanid dynasty  , 

many Persians converted to Islam because of social and economic ben-

ei ts. Once converted, the rich literary traditions of the Persians were 

absorbed into the multiethnic Muslim tradition.    The Book of Routes and 

Realms  ( Kit  a 拷   b al-Mas  a 拷   lik wa-  ʾ  l-mam  a 拷   lik ), written by a Persian Muslim, 

Ibn Khurrada  dhbih (died 912), departs from earlier physical and math-

ematical geographic treatises which gave longitudinal and latitudinal 

coordinates but little else. Instead, Ibn Khurrada  dhbih   offered the i rst 

descriptive geography in Arabic. The i rst detailed reports of China and 

the Indian Ocean trade also appear here. 

 Ibn Khurrada  dhbih served as the Director of Posts and Intelligence 

during the reign of Caliph al-Mu ʿ tamid   (869–92). This situation enabled 

him to collect rich sources – probably Greek and Persian records and 

travel reports – to compose his  Book of Routes and Realms .  10   The book 

systematically describes the earth’s geography and provides detailed stud-

ies of the seven climate zones, the seventh of which is located in China.  11   

Ibn Khurrada  dhbih’s short history of ancient kings who descended from 

Ifr ı   du ̄ n, a Persian version of Noah in the Old Testament, includes a king of 

China with the name Baghbu ̄ r, a Persian noun meaning “son of heaven.”  12   
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Chinese emperors traditionally called themselves the Son of Heaven, 

where heaven refers to the universe that interferes with earthly rule. This 

type of information, clearly gleaned from earlier sources, often appears 

in this new generation of Islamic accounts. However, as the title suggests, 

 The Book of Routes and Realms  provides more practical information 

about administrative divisions and cities, stations located on the roads 

leading from Baghdad to various destinations, important trade ports and 

routes, and the tax assessments of different regions. The information was 

intended primarily to help the  ʿ Abba  sid rulers who inherited the adminis-

trative and economic system of the Persian Sassanid empire. Interestingly, 

one of the book’s most detailed accounts charts the “sea route to China 

[the East],” a special section that Ibn Khurrada  dhbih devotes to tracing 

the routes that extended through known non-Islamic territory.  13   Clearly, 

his geography benei tted enormously from his position in government. 

 Unlike the rest of his book, which breaks overland routes into separate 

regions distinguished by individual introductions, Ibn Khurrada  dhbih’s 

section on maritime routes devotes itself to tracing one long continuous 

route from the Islamic world to China. His focused interest in local prod-

ucts and trade goods rel ects the frequency and importance of long-dis-

tance direct trade with China that existed in the author’s world. The route 

begins in Basra  , a l ourishing port in the Persian Gulf close to Baghdad. 

It continues through the ports of Oman and Aden on the Arabian coast, 

crosses the Arabian Sea to the Indian coast and Ceylon, passes through 

the Strait of Malacca to Malaysia, Cambodia, and extends all the way 

to the harbor of Kha  nfu ̄ , present-day Guangzhou   (see his route in  Map 

1 ).  14   Interest in commerce is so keen that Ibn Khurrada  dhbih frequently 

interrupts his sailing instructions with anecdotes about native products 

and commercial goods: 

 From al-S  anf to Lu ̄ q ı   n [present-day Hanoi   in Vietnam],  15   which is the i rst 
port of/in China, is 100  farsah�      [about 600 km/345 miles]  16   by land and sea. 
Lu ̄ k ı   n has Chinese stones [jade?], Chinese silk, Chinese porcelains of good 
quality, and rice. From Lu ̄ k ı   n to Kha  nfu ̄  [present-day Guangzhou], which is 
the largest port (in China), is four days’ journey by sea and 20 days’ jour-
ney by land. Kha  nfu ̄  has all kinds of fruits, vegetables, wheat, barley, rice, 
and sugarcane. From Kha  nfu ̄  to Kha  nju ̄  [present-day Quanzhou  ] is eight 
days’ journey. Kha  nju ̄  has products like those in Kha  nfu ̄ . From Kha  nju ̄  to 
Qa  nt  u ̄  [present-day Yangzhou  ] is 20 days’ journey, and Qa  nt  u ̄  has products 
like those of Kha  nfu ̄  and Kha  nju ̄ . 

 Each of these ports in China has a large river into which the ships sail, and 
in which the tide ebbs and l ows. One can see geese, ducks, and chickens 
in the river of Qa  nt  u ̄ . The length of the country of China along the coast 
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from Arma  b ı   l to its furthest regions is two months’ journey. China has 
three hundred populous cities, ninety of which are famous. The boundary 
of China runs from the sea [in the south] to Tibet and the country of the 
Turks and to India in the west.  17    

 This basic guide provided information to those who wanted to sail to 

China’s major four ports: Hanoi, Guangzhou, Quanzhou, and Yangzhou. 

Lu ̄ k ı   n, or Hanoi, the capital of modern-day Vietnam, was under Chinese 

rule during Ibn Khurrada  dhbih’s times. The other three cities were all 

major foreign trading ports during the Tang period. Although the author 

listed Kha  nju ̄     among these ports, the name most likely was a copy-

ist’s mistake, confusing it for the name Ja  nju ̄     or Quanzhou.  18   

Qa  nt  u ̄ , probably today’s Yangzhou, marked the i nal port China along 

the eastern maritime route (which, in fact, ran north once it rounded the 

coast of Southeast China).  19   Ibn Khurrada  dhbih estimated China’s total 

number of cities at 300, a i gure often used by later writers. 

 Unlike similar itineraries, Ibn Khurrada  dhbih’s maritime route con-

tinues beyond China, to a mountainous region east of China called 

  al-Sh ı   la  , meaning Silla, a dynasty in Korea that ruled from 503 to 935 

CE. This marks the eastern endpoint of the known world for Muslims.  20   

Ibn Khurrada  dhbih reports that many Muslims settled in al-Sh ı   la   because 

it is “rich in gold” and the land is “beautiful.” His description rel ects true 

features of the Korean peninsula, which has many mountains, a mild cli-

mate, and fertile soil. Many gold objects, such as crowns and earrings, 

were among the many discoveries archeologists made in excavations of 

the Silla royal tombs in its capital Kyungju. It is not difi cult to assume 

that many West Asian merchants based in China traveled to Silla, which 

had close relations with the Tang empire. 

 Not all of the geographer’s reports are as accurate as his account of the 

remote Korean kingdom in the east. Ibn Khurrada  dhbih also describes 

the legendary lands of  al-W  a 拷   qw  a 拷   q   . It, too, lies east of China, he alleges, 

and possesses gold in such quantity that “dog-leashes and monkey-col-

lars are made with it.”  21   Unlike al-Sh ı   la  , however, there have been many 

debates over what is  al-W  a 拷   qw  a 拷   q  in Ibn Khurrada  dhbih’s book. Once Ibn 

Khurrada  dhbih introduced it, Islamic geographers continued to repro-

duce it, and many added further exaggerations like the fantastic illus-

tration of trees that bear fruit that look like a woman’s head and shout 

“wa  qwa  q” when they ripen. This story, which continuously recurs in 

later Muslim accounts,  22   is reminiscent of the Chinese account by Du 

You  , examined in  Chapter 1 , which claims there is a tree on the western 

sea – in other words, at the edge of the known world for Chinese – and 
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on that tree children hang. By comparing the Islamic and Chinese cases, 

patterns emerge in both groups in the way in which they make sense of 

places at the edge of their known world. Gradually, more realistic infor-

mation begins to replace fantastic tales, transforming distant places from 

 terra incognita  to  terra cognita   , although full knowledge remains elusive 

because they are so far away. Stories about country in the east with boun-

tiful gold – whether a very real al-Sh ı   la   or a mythical Wa  qwa  q     – contin-

ued to pique people’s interest into the thirteenth century and beyond. 

After all, Marco Polo similarly describes Jipangu (Japan  ) as a country 

rich with gold, an idea that greatly interested Christopher Columbus. 

 All the pieces of information that Ibn Khurrada  dhbih provides in  Book 

of Routes and Realms  are central to the work of understanding Muslim 

geographic knowledge about China because they circulated widely in the 

Islamic world and became standard passages in the maps and essays that 

later scholars produced about China. Much of that inl uence rests on the 

regard that later generations of Islamic intellectuals paid him as a pioneer 

and authority in the literature of descriptive world geography, in a similar 

way that Sima Qian’s  Records of the Grand Historians  served as a model 

for all following Chinese geographic writings about foreign lands. Some 

scholars consider Ibn Khurrada  dhbih the father of Arabic geographic lit-

erature. Later geographers wrote similar geographic works, often with 

generic titles like the  Book of Routes and Realms .  23   This kind of inl uence 

on later works is found in another Muslim geographical classic that, along 

with Ibn Khurrada  dhbih, constitute the two earliest major sources to 

provide information about China.    Accounts of China and India  ( Akhb  a 拷   r 
al-S     ı   拷   n wa-l-Hind ) provides the i rst extant account of China based on the 

detailed testimony of those who had visited China, and became another 

source from which Muslim writers drew their impressions of the country 

in the Far East. 

 Compiled in 851,  Accounts of China and India  appeared only a few 

years after the i rst edition of Ibn Khurrada  dhbih’s account. In contrast to 

the  Book of Routes and Realms , the author’s identity remains unknown. 

Earlier scholars thought merchant Sulayma  n had penned the book, but 

scholars like George Hourani point out that an anonymous author more 

likely compiled the testimony of Sulayma  n and other informants; the 

main informants were merchants and sailors who traveled to China to 

trade.  24   Ibn al-Nad ı   m did not enter the book into his famous bibliogra-

phy  Kit  a 拷   b al-Fihrist   ; however, the several copies that have survived shed 

light on why the book circulated widely among Muslims, especially for 

those interested in India and China. Unlike Ibn Khurrada  dhbih’s formal 
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and systematic format, the author of  Accounts of China and India  mainly 

focuses on China and India and is i lled with much richer geographic and 

historical information about China compared to Ibn Khurrada  dhbih’s 

account. The book provides the sum of practical information available 

about geographic locations, trading goods, and local culture that Muslim 

traders needed to succeed in the Sino-Islamic trade through the Indian 

Ocean. Interestingly, the author regards China and India with equal 

importance, even though India lies halfway between the Islamic world 

and China and lies much closer to the Islamic world. Clearly, China car-

ries great weight in the Islamic world by the time this book was written 

in the ninth century. 

 Other surviving contemporary Arabic accounts written in a more 

casual style also testify to the brisk activities of Muslim merchants who 

played active roles in the Indian Ocean trade reaching China.  The Book 

of the Wonders of India    ( ʿ  Aj  a 拷   ʾ  ib al-Hind ; circa tenth century) and the 

famous Sinbad the Sailor story in  One Thousand and One Nights  (also 

known as  Arabian Nights   , circa tenth century) contain many episodes 

about Muslims and Jews who sailed from Baghdad   to China and gained 

huge wealth by trading a great quantity of silks and porcelains that they 

brought with them from China.  25   These short stories rel ect the trade 

networks that linked together Baghdad, China, and the Indian Ocean 

around the tenth century, the goods they traded like musk, silk, and por-

celain, and the potential for enormous wealth that these merchants could 

gain by venturing forth on perilous sea voyages. These isolated episodes 

do not supply any concrete geographical information about how to travel 

to those lands, although the merchants in these tales clearly could not 

have sailed into the vast Indian Ocean and reached China without good 

information and navigational techniques like those found in  Book of 

Routes and Realms  and  Accounts of China and India .   

 The i rst part of the original version of  Accounts of China and India  

was lost. The extant portion of the manuscript begins with a description 

of one of the seven seas, a traditional division of Indian Ocean popular in 

West Asia at that time. It continues to illustrate the rest of the seas east-

ward, and lists the Sea of China as the Indian Ocean’s seventh sea. From 

this fact, it seems safe to assume that the original manuscript provided a 

complete, systematic explanation of all the seven seas that lay between 

the Islamic world and China. The theoretical geographic explanation of 

the sea prefaces a complete description of routes and sailing informa-

tion that spans from the Persian Gulf to Guangzhou. The route essen-

tially conforms to those described by Ibn Khurrada  dhbih and his Chinese 
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contemporary Jia Dan  , suggesting that all three authors used the sum of 

knowledge in circulation at that time (See  Map 1 ). 

 The extant content of  Accounts of China and India  has survived to 

the present because, thankfully, another ge  ographer copied it for his col-

lection. This should not be surprising; after all, demand for the book was 

high and so the book circulated widely. In 916, Abu ̄  Zayd al-H  asan b. 

al-Yaz ı   d al-S ı   ra  f ı    copied  Accounts of China and India  in full and pre-

served the anonymous account as the i rst volume of his collected work 

entitled  The Chain of the Histories  ( Silsilat al-tawar ̄ ik ̄ h   ).  26   Little is known 

about the compiler Abu ̄  Zayd except for the little information he pro-

vided in his own preface.  27   Part of his name, al-S ı   ra  f ı   , indicates that he 

came from S ı   ra  f  , like the Muslim merchant in China named Shi Nawei 

discussed in  Chapter 1 . From S ı   ra  f, merchants of Iraq – that is, the central 

and southern Tigris and Euphrates river valleys – embarked for China.  28   

Abu ̄  Zayd also gathered information, which he found trustworthy and 

closely matched what he had learned about the sea trade, directly from 

merchants and compiled it into the second volume of his  Accounts of 

China and India .  29   

 After describing the geographical conditions of the Indian Ocean, 

the i rst volume of Abu ̄  Zayd’s compilation,  The Accounts of China and 

India , comes back to the Persian Gulf where “Chinese ships (al-Sufun 

al-S   ı   n ı   yah)” began their journey to China.  30   The second volume provides 

a description of the structure of these “Chinese ships,” which actually i t 

the characteristics of   dhows, the indigenous boats that Arabs, Persians, 

and Indians used to sail in the Indian Ocean: “And this stitched wood 

does not exist except on the ships of S ı   ra  f   especially, and the ships of 

Syria and Ru ̄ m (The Roman [Byzantine] empire  ) are nailed, rather than 

stitched.”  31   

 Dhows were made from planks that were sewn together. A ninth-cen-

tury Arab or Indian shipwreck   found off the coast of the Indonesian island 

of Belitung proves to be just such a dhow.  32   It has planks joined by stitch-

ing, with no sign of the wooden dowels or iron fastenings used in Chinese 

ships of the time.  33   Abu ̄  Zayd’s use of the term “Chinese ships” must 

refer to Arab ships sailing to China rather than ships of Chinese design. 

Analyses of a number of sewn boats of the Indian Ocean suggest that the 

same single web pattern were used throughout the Indian Ocean.  34   

 We cannot be sure about the ship’s provenance. Yet many heavy 

Chinese ceramics and silver ingots and lead coins help us to assume that 

the ship departed from a port in China before it sank off Indonesia. The 

cast ingots had all been manufactured in a government mint in China and 
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used to collect and transfer revenue from the government salt monopoly 

and in trade.  35   The cargoes’ places of origin include China, Indonesia, 

India, and the Persian Gulf; the ship probably operated as one of many 

ships plying regional ports.  36   Some of the total 2,212 Chinese ceramics 

contained in the sunken ship were probably destined for ports in the 

Islamic world and brokered by Middle Eastern merchants. If so, the exca-

vated ship perfectly matches the one documented by Abu ̄  Zayd. Most of 

the Chinese ceramics that i lled the surviving cargo came from Changsha, 

whose kilns had manufactured primarily for export since the early ninth 

century.  37   This type of Chinese ceramic was also found in S ı   ra  f   itself, 

whose excavations since the 1960s produced sufi cient evidence to cor-

roborate the dramatic increase in Chinese ceramics export at the begin-

ning of the ninth century.  38   

 The “Chinese” ships in Abu ̄  Zayd’s account took on their cargo in 

S ı   ra  f  , one of the ports of the Persian Gulf that l ourished during the early 

centuries of Islamic society. The city also played an important role as a 

transit port in the Islamic world, since some goods shipped at S ı   ra  f came 

from Basra, Oman, and other places.  39   After passing through ports in the 

Persian Gulf such as Masqat (in the province of Oman) the ships reached 

India. Moving on, the ships then stopped at many islands in Southeast 

Asia along the way where merchants obtained local products such as 

amber, coconut, shells, pearls, and gold. Here, the ships had to negotiate 

headwinds, whirlpools, and rough waves. Several months after sailing 

from S ı   ra  f the ships i nally reached their destination in Guangzhou  :

  “When the ship crossed the gates (of China) and entered the inlet, it reached 
fresh water where it dropped anchor in the country of China. This is called 
Kha  nfu ̄  (Guangzhou  ), a city. The rest of China has fresh water from rivers 
and valleys, garrison and marketplaces in every district.”  40    

 Once anchored in Guangzhou, the ships then had to undertake several 

steps with Chinese customs in order to win permission to trade:

  When the merchants entered China by sea, the Chinese took their goods, 
put them into warehouses, and guaranteed responsibility up to six months 
until the last merchant [of the trading l eet] has arrived. Then they take a 
third of each commodity, and surrender the rest to the merchants. The ruler 
takes what he needs on the basis of the maximum price, pays it quickly, and 
does not treat [the visitors] unjustly.  41    

 The procedures for merchants to enter China to trade appear both sys-

tematic and fair. Merchants from the Islamic world had to sojourn in 

Guangzhou for a long time. Although Abu ̄  Zayd does not mention this, 
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it is important to know that traders had to wait for the monsoon winds 

to change before they could sail back to West Asia. Many had to stay in 

the city for more than a year due to i res, plundering, and damage to their 

ships during the voyage. The merchant Sulayma  n, one of Abu ̄  Zayd’s 

informants for the i rst volume, reports that the Muslim population in 

Guangzhou   was so large that Muslim judges protected the interests of 

the Muslim merchants:

  The merchant Sulayma  n relates that in Guangzhou, which is the meeting 
place of the merchants, the Chinese ruler placed a Muslim to serve as the 
judicial authority over the Muslims who traveled to this region with the 
goal of [reaching] the kingdom of China. On holy days he led the Muslims 
in prayer, delivered a  khu  t    ba    sermon, and prayed for the ruler [i.e., caliph] 
of the Muslims. The Iraqi merchants in no way challenge his authority over 
matters in his rulings and his righteous conduct according to the book of 
God [the Qur ʾ a  n  ] – exalted is He – according to the judgments of Islam.  42    

 The acting ruler mentioned in the  khu  t    ba  refers to the fact that the 

Muslims of Guangzhou remained legally under the caliph’s authority at 

least in matters concerning the Muslim community. The model for leading 

religious rituals on festival days followed the norm practiced throughout 

the Islamic world.  The Tang Code    sanctioned this status quo because it 

stipulates that all disputes among foreigners should accord with the laws 

of their own society, as long as both plaintiffs and defendants came from 

the same country; if they did not, then their dispute fell under Chinese 

law instead.  43   

 The Muslim merchants who sojourned six months or longer in 

Guangzhou learned much about the region from its locals. One section 

of  Accounts of China and India  lists export commodities such as “gold, 

silver, pearls, brocade and silk, all these stuffs in great abundance” on the 

Chinese side, and imports of “ivory, frankincense, cast copper [bronze?], 

sea shells, which are the back skins of the tortoise” on the Muslim side. 

The narrator also mentions that “the Chinese have an excellent kind of 

cohesive green clay (al-ghad  a  r) with which they make cups as i ne as phi-

als in which the light of water is seen, although it is of clay.”  44   Clearly, 

this is porcelain. 

  Accounts of China and India  also offers many descriptions of Chinese 

cultural practices arranged in no specii c topical or chronological order. 

These include mourning customs, silk dresses, and the script and writing 

system. The book often compares Chinese religious and social customs 

such as idol, star, and ancestral worship and ethical teaching (which may 

indicate Buddhism, Confucianism, and other popular religious practices) 
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with those in India. In the Muslim merchants’ eyes, China was “more 

beautiful,” “more populated,” and “better governed” than India.  45   

 Equal and universal justice in legal dealings throughout China features 

prominently in the travel account. A small bell suspended above each 

local ruler’s head embodied this system of equal right to fair treatment, 

as any person in China could ring the bell to demand that his case be 

heard.  46   China indeed had this kind of court appeal system by means of a 

drum set outside the city gates.  47   Muslim sources i rst reported this use of 

a bell, although the bell described in  Accounts of China and India  could 

well be a i ctional elaboration. The procedure of tort redress was actually 

a Sassanid institution that was later adopted by Muslims.  48   This exam-

ple may show how the Muslims projected their own customs onto their 

understanding of other societies. 

 Like other Muslim characterizations of Chinese people, the second 

volume of Abu ̄  Zayd’s compilation characterizes the Chinese as good 

craftsmen. Abu ̄  Zayd describes Chinese as “the cleverest people on earth: 

they have extraordinary skill in plastic and other arts, so that no other 

nation can be compared with them in any kind of workmanship.”  49   This 

general Muslim perception of the Chinese took shape early; in his liter-

ary work,  The Table Talk  ( Majlis al-uns ), al-Tawh   ı   d ı      (died 1023) quoted 

earlier Arabic prose pioneer Ibn al-Muqaffa ʿ  ’ s (died 757), who viewed the 

Chinese as “[m]asters of furniture and crafts.”  50   Recall, too, Du Huan  ’s 

account of Chinese craftsmen in   Baghdad. As we will see throughout this 

book, this characterization of the Chinese people persisted for centuries. 

 The most notable part of Abu ̄  Zayd’s second volume provides a com-

prehensive report about the Muslim merchants trading in China. For 

example, he relates a story about   Ibn Wahab, who was from the Tribe of 

Quraysh (the same tribe as that of the Prophet Muh  ammad  ). Ibn Wahab 

left his home city of Basra and traveled to S ı   ra  f  , and from there embarked 

on a pleasure trip to China. After arriving at the port of Guangzhou, he 

traveled for two more months to the Tang capital Khumda  n to see the 

emperor. Khumda  n appears in other contemporary and later Arabic geo-

graphic accounts, and no doubt refers to   Chang’an, the Tang dynasty’s 

cosmopolitan capital. Contemporary Chinese sources include collections 

of stories and poems that testify to the Iranian and Central Asian mer-

chants in the city and the strong cultural inl uence of their l ourishing 

activities on the lives of Chinese including foreign fashions, music, and 

foods.  51   Ibn Wahab arrived in Chang’an sometime in the 870s and, claim-

ing that he came from the family of the Prophet Muh  ammad  , he peti-

tioned to meet the Tang emperor. After a long and careful investigation 
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among Muslim merchants in Guangzhou, the emperor i nally granted 

him an audience. Ibn Wahab spoke with the emperor through interpret-

ers about the history of the Arabs and all various nations. His report 

that the Chinese emperor esteemed the king of Iraq as the world’s most 

supreme ruler and ranked himself second is difi cult to credit, but we can 

imagine the claim appealed to Abu ̄  Zayd.  52   Abu ̄  Zayd also says that he 

directly asked Ibn Wahab many questions about Chang’an and quotes 

Ibn Wahab’s brief description of the city:

  He mentioned the size of the city and its great number of inhabitants, and 
that it is divided into two districts, separated by a long and broad street. 
The emperor, his minister, guards, the supreme judge, the eunuchs of the 
emperor, and all their retinue are on the right-hand [of the city] which is 
towards the east. They do not mix with any of the common people. There 
are no markets [in this part]. [gap in text.] It has rivers l owing along their 
streets lined with trees and spacious houses. In the left-hand part [of the 
city], which is towards the west, there are subjects and merchants, stores 
and markets; and when the day rises you see the stewards of the emperor 
and his retinue, pages of his house and the pages of the generals, and their 
agents enter, either riding or walking, into that part of the city that contains 
the markets and merchants [in order] to obtain their services and needs. 
Thereafter they depart and no one of them returns to this part [of the city] 
until the next day.  53    

 Anyone familiar with the Tang capital Chang’an will be surprised that Ibn 

Wahab   mentions the Western Market   in “the part towards the west” but 

does not give any details about the bustling foreign quarter that crowded 

with many non-Chinese residents including Persian- and Arabic-speaking 

merchants. Chinese documents and archeological artifacts together con-

i rm that the western portion of Chang’an had many religious temples of 

foreign religions including Zoroastrianism, Nestorian Christianity, and 

Islam.  54   Chinese people enjoyed easy access to the foreign quarter, and 

went there for wine and foreign foods and to enjoy the music and danc-

ing of foreign ladies.  55   

 How many Muslim merchants came to China to trade? Abu ̄  Zayd pro-

vides a clue by describing a major revolt that erupted in 877 CE (264 AH 

[Anno Hegirae: Islamic calendar]) and broke China up into small and 

warring principalities. The rebellion’s date corresponds to an actual crisis 

that seriously weakened the once mighty Tang dynasty, called the Huang 

Chao Rebellion   (875–884). Attracting millions of impoverished follow-

ers, Huang Chao plundered and burned several cities throughout China 

including the empire’s largest, Chang’an and Louyang, in 880. Although 

Abu ̄  Zayd misidentii es the leader (“Ba  bshua  ” cannot correspond to 
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Chinese name Huang Chao [died 884]), his details about the political 

situation in China and the course of the revolt match Chinese accounts.  56   

Abu ̄  Zayd gives a concise yet lively narration of the rebellion’s events, 

which plagued China for nine years and played a decisive role in weak-

ening the Tang empire:

  He [Huang Chao] targeted Guangzhou   [Kha  nfu], among the cities in China, 
which was the town the Arab merchants headed for. Between Guangzhou 
and the sea is a journey of many consecutive days, and the city is located 
in a great valley near fresh water. Its citizens kept him [Huang Chao] at 
bay, and therefore he besieged them for a long period, this being in the year 
264 (AH; 877 CE), until he conquered the city and put its inhabitants to 
the sword. Those who are experienced with the affairs (of China) related 
[to me] that in addition to the Chinese he killed one hundred and twenty 
thousand people – Muslims, Christians, Jews, and Zoroastrians who had 
sought refuge in the city.  57    

 This account reveals the large number of foreigners including Muslims 

who lived in China under Tang rule. The number of non-Chinese killed in 

the rebellion was correct, Abu ̄  Zayd maintains, because the Chinese gov-

ernment kept an accurate census of the population.  58   After their siege of 

Guangzhou the rebels moved on to conquer many other cities until they 

i nally occupied the capital Chang’an. 

 According to Abu ̄  Zayd, the rebellion struck a heavy blow to Muslim 

trade in Guangzhou and caused a decline in the commercial activities 

of Muslim merchants. Another contemporary Arabic account adds an 

important fact about the rebellion’s drastic effect on the whole system of 

inter-Asian maritime trafi c and trade: Whereas vessels from the Islamic 

world had once sailed the entire distance between the Persian Gulf 

and China, after the rebellion they began to meet the Chinese halfway 

in Kala  h on the Malay Peninsula in Southeast Asia. The author of this 

Arabic account is the celebrated writer   al-Mas ʿ u ̄ d ı    (896–956), who exten-

sively mined Abu ̄  Zayd’s information about China and India to write 

his celebrated encyclopedic work  The Meadows of Gold and Mines of 

Gems  ( Mur  u ̄   j al-dhahab wa-ma  ʿ  a 拷   din al-jawhar ). A single event of politi-

cal turmoil in a Chinese city probably did not solely cause this change in 

Muslim behavior; structural changes such as the decline in direct Sino-

Islamic trade usually occur in response to contemporary political and 

economic changes in the maritime commercial sphere as a whole. 

 Whatever the case, by the late ninth century, Sino-Islamic sea trade 

with China via Southeast Asia came to be the norm, and operated out of 

Southeast Asian ports like Srivijaya  , a kingdom on Sumatra that Chinese 
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accounts, such as those by Zhou Qufei and Zhao Rugua, called Sanfoqi. 

This new form of networked trade, depicted in Zhou Qufei’s account, 

relied on traders and seafarers specialized in one segment of the Sino-

Islamic route, making it less likely that individual merchants made the 

entire sea passage from S ı   ra  f to Guangzhou. This is also coni rmed in 

contemporary Middle Eastern sources, most notably the Geniza records   

that were originally held in a Jewish depository in old Cairo (Fustat), 

the terminus of the Red Sea connection to the Indian Ocean trade that 

gradually surpassed the Persian Gulf connection.  59   The consequences of 

this shift in the sea trade system was disproportionate; although Chinese 

knowledge about the Indian Ocean increased thanks to their expanded 

involvement as middlemen into Southeast Asia, Middle Eastern knowl-

edge appears to have declined.  60   Both al-Mas ʿ u ̄ d ı    and Abu ̄  Zayd share the 

same opinion about what caused this decline. This is no surprise if we 

consider the fact that al-Mas ʿ u ̄ d ı    reveals that he met Abu ̄  Zayd in S ı   ra  f 
and probably exchanged notes with him.  61   Many of the same passages 

in Abu ̄  Zayd’s two volumes (including those just mentioned) also appear 

in al-Mas ʿ u ̄ d ı   ’s book, a good example of one way in which geographic 

knowledge transferred between individual authors. 

 Whereas Abu ̄  Zayd focuses exclusively on India and China, al-Mas ʿ u ̄ d ı   , 
both a historian and geographer, presents China in the context of the 

entire world known to him in his  Meadows of Gold and Mines of Gems . 

Born in Baghdad in 896 and well traveled throughout both the  ʿ Abba  sid 

empire and India during his lifetime, al-Mas ʿ u ̄ d ı    acquired a variety of 

sources that he used to compile his encyclopedic historical and geo-

graphical masterpiece. Al-Mas ʿ u ̄ d ı    claims he visited China, yet he actu-

ally depended very much on previous accounts to write his section on 

China and what he learned from contemporaries like Abu ̄  Zayd.  62   The 

eighty-i ve sources that he lists at the beginning of his book include Ibn 

Khurrada  dhbih’s  Book   of Routes and Realms . Like Ibn Khurrada  dhbih, 

he states that China was one of the seven ancient nations that existed 

before Islam and claims that its people descended from Noah. In con-

trast, al-Mas ʿ u ̄ d ı    supplies richer and more detailed description than Ibn 

Khurrada  dhbih does, providing detailed geographical facts and a geneal-

ogy of the imperial family (which is unreliable, however, because it pro-

vides names that are difi cult to trace in contemporary Chinese sources). 

 Al-Mas ʿ u ̄ d ı    supplies much theoretical information about world geogra-

phy in  Meadows of Gold and Mines of Gems , which derives from earlier 

Greek works that he studied in Baghdad and Damascus. It begins with 

traditional Greek theories about the shape of the earth and the division of 
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the lands and seas.  63   A general account of the seas based on Greek tradi-

tion ends with the “Abyssinian Sea,” that is, the Indian Ocean. Al-Mas ʿ u ̄ d ı    
portrays the Indian Ocean   as one mass of water comprising seven   con-

nected seas. Each of these seas has its own name and features; the seventh 

of these lying at the easternmost end is the Sea of China.  64   This complete 

description of the Indian Ocean’s seven seas supplements the missing part 

of the extant manuscript for the original volume of  Accounts of China 

and India  in 851   ( Figure 2.1 ).  65      

 This concept of sea division is similar to the Chinese division of i ve 

great seas in Zhou Qufei’s  Land beyond the Passes  examined in  Chapter 

1 , although the actual divisions and standards differ from each other. 

Whatever form it took, systemized information about sea divisions was 

crucial to geographers who sought to understand the shape of the world, 

and they were able to receive information about the seas from those who 

actually sailed in the vast ocean to reach their destinations. Muslim geog-

raphers always began their accounts with the descriptions of seas and 

islands, and they often updated these discussions based on new infor-

mation from contemporary sailors of the Indian Ocean. Al-Mas ʿ u ̄ d ı    also 

 Figure 2.1.      The seven seas described by al-Mas ʿ u ̄ d ı    in his  Meadows of Gold and 
Mines of Gems  (circa 947).  
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provided new geographical information about the coastline of the known 

world in his time, which can also be found in Abu ̄  Zayd’s account:

  In the Sea of Ru ̄ m   [the Mediterranean] near the island of  ʾ Iqr ı   t  ish [Crete], 
planks of ships of Indian teak, which were perforated and stitched together 
with i bers of the coconut tree, were found. They were of ships that had 
been wrecked and tossed about by the waves from the waters of the seas. 
This [type of ship] exists only in the Abyssinian sea [the Indian Ocean] 
because all of the ships of the Sea of Ru ̄ m and the west [emending  ʿ Arab 
to gharb] are nailed, while the ships of the Abyssinian sea are not fastened 
with iron nails, because the sea water dissolves the iron, so the nails become 
thin and weak in the sea. So people [of the Abyssinian sea] used stitching 
with i bers instead of the nails, and [the ships are] coated with grease and 
lime. This proves, and God knows better, the connection of the seas, and 
that the sea near China and the country of S ı   la   [Korea  ] goes all round the 
country of the Turks, and reaches the sea of the west [the Mediterranean?] 
through some straits of the encircling ocean.  66    

 This discovery near Crete of the planks of a boat from the Indian 

Ocean surprised geographers of the tenth century, who correctly knew 

that the Indian Ocean was not linked to the Mediterranean. This could 

only explain how the individual planks l owed into the Mediterranean, 

al-Mas ʿ u ̄ d ı    concludes. The seas did not connect to each other until the 

Suez Canal was constructed in the late nineteenth century. Yet, as we 

now know, Abu ̄  Zayd and al-Mas ʿ u ̄ d ı   ’s suggested route is unimaginable 

because small dhow planks could never have l oated all the way from the 

Sea of China to the Pacii c Ocean, through the straight of the Bering Sea 

and into the Arctic Ocean, down Norwegian Sea near Skandinavia, and 

then through the Strait of Gibraltar at Spain in order to i nally enter the 

Mediterranean Sea. Could the dhow ships have been carried overland 

to Egypt? Did shipbuilders in the Mediterranan Sea build ships with-

out using nails, consciously or unconsciously imitating dhows? We may 

never know the story, but we can understand from the passage how Abu ̄  

Zayd and al-Mas ʿ u ̄ d ı    understood the geography of the world during their 

time. 

 Muslim geographers often describe the division of land and sea in 

narrative form, yet it is difi cult to understand without considering their 

discussions about the world’s physical geography, and maps that present 

geographic knowledge in visual form. Several different geographic schools 

and individual geographers coexisted and produced cartographic works 

from the tenth century onward. The most inl uential of these schools was 

the Balkh ı    School  , named after al-Balkh ı      (died 934?), but there were also 

other geographic accounts and maps that portray the world and China 
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in independent ways based on a cartographer’s personal experience in 

distant lands and other cultural inl uences. The earliest extant map that 

shows the relation of these seas, dated 1193, is attributed to a geogra-

pher of the Balkh ı    School named al-Is  t  akhr ı      (died 961).  67   For example, 

the black arrow shows the route that Abu ̄  Zayd and al-Mas ʿ u ̄ d ı    thought 

the planks of the dhow took from the Sea of China around the Northern 

Eurasian continent to the Mediterranean (see  Figure 2.2 ).    

 The map helps us to understand Abu ̄  Zayd and al-Mas ʿ u ̄ d ı   ’s idea in 

light of contemporaneous visual conception of the world that Muslim 

geographers shared at that time. The development of cartography   in the 

Islamic world differs from that of China in that they attempted to show 

the entire world including Asia, Europe, and Africa. This fact stems partly 

from the legacy of the Greek geographic tradition and partly from the leg-

acy of extensive contacts that the people in West Asia made with societies 

both to the east and west, which placed them strategically in the middle 

of the trading routes that connected these two parts of the world.    

 Figure 2.2.      Al-Is  t  akhr ı   ’s world map from his  Kit  a 拷   b al-Mas  a 拷   lik wa-  ʾ  l-mam  a 拷   lik  
(tenth century), copy of 1193. The original map placed the south on top; the map 
is reversed here for clarity (top). By permission of the Leiden University (MS. 
Leiden, Rijksuniversiteit, Or. 3101, pp. 4–5). 

 Note:  HC2:1 , Plate 7.  
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  China and the World in Surviving Maps and Geographic 

Works in the Late  ʿ Abba  sid Period (circa 934–1260) 

 The authors of the earliest extant Arabic maps, al-Is  t  akhr ı      (died circa 

961), Ibn H  awqal   (died circa 990), and al-Muqaddas ı      (died after 988) 

represent a new trend in geographic writing often dubbed the “Classical” 

or Balkh ı    School   style, named for the earlier geographer al-Balkh ı      (died 

934?) who inl uenced them.  68   They produced many geographic works 

in the free academic atmosphere that l ourished during the reign of the 

Buyid   Rulers of the  ʿ Abba  sid dynasty (although, to be clear, these scholars 

received no special sponsorship from the government). These cartogra-

phers classii ed the world systematically by political region. For the i rst 

time, they employed geographic boundaries to differentiate one country 

from another. 

 Living in the mid-tenth century, this new generation of geographers 

witnessed the gradual breakup of the Islamic world   into separate political 

entities that acknowledged the religious, but not the political, authority 

of the caliph in Baghdad. We have seen in  Chapter 1  that twelfth-century 

Chinese writers such as Zhou Qufei   understood this simultaneous divi-

sion of the Islamic world into different polities and cohesion as a region 

bound by shared religious and cultural traditions. Although contemporar-

ies like al-Mas ʿ u ̄ d ı      continued to show a broad interest in the world includ-

ing China, the Balkh ı    School of geographers focused their agenda on the 

task of giving a full and detailed account of the Islamic regions, which 

they believed were most important and about which they received reli-

able information. Although the Balkh ı    scholars did not write about the 

non-Islamic world extensively, their works suggest a basic interest in the 

world and understanding of it. They mapped the entire known world, 

including China, before they composed regional geographic treatises and 

maps comparing different parts of the Islamic world. 

 Some contemporaries continued to follow much earlier traditional 

methods of geography that portrayed the world as a landmass in the 

shape of a bird with China as its head. For example, the tenth-century 

writer Ibn al-Faq ı   h   (l ourished 902) says:

  The image of the world consists of i ve parts: the head, two wings, breast, 
and tail of a bird. The world’s head is China. Behind China is [a place] 
people called Wakwak. Behind this [country called] Wakwak are people 
whom no one except God counts [as one of his creatures]. The right wing 
is India, and behind India is the sea; behind this sea there are no creatures 
at all. The left wing represents Khazar [of the Caspian], and behind Khazar 
are two nations each of which is called Manshak and Ma  shak. Behind 
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Manshak and Ma  shak are Gog and Magog, both of which are nations 
whom only God knows. The breast of the world represents Mecca, Hijaz 
[the western shore of the Arabian Peninsula], Syria, Iraq, and Egypt. The 
tail represents the land from dha  t al-H  uma  m [the frontier of Egypt] to the 
Maghreb [Northwest Africa]. The tail is the worst part of the bird.  69    

 Ibn al-Faq ı   h, a writer of Persian origin, received his inl uence from the 

descriptive geographic   tradition that began with Ibn Khurrada  dhbih  . 

Instead of locating the world’s places physically and in a dry form of 

narrative, Ibn al-Faq ı   h incorporated many legends and other forms of 

folklore to explain the geographic features of the different regions he 

studied, including China. This approach shaped his geographic study,  A 

Book of the Lands  ( Kit  a 拷   b al-Buld  a 拷   n ),   a type of book popular at that 

time.  70   His book marked the peak of an era in which Arabic geographic 

writing evolved into a form of  belle lettres  ( adab ) that attracted a broad 

readership. At the same time, other geographers including members of 

the Balkh ı    School   maintained their scientii c taste and sought to advance 

geography beyond this folkloristic method in order to create a more accu-

rate geography of the world.  71   

 In fact, the Balkh ı    School maps (see  Figure 2.2 ) became a prototype 

for most maps made by later Muslim geographers.  72   A ring representing 

the “Encompassing Sea  ” surrounds the known world. The map is ori-

ented along a north–south axis, and the south placed at the top in accord 

with the convention of Muslim geographers. Africa occupies much of the 

Southern Hemisphere, and the continent stretches eastward into the band 

of oceans that Islamic geographers thought encircled the world, with 

the southern part of the continent being  terra incognita   .  73   The Arabian 

Peninsula with Mecca   is located at the center of the map. China is located 

at the eastern edge of the Northern Hemisphere and its coastline in the 

south lies close to the eastern coast of Africa. Although rough, this is a 

quite accurate representation of Eurasia and the northern part of Africa 

as Muslim geographers knew them at that time. 

 Later Muslim geographers like al-Mas ʿ u ̄ d ı      testify to the world map   

that the scholars under Caliph al-Ma ʾ mu ̄ n   created in the early ninth cen-

tury.  74   Unfortunately, the map no longer exists. Because the lost map was 

drawn based on new methods of astronomical measuring and mathemat-

ical calculations that were based on the Ptolemaic geographic tradition, it 

probably focused on presenting places in their accurate longitudinal and 

latitudinal positions. In addition, it most likely incorporated new theo-

ries proposed by al-Ma ʾ mu ̄ n’s scholars that challenged Ptolemy  ’s works, 

including al-Khwa  rizm ı   ’s conclusion that the Indian Ocean was not an 
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inland sea (as Ptolemy claimed) but connected to the Pacii c Ocean.  75   

This feature can be clearly seen in the earliest extant Islamic maps, in 

other words, the Balkh ı    School maps, in which the Indian Ocean links 

with the Encompassing Sea that surrounds the known world. Recall that 

Abu ̄  Zayd   and al-Mas ʿ u ̄ d ı   ’s   theory about the dhow planks was based on 

this up-to-date geographic knowledge. Except for this new feature, other 

features of the Balkh ı    School maps resemble reconstructions of Ptolemy’s 

longitudinal and latitudinal coordinates.  76   All this evidence suggests that 

the earlier maps based on the Ptolemaic tradition under  ʿ Abba  sid spon-

sorship continued to inl uence later geographic and cartographic works 

such as those made by the Balkh ı    School. 

 Despite their reliance on precedent, the Balkh ı    School   geographers of 

the tenth and eleventh centuries certainly incorporated new features and 

updated information in their geographic and cartographic works. Breaking 

from the tradition that simply arrayed place-names according to the lon-

gitudinal and latitudinal coordinates, Balkh ı    School cartographers created 

the i rst maps to portray physical features such as mountains and rivers, a 

feature that would inl uence later maps. Although they did not draw their 

maps from i rsthand observation, these geographers reported that they 

consulted travelers, sailors, and sea captains about the geographic features 

of distant regions and seas that they plotted and described. For example, 

al-Muqaddas ı     , a Balkh ı    School geographer who set the methodological 

foundation for the development of Islamic geography, says:

  Thus I became acquainted with men of standing who were born and bred 
there – shipmasters, cargo masters, coastguards, commercial agents, and 
merchants – and I considered them among the most discerning people with 
regard to this sea and its anchorages, its winds, and its islands. I questioned 
them about it, about the conditions on it, and about its limits. I also noticed 
navigation instructions in their possession, which they study together care-
fully and on which they rely completely, proceeding according to what is 
in them. From these sources I took copious notes of essential information, 
after I had studied them and evaluated them; and this I compared with the 
maps I have referred to … I omit anything on which there is disagreement, 
and include only that on which there is complete accord.  77    

 This episode shows how the geographers tapped new information circu-

lating among merchants and travelers in order to update the geographic 

and cartographic works they published for a broader readership. As 

a member of the Balkh ı    School who concerned himself more with the 

Islamic lands than the wider world, al-Muqaddas ı    did not include China 

in his detailed regional maps. However, he does give the Sea of China, 
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which earlier writers identii ed as the seventh sea to the east, a promi-

nent role in his portrait of the Indian Ocean.  78   Although it was outside 

the Islamic world, China lay within the Muslim geographer’s realm of 

knowledge about the world. 

 Although the Balkh ı    School   maps exerted the greatest inl uence on 

later mapmaking, we should pay attention to the several other types of 

world mapping that developed independently of Greek geographic tradi-

tions. A sketch map drawn by   al-B ı   ru ̄ n ı    (973–1048) exemplii es just such 

a map, and exerted considerable inl uence on some important geogra-

phers. His map shows a different distribution of space that more closely 

matches modern-day representations (see  Figure 2.3 ).    

 The relative locations of places in Asia, including China, bear simi-

larity to sites plotted in the Balkh ı    School maps, yet al-B ı   ru ̄ n ı   ’s sketch of 

the world bears considerable differences. An open oceanic expanse in the 

Southern Hemisphere that corresponds to the Indian Ocean replaces tra-

ditional  terra incognita    at the southern part of Africa in the Balkh ı    School 

maps. The Indian Ocean is therefore connected to the Atlantic Ocean 

under the southern tip of Africa (which is depicted as a rectangular, not 

triangular, shape). 

 Al-B ı   ru ̄ n ı    was born in 973 in Khwarazm in Central Asia, which at the 

time sat at the eastern end of the Islamic world, although still far from the 

Islamic cultural center Baghdad. He was perhaps best known as a poly-

math; his skill in diverse i elds like astronomy, mathematics, geography, 

and multiple languages (including Persian and Turkish) were well known. 

With this unusual intellectual talent, al-B ı   ru ̄ n ı    amassed earlier geographic 

works in order to create a synthesis of all known theories of world geog-

raphy from Greek, Persian, and Indian traditions, including ideas about 

longitudes and latitudes. He was familiar with Indian traditions of math-

ematic geographical measuring, such as the Indian coordinate table called 

the  Z   ı   拷   j    book that determined geographical positioning independently of 

the Greeks.  79   Together, the multiple perspectives of different schools and 

the knowledge he synthesized helped him to utilize new ideas about how 

to sketch the world map that presents new theories about the distribution 

of land and sea. 

 However, many of al-B ı   r ı   n ı   ’s new ideas and information came to him 

through the journeys he personally made, especially to Asia. Although 

al-B ı   ru ̄ n ı    did not travel as far as China, he gleaned much new informa-

tion about places like China when he worked in the court of Mah  mu ̄ d 

of Ghazna   in Northwest India. He knew enough about China to become 

the i rst Arabic author to distinguish between Khita   ʾ  (the Khitan   Liao 
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empire; Qita  y), which controlled the northern part of China proper, 

al-S   ı   n (the Song dynasty), which was coni ned to China’s central and 

southern regions, and the Tangut Xixia to the west. The study provided 

the most signii cant update to Muslim knowledge about China’s polit-

ical division since the early tenth century. Al-B ı   ru ̄ n ı    himself mentions 

in his writing that he received his information from the emissary of 

Khitai ( ras  u ̄   l qit  a 拷   y ; the Khitans), which his contemporary, the Persian 

geographer Abu ̄  Sa ʿ  ı   d Gard ı   z ı    (1049–1062), also recorded for the year 

1026.  80   Although the overland silk routes after the ninth century were 

no longer l ourishing, scattered sources like these show that occasional 

 Figure 2.3.      Al-B ı   ru ̄ n ı   ’s sketch of the distribution of land and sea from his  Book 
of Instruction in the Elements of the Art of Astrology  (1029). The original map 
placed the south on top. By permission of the British Library, London (MS. Or. 
8349, fol. 58a).  
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contacts between societies in northern China, Central Asia, and India 

did exist. Although the sketch map by al-B ı   ru ̄ n ı    portrays only China 

(al-S   ı   n) and not the Khitai in northern China,  81   it does identify the lands 

of the Turks and Khurasan, places close to China by way of the over-

land routes  . 

 Other types of maps from this period show how the people of the 

Near East gained greater knowledge about China through the overland 

connections. Ka  shghar ı     ’s eleventh-century encyclopedic dictionary of 

Turkish language, for example, places Turkic Central Asia at the center of 

the map.  82   Obviously, the geographic knowledge of the world portrayed 

in the map circulated to the broad readership that had access to his dic-

tionary.  83   This round Turkish map differs signii cantly from the contem-

poraneous Balkh ı    School   maps because it does not show the coastline for 

any of Afro-Eurasia, or draw clear spatial relationship between regions. 

Yet, as Andreas Kaplony argues, Ka  shghar ı   ’s small illustrative map 

records geographic data using unique visual language signs distinguished 

by color and shape. For example, the map usually marks the Turkish 

tribes with a yellow dot. Interestingly, the use of color-coding on the map 

in a language dictionary calls to mind the color-coding common to the 

language maps often found on the cover or back page of modern-day 

dictionaries. Although Ka  shghar ı   , an educated Turkish nobleman, was 

Muslim and relied on methods of his Arabic-Islamic geographer fore-

bears, he omitted Mecca and Medina.  84   Its form may seem simplistic, yet 

Ka  shghar ı   ’s map adds new geographic knowledge that Turkish authors 

gained through overland contact between his country and northern 

China. He resembles al-B ı   ru ̄ n ı    in that he reveals new knowledge about 

the political division that tore China into northern and southern halves 

during this period. Yet Ka  shghar ı      used different terms, Ch ı   n [China]   and 

Ma  ch ı   n [greater China]  , that would often appear in later Persian works.  85   

Perhaps Ka  shghar ı    learned about a political division of China when he 

undertook his alleged journey to the northeastern part of Eurasia, which 

may have included northern China; or perhaps this information was 

common among those who traveled along the overland routes of Central 

Asia.  86   

 In an eleventh-century book entitled  The Book of Curiosities   of the 

Sciences and Marvels for the Eyes  ( Kit  a 拷   b Ghar  a 拷   ʾ  ib al-fun  u ̄   n wa-mulah      

 al-  ʿ  uy  u ̄   n ), a unique map illustrates the Silk Road extending across Central 

Asia without connecting to China.  87   This map probably rel ects the decline 

in overland trade between the Islamic world and China in the tenth and 

eleventh centuries. However, as the information in al-B ı   r ı   n ı   ’s account and 
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the Ka  shghar ı    map indicate, some partial overland contact between the 

Islamic world and China appears likely. 

 Some contemporary treatises written by Persian authors who utilized 

earlier Persian sources as well as Arabic geographic accounts also pro-

vide unique geographic information gained through several century-

long overland connections. The earliest version of a Persian work by an 

anonymous author, entitled  The Regions of the World  ( H    ud  u ̄   d al-  ʿ   Ā   lam   , 

982), describes the entire world as it was known to Muslims in the tenth 

 century.  88   It also distinguishes China as one of the world’s countries. 

Most of the book derives from earlier lost Sogdian and Persian geo-

graphical treatises including al-Jayha  n ı   . In describing cities and customs 

in China, the book calls China  Chinistan , signaling the earlier inl uence 

of Sanskrit and Indian from the east on the Persian work. Similar to  The 

Regions of the World  is a work by another contemporaneous Persian 

geographer Abu ̄  Sa ʿ  ı   d Gard ı   z ı   , which would also inl uence later descrip-

tions of China. The two works, along with other medieval Persian and 

Arabic texts, are important because they contain descriptions of various 

towns of China taken from a lost text that dates back to the second half 

of the eighth century. For example, Kashgar and Kucha, the towns in 

Eastern Turkestan that were occupied by various political forces includ-

ing Chinese, Tibetans, Uighurs, and Muslims at the time of the Battle of 

Talas, were described as still belonging to China.  89   

 A later twelfth-century Arabic work by the Iranian author Marwaz ı      
shares features that are similar to other Arabic-inl uenced Persian works, 

and moreover, supplies much greater detail in its account of China. It 

rel ects previously divulged information about the division of China into 

northern and southern territories as seen in al-B ı   r ı   n ı   ’s works. China “is 

divided into three categories,” Marwaz ı    explains, “namely al-S   ı   n, Qita  y, 
called by common people Khitai  , and Uyghur,” of which the greatest is the 

region and kingdom of al-S   ı   n. Marwaz ı    also mentions the same source 

that al-B ı   ru ̄ n ı    probably used to gather his new data about China; that is, 

the envoys of the northern China Khitan emperor to the court of Sultan 

Mah  mu ̄ d   (died 1027), conqueror of India. In addition to recycled infor-

mation, however, Marwaz ı   ’s book contains much more detailed and accu-

rate information about China than did earlier accounts. These include, 

for example, the Chinese zodiac and Chinese port cities like Guangzhou, 

where administrative and international trading systems were recorded in 

precise details.  90   Considering that this account provided detailed proce-

dures and tax instructions for foreign ships that entered China (informa-

tion that Marwaz ı     ’s Chinese contemporaries carefully recorded), it seems 
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likely that the Persian geographer gained additional information through 

channels created by limited connections between the overland and sea 

routes at the time. In any case, these unique pieces of geographic infor-

mation produced in the eastern Islamic sphere, Iran, and northern India 

hint at one noticeable trend: The Muslim geographers who enjoyed closer 

access to Asia received better updates on China more swiftly than those 

who lived in the western Islamic world since the eleventh century. This 

trend grew soon after the Mongol conquest directly connected China 

with Iran in the thirteenth century. 

 The variety of maps and geographic treatises written in Arabic, Persian, 

and Turkish clearly shows a process of variation in Islamic geographic 

knowledge about the world based on different traditions and sources. It 

accompanied the diversii cation of the Islamic world through its expan-

sion into Asia and interaction with its different peoples from the tenth 

century on. Regional Muslim writers interpreted the geography of the 

world, including China, in various ways by incorporating new informa-

tion into their particular geographic treatises and maps in addition to 

expanded experiences and travels. Studies of geographic treatises in the 

eastern and western Islamic world over time show that core knowledge 

developed in different regions was mutually transferred, thereby help-

ing the overall acceleration of geographic knowledge throughout the 

Islamic world. Ideas circulated throughout the Islamic world thanks to 

the interactions of scholars who moved freely to different political realms 

in search of royal patronage for their academic pursuits. It is not always 

easy to trace the channels of such inl uence; however, we can assume that 

new information gradually mixed with older local bodies of knowledge 

to create a new synthesis that in turn circulated through other regions. 

 One of the most important sets of cartography and geographic writ-

ing that rel ect this accumulation and expansion of knowledge was made 

in mid-twelfth century Sicily, a Christian kingdom with a large Muslim 

population.  91     There, al-Idr ı   s ı    (l ourished 1154) created a set comprised 

of a large, l at map of the world cast from silver (now unfortunately 

lost), paper maps, and the geographical treatise entitled  The Pleasure of 

He who Longs to Cross the Horizons  ( Nuzhat al-musht  a 拷   q f    ı   拷    ikhtir  a 拷   q 

al-  a 拷   f  a 拷   q ), also called  The Book of Roger .  92   Al-Idr ı   s ı   ’s compilation synthe-

sized earlier works of geography from multiple sources, including physi-

cal and mathematical geographic theories about the shape of the earth in 

the Greek and Persian traditions, earlier Muslim geographical writings, 

and earlier Arabic maps (including those of the Balkh ı    School). This com-

prehensive world geography not only optimized earlier works but also 
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added new information that became available to him due to his privi-

leged sponsorship by the king of Sicily. 

 It would be impossible to discuss al-Idr ı   s ı   ’s celebrated works without 

acknowledging the role played by his sponsor,   Roger II, the Christian 

king of Sicily (reigned 1130–54). Seized by Christians at the turn of 

the twelfth century, Sicily became a meeting ground for Christian and 

Muslim civilizations in the midst of conl ict brought on by the Crusades 

in the Middle East. Unlike other European Christian monarchs of his 

day, Roger studied under Greek and Arab tutors who fed his intellectual 

curiosity and scientii c interest, which included world geography. Roger 

hosted scholars from many regions, including al-Idr ı   s ı    from Morocco, 

who became one of the most celebrated Muslim scholars who worked in 

his court. Al-Idr ı   s ı   ’s patron charged him with an intellectually phenom-

enal task: Collect and evaluate all available geographical knowledge – 

from both books and i rsthand observation – and organize it into an 

accurate and meaningful representation of the world.  93   His purpose was 

partly practical – to show off his political glory as well as better under-

stand the true conditions of his kingdom. Yet Roger’s interest in geogra-

phy also sounds like an expression of the kind of scientii c curiosity just 

beginning to awaken in Christian Europe. Eventually, this would replace 

older standards of geography, whose approach to making world maps 

was symbolic, fanciful, and myth-based rather than scientii c. In this new 

spirit, the Christian king sought the Moroccan geographer to summarize 

all contemporary knowledge about the known physical world.  94   

 Each section of  The Book of Roger  opens with a general descrip-

tion of the region under study and then lists principal cities, followed 

by detailed accounts of each city (including the distances between cit-

ies, a common feature of earlier geographic accounts). In his preface, 

al-Idr ı   s ı    sums up Muslim understanding about the shape of the world: 

The earth is a round globe covered with water and surrounded by air, and 

all creatures remain stable on the earth’s surface thanks to gravity. These 

are all scientii c ideas inherited from Greek scholars like Ptolemy   and 

Muslim scholars who adopted and developed Greek geographic knowl-

edge.  95   From here, Al-Idr ı   s ı    then describes the seven seas, including the 

Sea of China that begins from the east above the equator at thirteen 

degree and then passes along the equator to the west.  96   The l at silver map 

(almost eighty inches in diameter and more than 300 pounds in weight) 

that preceded the treatise could have illustrated the shape of the world 

as they imagined it.  97   Although it is lost, the accompanying maps survive 

and they provide glimpses into the kind of geographic content the silver 
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map contained. They include a circular world map like that of al-Is  t  akhr ı      
(see  Figure 0.1  for the original map and  Figure 2.4  for the reconstructed 

sketch with English transcription) and seventy sectional maps that, when 

put together, form a world map that is similar to the round map. These 

are the i rst extant world maps that drew most of Eurasia and North 

Africa with detail and accuracy.      

 The seventy sectional maps present the known world using the longi-

tudinal and latitudinal location system i rst created by the Greek geog-

raphers. These seventy maps together represent the seven climates of the 

habitable world (arbitrary divisions that circle the globe in parallel east-

west bands from the Arctic to the Equator), and divide longitudinally into 

ten sections. When the i rst Arab geographer al-Khwa  rizm ı      created his 

maps in the eighth century, he adopted the Greek system directly, includ-

ing the longitudinal-latitudinal coordinate table and the climate system 

with slight modii cations. Numerous Muslim scholars in turn adopted 

al-Khwa  rizm ı   ’s climate system, including al-Idr ı   s ı   , who used the seven 

climatic bands and ten sub-sections to create a rough means for plot-

ting longitudinal and latitudinal location. Each sectional map, therefore, 

represents a region of the world that readers could identify by placing it 

into context with other sectional maps. Al-Idr ı   s ı    inserted detailed mate-

rial into each individual sectional map, which his geographical treatise 

supplemented with detailed descriptions of each region’s society, culture, 

products, and goods. The northwestern part of the collected sectional 

maps (three climatic and two sectional bands) roughly corresponds to 

China.  98   

 Al-Idr ı   s ı   ’s greatest achievement shows Europe with a precise coastline 

and provides accurate information about Europe’s interior. He provides 

less precise information about Asia and China because he drew primarily 

on earlier sources like Ibn Khurrada  dhbih, Abu ̄  Zayd  , and al-Mas ʿ u ̄ d ı     .  99   

Like the Balkh ı    School   and al-B ı   ru ̄ n ı      maps, al-Idr ı   s ı    placed Central Asia 

north of China, which is roughly correct, and follows the Greek tradi-

tion of locating the legendary places of Gog and Magog   northeast of 

China.  100   After comparing al-Idr ı   s ı   ’s maps with contemporary Chinese 

maps, Japanese scholar Ohji Toshiaki   provided the interesting hypoth-

esis that al-Idr ı   s ı    used a Chinese map to draw the country’s coastline 

because their coastlines are similar. It is true that Roger II’s court was 

crowded with scholars from many different societies. Some modern 

historians even claim that a few of these scholars probably came from 

China.  101   However, the contour of China’s coastline in al-Idr ı   s ı   ’s map 

also bears similarity to the earlier Balkh ı    School maps, which undermines 
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 Figure 2.4.      Al-Idr ı   s ı   ’s map of the world with place-names (top), and the sec-
tional maps put together (redrawn based on a reconstruction by Miller) (bottom), 
from his  Pleasure of He Who Longs to Cross the Horizons  (1154). The original 
maps placed the south on top. 

  Note : The map is redrawn based on an earlier reconstruction of al-Idr ı   s ı   ’s 
maps by Konrad Miller. Miller, vol. 4, 160.  
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Ohji’s claim. Moreover, al-Idr ı   s ı   ’s maps portray only those cities that 

earlier generations of Islamic geographers like Ibn Khurrada  dhbih had 

previously described but never mapped – including Lu ̄ k ı   n   (modern-day 

Vietnam), Kha  nqu ̄  (Guangzhou), and Ja  nku ̄  (Quanzhou) on the coastline 

from Southeast Asia to China.  102   

 In fact, al-Idr ı   s ı   ’s geographic compendium  The Book of Roger  i lled 

the three climatic and two sectional bands that he allocated for China 

with derivative knowledge obtained by analyzing the Islamic geographers 

previously cited. For example, the tenth section of the i rst climate in  The 

Book of Roger  repeats the same accounts that earlier works also pro-

vided about the Chinese ruler, major cities, and the importance of trade. 

This includes his description of the court appeals system in which a bell 

hung above the local ruler’s head, a clear elaboration of the same story 

found in   Abu ̄  Zayd’s  Accounts of China and India   , and recapitulates it 

as a description of justice that took on a Chinese character in both the 

manner of monarchy and government.  103   At the core of the compilation 

(in the tenth section of the second climate), al-Idr ı   s ı    introduces the river 

Khumda  n as one of the largest and most famous of the world’s rivers.  104   

Earlier geographers used the name Khumda  n as the name for Chang’an, 

the capital of the Chinese empire under the Tang dynasty, so al-Idr ı   s ı    
must refer here to the Yellow River, China’s second-longest river near 

which early imperial cities like Chang’an developed. Clearly, al-Idr ı   s ı    did 

not know about the new Chinese capital cities that existed during his 

own period such as Kaifeng and Luoyang, capitals of the northern Song 

dynasty (960–1127) and the southern Song dynasty (1127–1276) respec-

tively. Because al-Idr ı   s ı    predominantly used previous Muslim knowledge 

and hardly any original material, he did not need Chinese informants for 

his geographical works. The assumption that there were Chinese maps 

or scholars at Roger II  ’s court in Sicily, therefore, sounds far-fetched. 

However, his compilation provides a good demonstration of the geo-

graphic knowledge available to Muslim scholars in Sicily in the twelfth 

century  . 

 After al-Idr ı   s ı   ’s masterful work, Islamic geographic literature con-

tinued to develop. This culminated in the production of a place-name 

dictionary that remained the most authoritative geographical dictio-

nary in the Islamic world for centuries – the  Geographical Dictionary  

( Mu‘jam al-buld  a 拷   n   , circa 1224) by Ya  qu ̄ t ibn  ʿ Abd Alla  h al-H  amaw ı    
(died 626/1229).  105   Alphabetically arranged, this dictionary bases each 

entry on historical and sociological data accumulated from many ear-

lier literary and scientii c works.  106   By devoting considerable space to 
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China, Ya  qu ̄ t helped to formalize and broadly circulate Muslim knowl-

edge about China among intellectuals seeking to enhance their knowl-

edge of the world. 

 Ya  qu ̄ t’s entry on China follows his usual format: He cites the historical 

or mythological origin of the place-name, plots the kingdom’s physical 

location, and then provides historical notes and anecdotes. Following this 

pattern, Ya  qu ̄ t begins by analyzing the meaning of al-S   ı   n, repeating the 

old legend that the Chinese are descendants of Noah’s son Yaphet, infor-

mation he would have found in Ibn Khurrada  dhbih’s earliest surviving 

work. Then he determines China’s location at the longitude 164  ̊ 30 ′ . Yet, 

in addition to this derivative information, he adds new knowledge. For 

example, he describes the division of northern China (the Khitan Liao  ) 

and southern China (the Song dynasty) – an historical fact that Muslim 

geographers acknowledged since the tenth century, including al-B ı   ru ̄ n ı     , 
Kashgari  , and Marwaz ı     . He also incorporates anecdotal information 

about Muslims who traveled to China for trade and in doing so received 

the sobriquet  al-S     ı  拷   n   ı  拷  , “one who had been to China.” 

 Although Ya  qu ̄ t relies on prior sources for all his information, he con-

siders these secondhand accounts as less than reliable. He argues that 

none of his contemporaries actually ever visited China because it was 

too distant from their own land, even for those merchants who traveled 

only as far as the Muslim communities   of Southeast Asia. His informa-

tion coni rms earlier accounts by Abu ̄  Zayd   and al-Mas ʿ u ̄ d ı    that Muslim 

traders no longer traveled to China as they had in the eighth and ninth 

centuries (due to Huang Chao rebellion   from 875 to 884) and coni ned 

their sea trade with China to Southeast Asia. This may be correct for 

the maritime routes (or according to what Ya  qu ̄ t knew), but it is cer-

tainly incorrect with regard to the land routes that experienced dramatic 

political changes beginning in the early thirteenth century. By the time of 

Ya  qu ̄ t’s death in 1229, the charismatic Mongol leader Chinggis Khan had 

already conquered parts of north China with the help of Muslim mer-

chants (among others) in Central Asia and transferred myriad Muslims 

to Mongolia and northern China. 

 The period of the United Mongol empire (1206–1260), although not 

examined thoroughly in this book, was crucial for the Chinese-Muslim 

contacts along the land routes between the Qarakhanids and China. The 

Qara Khitai (Western Liao)   empire in Central Asia, which was founded 

by a Khitan Liao descendent who l ed from the Jurchen conquest of their 

homeland in North China, also played a crucial role in maintaining con-

tacts between China and the Islamic world during this period.  107   
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 Finally, we should not overlook an important Persian geographical 

work written by Muh  ammad ibn Naj ı   b Ba  kran in 1244. His  Jah  a 拷   n-

n  a 拷   mah  (World Book)   illustrates the Iranians’ updated understanding of 

China through new contact channels from the land and sea at that time. 

First, it pointed out the sea ways briel y, mentioning that, “from Kholzum 

(red sea) to China there are 200 places (or stations).”  108   Although earlier 

Arabic accounts describe routes between the Persian Gulf and China, 

this Persian work presents new routes that connect China and the Red 

Sea. It also provides a general description about China similar to those 

found in earlier geographic works like Ibn Khurrada  dhbih’s, namely 

that China is a very big state that has 300 large and afl uent villages 

and cities. Yet it adds additional information about China being divided 

into “Ch ı   n (China)” and “Ma  ch ı   n (greater China)”: “[O]ne part, which 

is safe and afl uent, is called Absolute China or Exterior China, and 

the other part, which is located in the east, is called Interior China or 

Mach ı   n.”  109   More importantly, although the world map is not extant, 

the written text contains a vivid description of the world in which China 

and countries related to it are clearly distinguished. Judging by the writ-

ten description, the lost map might well have been the oldest Islamic grid 

map, 130 years older than the i rst extant grid map drawn by H  amd 

Alla  h Mustawf ı    in the fourteenth century; these maps will be discussed 

further in  Chapter 4 . 

 Preceding the Mongol conquest of a signii cant part of the Islamic 

world by 1260, knowledge about China that had accumulated during the 

previous centuries of l ourishing contact continued to expand in different 

parts of the Islamic world at different times. It was a small yet important 

part of overall Islamic understanding of  terra cognita ; an understanding 

that was the most accurate and comprehensive in the world at that time.  

  Conclusion 

 The political and commercial expansion of the Islamic world during the 

 ʿ Abba  sid dynasty prompted the development of the i eld of geography 

beyond the inherited Greek, Iranian, and Indian traditions. Based on 

earlier world geographic theories, the  ʿ Abba  sid geographers situated the 

Islamic world at the center of the known world. To this, they incorpo-

rated fresh contemporary information unknown to their Greek prede-

cessors, illustrated by the clear inclusion of detailed information about 

China at the eastern edge of their known world. The merchants and 

sailors who frequently sailed in the Indian Ocean to China during the 
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ninth and tenth centuries returned to their West Asian homelands with 

valuable goods and abundant information about the societies in which 

they visited and often settled for long periods of time. Their stories about 

the exotic goods and cultures of eastern Asian societies found their way 

not only into noni ction literature, but also into fantastic fables about 

Indian Ocean sailors like Sinbad the Seaman and stories that took place 

in China in  One Thousand and One Nights   . Muslim merchants and sail-

ors also gave more substantial, detailed, and accurate information about 

China, its society, and its trade routes to professional writers like Ibn 

Khurrada  dhbih, Abu Zayd  , and al-Mas ʿ u ̄ d ı      who collected, systematically 

arranged, and published this information for general readers during the 

ninth and tenth centuries. Thanks to its l ourishing contact with China, 

largely through the dhow ships that sailed directly between the port cities 

of Arabia and China, Islamic geographical knowledge about the known 

world grew, transforming China from  terra incognita    to  terra cognita   . 

This early description provided a crucial foundation for later works that 

further expanded that knowledge. 

 A close comparison of Muslim accounts from different periods shows 

that much information about China was transmitted directly from earlier 

to later generations, as can be seen in the case of Ibn Khurrada  dhbih’s 

contribution to the geographical achievements of the two great Arabic 

geographers: al-Idr ı   s ı      in the twelfth century and Ya  qu ̄ t in the thirteenth 

century. In the process of recycling earlier information, scholars of 

twelfth- and thirteenth-century China and the Islamic world show dif-

ferent approaches to perpetuating a phenomenon of accretion. Whereas 

Zhao Rugua   borrowed massively from Zhou Qufei   while adding consid-

erable new information, Ya  qu ̄ t, by comparison, adds little new informa-

tion. He claims that a change in the sea transportation system that began 

in the late ninth century led to the decrease in merchant travel from the 

Islamic world to China. 

 The event that affected this change i nds testimony both in Chinese 

and Arabic sources. At the turn of the ninth and tenth centuries, Muslims 

gradually began to settle in South and Southeast Asia and establish per-

manent diasporic communities there. With few exceptions, Muslims no 

longer sailed all the way from the Persian Gulf to Chinese ports; instead, 

they conducted trade far from China through middlemen merchants who 

sailed between South and Southeast Asia and China through the east-

ern Indian Ocean. This shift in the structure of transportation probably 

decreased the amount of information merchants from the Islamic world 

could obtain about the country through maritime connections. From the 
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tenth century onward, in fact, Middle Eastern knowledge about the entire 

Indian Ocean realm grew largely derivative. Interestingly, some Muslim 

writers who enjoyed closer connections to China through overland 

routes provided updated information about China, such as the empire’s 

division into north and south. As information aggregated and circulated, 

geographers developed more diversii ed and comprehensive images of the 

world and China by incorporating new information into their geographic 

treatises and by drawing maps in creative ways. Even after the breakup 

of   the  ʿ Abba  sid empire and the Islamic world fragmented into multiple 

regional powers, Muslim scholars continued to share both an academic 

tradition and a body of common knowledge through constant travel and 

exchange. 

 All this accumulated geographic knowledge created the foundation 

for the two great syntheses by al-Idr ı   s ı    and Ya  qu ̄ t. Al-Idr ı   s ı    created the 

most sophisticated world map of his time, which clearly shows China 

at the eastern edge of the world and delineates itscoastline, connecting 

China to the Islamic world. This map would exert a lasting inl uence 

on the Islamic world for centuries to come. The basic framework for 

al-Idr ı   s ı   ’s map came from earlier Islamic geographic works that were, in 

turn, based on Greek and possibly Iranian traditions. However, Muslim 

cartographers like al-Idr ı   s ı    updated these earlier theories with newly 

acquired facts. Departing from the Greek theory that the Indian Ocean is 

a closed sea, Islamic world maps began to portray the Indian Ocean as an 

open sea connected to the Pacii c Ocean. These maps retained many inac-

curacies, of course. Like the Balkh ı    School  ’s diagrammatic world maps, 

al-Idr ı   s ı   ’s map of Africa stretches so far eastward that it occupied most 

of the Southern Hemisphere. Nevertheless, his Ptolemaic framework con-

tains accuracy to resemble modern maps. 

 In  Chapter 3 , we will return to China to consider the intriguing possi-

bility that these Muslim maps probably inl uenced Chinese cartographers 

as well during the Mongol Period, when many Muslim scholars transmit-

ted Islamic scholarship to the Mongol court in China. This led to the i rst 

production of a Chinese map that includes a fairly accurate coastline of 

the Arabian Peninsula, Africa, and Europe.     
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     3 

 Interpreting the Mongol World  

  Chinese Understanding of the Islamic World, 
1260–1368   

   In the middle of the fourteenth century, Wang Dayuan from China wrote 

an account about his travels through the Indian Ocean in which he alleg-

edly sailed as far as West Asia and the East African coast. The author,   

who probably had a classical Chinese literary education, modeled himself 

after the great historian Sima Qian   to create a narrative based on both 

extensive travel and information collected from i rsthand interviews. In 

contrast to his Venetian contemporary Marco   Polo, whose story about 

travel to China between 1271 and 1298 was initially rejected by his 

fellows, Wang Dayuan enjoyed acceptance – even sensation – among 

Chinese, with a preface by the famous Chinese writer Wu Jian   and cita-

tions in local gazetteers. Wang was not the i rst Chinese to visit West 

Asia, bring back information about it, and report on it. Travelers like Du 

Huan   had already undertaken these tasks centuries before, as  Chapter 1  

shows. However, Wang Dayuan traveled west freely in order to satisfy 

his curiosity; Du went there forcibly as a prisoner of war. A change in 

environment resulted in a growing interconnection between China, West 

Asia, and the East African coast commercially and culturally and reached 

its prime by the time Wang Dayuan set forth on his journey in 1328. 

This great expansion of maritime contacts and pan-Asian commercial 

networks (evident in Wang’s travelogue) resulted from the great political 

change that swept through Eurasia during his era – the establishment of 

the Mongol empire   – that also reopened the overland routes and enlarged 

the scale of Eurasian contact. 

 Between the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, all of China became 

a part of the Mongol empire, the largest continuous land empire that 

ever existed. Mongol rule over all of China lasted barely one century, yet 
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during this short time it provided Chinese with unprecedented oppor-

tunities to establish contacts with people living in the distant western 

regions of Asia, including Muslims. At the same time, their successful 

expansion into West Asia, and particularly the establishment of a Mongol 

regime in Iran during the middle of the thirteenth century, prompted 

many Muslims to travel to China by both land and sea. This movement 

of people, bringing with them commodities and ideas from their home-

lands, brought about the direct transfer of information and knowledge 

from Mongol-ruled Iran to Mongols living in China and to Chinese 

themselves. The consequences of this two-way pan-Asian trafi c are quite 

clear. For the i rst time, Chinese cartographers began to draw fairly accu-

rate representations of Arabian, African, and European coastlines based 

on Muslim maps. They began to depict the sea route to Hormuz  , the 

most important port in the Persian Gulf during the Mongol era. Before 

Wang Dayuan, another Chinese named Yang Shu   also followed the Asian 

coastline directly to Hormuz in the Persian Gulf and contributed i rst-

hand to the explosion in Chinese knowledge about West Asia and the 

greater Islamic world. These travelers’ ventures to West Asia rel ect only 

part of the thriving contact that the people of the Mongol period wit-

nessed. Thanks to this expanded contact, a greater number of Muslims, 

both from the Islamic world and the developing Muslim communities in 

South and Southeast Asia  , migrated to China and settled there, establish-

ing Muslim communities. 

 This chapter examines Chinese language sources in order to deter-

mine the extent of cross-cultural contact between China and the Islamic 

world between 1260 and 1368 and its impact on the dramatic expan-

sion of Chinese knowledge about the Islamic world due to the unpar-

alleled scale of contacts during the Mongol era. It will explore how the 

Mongols contributed to the acquisition of this new knowledge about 

the Islamic world, thanks in part to the cosmopolitan atmosphere that 

they developed during their one-century rule over China. It is clear that 

Chinese expanded their geographic knowledge by taking advantage of 

their increased contact with foreigners, including Muslims. This raises 

the following questions: What kind of legacy did earlier Chinese leave for 

Chinese and Mongols during this period? What was the type of knowl-

edge that i rst appeared during this period, and how does it differ from 

that of the previous period? What events precipitated specii c knowledge 

acquisitions and who was involved? How did the Mongols facilitate the 

transfer of ideas in these instances of increased contact? And i nally, how 

reliable were the sources?  
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  Expanded Chinese Knowledge about the Islamic World through 

the Mongol Conquest of China and Iran 

 When the Mongols began to sweep across northern Eurasia, China was 

divided into two kingdoms: The Jin dynasty that ruled northern China 

under the Jurchens   (1115–1234),  1   and the southern Song dynasty that 

ruled southern China (1127–1276). Because of geographic limitations, 

they each used different channels to receive new information about the 

Islamic world. The Chinese of the southern Song already had a clear 

sense of the coastal route to the Islamic world due to their engagement in 

maritime trade with foreign countries. For example, Zhao Rugua  ’s early 

thirteenth-century geography,  Description of the Foreign Lands , pro-

vided Chinese with unprecedented information about foreign countries 

that they could reach by sea. In contrast, geographers living under the 

Jurchen-Jin dynasty in northern China were exposed to new information 

about overland routes to West Asia when the Mongols began to reclaim 

these routes in the course of their conquests, and the dynasty began to 

interact with the ascendant empire. 

 The Mongols were herding nomads who historically lived on the 

Eurasian steppe, moving to different pastoral lands in pursuit of new grass 

for their herds. In the course of their movements, they contended with 

other nomadic tribes and the Chinese. This pattern continued over many 

centuries, until Chinggis Khan   unii ed the Mongols in 1206 and the con-

quests began, and did not end until Mongol rule stretched all the way to 

Hungary from the Pacii c. The conquerors moved relatively swiftly: the 

Qara Khitai   empire in 1218, the Khwa  razm Sha  h   dynasty in 1231, North 

China in 1234, Russia in 1240, Baghdad in 1258, and South China in 1276. 

The Mongol conquests of Eurasia   helped to revitalize diplomatic contacts 

between China and the Islamic world through overland routes that had 

been hindered by political conl icts since in the mid-eighth century. Yet the 

conquests did even more than that: They resulted in the political unii ca-

tion of two societies by joining Islamized Central and West Asia to China. 

When Chinese living under Jurchen  -Jin rule in northern China submit-

ted to Mongol rule after it destroyed the dynasty in 1234, they quickly 

became directly engaged with the western reaches of the Islamic world 

because the Mongols recruited them into their armies and sent them west-

ward. The reports of those who traveled to these western regions helped 

Chinese back home quickly understand changes in the political landscape 

that were taking place around them and update their general knowledge 

about the geography and societies of the Islamic world.  2   
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 One surviving account from this period,    The Record of an Embassy 

to the Regions in the West  ( Xishi ji ) [1263], describes the most impor-

tant political event in the Islamic world at that time; namely, the fall 

of Baghdad   to the Mongols and the establishment of a new Mongol 

regime, the Il-khanate in Iran. The book’s author, Liu Yu (l ourished 

1260s), recorded what the Chinese envoy Chang De (l ourished 1260s) 

saw and heard during his journey to see Mongol Khan M ö ngke’s brother 

H ü leg ü    (died 1265) just as H ü leg ü’ s armies conquered Iran.  3   Liu divided 

the general’s account of his journey into two parts. The i rst part is an 

itinerary of his trip to Iran. Chang De departed from Khara Khorum   

in 1259 and traveled along the overland Silk Road through the Central 

Asian regions of Bishbalik, Talas, Samarkand, and Qilier (probably near 

Mazanderan) where his journey ended on April 28, 1259. The i rst part 

of Liu Yu’s account of Chang De’s travel itinerary probably derived from 

i rsthand information because it includes the distances and times required 

to travel between places. Liu’s dull description of each country, including 

geographic location, natural environment, and local products leave us 

to only imagine the likely astonishment that the Chinese in general must 

have felt as he passed through the vast and exotic landscapes that existed 

outside China. 

 The second part of Liu Yu’s account includes details about the fall of 

Baghdad   and descriptions of countries in the Islamic world that were con-

quered by the Mongol armies. Unlike the i rst part of the book, this part 

was probably based solely on secondhand testimony. By the time Chang 

De arrived in Iran, H ü leg ü’ s campaign had already ended. The fourteen 

months that Chang De spent in Iran after leaving Khara Khorum did not 

allow the envoy enough time to travel so widely. Still, his description of 

the fall of Baghdad is quite vivid: 

 In the year of Dingsi (1258) [H ü leg ü’ s Mongol army] conquered the king-
dom of Baoda (Baghdad). It stretches 2000  li  from north to south. The king 
is called Helifa (Caliph). The city (the capital) was divided into a western 
and an eastern part. A large river [the Tigris River] ran within the city. The 
western city had no walls, but the eastern one was fortii ed by walls built of 
large bricks. The upper part of the walls was splendidly constructed. 

 When the imperial army [of H ü leg ü ] arrived beneath the walls of the city, 
they initiated battle, and defeated over 400,000 soldiers in gaining victory. 
[At i rst] the western city was taken and the army massacred all of the 
population. Then they pursued besieging the eastern city and conquered it 
after six days, and those who were killed were several hundred thousand. 
The Helifa (Caliph) tried to l ee in a river boat [through the river], but he 
was captured.  4    
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 Contemporaneous accounts such as that of Marco Polo   coni rm the last 

days of the Abbasid caliphate.  5   Liu’s passage on Baghdad continues with 

fairly accurate information about the caliphate:

  With regard to its society and population, the kingdom [of Caliph at that 
time] stood in the lead of the western regions . . . This kingdom had existed 
for around the six hundred years under forty rulers, and fell during the time 
of the (last) Caliph . . . Local people say that Baghdad was the patriarch of 
all the Hu people (people of the western regions) and therefore all of them 
were subject to it.  6    

 Here, Chang De provides specii c, contemporary information. He real-

izes, for example, that the Abbasid caliphate retained symbolic authority 

over the decentralized Islamic world until it fell to the Mongols.  7   

 His brief descriptions of different parts of the Islamic world, such as 

Mecca   (Tianfang), Egypt, Fulang (Franks), and Shiraz, focus on regional 

products and customs. The most notable one describes the Shiraz region 

of southwestern Iran:

  The kingdom of Shiraz   produces pearls. The name of the ruler is Aosi 
Atabei [Atabeg  : Common title for a Turkish governor of a province in 
Mesopotamia from the twelfth century]. To the country’s southwest is 
located a sea (the Persian Gulf), and pearl i shing l ourishes. They use a 
leather bag. In order not to bother their hands [in order to have their hands 
free], they attach a rope to their loins, and thus they glide down to the sea. 
Take pearl-oysters along with sand and mud, and put them in the bag. 
When they encountered sea monsters [insects?], they squirt vinegar against 
them and drive them away. When they i lled the bag up with oysters, they 
pull the rope so that the men above in the boat hoist them up. Sometimes 
some pearl-i shers die (in the sea).  8    

 In the thirteenth century, after l ourishing several centuries as a capital 

under Arab and Iranian Muslim rule beginning in 693 CE, Turkish gov-

ernors (atabegs) who had become independent of the  ʿ Abba  sid dynasty 

began to govern the region as the dynasty’s power declined. Some atabegs 

cooperated with and even joined Mongol armies in their conquest of 

the Persian region.  9   Possibly, Chang De acquired some of his informa-

tion about the territories west of Iran from Shiraz men that he encoun-

tered in Mongol barracks. Chang De’s description of pearl i shing serves 

as one of the earliest information available today about pearl i shing 

in the Persian Gulf, along with contemporary Arabic geographers like 

al-Mas ʿ u ̄ d ı      and al-Idr ı   s ı     .  10   The practice would have been well-known at 

places that Chang De visited like Shiraz, not to mention other places in 

West Asia. 
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 Liu Yu’s  Record  concludes by stating that updated information from 

the Mongol expedition allowed Chinese to learn about many of the 

changes that had taken place over the years in western countries, a region 

that Chinese had known since Zhang Qian  ’s expedition there in the sec-

ond century BCE.  11   Liu Yu’s account has survived to the present by virtue 

of its insertion into signii cant literary collections by contemporaneous 

Chinese authors such as Wang Yun   (1227–1304).  12   Were there similar 

Chinese accounts of the Islamic world and the Mongol’s world-changing 

westward expansion and geographic information about its countries  ? 

 A similar account of H ü leg ü’ s expedition into the countries of western 

Asia can be found in the biography of a Chinese general who fought for 

the Mongols, Guo Kan   (1217–1277); it appears in the ofi cial history 

of the Yuan dynasty, which the Mongols formed to rule China.  13   The 

account clearly rel ects a wider dissemination of information about the 

Islamic world into China through different sources. Many Mongolian 

and Chinese soldiers participated in this successful westward expedition, 

so it is not surprising that some of them chose to write about the Islamic 

world they saw i rsthand. The two generals (Guo Kan and Guo Ziyi) 

produced accounts that bear many similarities, but the differences are 

worth noting.  14   

 According to the Yuan ofi cial history, Guo Kan actively engaged in 

Mongol campaigns of conquest against more than 300 cities in West 

Asia, and pursued one of the Caliph’s generals, named Zhou-da-er, whom 

he had been ordered to kill.  15   Considering the fact that the Ming dynasty 

editors of  The History of the Yuan  omitted much information about the 

dynasty’s expanded contacts and relations with other countries in their 

rushed compilation process, this surviving information offers particu-

lar value. The Ming court historians were hardly interested in shining a 

light on the Islamic world and its peoples. In fact, they sought to bring 

into relief the meritorious deeds of General Guo Ziyi   (697–781), a Han 

Chinese hero and descendant of the famous Tang dynasty. In doing so, 

they coincidentally produced a narrative valuable to understanding how 

the Mongol conquests in western Asia laid the foundation for further 

contact between China and the Islamic world. 

 The Mongol conquests of West Asia under H ü leg ü  soon led to cross-

cultural migration between Chinese and Islamic worlds. At about the 

same time as his conquest of the  ʿ Abba  sid   empire, H ü leg ü    created the 

Il-khanate in the Islamic heartland, whose territory comprised modern-

day Iran, Iraq, Turkmenistan, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Armenia, and a large 

part of Anatolia. In other words, the core of the Islamic world became a 
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part of the Mongol empire and integrated with Mongolia and Mongol-

ruled northern China where the Grand Khan of the Yeke Mongol Ulus (the 

Great Mongol empire  ) resided.  16   This newly opened overland connection 

between China and the Islamic world through the largely Islamized socie-

ties of Central Asia allowed large numbers of Iranian Muslims to migrate 

from Central Asia to Mongolia and China.  17   No doubt this migration 

led to increasing contacts between Muslims and Chinese living in north-

ern China, leading some Muslims to become active collaborators with 

Mongol rulers. 

 Yet it was Khubilai  ’s enthronement as the i fth Grand Khan of the 

Mongol empire in 1260, and H ü leg ü’ s acknowledgment of his brother’s 

position, that facilitated full-scale exchanges of commodities, people, and 

information between Mongol-run China and Iran. Khubilai, brother to 

both H ü leg ü  and the reigning Khan M ö ngke, hoped to conquer south-

ern China and therefore, he challenged his younger brother Arigh B ö ke   

(died 1266), whose camp lay on the Mongolian steppe. Upon M ö ngke  ’s 

death in 1259, Khubilai enthroned himself as both Khan of the Mongol 

empire and Emperor of China. Arigh B ö ke and his supporters opposed 

Khubilai  , but H ü leg ü  sided with Khubliai and recognized him as Grand 

Khan, settling the matter.  18   Twelve years later, in 1271, he named his 

Chinese dynasty the Yuan. 

 After Khubilai’s victory, the solidarity of the khanates of the Mongol 

empire weakened and as political conl ict erupted among rival Mongol 

khanates, the security of the reopened overland routes connecting China 

and the Islamic world again fell into peril. Nonetheless, the relationship 

between the two Mongol regimes in China and the Islamic world remained 

secure, and this set stronger foundations for continuous exchanges by 

developing a direct route between the two societies, this time interact-

ing more by sea than by land. After all, China and the Islamic world 

had already communicated across the maritime routes for centuries.  19   

Nevertheless, how did the Mongols, who had absolutely no experience 

with maritime travel, come to utilize the waterways? 

 Here, we should remember that the Mongols’ speedy and successful 

conquest of such a vast portion of Eurasia was thanks to their special 

ability to embrace and utilize the expertise of conquered populations in 

order to facilitate further expansion. They adapted to Chinese political 

realities, for example, when the Khan   proclaimed the Yuan dynasty   and 

thereby asserted his legitimate succession to previous Chinese dynasties. 

Despite their nomadic origin on the steppe, the Mongols achieved victory 

over the navy of the southern Song dynasty ruling over southern China 
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by quickly adopting Chinese naval techniques and strategies. Their defeat 

of the southern Song in 1276 granted the Mongols full maritime access 

to the Islamic world through the international seaports in South China 

like Quanzhou. This marked a signii cant turning point in the history of 

Mongol rule in China.  20   

 After destroying the southern Song   and uniting all of China, the Yuan 

dynasty received support from both Chinese and Muslims, including Pu 

Shougeng   (l ourished thirteenth century) who held extensive power over 

China’s sea trade  . Pu served the Song government as a superintendent in 

the Ofi ce of Merchant Shipping in Quanzhou  , where he played a deci-

sive role in the Yuan victory over the Song navy after he defected from 

the Song to the Yuan.  21   Pu Shougeng was a descendent of Muslims who 

came to China for trade and settled there; the surname “Pu” is a Chinese 

transcription of the Arabic word  Ab  u ̄  , which means “father of.”  22   Pu 

Shougeng and other inl uential Muslim and Chinese families in Quanzhou 

supported the Mongols in order to preserve their family interests, includ-

ing their investment in maritime trade.  23   As a result, these maritime peo-

ple found themselves in an advantageous position, serving a regime that 

considered the sea as an important means to maintain contact with the 

Il-khanate, their closest political ally. An expedition sent to Java between 

1292 and 1293, and the dispatch of envoys to Southeast and South Asian 

states, can both be understood as an effort by the Yuan court to maxi-

mize maritime contact that had already l ourished under their southern 

Song predecessors.  24   As a result, maritime contact and exchange grew 

beyond its previous levels. 

 The increased inter-Asian contact on both land and sea, which was 

facilitated by the two Mongol regimes in Iran and China, saw new groups 

of middlemen contributing to the exchange of geographic knowledge 

between the societies. Mongol nomads served as mediators for cultural 

transmission and exchange between the two societies, as Thomas   Allsen 

argues in a series of studies of exchanges that took place between the Yuan 

dynasty and the Il-khanate.  25   When early campaigns began to sweep across 

Central and West Asia, the Mongols recruited Muslim soldiers, artisans, 

and merchants into their fold.  26   Allsen provides a vivid picture of the wide 

transference of silk and gold brocade from Central Asia to China, as well 

as their skilled craftsmen, who were mostly Muslim textile workers. The 

Mongol ruling elite made extensive use of these textiles as a kind of bench-

mark measuring military success, which encouraged consumption.  27   

 Mongol rulers appointed Muslims and other non-Chinese foreigners 

( semuren    in Chinese) to important government positions traditionally 
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held by the Chinese.  28   Muslims who worked alongside the Mongols and 

the Chinese often served as i nancial administrators, governors, and tax 

collectors, which caused some ill-feeling amidst the Chinese. Negative 

images of Muslims began to take form as they were portrayed as avari-

cious, aggressive, and miserly. Among those Muslims that Chinese writers 

regarded with abhorrence was Ah  mad  , who wielded great power as a 

minister in the Yuan government. He was assassinated by his opponents in 

1282. This negative stereotype was not universal, however. Other Muslim 

ofi cials received Chinese praise for their work. Among these was the i rst 

governor of Yunnan province during Khubilai   Khan’s reign, Sayyid  ʿ Ajall 

Shams al-D ı   n   (1211–1279), whose dedicated work for economic and cul-

tural development in Yunnan earned him a great reputation.  29   

   The Yuan court did not coni ne its appointment of Muslims to polit-

ical and commercial spheres. Muslim ofi cials during the Yuan period 

also exerted a profound inl uence on the government’s academy, an 

institution of great prestige and political importance that traditionally 

remained under the control of Chinese ofi cials. However, the Mongol 

government created special ofi ces for Muslims, like the Islamic Imperial 

Academy ( Huihui Guozijian )   and the Islamic Astronomical Bureau and 

Observatory ( Huihui Sitiantai )  , an indication of the important role that 

Muslims played in the Yuan academic system. Chinese usually referred to 

Muslims as the “Huihui  ” instead of  Dashi  as Chinese documents had done 

during the Mongol period.  30   Scholars attending these Muslim institutes 

at the Mongol court, according to Chinese sources, conducted their dis-

course in the “Huihui” or “Muslim” language, which in most cases meant 

Persian.  31   We can assume, then, that Persian-speaking Muslim ofi cials 

from Central Asia and Iran introduced Islamic culture to their Chinese 

peers as they worked together in the Mongol court. Undoubtedly, their 

intellectual activities contributed to the further increase of Chinese aca-

demic knowledge about the Islamic world. Concrete examples exist. For 

example, one of these recruited Muslims,   Jama  l al-D ı   n ( Zhamaluding , 

l ourished at the end of the thirteenth century), became the i rst director of 

the Islamic Astronomical Bureau, which had been established in Shangdu 

in 1271 in order to operate as a parallel institution to the traditional 

Chinese Astronomical Bureau.  32   Jama  l al-D ı   n soon became the supervi-

sor of the Palace Library ( xing mishujianshi )  , where he supervised both 

astronomical bureaus as subordinates.  33   Both the ofi cial Chinese court 

history of the Yuan and a work called  The Account of the Palace Library  

( Mishujian zhi )   document his achievements in the i elds of astronomy 

and geography.  34   
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 Jama  l al-D ı   n contributed to Chinese astronomy with his 10,000-year 

calendar ( Wannian li )  , essentially a Chinese translation of the Islamic 

planetary tables that modii ed Ptolemy’s  Almagest . Although the court 

distributed it as an ofi cial calendar only for a short while, the calen-

dar probably inl uenced the Huihui calendar ( Huihui li )   that Chinese 

ofi cials came to use along with the ofi cial Chinese  Shoushi  calendar 

( Shoushi li ).  35   The astronomy section in the  History of the Yuan Dynasty  

states that Jama  l al-D ı   n provided Khubilai   Khan with seven astronomical 

instruments in 1267. This included an astrolabe and a colored terrestrial 

globe with grids, which probably represented the longitudinal and latitu-

dinal coordinate system that Islamic cartographers used.    36     It is also pos-

sible that Jama  l al-D ı   n brought Islamic maps to China or acquired them 

in China from other Muslims. Most of these maps no longer exist, nor do 

many other Chinese maps of the western regions from the Mongol period. 

This does not prevent an examination of geographic knowledge, but it 

does call for new approaches. Historians can extract valuable data from 

maps that were drawn in later periods based on earlier maps like the lost 

works of the Yuan period. This is critical to understanding geographical 

knowledge during the Yuan era because only one original Yuan-era map 

of the world still exists.  

  The Expanded Chinese Knowledge about the Islamic 

World Rel ected in Extant Maps 

 The Yuan-era map  , originally a part   of  The Encyclopaedia of Yuan 

Dynasty Institutions  ( Yuan Jingshi dadian , circa1330), survived by virtue 

of its insertion into a Qing period compilation, Wei Yuan’s  Illustrated 

Treatise on the Sea Kingdoms  ( Haiguo tuzhi   , 1842) (see  Figure 3.1 ).  37      

 This Yuan map deviates considerably from earlier Chinese maps, both 

with regard to its techniques and to its geographic contents. First, the ori-

entation of the map differs. Although the mapmakers placed the Chinese 

characters for each of the four directions at corresponding corners of 

the map, they placed the south on top of the page. In this case, Islamic 

geographic thinking inl uenced Chinese cartography. No earlier surviv-

ing Chinese map contains such an orientation. Grids   may also rel ect a 

second Islamic inl uence in Chinese geography. Similar grids appear on 

the Song map called  The Tracks of Yu   , which was carved on the back-

side of the stone tablet  Map of China and the Non-Chinese Countries    in 

1136. As we have seen in  Chapter 1 , its grids serve as a general measure 

of distance in which each square converts to 100  li . In contrast, the grid 
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 Figure 3.1.      Four Khanates of the Mongol empire (top); a geographical map 
from  The Encyclopedia of Yuan Dynasty Institutions  ( Yuan Jingshi dadian , 
circa1330), in Wei Yuan’s  Illustrated Treatise on the Sea Kingdoms  ( Haiguo tuzhi , 
1842). The original map placed the south on top; this map is reversed here for 
clarity (bottom). 

  Note : Wei Yuan, Haiguo tuzhi (Taibei,  1967 ), 219–220. Bretschneider compared 
the place names with those in an appendix entitled “Sibei di (the countries of 
the north-west [of China Proper])”, which is at the end of the geography section 
of the Yuanshi (YS 63:1567–1574). They correspond with each other, although 
there are some differences. For details of the place-names, see Bretschneider, vol. 
2, 18–136.  
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on the Yuan map probably serves as a system for locating specii c points 

in a two-dimensional projection of the terrestrial sphere. Although the 

map’s x-y axes bear no numerical markers, each place has been assigned 

to a single square, suggesting the axes function as precise longitudinal 

and latitudinal coordinates. As  Chapter 2  showed, this two-dimensional 

projection of the terrestrial sphere predominated in Islamic mapmaking. 

Most likely, Chinese geographers of the Mongol period were exposed to 

the technique through Islamic geographical works that they acquired. 

Such a coordinate system probably resembles the grids of the colored ter-

restrial globe that Jama  l al-D ı   n provided in 1267 to Khubilai   Khan.  38   In 

fact, the earliest use of a map grid employing both longitudinal and lati-

tudinal coordinates appears in thirteenth and fourteenth-century Persian 

works, which includes a map that resembles the Yuan map.  Chapter 4  

will further compare the two maps to analyze the possible transfer of the 

geographic information and cartographic techniques between China and 

the Il-khanate during the Mongol period. First, it is important to under-

stand what new geographic knowledge this map contains. 

 The Yuan map displays the place-names of regions far to China’s 

west – in all, i fty-i ve sites in Central Asia and another i fty in West Asia, 

all the way to the Mediterranean. This includes sites like Damascus, Kish, 

Alamut, and Isfahan that are not found in surviving Chinese maps of ear-

lier periods. The Qing dynasty editor Wei Yuan mentions only his addition 

of four place-names to the southeastern side of the map that he originally 

took from the  Yongle Encyclopaedia  ( Yongle dadian )   [1408].  39   Wei Yuan 

probably kept the entire map intact except for these minor changes. The 

overall geographic content of the map clearly differs from previous geo-

graphic information about overland routes between Mongolia and West 

Asia because it depicts a complete, two-dimensional image of the world 

in Central and West Asia. At the time of the map’s composition, most of 

this world had been conquered by the Mongols and incorporated into 

one of four khanates: the Yuan dynasty, the Golden Horde  , the Chagatai 

khanate  , and the Il-khanate. The map shows these four subdivisions of 

the Mongol empire and, in one small area on the left-bottom side, the 

Mamlu ̄ k domain, which resisted a Mongol invasion in 1260. Most of 

the places on the map are quite accurately located, showing that the car-

tographer had precise knowledge of the geographic space he observed. 

The Yuan government was clearly aware of this expanded geographic 

knowledge before the publication of  The Encyclopedia of Yuan Dynasty 

Institutions    in 1331, yet it is obviously earlier, most likely during Khubilai’s 

reign (reigned1260–1294). In the short text that annotates the Yuan map 
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in his  Illustrated Treatise , Wei Yuan cites the  Yongle Encyclopaedia  as his 

source yet fails to explain how its creators drew their map. In the same 

text, however, he also mentions the compilation of  The   Treatise on the 

Great Unii ed Realm of the Great Yuan  ( Dayuan da yitong zhi ), the Yuan 

dynasty’s greatest geographical project, which was ordered by Khubilai 

Khan and completed in 1303. Wei Yuan’s acknowledgment strongly 

 indicates a connection between the project and the map. The historical 

context also reinforces this. 

 After conquering southern China in 1276, Khubilai became the head of 

an empire that stretched all the way from Hungary to the Pacii c. Although 

his actual authority covered mainly China, Mongolia, and Tibet, we can 

easily surmise that he ultimately intended to bring the entire world under 

his dominance. If so, geographic information about his realm was vital 

to his political ambitions. Khubilai’s desire for such knowledge was satis-

i ed by Jama  l al-D ı   n in 1286 when he petitioned the khan to sponsor the 

production of a unii ed geographic treatise that would cover all the lands 

that the Mongols had conquered. Khubilai ordered the Palace Library to 

collect geographic gazetteers and maps from every region of his empire 

in order to compile his great treatise.  40   Completed in 1303, the  Treatise 

on the Great Unii ed Realm of the Great Yuan  contained 600 books and 

1,300 chapters, with emendations and additions. Although it does not 

survive today except for its introduction, we can assume from references 

to it that the treatise originally included extensive descriptions of foreign 

countries. 

 The compilation of maps deserves more attention with respect to this 

project. The following memorial, submitted by Jama  l al-D ı   n to Khubilai   

in 1286, discusses the court’s interest in drawing a new and larger world 

map to accompany the  Treatise :

  The entire land of China was very small in the past. The geographic books 
of the Khitai (Chinese) had only forty to i fty types. Now all of the land 
from the place of sunrise to sunset has become our territory. And therefore, 
do we not need a more detailed map? How can we understand distant 
places? The Islamic maps are at our hands. And therefore, could we com-
bine them [with the Chinese maps] to draw a [world] map?”  41    

 This passage, reported in  The Account of the Palace Library   , plainly 

states that the scale of geographic understanding about China and the 

world under the Mongol emperor and his staff exceeded that of previous 

Chinese courts. Its speaker embraces the entire world and implies that 

the world the Chinese knew in previous times had been a much smaller 

world. In order to satisfy this need for increased geographic knowledge, 
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the Mongol court could draw on both Islamic maps, which Jama  l al-D ı   n 

and other Muslims acquired from the Islamic world, and also existing 

Chinese   maps. 

 Despite the possibility that scholars used Islamic geographic works 

to compile  The Treatise on the Great Unii ed Realm of the Great Yuan   , 

no Yuan dynasty maps survive even as later copies, with the exception 

of the grid map previously examined. We can reconstruct what other 

Mongol period maps might have been like by examining surviving maps 

from later periods that based their information on Mongol period maps. 

The most useful map of this kind is  The Map of Integrated Regions and 

Terrains and of Historical Countries and Capitals  ( Honil gangli yeok-

dae gukdo jido ), hereafter referred to as its short name,   the  Kangnido . 

Drawn in Korea in 1402, it survives thanks to a copy dated 1470 (see 

 Figure 3.2 )  42  :

The authors of this map combined data from different maps to com-

pose its various parts. In his afterword located at the bottom of the map, 

one of the map’s authors, Gwon Geun, reports that he and his fellow 

 Figure 3.2.       The Kangnido  (1402) with place-names (see also  Figure 0.2  for the 
 original picture).  
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Korean mapmakers used two Chinese maps that a Korean envoy named 

Kim Sahyung   brought home with him from China in 1399: Li Zemin  ’s 

 Map of the Resounding Teaching (of the Khan) Prevailing All Over the 

World  ( Shengjiao guangbei tu ) and Qing Jun  ’s  Map of Integrated Regions 

and Terrains  ( Hunyi jiangli tu ).  43   Scholars assume that the Korean authors 

used Li Zemin’s  Map of the Resounding Teaching  to draw the western 

part of the world because another extant Ming period map,  The Broad 

Terrestrial Map  ( Guangyu tu ), used Li Zemin’s map to create its partial 

drawings of Africa. 

 An analysis of the  Kangnido  helps to reconstruct the Mongol world-

view of West Asia, Africa, and Europe as it existed around 1300. Looking 

at its cartographic contours, the map shows West Asia, Europe, and 

Africa together for the i rst time in the East Asian cartographic tradition. 

The proportions of these regions in relation to China are distorted; China 

and Korea loom large while the Arabian Peninsula, Africa, and Europe 

appear small. Although not drawn to scale, the shapes of these landmasses 

were drawn with surprising precision. For the i rst time in history (on an 

extant map), Africa appears in the form of a triangle. The Chinese cartog-

raphers who drew this could only have consulted Islamic maps. However, 

no extant Islamic map provides precisely the same content provided in 

the western section of the  Kangnido , leaving a mystery that will have to 

be solved later when new evidence appears. Perhaps this content derived 

from the i rsthand observations of some Muslims who sailed around the 

African horn  44  ; after all, some argue that the Chinese sailed around the 

horn of Africa before the Portuguese, although no extant archaeologi-

cal, documentary, or inscription evidence supports this assertion.  45   One 

plausible hypothesis based on existing evidence is that Chinese cartog-

raphers modii ed the contour of Africa in the course of combining both 

Chinese and Islamic maps. The explanation for Africa’s elongated curve 

to the east in Arabic world maps such as those by the Balkh ı    School and 

al-Idr ı   s ı    could be a simple one: It was necessary in order to i t the con-

tinent into the round frame of Muslim world maps. However, Chinese 

maps were traditionally drawn in a rectangular frame because Chinese 

cosmology viewed the earth’s shape as a quadrangle under a spherical 

sky.  46   Therefore, when Chinese cartographers incorporated Africa into 

their rectangular frame, they had to stretch it back vertically while still 

maintaining its pointed bottom as depicted in Arabic maps, thus making 

it look like an upright inverted triangle. 

 The detailed, colored illustrations of the African continent in the 

 Kangnido  provide clear evidence that the mapmakers drew on the earlier 
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Islamic maps for their information. In addition to the Sahara Desert and 

the Pharos lighthouse of Alexandria  , the map shows the three sources of 

the Nile River called the Mountains of the Moon in almost identical fash-

ion to Islamic geographic works that date back to al-Khwa  rizm ı    (died 

around 850) (see  Figure 3.3 ).  47      

 The Mediterranean Sea in the  Kangnido  is also quite precise. The 

map appears to portray the body of water as a lake instead of a sea, but 

on closer examination it becomes clear that a later copyist mistakenly 

painted over the Straits of Gibraltar with the color for land, erasing the 

Mediterranean’s channel to the Atlantic. 

 In addition to its fairly accurate contours, the  Kangnido  provides 

detailed content. It demonstrates knowledge about 100 European and 

 Figure 3.3.      Comparing depictions of the Mountains of the Moon. 
Al-Khwa  rizm ı   ’s picture of the Nile (left); a depiction in al-Idr ı   s ı   ’s world map 
(top, right); and a depiction in the  Kangnido  (bottom, right).  
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thirty-i ve African and West Asian place-names. For example, the city of 

Marseille in modern-day France appears on the European part.  48   African 

and West Asian place-names include Samarkand and Bukhara in modern-

day Uzbekistan, Maragheh/Mara  gha in modern-day Iran, Tripoli in mod-

ern-day Libya, Baghdad, Mecca, Aden, and Shiraz in modern-day Iran.  49   

 Even though the  Kangnido  portrays entire Eurasia, it misses one signif-

icant piece of information: It does not clearly depict a clear coastline for 

South and Southeast Asia. This is not unusual; earlier Chinese and Islamic 

maps similarly fail to draw accurate coastlines beyond the cartographer’s 

homeland. In general, earlier Chinese maps drew places in Southeast 

and South Asia as islands surrounded by a large sea, whereas the Islamic 

maps followed the model of al-Idr ı   s ı    and simply did not present accurate 

coastlines for these regions. The Chinese and Korean authors who cre-

ated their maps from a combination of several different maps (including 

one of China and another of West Asia, Africa, and Europe) neglected to 

i ll in the area in-between.     

 Still, literary sources make clear that many Mongols and Chinese 

during the Mongol period were familiar with the sea routes that con-

nected China and the Islamic world. The Mongol government in China 

possessed sea charts that they acquired from Muslim sailors. A passage 

in  The Account of the Palace Library    dated February 1287 says that 

“Muslims who sail on the seas of Fujian Province ( Fujian dao ) possess  la 

nama  ( R  a 拷   h-n  a 拷   ma , literally ‘the book of routes’ in Persian) that shows the 

sea route in their language [meaning Persian]. They brought it to those 

who came from the Secretariat ( zhongshu xing ) to submit.”  50   

 The “Map of the World Regions” (Guanglun jiangli tu)   that was 

included to a Ming dynasty work whose preface was written in 1452, yet 

which was originally drawn in 1360, draws several lines in the sea that look 

like sea routes.  51   It also provides concise long-distance navigation guid-

ance in blocks near the most important ports on the coast. A block near 

Quanzhou along with a line that extends toward the west says, “Riding 

the wind from Quanzhou, one can reach Java in sixty days, Malabar in 

128 days, and Hormuz   in around 200 days” (see  Figure 3.4 ).         

 Hormuz   (an island near the modern-day Strait of Hormuz) was one of 

the small states in the Persian Gulf that became a vassal of the Il-khanate 

and paid tax ( khar  a 拷   j ) in order to keep a high degree of autonomy.  52   S ı   ra  f  , 
once the most important port in the Persian Gulf for trade with China 

during the Tang period, gradually declined. In its place arose Qais ( K   ı   拷   sh  

in Persian) and Hormuz  , two islands that competed with each other for 

trade supremacy. Hormuz gradually replaced Qais as the Gulf’s main 
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port in the thirteenth century, and l ourished for more than two centuries 

as a focal point for Indian Ocean trading networks and the most impor-

tant cosmopolitan commercial center in the Persian Gulf. From Hormuz, 

merchants transshipped goods from India and China to the Islamic 

world.  53   As we will see, most Yuan period Chinese geographic accounts 

of western countries mention and even describe Hormuz (whose name 

they transcribe in various ways), an indication that contemporary geog-

raphers utilized up-to-date information about West Asia and its maritime 

connections instead of recycling earlier information. The route shown on 

the map suggests that maritime routes were frequently traveled; contem-

porary Islamic sources discussed in the next section support this claim. 

 Another block of text indicates a route that leads from South China 

to the Yuan capital Dadu (or Daidu; modern-day Beijing) by way of the 

Shandong Peninsula. Traders began to use this route as an ordinary sea 

shipping ( haiyun ) route beginning only in the Yuan dynasty.  54   This route 

connected to Zhigu, the port at Tianjin, and to Dadu through “Jishui 

tan  ,” facilitated by a lock canal built by Khubilai  .  55   The two blocks of text 

 Figure 3.4.      “Map of the World’s Regions” (1360) from Ye Sheng’s (1420–
1474)  Diary from East of the River  ( Shuidong riji ). Preserved in the Library of 
Congress.  
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about navigation testify to the maritime route that connected the Yuan 

capital with the Persian Gulf under the Il-khanate during the Mongol 

period. Many envoys from the Yuan court and the Il-khanate, as well as 

merchants and travelers from other Muslim countries and Europe, trav-

eled along sea routes. This map coni rms the active interest that Mongol 

and Chinese geographers paid to maritime trade, and documents their 

accurate knowledge about the maritime routes leading to the Islamic 

world. 

 As we saw at the beginning of this chapter, the reopening of the land 

route between China and West Asia by the Mongol conquest expanded 

overland contacts between China and the Islamic world. Yet, the mari-

time realm should not be neglected, because Sino-Islamic maritime con-

tacts also peaked during the Mongol period, thanks to the expansion of 

routes and commercial connections in the Indian Ocean. The overland 

routes remained not entirely safe due to wars among the feuding khan-

ates of the Mongol empire; the maritime routes suffered fewer obstacles 

by comparison. Many policies facilitating maritime trade and expeditions 

to Southeast and South Asia enacted by Mongol rulers in China demon-

strate to the importance of the maritime routes to the ties between the 

Yuan dynasty in China and the Il-khanate in Iran and further west.  56   

Written and archaeological evidence testify explicitly to the booming 

maritime contact during the Mongol period. That vivid trafi c was an 

important gateway for the exchange of commodities and knowledge 

between China and the Islamic world.  

  Expanded Chinese Knowledge about the Islamic World through 

Increased Maritime Contacts 

 Muslims spread throughout China during the Mongol era. Chinese had 

long interacted with Muslims, especially with merchants who mainly 

lived in Chinese port cities like Guangzhou and Yangzhou. Under Mongol 

rule, however, the number of Muslim residents increased dramatically 

because many Muslims had migrated to China as army recruits during 

the Mongol conquests. Also, Muslim traders had been providing i nan-

cial support to Mongol rulers since early Mongol campaigns. The most 

important category of these Muslim merchants who cooperated with 

the Mongols was the  ortagh   , a name that originated from the Turkish 

word “ ortoq ,” meaning “colleagues.”  57   Persian sources about the Muslim 

 ortaghs  who worked for the fourth Grand Khan M ö ngke   describe many 

episodes that testify to activities of these Muslim merchants in China 
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before 1260.  58   As the Mongol empire expanded south, many of these 

Muslims migrated southward and settled largely in commercial centers 

of port cities like Quanzhou and Hangzhou in southern China, increasing 

Muslim populations there. 

 With the defeat of the southern Song, the Mongols won control over 

China’s sea routes, encouraging Muslim merchants there to continue col-

laborating with the Yuan court by engaging in international maritime 

trade. The  ortagh  merchants exemplify this trend, given the important 

role they began to play in government-sponsored maritime trade. The 

process was simple: The Mongol court would ask these merchants to 

purchase certain commodities by prepaying for them, then the merchants 

would acquire the goods and bring them to the court, sometimes through 

a governmental ofi ce like the   Branch Quanzhou Prefecture Ofi ce ( xing 

Quanfu si ). In return, they received an interest in the trade  59   through an 

instrument that resembles present-day limited partnerships.  60   Some of the 

commodities that  ortagh  merchants purchased (such as pearls, ivory, and 

slaves) arrived through maritime trade.  61   No doubt the  ortagh  and other 

foreign merchants who engaged in maritime trade based their operations 

in Quanzhou, the most important seaport connecting China with for-

eign countries during the Mongol era. Muslim merchants took advantage 

of not only their Mongol ties but also their extensive ties to diasporic 

Muslim communities   that inhabited all the major seaports in the Indian 

Ocean and the expanded trading world it offered them.  62   

 As all Mongol period accounts about Quanzhou testify, the previ-

ously small port city reached its heyday as one of the world’s biggest 

international seaports during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. 

Evidence indicates that Muslim families who settled in Quanzhou dur-

ing the Yuan period arrived from both northern overland and south-

ern maritime routes. Arabic funerary inscriptions   in Quanzhou provide 

the most concrete evidence of the large-scale presence and activities of 

the Muslims who migrated to China from various places in the Islamic 

world. A Muslim trader named Shi Nawei   from S ı   ra  f built the i rst of 

these Muslim graveyards in the southwestern corner of the city’s sub-

urb during the Song period (960–1276), which places the community 

in Quanzhou long before the arrival of the Mongols. Nonetheless, the 

fact that the number of tombstones increased markedly during the Yuan 

period suggests a time of prosperity for the Muslim communities in   the 

city. Most of the tombstones with clear Yuan-era dates indicate names 

of West Asian origin, including Qazvin and Tabriz in Iran, Bukhara and 

Herat in Central Asia.  63   It is highly likely that many of the Muslims 
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who claim  nisba    (a part of an Arabic name that indicates one’s ancestral 

home) in West and Central Asia actually came from diasporic Muslim 

communities   in South Asia; Southeast Asian Muslims probably adopted 

 nisba  as well. Although they had long lived outside the Islamic heartland, 

they maintained political and, more importantly, commercial connections 

with the Islamic world, and used their in-between position to develop 

international trade networks between West Asia and China. The scale 

of the Muslim community in China undoubtedly spanned a much larger 

part of the empire than simply Quanzhou, but the evidence clearly identi-

i es the city as the central hub of a vast network of Muslim international 

trade and community. 

 Some newly found inscriptions in Quanzhou   help us to identify 

inl uential local Muslim families, other than the Pu family that became 

famous because of the thirteenth-century Muslim ofi cial Pu Shougeng  . 

The tombstone for Am ı   r Sayyid Togha  n Sha  h   from Bukhara provides 

concrete evidence of a Muslim family that, according to the ofi cial his-

tory of the Yuan dynasty, migrated to China as a consequence of Chinggis 

Khan’s westward expedition and settled in Quanzhou.  64   In addition to 

his tombstone, the ofi cial history of the Yuan dynasty contains his biog-

raphy, which identii es him as  Huihui  or Muslim and a descendant of 

 Peygh  a 拷   mbar , a Persian word for the Prophet (Muh  ammad  ). Another 

Quanzhou tombstone for Ding Jiezhai from the Yuan era (1327) states 

that family migrated to China at the end of the southern Song dynasty 

and settled in Quanzhou to conduct maritime trade, a claim supported by 

the family’s extant genealogical records. Genealogy of the current Ding 

family living near the southern gate of Quanzhou states that their ances-

tor Ding Jiezhai   later became a government minister in Yunnan.  65   In fact, 

ancestor Ding was none other than the famous Yuan minister Sayyid 

 ʿ Ajall Shams al-D ı   n   (Saidianchi Shansiding: 1211–1279), who indeed 

ruled Yunnan as governor during Khubilai  ’s rule. Most of the Hui people 

with family name Ding who live near the southern gate of Quanzhou’s 

old city claim to be his descendants. 

 These Muslims living in Quanzhou, many of whom held govern-

mental positions during the Yuan dynasty, worked with the Yuan gov-

ernment to facilitate and control the city’s trade activities. One of the 

systems that the Yuan government established for that purpose was 

the Governmental Ship ( guanben chuan )   system, created in 1285 to 

monopolize foreign trade and prohibit private maritime trade activities. 

Soon, the government abolished the Governmental Ship system and 

allowed private trade, only to revive the system in 1298 by establishing 
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the Bureau for the Procurement of Necessities ( zhiyong yuan )  , which 

encouraged both governmental and private maritime trade activities at 

the same time.  66   

 Muslims as well as Chinese participated in the international trade 

that the Yuan government supported. A well-documented case of state 

engagement in maritime trade and its connection to Chinese relations 

with the Il-khanate recalls the voyages of a Chinese merchant named 

  Yang Shu. He sailed to Hormuz   in the Persian Gulf on a government 

ship while escorting envoys from the Il-khanate back to their homeland. 

Yang Shu came from the Yang family in Ganpu   (Zhejiang province), who 

were originally from the region of Min   (in present-day southern Fujian) 

and had engaged in high positions of maritime trade for several genera-

tions.  67   Even at the age of nineteen, his experience in navigation and trade 

won the young Yang selection by the Mongol government to sail to West 

Asia.  68   His epitaph describes his two voyages: 

 . . . In 1301, when he was nineteen, the Bureau for the Procurement 
of Necessities ( zhiyong yuan )   sent him to sail on a Governmental Ship. 
Reaching the Western Ocean ( Xiyang ), he met the envoys Na Huai and 
others whom “qinwang” Ghazan   dispatched to the capital [of China: 
Beijing], and i nally boarded [their ship] and came back [to China]. When 
Na Huai’s tribute mission ended, he asked Yang to escort them to return to 
the West. A prime minister ( chengxiang ) Hala hasun·da lahan (Qarqusun 
tarqan) followed that request and proposed to give Yang “zhongxian xiao-
wei,” and “haiyun fu qianhu” to accompany him and make him adorn a 
golden-tablet (paiza?). 

 In 1304 he departed the capital, and reached the destination called Hormuz 
in 1307. During this task, Yang traveled in the midst of long winds and big 
waves over the course of i ve years. On the whole, all of the ships, foods, 
and utensils came from him, and he did not trouble ofi cials [in the Zhiyong 
Yuan]. For the most part, Yang used his private money to trade local prod-
ucts – white horses, black dogs, amber, wine, and a kind of foreign salt to 
present [to the government], the manager of governmental affairs Chana 
and others received him in audience to the emperor’s chamber ( Chenqing 
zhan ) and [he] left.  69    

 Yang Shu sailed to the Western Ocean on his i rst voyage (1301–1304) 

and met with the envoys of Ghazan  , who became the seventh ruler of the 

Il-khanate (1271–1304). The second voyage (1304–1307) names his des-

tination in Iran as Hormuz, which was also the i nal destination of the 

maritime route drawn in the “Map of the World’s Regions” (Guanglun 

jiangli tu).   Persian sources as well as Marco Polo  ’s travel account recall 

the exchange of envoys between the Yuan dynasty and the Il-khanate (see 
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 Chapter 4 ). One of these exchanges resulted in Na Huai’s visit to China 

in which Yang Shu played an important role.  70   

 Yang Shu’s account of his i rst voyage to the Western Ocean demon-

strates a Yuan period geographic concept that divided the Indian Ocean 

and the China Sea into the Eastern Ocean and the Western Ocean for the 

i rst time in Chinese history  , a division that later geographers gradually 

adopted to refer to a world divided into east and west.   This systemic 

geographical division i rst appears in  The Record of the Southern Sea  

( Nanhai zhi , 1304), edited by Chen Dazhen.  71    The Record of the Southern 

Sea  divides countries in the western regions between the Eastern Ocean 

and the Western Ocean.  72   

 In this scheme, the Eastern Ocean and Western Ocean are divided along 

the west coast of Kalimantan and the Strait of Sunda; thus, the Western 

Ocean that encompasses the Indian Ocean starts at the west coast of 

Kalimantan.  The Record of the Southern Sea  i rst dei nes the “small” 

Western Ocean, which spans from western Java to Sumatra and Malacca, 

and secondly the “large” Western Ocean that extends further west across 

the Indian Ocean. It then dei nes the small Eastern Ocean that stretches 

from northern Kalimantan to the islands of the Philippines and the large 

Eastern Ocean from the Strait of Sunda to the islands of Sulawesi, Timor, 

and Molucca via Java and southeastern Kalimantan. 

 Compilers of  The Record of the Southern Sea  drew from a mix of 

new and old sources to create the place-names they used to describe the 

Islamic world. Some countries such as Baghdad, Ghazni  , Wuba (Mirbat), 

and Mojia (Mecca) in the Arabian Peninsula, and Wusili (Egypt;  Misr  

in Arabic) in Africa appear in the earlier Song-era  Description of the 

Foreign Lands  by Zhao Rugua. Some parts of the book use Chinese char-

acters with pronunciations that were similar, yet slightly different, from 

earlier accounts. For example, Mecca   was presented as  Majia  [ ma-ka ] 

in accounts by Du Huan   and Zhao Rugua   but as  Mojia  [ m   ə   k -?] in  The 

Record of the Southern Sea . These new transcriptions indicate that the 

author did not borrow all of his information entirely from earlier works. 

New names such as Kuolifusi (Hormuz  ), Wengman (Oman) and Yada 

(Aden??) irrefutably demonstrate expanded Chinese geographic knowl-

edge of the Islamic world during the Mongol period. 

 The Chinese needed geographic information about these distant socie-

ties because of their commercial networks in the Indian Ocean. As a local 

gazetteer from   Guangzhou,  The Record of the Southern Sea  documents 

the prosperity of the port city and its foreign trade, and therefore provides 

a key primary source on Chinese contacts during the Mongol period.  73   
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Like Zhou Qufei  ’s  Land beyond the Passes  and Zhao Rugua’s  Description 

of the Foreign Lands , the  Record  describes local products, foreign trade, 

and foreign countries based on information that the authors acquired 

from others. For example, the section on trade goods ( bohuo ) begins:

  The Yuan dynasty covers the ends of the four seas [all over the world] 
where the sun and the moon rise and set, and no one dares not to bring 
tribute, kowtow, and call themselves vassals. Therefore the strangeness of 
seas and mountains, and humans and beasts, and the diversity of pearls and 
rhinoceroses are always stored in the internal [governmental] storages . . . 
the [dynasty’s] wealth in precious goods is now twice that written in previ-
ous gazetteers. Now I listed the countries, the names of which we know, as 
an attachment after the section of bohuo (trade goods).  

 Indeed, the number of the foreign countries listed in the  Record  is twice 

that found in Zhao Rugua’s  Description of the Foreign Lands , written 

during the southern Song dynasty (1127–1276), numbering 143, about 

twenty of them from the Islamic world. The narrative does not provide a 

detailed description of each country as earlier accounts like Zhao Rugua’s 

do, yet the different purposes of the books probably explains this omis-

sion. The authors of the book intended it to be an ofi cial gazetteer that 

included topics specii c to Guangzhou. 

  The Record of the Southern Sea , however, contains much new and 

interesting information. For example, the book describes pirate farms in 

Quanzhou and Guangzhou called Lemon (Limu)  . Lemon (the origin of 

the English word stems from the Persian “l ı   mu ̄ ” or the Arabic “laimun”) 

was an important source of Vitamin C for sailors on long-distance voy-

ages. Because Chinese sailors ate lemons, they did not suffer from scurvy 

like European sailors who were dei cient in the vitamin.  74   The fact that 

this kind of medical information had become common knowledge by 

the Mongol era suggests that this necessary wisdom circulated among 

Chinese because they received information about it from other merchants 

and sailors through their frequent adventures in the sailing trade  . 

 However important these gazetteers are to historians as indicators of the 

increased trade and geographic awareness that occurred under the Yuan 

dynasty, they lack the sure reliability of i rsthand sources. Fortunately, 

we have an important i rsthand account produced during the period. 

  Although less well-known than either the European Marco   Polo or the 

Muslim Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a   (see  Chapter 4 ), Wang Dayuan (1311–1350) deserves 

attention for his  Shortened Account of the Non-Chinese Island Peoples  

( Daoyi zhil   ü   e ), in which he wrote about the various places in Southeast 

Asia, South Asia and even West Asia, and northeastern Africa – places 
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that he claimed to have visited in the 1330s. His account is signii cant 

because, while most of his fellow travel writers of the day moved from 

the west to the east, Wang went in the opposite direction. 

 The best i rsthand sources for Wang Dayuan’s account include two 

prefaces by Wang Dayuan’s contemporaries, Zhang Zhu and Wu Jian  , 

written around 1350, and the postscript to his  Shortened Account  by 

Wang himself.  75   According to Wu Jian’s preface, Wang originally wrote 

his book as a supplement to a local gazetteer about Quanzhou   called  A 

Continuation of the History and Topography of Quanzhou  ( Qingyuan 

xuzhi ). A later Ming dynasty local gazetteer for the Fujian area,  Book of 

Min (Minshu )   introduces  An Account of the Non-Chinese Island Peoples  

( Daoyi zhi ) as a part of  A Continuation of the History and Topography 

of Quanzhou  ( Qingyuan xuzhi ), edited by Wu Jian  76  ; little doubt this is 

Wang Dayuan’s account that Wu Jian included to his gazetteer. Later, 

Wang Dayuan published his book as a separate work. Both prefaces 

deplored the fact that previous Chinese histories and sources had failed 

to address foreign countries at length and declared their wish to widen 

Chinese knowledge about the outside world. They portray Wang Dayuan 

as a very open-minded Chinese who possessed an unusual drive to travel 

around the world since he was a child, a desire he later fuli lled. It is 

not surprising that Wang Dayuan’s international long-distance travels 

met with a favorable reception by Chinese intellectuals living in “cosmo-

politan” Quanzhou  . Zhang Zhu’s preface begins with Zou Yan  ’s (circa 

340–260 BCE) ancient theory of the nine great continents, which views 

the world as comprising multiple geographic centers.  77   In the open inter-

national atmosphere of seaport Quanzhou, where local Chinese regularly 

interacted with many foreigners, some of them probably recalled diverse 

geographic ideas originating in ancient periods in order to break from the 

authoritative Chinese-centered worldview.  78   

 In his postscript, Wang Dayuan claims that he visited all the foreign 

places he describes.  79   He provides no further information about himself. 

Wu Jian says that Wang modeled himself on the great historian Sima 

Qian, so it seems that he had obtained a classical education.  80   Compared 

with Marco   Polo’s lengthy travelogue, Wang Dayuan’s account is much 

shorter and gives little detail about his itinerary. Some western scholars, 

including Philip Snow and Roderich Ptak, doubt that Wang traveled as 

far as the Red Sea, the Mediterranean, or the East African Coast, thus 

proposing debates about authenticity that resemble recent controversy 

over Marco Polo’s travelogue.  81   Could Wang have traveled as far as the 

western end of the Indian Ocean realm? He claims that he wrote about 
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things that he witnessed and not about what he simply heard from others. 

Of course, we cannot rely simply on this one claim; nor does this rule out 

the possibility of travel. We should note that earlier and later works of 

Chinese travel literature, like the extant version of Du Huan  ’s account, 

follow the standard Chinese format for describing a foreign country 

that Sima Qian   i rst established in his  Records of the Grand Historians   . 

Contemporary sources also testify that dynamic merchant activities had 

already created strong maritime networks spanning southern China 

and the Persian Gulf in the fourteenth century. Therefore, it would not 

have been that difi cult for Wang Dayuan or his reliable informants to 

reach Islamic regions if they simply accompanied Chinese, Indian, Arab, 

or Persian merchants who sailed between West Asia and China. More 

importantly, his account contains a high proportion of updated and accu-

rate information, including a much larger inventory of foreign countries 

than earlier Chinese accounts, a series of ninety-nine sections contain-

ing a total of 220 place-names. The Ming period account,  Book of Min  ,  

also coni rms that the Yuan period  Account of the Non-Chinese Island 

Peoples  documents approximately 100 countries, most of which were 

located in the western Indian Ocean and all interacting with Fujian for 

trade.  82   

 Wang Dayuan left Quanzhou sometime before 1330. He passed 

through Southeast Asia and then sailed to South Asia. Given that Wang 

devotes more than ninety percent of his book to these two regions, schol-

ars agree that he witnessed them i rsthand. He devotes a mere ten percent 

of the book to countries in the Middle East and East Africa, only eight 

places in all. Wang does not describe his route to the west, nor does he 

describe his itinerary for any region, although a reconstruction of a pos-

sible sailing route from South India to West Asia can be created based on 

the list of places that he claimed to have visited (see  Map 3 ). 

 Wang Dayuan presents details about the Islamic world that differ in 

veracity; some are more reliable, some less so. Wang follows a similar 

pattern for each of the book’s sections. After plotting the relative location 

of the place under discussion, he inventories its important geographic 

features, social customs, and trading goods. In the section about Mecca   

( Tiantang , meaning the heavenly house), he reports that Mecca lies in 

the middle of a sandy desert and its temperature is warm. He hints that 

one could travel from Yunnan in Southwest China to the Islamic world 

by either land or sea. In addition to descriptions of various native prod-

ucts from different regions such as horses, ambergris, and coral, Wang 

Dayuan devotes much space to various specialty goods used in trading. 
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These include import and export goods such as cloves, nutmeg, blue 

satin, musk, pepper, silver, iron pots, frankincense, incense, Yunnan gold 

foil, white silver, lead, ivory, iron vessels, and cinnamon. Most of the 

book’s sections also mention trade goods from China, such as Suzhou 

and Hangzhou colored satins and blue-and-white porcelain. 

 The archaeological evidence to verify the production of blue-and-

white porcelains is plentiful, enough to justify its own research topic. 

Many excavations of old Chinese kilns in places like Jingdezhen   prove 

that Chinese began to produce large volumes of blue-and-white porcelain   

specii cally for export under Mongol sponsorship. Blue-and-white porce-

lain, which differs from pre-Mongol Chinese ceramics such as Longquan 

celadon, appealed to the Muslim tastes and echoes the colors that they 

often chose in Islamic architecture.  83   The Mongols and their Muslim col-

laborators most likely informed Chinese potters of the colors, shapes, 

and decorative motifs that they believed would appeal to potential cus-

tomers in West Asia.  84   Experts in porcelains argue that China imported 

the special good-quality oxidized cobalt that its producers used to create 

the blue glaze on blue-and-white porcelains from Iran because it was 

not available in China. Most of the cobalt that came to China by way 

of the maritime trade ended its journey at Jingdezhen. Once produced, 

Chinese merchants exported the blue-and-whites to Iran using the reverse 

route. Chinese blue-and-white porcelain remained a favorite import in 

the Islamic world from the Mongol period on, a fact verii ed by excava-

tions in West Asia. Thirty-eight among the 12,000 porcelains exhibited in 

Topkap Sarai Museum in Istanbul bear the unmistakable marks of Yuan 

dynasty blue-and-white porcelains.  85   

 In the section on Hormuz  ,  86   Wang Dayuan reports on the horse trade 

and the transshipping of horses. Merchants probably transported horses 

to Quilon   or other nearby ports along India’s southwestern coast.  87   His 

book’s section on Quilon refers to this trade: “[Sometimes these mer-

chant vessels] arrive late [due to] the direction of winds – [i.e.], after 

the departure of the horse ships [from Hormuz] – and cannot take on a 

full cargo.”  88   The information in the sections about Hormuz and Quilon 

overlap, indicating frequent overseas trade and strong commercial net-

working between the two cities. Merchants often carried pepper west-

ward to Hormuz from its production sites in South and Southeast Asia; 

it brought them great proi t because local demand was insatiable, despite 

the high volumes they carried.  89   

 While the information in his  Shortened Account  is generally con-

cise, Wang Dayuan’s descriptions are both concrete and interesting. His 
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description of shipbuilding technology   in the section about Hormuz 

appears to have come from direct experience. The description reads: 

“They build ships in this country to transport horses. Their sides are 

[made] of planks, and they use neither nails nor mortar (to join them), 

but coconut i ber. Each ship has two or three decks with a wooden shed. 

To make headway against leaking, the sailors take turns, day and night, 

at bailing out the water, without any intermission.” 

 This is the earliest surviving Chinese description of dhows. Wang’s 

description of shipbuilding without nails resembles an Arabic account by 

Abu Zayd written in the ninth century (see  Chapter 2 ). 

 Although Wang Dayuan left only short reports about these regions, his 

claim to have visited all of them is intriguing. His account, one of the most 

revealing sources of information about Sino-Islamic maritime contacts 

written during the fourteenth century, was reprinted many times during 

later periods. The original Yuan editions were lost during the turmoil of 

the transition between Yuan and Ming dynasties; however, several ver-

sions of  The Shortened Account of the Non-Chinese Island Peoples  were 

reprinted during the Ming period. We can assume that Wang Dayuan’s 

account, or accounts with similar titles and contents, circulated widely 

throughout China for some time because contemporary and later writ-

ings refer to it frequently. Wang Dayuan’s writings probably inl uenced 

Zheng He’s voyage to the Islamic world during the early years of the 

Ming dynasty, as we will see in  Chapter 5 . 

 While Wang Dayuan added to Chinese knowledge about the Islamic 

world by traveling there, many Chinese had the opportunity to observe 

Muslim communities   within China because, unlike the previous period 

when the Muslims mainly lived in international port cities like Guangzhou, 

Muslim communities spread all over China during the Yuan era  .  90   Several 

accounts by Chinese intellectuals who took different stances on Mongol 

rule in China also wrote about the country’s Muslims from divergent per-

spectives. Zheng Sixiao   (1241–1318), who resisted Mongol rule and dis-

dained the Mongols to his death, also showed hostility and antagonism 

toward Muslims and their cultural behaviors. In one clear exaggeration, 

Zheng tells the story about a frenzied Muslim who committed suicide 

after being called by Allah near a minaret.  91   In contrast, some of Zheng’s 

contemporary intellectuals wrote more objective accounts about the life 

and culture of the Muslims they observed. For example, Zhou Mi   (1232–

1298), who chose neither to resist nor collaborate with the Mongols, 

wrote more objective and factual accounts of the funeral ceremonies and 

calendar used by those living in Hangzhou’s Muslim communities  .  92   
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 There were even Chinese literati who show a highly positive view 

toward the Muslims with whom they interacted. One of them was Wu 

Jian   of Sanshan (present-day Fuzhou), who wrote a preface for Wang’s 

 Shortened Account , in which he demonstrated his open-mindedness 

toward countries outside China. Wu Jian’s pro-Muslim attitude is best 

seen in his stele of 1350, placed in front of a Muslim mosque during the 

Yuan period. It provides the most detailed introduction to Islamic religion 

and society found in Chinese accounts, and acts as a summary of Chinese 

knowledge about the Islamic world. Because it is remarkably comprehen-

sive and accurate, its entire contents deserve a careful look. The original 

text in the stele has worn down, but luckily a group of Muslims re-carved 

it onto an extant Arabic inscription entitled “Re-erection of the Stele to 

Qingjing Mosque” in 1507:

  More than 10,000 li west beyond the Yumen Gate [in Gansu province] is 
located the country of the Arabs  ,  93   who are called the Tajiks today. It is 
bounded on the north by Partia and Tiaozhi, on the east by Turfan and 
Gaochang, on the south by Yunnan and Annan, and on the west by the 
sea. This country covers a large plain, measuring thousands of li in width 
and length. It never ended overland contacts with China through over-
land transportation. The houses and gardens, ditches and drains, i elds and 
cattle, distribution and range are very different from those in the Yangzi 
River and Huai River. The cold and hot weather are harmonious, and peo-
ple and things are l ourishing. They plant all kinds of grains, grapes and 
all kinds of fruits. The people never treat killing lightly and love the good 
in their customs. They write from side to side; their writing is divided into 
three styles: the seal character, the regular square style of script, and the 
cursive hand. They compose classics, history, poetry, essays, history, geo-
mancy, astronomy, medicine and music. They show expertness in all these 
branches of knowledge. Their manufactures, textiles, and carved utensils 
are also sophisticated.  94    

 Because Muslims who resided in Chinese cities carved their tombstone 

inscriptions in Arabic, Chinese living close could have learned the specii c 

writing styles through close observation. Yet the author would probably 

not have gained information about the Islamic writing system’s division 

into three styles (most likely different styles of Arabic calligraphy like 

Kui c and Thuluth) or details about Muslim cultural practices and aca-

demic expertise without detailed discussions with well-versed Muslim 

leaders or intellectuals. 

 Some phrases that hint at religious faith such as “the populace loved the 

good and never treated killing lightly” appeared in Du Huan  ’s account in 

the eighth century (see  Chapter 1 ). Yet Wu Jian’s passage provides much 
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more detail about the origin of Islam and the Muslim religious faith than 

that found in Du Huan’s account:

  In the beginning, the king of Medina,  Peygh  a 拷   mbar  Muh  ammad  , was born 
and possessed by holy spirits. He governed with virtue, and his subjects 
subjugated all of the countries in the western region, and all of the people 
called Muh  ammad the sage.  Peygh  a 拷   mbar  was like the Chinese word for 
“prophet,” and in general [it] is an honorary title. His religion considers 
that everything originates from Heaven. Heaven is incomparable; there-
fore, there is no image for Heaven for the most devoted. Every year there 
is one month of fasting when one changes clothes and bathes oneself, and 
moves to a quiet place to live in. They prostrate [themselves] toward the 
west to worship Heaven every day and cleanse [their] heart, and recite 
scripture [the Qur ʾ a  n]  . The scripture was handed down by the Heavenly 
being. It consists of 30 volumes, 134 chapters, or 6,666 sections, all of 
which contain profound and subtle ideas. The doctrine is deep and sophis-
ticated, and it models on being just and unseli sh and straightening mind 
and cultivating virtue. Their duty is to go on pilgrimage, educate people, 
and save the miserable from danger. They have to repent for self-reform, 
deal with themselves properly and others modestly, be mindful of their own 
conduct at home and abroad, and not to permit [themselves] to go astray to 
the least degree. Up to now it has been over 800 years [since the rise of this 
religion], and the country and people i rmly adhere to the faith, so that even 
when living in foreign lands they transmit the faith to their descendants, 
and the generations of their descendants have never strayed from it.  95    

 Some information differs from fact, such as the Qur ʾ a  n having 134 chap-

ters rather than its actual 114 chapters, yet descriptions of Muh  ammad 

  and the pilgrimage are accurate. Wu Jian must have received his informa-

tion directly from Muslims. 

 Wu Jian’s passage on Islam also relates a Chinese Muslim legend about 

Sahaba Sa ʿ d b. Ab ı    Waqqa  s, Muhammad’s relative and allegedly the i rst 

Muslim to reach Guangzhou by sea during the Sui dynasty (581–618), 

and who erected the city’s Huai Sheng Si mosque  . The account focuses 

mainly on another mosque founded in the South City of Quanzhou by 

Naj ı   b Muj  ı   r al-D ı   n, who came to Quanzhou during the Song dynasty on 

board a trading ship that sailed from S ı   ra  f. The mosque had fallen into 

disrepair for some time, yet after petitions from Muslims in Quanzhou, 

a new ofi cial in Quanzhou’s Minhai (Fujian) District permitted its 

restoration:

  He governed with integrity, and people and ofi cials admired and obeyed 
him. Shaykh al-Isla  m Burha  n al-D ı   n  96   ordered Shar ı   f al-D ı   n H  a  t  ib  97   to lead 
the followers in lodging a lawsuit, whereupon, the law ofi cial made a thor-
ough investigation of the case and appointed Darughaqi [governor by the 
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Mongol court] of Gaochang Xie Yuli to the post of Zhengyi [a civil ofi -
cial] so that he could properly restore the above-mentioned old property 
[mosque]. The populace was greatly satisi ed with that.  98    

 As we will see in  Chapter 4 , the Muslim traveler Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a reports 

that when he visited Quanzhou, he met two people whose names were 

previously mentioned – Shaikh al-Islan Burhan al-Din and Shar  ı   f al-Din 

Hatib, two of the city’s most inl uential Muslim leaders. The following 

passage shows that Wu Jian enjoyed close relationships with Muslims 

and supported Muslim communities in Quanzhou  :

  I have once heard the elders say that when the people of the Dashi (Arabs/
Muslims) i rst began to enter China, their customs and education were 
greatly different from other countries. Consulting all the gazetteers like 
 [Record of an] Embassy to the Regions in the West  ( Xishi ) and  [Shortened 
Account of the] Non-Chinese Island Peoples  ( Daoyi ) coni rmed that asser-
tion. Therefore, I have the following to say . . . When I once compiled  The 
Annals of Qingyuan  (Quanzhou), I wrote this event down. Now I inscribe 
this full account of the restoration again on a piece of stone so that it every-
one can see that a good religion in general spreads far and wide and there 
is no place that it does reach.  99    

 The inscription continues to list more people related to the resurrection 

of the stele, including several Chinese literati who helped the Muslims in 

Quanzhou maintain their communities. We can assume from Wu Jian’s 

credits for the existing accounts such as  Embassy to the Regions in the 

West  (possibly by Liu Yu) and  Non-Chinese Island Peoples  (possibly by 

Wang Dayuan) that these books circulated widely among both Chinese 

and Muslims literati. 

 As the number of foreign Muslims living in China during the Mongol 

era increased dramatically, Chinese encountered many kinds of Muslims 

and discovered that their views varied greatly. Regardless of the wide dif-

ferences in perspective, all of these authors possessed a degree of recogni-

tion and awareness of Muslims and their cultures, as well as geographic 

information about their home societies, and this knowledge expanded 

and became i rmly established in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.  

  Conclusion 

 The thirteenth and fourteenth centuries witnessed a dramatic advance-

ment in both the quality and quantity of Chinese understanding about the 

Islamic world. This acquisition of knowledge intertwined with the peri-

od’s genuinely international atmosphere and the dynamic cross-cultural 
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contacts that l ourished during this century. The Mongols initiated this 

explosion of knowledge when they created a transcontinental empire that 

politically integrated China to the eastern part of the Islamic world for 

the i rst time. The states that the Mongols in 1260 imposed on China 

and Iran – the Yuan and the Il-khanate – maintained close political ties, 

and, although the period was short, allowed an unprecedented quantity 

and variety of commodities, people, and information to l ow between 

them. After defeating the southern Song and becoming both the de facto 

emperor of China and the  de jure  ruler of the Mongol empire, Khubilai 

sought to dominate his empire politically and economically – and grew 

zealous to secure geographic knowledge about the world. 

 Starting in the 1280s, under Khubilai, the Muslim scholar Jama  l al-D ı   n 

compiled a world geographic account using Muslim maps to depict dis-

tant places. Few world maps from the period survive, yet later maps such 

as the  Kangnido , drawn in Korea in 1402, help us reconstruct the Chinese 

geographers’ understanding of fairly accurate contours of the Arabian 

Peninsula, Africa, and Europe. The map jams the Indian subcontinent 

between China and the Islamic world, depicts Southeast Asian countries 

as small islands, and omits a complete coastline between China and the 

Islamic world. A surviving Mongol period map, however, depicts the sail-

ing route from Quanzhou to the Persian Gulf in visual form. These maps 

circulated in China and, through them, Chinese expanded their knowl-

edge about the Islamic world by acquiring more concrete geographic 

information about West Asia, Africa, and Europe. 

 Although the Mongol opening of the overland route brought Muslims 

to China, the sea trade at Quanzhou created the most important venue 

for international trade and cross-cultural connection between China 

and the Islamic world during the Mongol period. The Yuan government 

enjoyed full access to the maritime route that had already l ourished for 

centuries before them, which became the most important passageway to 

the Il-khanate. Inheriting the maritime trade that Chinese had developed 

under the previous Tang and Song dynasties, the Mongols took interna-

tional sea trade to a whole new level. The Mongol rulers in China under-

stood the importance of maritime trade to i nancing the government and 

actively worked with Muslims and Chinese who engaged in the trade. 

Contemporary Chinese sources demonstrate that navigation and trade 

on the frequently used Indian Ocean route reached a high level of devel-

opment under Mongol rule. Chinese sources written during the earlier 

Tang and Song periods also describe sailing routes to the Islamic world, 

but accounts about Chinese who traveled to the West – such as Yang Shu 
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and Wang Dayuan – appear during the Mongol period; other Chinese 

travelers like them provide more reliable information about these routes 

and China’s connections to the Islamic world and the world at large. 

 The prosperity of Muslim communities in China   and their role in 

trade contributed to Chinese knowledge of the Islamic world. Among the 

many Muslim inscriptions in Quanzhou lies Wu Jian’s stele of 1350. The 

Chinese scholar Wu Jian, who also wrote a preface for Wang Dayuan’s 

travel account and who enjoyed a close relationship with Quanzhou’s 

Muslim community, dedicated the inscription to the renovation of a 

Muslim mosque in the city of Quanzhou. Not only does it provide a suc-

cinct description of Muslim geography and history, but it also displays 

the open attitude that some Chinese held toward Muslims and Muslim 

communities. The stele mentions contemporaneous Chinese works that 

provide information about the Islamic world, an indication that updated 

knowledge circulated during the period. 

 In sum, Chinese learning about the Islamic world grew more dynamic, 

extensive, and l exible compared to that of the earlier period. The cosmo-

politan atmosphere that l ourished during the Mongol period inspired 

Chinese to broaden their horizons and their knowledge about the wider 

world. Many Chinese, like other foreign retainers including Muslims, 

were active in i elds as varied as politics, academics, and trade during the 

period. As we will see in  Chapter 4 , sources in the Islamic world show a 

similar increase in knowledge about China during the same period.     
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     4 

 Beyond Marco Polo  

  Islamic Knowledge about China, 1260–1368   

   Now that we have considered Chinese travelers like Wang Dayuan, a 

Chinese globetrotter of the Mongol era who has been compared to Marco 

Polo, it is time to consider Wang’s counterpart in the Islamic world, the 

Moroccan Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a   (1304–1368). Although his fame far surpasses that 

of Wang Dayuan, and continues to grow, it is not yet so great as that of 

his European counterpart   Marco Polo. Yet historians recognize his signif-

icance as an adventurer who covered 120,000 km (75,000 miles) – three 

times as far as Marco Polo – and as a source of information about the 

world in the thirteenth century. Although historians continue to debate 

whether he actually traveled to China, Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a remains one of the most 

cited authors of Mongol period literature, along with Marco Polo. His 

travelogue provides valuable information to historians of cross-cultural 

contact, including very detailed descriptions of Chinese ships. Beginning 

with his pilgrimage to Mecca, Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a’s curiosity inspired him to con-

tinue. In the end, he claimed to have traveled to more places than perhaps 

anyone else in history until that point, including non-Muslim regions in 

Asia such as China. 

 Perhaps Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a’s adventures struck his fellow Muslims as less sen-

sational than Polo or Wang Dayuan did to their societies because he was 

among countless people who went to China from West Asia. By the time 

he set forth on his adventures, Muslims had already been traveling to 

China for many centuries, including the maritime routes that connected 

China and the Islamic world. Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a’s travelogue coni rms what 

 Chapter 3  showed: During the Mongol era, a greater number of Muslims 

traveled to China using a more systemized set of trade networks that con-

nected eastern and western Eurasia through the Indian Ocean. Largely 
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divided between Mongol-ruled Iran and Mongol-free parts of the Islamic 

world, the open sea continued to link a more fragmented Islamic world 

with China through intermediary bases in South and Southeast Asia, 

thanks to the large number of Muslim communities   that had already 

been long established there, and that maintained political and economic 

relationships with Islamic regimes in the Muslim heartland of West Asia 

and Northeastern Africa. Expanded contacts between China and the 

Islamic world during the Mongol period provided an unparalleled oppor-

tunity for Muslims from diverse regions to learn about China, while they 

also allowed Chinese to learn more about the Islamic world. Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a 

testii es to this expansion and intensii cation of connection between two 

worlds and the expanded collective knowledge about China and the 

wider world that Muslims gained from this contact. The Moroccan trav-

eler’s tale is coni rmed by the more abundant sources available for the 

Mongol era that vividly illustrate the l ow of people, goods, and ideas on 

the rise all over his known world. 

 The most important period in the history of Muslim knowledge about 

China occurred during the Mongol Il-khanate (1260–1335). During this 

era, even the state, which maintained direct political and diplomatic rela-

tions with kingdoms far to the east like the Mongol-run Yuan dynasty, 

engaged with China at all levels of society. Whereas Muslim scholars like 

Jama  l al-D ı   n   traveled from Iran to Yuan China and contributed to the 

production of the i rst world map there, a Mongol minister and diplomat 

who traveled from China provided historians in Iran with substantial 

documentation they could use to enhance China’s place in their unprec-

edented world history project. Because his name Bolad   (Boluo) sounds 

similar to Marco Polo, some scholars eager to demonstrate Polo’s pres-

ence in Chinese sources have proposed the intriguing yet problematic 

hypothesis that Bolad and the world famous traveler are one and the 

same. With each arrival of ministers and diplomats from other Mongol 

states, new materials and new information arrived in Iran, providing 

opportunities for Muslim scholars to expand the horizons of Muslim 

knowledge about world geography. Rash ı   d al-D ı   n (1247–1318), for 

example, created the i rst systematic chronicle of societies in the “known” 

world, the  Compendium of Chronicles , based largely on source materials 

brought from other societies, including those brought to him by Bolad 

from China. This is the most representative source of the quantum leap 

that occured in Muslim knowledge about China during this period. Even 

geographers in Islamic countries further west that escaped Mongol rule, 

like Mamlu ̄ k-ruled Egypt and Syria, also expanded Muslim knowledge 
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about China. Much of this new geographic information about China was 

the by-product of scholarly connections with the Il-khanate and commer-

cial connections with China. 

 This chapter uses Arabic- and Persian-language sources to reconstruct 

contacts between China and the Islamic world during the Mongol period 

from 1260 to 1368. These materials reveal a level of Muslim knowledge 

about the known world that far surpasses anything Europeans like Marco 

Polo provided, supplying abundant information about people and riches 

of societies even as far-l ung as China. The Mongol order in Asia created 

an environment in which an unprecedented amount of new, more reliable 

geographic information and cartographic technology l owed more freely 

and widely than ever, both within Mongol states and beyond  .  

  Expanded Geographic Knowledge about China under 

the Mongol-Ruled Il-Khanate (1260–1335) 

 Before the Mongol invasion, the Arab-dominated Islamic world had 

already experienced non-Arab rule by regimes like the Iranian Buyids   

(945–1055) and the Turkish Seljuks   (1055–1194). These non-Arab rul-

ing elites ultimately converted to Islam, and paid lip service to the caliph 

in Baghdad even as they remained politically autonomous. In doing so, 

they began to integrate into a culturally united, if politically fragmented, 

Islamic world. The Mongol’s sudden rise in northeastern Asia after 1206 

and their continuous raids on the Islamic Middle East in the years that 

followed produced substantial changes. In 1218, they destroyed the Qara 

Khitai   (1141–1218) in Central Asia, which, after its rulers came from 

China, had existed for nearly a century, ruling over a mostly Muslim 

population. In 1231 they destroyed the Khwa  razm Sha  h   dynasty that had 

l ourished as an Iranian Muslim kingdom in Central Asia and Iran for 

nearly two centuries. In 1258 Mongol armies destroyed Baghdad  , still the 

cultural center of the Islamic world, and brought the  ʿ Abba  sid caliphate 

to an end. The major events related to the Mongol conquest to West Asia 

were witnessed by the Chinese generals who joined the Mongol armies.   In 

its place, H ü leg ü  (Khubilai’s brother and the commander of the Mongol 

army’s western expedition) established a non-Muslim government to 

govern conquered portions of the Islamic world that now formed a major 

part of the Mongol empire, which he called the Il-khanate.  1   The fall of 

Baghdad   to the Mongol ini del stunned Muslims everywhere, and moti-

vated Muslim historians to write histories of this transformative event.  2   

Soon after the great city’s fall, the Persian chronicler  ʿ At  a   Malik Juwayn ı    
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(died 1283 CE) completed his  History of the World Conqueror  (namely, 

Chinggis Khan) in 1260.  3   Having served the Mongols in Baghdad and 

traveled to Mongolia, Juwayn ı    could draw on a wide range of sources 

close to him in order to amass a large quantity of information about 

the Mongol expeditions to Central and West Asia.  4   As a Mongol gov-

ernment servant, he did not describe the chilling moments during the 

sack of Baghdad when Mongol soldiers killed the last  ʿ Abba  sid caliph 

because he found it hard to explain to his Muslim readers. Instead, he 

concluded his history with a description of the Mongol conquest of the 

assasins, which he represented as a victory of Sunni orthodoxy over Sh ı    ʿ a 

Isma   ʿ  ı   l ı   s  . Juwayn ı    was only one of many Muslims who decided to serve 

the Mongol overlords of their newly created Il-khanate and contributed 

to the settling of Mongol rule over the Islamic heartland. 

 The Mongol dominion over the Islamic world fell far short of com-

plete, however. While H ü leg ü’ s campaign did not cease with the conquest 

of Baghdad and the annihilation of powerful and longstanding dynasties 

in Iran and West Asia, he proceeded south to Mamlu ̄ k   Egypt. This time, 

however, H ü leg ü  met defeat at the historic Battle of  ʿ Ayn Ja  lu ̄ t   in Palestine 

in 1260. Mongol expansion into the Islamic world virtually ended. 

Thereafter, the region divided into two halves: 1) The eastern half where 

the non-Muslim Mongols ruled over Iran and Mesopotamia, and 2) the 

western half, including Egypt and Syria, under the Muslim Mamlu ̄ ks.  5   

The division of the Islamic world into Mongol and non-Mongol halves 

creates an opportunity to do a comparative analysis between the two sub-

regions in order to understand by which channels and contacts Muslims 

actually learned more about China. 

 The Mongol-ruled Il-khanate in Iran enjoyed a close relationship with 

the Mongol government in Yuan China, the closest political relationship 

that China and any part of the Islamic world ever had. The Yuan dynasty’s 

added status as the suzerain state over the entire Mongol empire made this 

relationship crucial to the Il-khanate. As a consequence, ofi cial exchanges 

regularly moved between the two courts. In fact, more than political rela-

tions held this relationship together. H ü leg ü’ s descendent actually held an 

economic interest in China. During his reign over the Il-khanate, the khan’s 

brother had a small number of households in China as part of the typical 

allotment of lands and peoples bestowed to Mongolian princes all over 

the empire after Chinggis Khan’s death. As a precaution, H ü leg ü  assigned 

agents in China to take care of his economic assets, and even dispatched 

diplomats to oversee his interest.  6   Continued exchanges of diplomats, 

scholars, and even brides further deepened this political relationship. 
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 The position of the Mongol-ruling families in the Il-khanate resem-

bled that of the Yuan elite in China, described in the  Chapter 3 . Despite 

the initial destruction of Baghdad and the caliphate, the new Mongol 

overlords in Iran encouraged Muslim culture and scholarship. Indeed, 

it did not take long before the Mongol elite converted to Islam. This 

conversion during the reign of the Il-khanate’s seventh ruler, Ghazan   

(reigned 1295–1304), led to an active adoption of the home cultures.   7   

Even before they converted to Islam, Mongol rulers in the Islamic world 

patronized Muslim scholars who studied the arts and sciences in both 

Persian and Arabic. In one case, the court sponsored the establishment 

of the Maragheh   observatory in 1259. Its founder Nas   ı   r al-D ı   n T  u ̄ s ı      
(1201–1274), who based Maragheh on a previous observatory and older 

library resources, submitted his allegiance to H ü leg ü  when H ü leg ü’ s army 

conquered the Sh ı    ʿ a Isma   ʿ  ı   l ı      fortress of Alamut in 1256. T  u ̄ s ı    served the 

Mongols as many other Muslims, such as Juwayn ı   , did at that time. T  u ̄ s ı    
received permission and patronage from H ü leg ü  to embark on his proj-

ect for the observatory because the khan credited T  u ̄ s ı   ’s advice for the 

Mongols’ military success in West Asia.  8     In the observatory, the largest 

of its time, scholars gathered from all over the Mongol realm, including 

China, to work on a new set of astronomical tables,  Z   ı   拷   j-i    Ī   lkh  a 拷   n   ı  拷  , based 

on observation of the Earth’s rotation that improved the Ptolemaic sys-

tem of the universe. The  Z    ı  拷   j-i    Ī   lkh  a 拷   n   ı  拷       contains an accurate description of 

the Chinese calendar, which proves that scholars from China were closely 

involved in its production. Beyond the Mongol realm, T  u ̄ s ı   ’s enterprise 

eventually inl uenced the Copernican model in Europe.  9   

 Like T  u ̄ s ı   , most Muslim scholars in the Il-khanate wrote their sci-

entii c, historical, and geographic works not only in Arabic but also in 

Persian, the primary language of learning in Iran during the Il-khanate 

era.  10   New Persian, different from the Old Persian of the Achaemenids   

(559–330 BCE) and the Middle Persian (or Pahlavi) of the Sassanids, 

absorbed Arabic vocabulary beginning in the ninth century, and grad-

ually replaced Arabic, which had been the main language of learning in 

Iran under the Khwa  razm Sha  h dynasty.  11   Arabic continued to play an 

important role in the emerging new literature, of course, because scholars 

continued to consult Arabic works and maintained contacts with schol-

ars in the Arabic-speaking world beyond the frontiers of Mongol rule. 

Thus, the Muslim literature of world geography in both the Il-khanate 

and the Arabic-speaking world at large continued the earlier Muslim geo-

graphic tradition, creating continuity in the evolution of Islamic knowl-

edge about China. 
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 This growth of geographic knowledge during the Mongol period con-

tained two components: Regular updates based on newly acquired infor-

mation, and new geographic information and cartographic techniques 

that re-shaped representations of China in geographic works. Extant 

manuscripts of the maps that circulated widely during the Mongol period 

show that many Muslim cartographers continued to copy earlier maps, 

especially those created in the styles of the Balkh ı    School   and al-Idr ı   s ı     .  12   

This created a mass of reproductions that varied little throughout the 

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. At the same time, other mapmakers 

produced innovations that added new elements in both form and content 

to Muslim cartography even as they continued to build on earlier carto-

graphic traditions. 

 The earliest example of scholars who wrote geographic accounts under 

Mongol patronage, the famous Iranian geographer and cosmographer 

  Zakariya   ’  b. Muh  ammad al-Qazw ı   n ı    (1203–1283), exemplii es this inno-

vative trend in geography and cartography in the Islamic world. Born into 

a family that settled in Qazv ı   n in Persia, al-Qazw ı   n ı    served politically in 

several localities throughout the Il-khanate, including Persia, Baghdad, 

Mesopotamia, and Syria. After his retirement, he wrote his two monumen-

tal works, one geographical and the other cosmographical. His geographi-

cal dictionary, entitled  Monuments of the Lands  ( Athar al-bilad ), drew 

heavily on Ya  qu  ̄t’s  Geographical   Dictionary , written earlier in the century. 

Al-Qazw ı   n ı    innovatively rearranged Ya  qu  ̄t’s rubrics from seven climates to 

the letters of the alphabet.  13   Nonetheless, the work borrows heavily from 

Ya  qu  ̄t. Most importantly, however, al-Qazw ı   n ı    ’s  Geographical Dictionary    

provides clear evidence that Arabic geographic traditions continued to inl u-

ence academic circles in the Islamic world under Mongol-rule profoundly. 

 A map sketch of the world found in al-Qazw ı   n ı   ’s famous  Marvels 

of Things Created and Miraculous Aspects of Things Existing  ( ʿ  Aj  a 拷   ʾ  ib 

al-makhl  u ̄   q  a 拷   t wa-ghar  a 拷  ’ ib al-mawj  u ̄   d  a 拷   t )   also reveals the continued inl u-

ence of the earlier Arabic geographic tradition in the lands of the Islamic 

world under Mongol rule.  14   Witten in Arabic, this treatise has unique sig-

nii cance as the i rst Muslim cosmography. While it concentrates mainly 

on supra-terrestrial matters like angels, the second part of al-Qazw ı   n ı   ’s 
book describes the division of the earth into seven climates and charts the 

world’s known seas and rivers. His description of China contains no new 

information and simply describes the country as a large territory with 

many people and resources. Yet the attached sketch showing the distribu-

tion of land and water in the world is noteworthy because of its unique 

portrayal of China and Africa (see  Figure 4.1 ).    
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 This sketch map by al-Qazw ı   n ı    was obviously inl uenced by that 

of al-B ı   ru ̄ n ı      from the eleventh century. The two maps differ, however. 

Al-Qazw ı   n ı   ’s map portrays China as a major subcontinent at the eastern 

edge of the northern hemisphere; that is, as an important and large region 

as big as India and the Arabian world. It continues to depict Africa as a 

continent in shape but cleaves Africa into two halves divided by the Nile 

River.  15   In fact, al-B ı   ru ̄ n ı    was the i rst geographer who argued that the 

Indian Ocean must be connected to the Atlantic through waters that ran 

south of the Mountains of the Moon  , the legendary sources of the Nile. It 

 Figure 4.1.      Al-Qazw ı   n ı    ’s sketch of the distribution of land and sea from his 
 Marvels of Things Created and Miraculous Aspects of Things Existing  ( ʿ  Aj  a 拷   ʾ  ib 
al-makhl  u ̄   q  a 拷   t wa-ghar  a 拷 ’  ib al-mawj  u ̄   d  a 拷   t , late thirteenth century). The original 
map placed the south on top. By permission of the Bodleian Library, Oxford 
(MS. Pococke 350, fol. 73v). 

  Note : The manuscript is dated 1539.  
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is likely that al-Qazw ı   n ı   , who was inl uenced by al-B ı   ru ̄ n ı    when drawing 

this sketch, applied al-B ı   ru ̄ n ı   ’s theory faithfully. This trend was imitated 

by many later cartographers in various ways. 

 What new sources did al-Qazw ı   n ı    use to write his geographic stud-

ies including the sketch map? The scholar dedicated  Marvels of Things 

Created  to the governor of Baghdad, Juwayn ı   , who authored  History of 

the World-Conqueror , a chronicle of Chinggis Khan. Thus, al-Qazw ı   n ı    
perhaps wrote his studies in an academic circle patronized by Juwayn ı   . 
The Baghdad governor’s  History  provides important information about 

the political developments surrounding the Mongol conquest in Persia 

and elsewhere.  16   Al-Qazw ı   n ı    probably received some information or ideas 

about China from his patron, who had access to up-to-date information 

about eastern Asia. Juwayn ı    learned about the Mongols in the course of 

serving them, in addition to gaining knowledge about the Qara-Khitai   in 

Central Asia and the Uighurs further east. The scholarly governor proba-

bly continued to amass more information about the wider world and this 

inl uenced other scholars in the Il-khanate like al-Qazw ı   n ı     . 
   The accumulation of knowledge among Muslim scholars culmi-

nated in a work that was written at the apogee of Mongol dominion 

over Eurasia and deeply inl uenced Muslim thinking about the world. 

The  Compendium of Chronicles , written i rst in Persian and immediately 

translated into Arabic, was compiled in 1308 by Rash ı   d al-D ı   n (1247–

1318), the son of a Jewish apothecary family who converted to Islam 

during his early adolescence. He rose to prominence in the court of the 

seventh Il-khanate ruler Ghazan   Khan, and eventually served as prime 

minister where he became well known for his many economic reforms.  17   

Perhaps in gratitude, Ghazan   Khan gave Rash ı   d al-D ı   n a special com-

mission to write this monumental work. This work initiated a new genre 

of writing in Muslim scholarship, one that covers the historical develop-

ments of the world’s diverse societies in unii ed fashion and chronological 

order.  18   Rash ı   d al-D ı   n originally sought to write a history of the Il-khanate 

in order to commemorate the origins, history and achievements of the 

Mongols. However, Ghazan died just before the book’s completion and 

his successor  Ö ljeit ü    (reigned 1304–1316) took over sponsorship of the 

project and broadened its scope to embrace a history of the entire world. 

Rash ı   d al-D ı   n makes this point clear in his introduction, directly quoting 

 Ö ljeit ü :

  Until now no one at any time has made a history that contains the stories 
and histories of all inhabitants of the climes of the world and the various 
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classes and groups of humans, there is no book in this realm that informs 
about all countries and regions, and no one has delved into the history 
of the ancient kings. In these days, when, thank God, all corners of the 
earth are under our control and that of Chinggis Khan’s illustrious family, 
and philosophers, astronomers, scholars, and historians of all religions and 
nations – Cathay [Khata  y (Khitai), North China], Ma  ch ı   n [South China], 
India, Kashmir, Tibet, Uyghur [Eastern Turkistan or today Xinjiang], and 
other nations of Turks, Arabs, and Franks – are gathered in droves at our 
glorious court, each and every one of them possesses copies of the histo-
ries, stories, and beliefs of their own people, and they are well informed of 
some of them.  19    

 The ruler’s comment echoes a similar suggestion that Jama  l al-D ı   n, a 

Muslim ofi cial in the Yuan court, made to the Mongol ruler Khubilai   

that they make a world-scale geographic work. The Mongol empire broke 

up into four regional regimes after the death of the fourth grand Khan 

M ö ngke   (reigned 1251–1259), leaving the Il-khanate to govern only the 

Islamic world centering on Iran. Yet this passage shows that  Ö ljeit ü  still 

felt a strong connection to other Mongol regimes, and envisioned a uni-

i ed empire in which the Mongols ruled over China, India, the Islamic 

world, and Europe. Likewise, in reality, despite some conspicuous polit-

ical conl icts among grandsons of Chinggis Khan, the Mongol empire 

maintained unity to a certain degree after the establishment of the four 

khanates.  20   

 As the title indicates, Rash ı   d al-D ı   n’s  Compendium of Chronicles  is 

mainly a historical work that combines the chronicles of Mongol and 

other rulers. Yet, according to the author’s preface, the original manu-

script contained, or was at least intended to contain, a third volume of 

world geography entitled  The Routes of the Realms  along with maps of 

the world entitled  The Map of the Climates .  21   No such volume or any rel-

evant manuscript survives, raising doubts about whether the author actu-

ally wrote the volume of world geography in question.  22   The inclusion 

of the world geographic section in the table of contents, however, clearly 

shows that the author and his sponsors were interested in the topic. 

 Some basic geographic information survives in the extant history vol-

umes of the  Compendium of Chronicles . Although somewhat spotty, the 

work’s geographic information shifts from the previously dominant Islamic-

centered view of the world to a new perspective centered on the Mongols. 

Moreover, the author drew on a much wider range of sources to write 

about the world’s countries by acquiring reliable sources in many different 

languages directly from the region in question. This led to a particularly 

signii cant advance in Muslim knowledge about China as Rash ı   d al-D ı   n 
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integrated China into the history and geography of the world with consid-

erable accuracy. In his drafts, the Yuan dynasty in China i gured large as 

the suzerain kingdom of the Mongol empire. This attention to China par-

tially rel ects the interest of Rash ı   d al-D ı   n’s sponsor, Ghazan   Khan, who 

actively developed diplomatic relations with the Yuan dynasty in China. 

 Rash ı   d al-D ı   n’s descriptions of China in the  Compendium of Chronicles  

fall mainly in the complete manuscripts of Volume One,  The History of 

Ghazan,  while some fragmentary manuscripts about the genealogies of 

Chinese emperors can be found in Volume Two. Scholars have divided 

Volume One into two parts: Part One describes the genealogy of the 

Mongol tribes and Part Two provides a major history of the Mongols that 

proceeds in chronological order from the ancestors of Chinggis Khan to 

his successors. In addition to the mainstream chronicles of the Mongols, 

Part Two divides into shorter periods of approximately a decade in which 

the author relates events that occurred in non-Mongol regions. In this 

way, the book presents a systematic history of the entire known world, 

which for Rash ı   d al-D ı   n and his Mongol benefactors encompassed all of 

Eurasia and North Africa. China i rst appears in the book as an impor-

tant region that had always fostered close political relations with the 

Mongols and then later reappears after its conquest by the Mongols as a 

major section of their world empire.  23   

 The i rst geographic feature in China to receive sustained treatment 

by Islamic geographers was the Great Wall  . Said to have been i rst linked 

together during the Qin dynasty   (221–207 BCE), the wall was built to 

prevent invasions by northern nomads.  24   Most of the wall that exists 

today was built in the i fteenth century, long after the ancient walls 

eroded. Before the i fteenth century, documentation usually refers to 

the repair of earlier sections of the wall under the northern dynasties, 

occurring before the Yuan period. Even before Ming emperors built their 

stronger and more elaborate Great Wall along their northern border, 

maps depicted the various sections as a continuous wall. This includes 

the Song dynasty  Map of Chinese and Non-Chinese Territories    that con-

tains a detailed explanation of the history and changing geographical 

scope of the Great Wall over time (see  Figure 1.3 ). This shows a trend 

in which earlier major historical events continued to inl uence people’s 

understanding of important symbolic monuments. The story about the 

Great Wall probably also inspired Western writers to envision the con-

struct in their own cultural context. For example, earlier Muslim geogra-

phers like Ibn Khurrada  dhbih   and al-Idr ı   s ı      mention a i ctitious wall that 

they believed Alexander the Great built in Gog and Magog, a legendary 
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place that Muslim geographers and cartographers located somewhere in 

the north of China. Interestingly, Rash ı   d al-D ı   n still associates the wall 

of China with the wall of Alexander  , and even adds a portion of the 

Qur ʾ a  nic account of Gog and Magog  . Nonetheless, the  Compendium of 

Chronicles  presents the wall as a genuine geographic location and exam-

ines China’s history of conl icts with northern nomadic peoples as part 

of the wall’s context:

  Since the people of Cathay [Khitai; North China] were next to these peo-
ple and their territory and camping grounds, in every epoch the Cathaians 
killed many of the tribes who practiced nomadism in Cathaian territory, 
while the tribes in turn raided and plundered the Cathaian realm. Because 
the rulers of Cathay were constantly vexed by Mongol nomads, they took 
every precaution against them, like constructing a wall like Alexander’s 
Dam between Cathay and the tribes.  25    

 Here, Rash ı   d al-D ı   n incorporates new information from a reliable source, 

while respecting the earlier, legendary Islamic geographic tradition. 

 Rash ı   d al-D ı   n placed his i rst full entry for China in a larger descrip-

tion of “the history that is known of Chinggis Khan’s contemporaries, 

the monarchs and khagans of Cathay [Khitai], China, the Kerayit, the 

Naima  n, the Mongols, the Uyghur, Turkistan, Kiral-Bashghurd, Qipchaq, 

U 8 ru ̄ s [Ru ̄ s], Circassia,  Ā s [the Alans], Transoxiana, and the caliphs and 

sultans of Iran, Anatolia, Syria, Egypt, & c.” who ruled from 1155 to 

1166.  26   During this period, the author explains, China comprised three 

different polities: Cathay (Khitai, that is, the former Liao), Ch ı   n (the Jin), 

and Ma  ch ı   n (the southern Song). Earlier Turkish and Persian accounts 

had already used this division, yet Rash ı   d al-D ı   n demonstrates a greater 

familiarity with the topic. His discussion of the basic political history of 

the changing dynasties during the Song period exemplii es his knowledge 

well, when he correctly explains the advance of the northern nomads 

(i rst the Khitans, then the Jurchens) who forced the Song regime to 

retreat to south China, Rash ı   d al-D ı   n’s Ma  ch ı   n, where they established 

a new state called  Nams  u ̄   n  – in other words,  Nan Song  (the southern 

Song). The  Compendium of Chronicles  is the i rst history written in the 

Islamic world to give accurate names and reign dates for the Chinese 

emperors. For example, Rash ı   d al-D ı   n states that the i rst southern Song 

emperor  K  a 拷   uz  u ̄   n  (Gaozong  ) ruled for forty years, relatively close to the 

actual number, thirty-six (reigned 1127–1162).   

 Rash ı   d al-D ı   n’s description of China grows more detailed when he 

arrives at the period of history that follows the Mongol conquest of 

North China in 1234 and more detailed still for the reign of fourth Grand 
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Khan Khubilai. From this time on, all of China becomes a central player 

in Rash ı   d al-D ı   n’s chronicle of the world’s nations.  27   Here he describes 

the country’s geography:

  The province of Cathay [Khitai] is an extremely vast and broad realm, 
and it is as thickly inhabited as possible. Trustworthy sources report that 
in the entire inhabited quarter of the globe the habitation and population 
that are there are to be found nowhere else. There is a gulf, not very large, 
that extends inland from the ocean from the southeast along the borders 
and coast that separate Manz ı    and Goryeo [Korea]. It comes into Cathay 
to within [twenty]-four leagues of Khanbaligh [Khanbalik; Daidu; present-
day Beijing], and one can go that far by boat. Because of the nearness of 
the sea it rains a lot. Part of the country has a warm climate, and part has 
a cold climate.  28    

 As we see from this passage, Rash ı   d al-D ı   n also calls part of China  Manz   ı  拷  , 
another term for southern China used by the Chinese. These terms refer-

ring to different parts of China also appear in Marco Polo’s account, an 

indication that updated geographic terms in the Islamic world circulated 

throughout Eurasia during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.  29   

Korea, a neighboring country to the east, was called Silla   (57 BCE–935 

CE) in earlier and some contemporary Arabic and Persian accounts, but it 

appears here with the updated dynastic name of Goryeo   (918–1392). So 

is the case of Marco Polo’s account, which describes Goryeo ( Kawl   ı   拷  ) as 

one of the four regions that submitted to Khubilai Khan after he defeated 

his uncle Nayan.  30   Goryeo became a puppet kingdom under Mongol rule 

in 1270 after the Khan crushed its navy in their last act of resistance. 

 The continuing passage below briel y surveys the geographic attrac-

tions that led Khubilai   Khan to build his new capital Daidu (Dadu, 

meaning “great capital”) immediately adjacent to the previous capital, 

Zhongdu (meaning “middle capital”), also called Khanbaliq (“great res-

idence of the Khan”):  31    

  In his time Chinggis Khan conquered most of this realm, and then during 
 Ö g ö dei   Khan’s reign the rest was taken. Chinggis Khan and his sons had 
no capital in Cathay, as has been mentioned in every history; however, 
since M ö ngke   Khan gave that realm to Khubilai Khan, who, with his far-
sighted view, could see what an extremely l ourishing land it was and what 
important countries and realms neighbored it, he chose it as his capital. He 
designated as his winter residence the city of Khanbaligh, which is called 
Ju ̄ ngdu ̄  [Zhongdu] in Cathaian [Chinese language] and had been an impe-
rial capital. It had been chosen as a site in ancient times by astrologers and 
philosophers under a highly favorable ascendant, and it was always consid-
ered to be very auspicious and lucky. Since Chinggis Khan had destroyed it, 
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Khubilai Khan wanted to rebuild it, so for his own fame and reputation he 
built another city next to it. That city was named Daidu ̄  [Dadu].  32    

 This passage celebrates Khubilai’s move from Xanadu (Shangdu, which 

would remain as the Yuan summer capital) to Daidu, ancestor to mod-

ern-day Beijing. Contemporary Chinese sources coni rm this historical 

fact. With this move, the center of Mongol rule over China settled in 

China rather than Mongolia, and provided a symbolic moment in which 

the Mongols legitimated their succession to earlier Chinese dynasties. 

 Rash ı   d al-D ı   n also describes the canal that Khubilai rebuilt in order 

to connect the two capitals Khanbaligh (a.k.a. Zhongdu) and Daidu with 

the cities of coastal South China: 

 Khanbaligh and Daidu have a huge river that comes from the north, where 
summer pastures are located, from Chamcha  l. There are other rivers too, 
and outside the city a very large lake has been constructed that is like a small 
sea. A dam has been made on it so that boats can be launched in it for plea-
sure cruises. The water of this river used to l ow through another place and 
empty into the gulf that juts inland from the sea near Khanbaligh. Because 
the gulf in that vicinity was narrow and boats could not get through, cargos 
were mounted on animals and brought to Khanbaligh. 

 The architects and wise men of Cathay determined and reported that it was 
possible for boats to come to Khanbaligh from most provinces of Cathay 
as well as from the capital of Ma  ch ı   n, the city of Khingsai [Hangzhou], 
Zaitu ̄ n [Quanzhou], and other places. The Khan ordered a large canal cut, 
and the water of the aforementioned river, as well as that of another river 
that l ows ulam-ulam [uninterruptedly] from the Qara Muran [Yellow 
River] and others into the cities and provinces, was diverted into the canal. 
From Khanbaligh to Khingsai and Zaitu ̄ n, which is the port to Hindustan 
and the capital of Ma  ch ı   n, is a forty-day journey by boat. Many dams 
have been built on this river to provide water to the provinces. When a 
boat reaches those dams, it and its cargo, no matter how large, are lifted 
by winch and crane and replaced in the water on the other side of the dam. 
The canal is more than thirty yards wide.  33    

 The i rst Grand Canal  , which connects the Yangzi River valley to China’s 

northern capitals and major cities in the vicinity of present-day Beijing, 

was built during the Sui dynasty (581–618) and immediately functioned 

as an important transportation route. Khubilai   rebuilt the Grand Canal 

between Hangzhou and the new imperial capital in Beijing, and promoted 

the waterway as a strategic means of transporting food and other goods 

from southern Chinese port cities like Quanzhou and Hangzhou directly 

to “Jishui tan,” the artii cial lake that Khubilai built in Beijing. Ultimately, 

this man-made river transportation connected to sea as well. Marco   
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Polo describes a grand canal with the same route between Hangzhou 

and Beijing as does another contemporaneous Muslim traveler from the 

west, Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a  , whom we will meet again later in this chapter. More 

interestingly, these sources written in similar periods all use the same 

place-names for the major cities such as Khanbaliq (Beijing), Khingsai 

(Hangzhou), and Zaitu ̄ n (Quanzhou). 

 Rash ı   d al-D ı   n’s  Chronicles  provides meticulous details about topics 

that might have been boring to general readers eager to read about excit-

ing action but which provide important historical information about 

Islamic understanding of China. For example, the book provides detailed 

information about the administrative divisions and bureaucratic systems 

of Yuan China. Given its generally high levels of accuracy and detail, these 

passages sound very much like a Chinese ofi cial record of the period. 

Rash ı   d al-D ı   n lists the country’s twelve biggest cities ( sheng ), providing 

new Muslim knowledge about important cities like Namg ı   ng (Nanjing), 

Yangju ̄  (Yangzhou), Khingsai (Hangzhou), Fu ̄ ju ̄  (Fuzhou), and Lu ̄ k ı   nfu ̄  

(Lu ̄ q ı   n, Hanoi in modern-day Vietnam).  Sheng , originally meaning gov-

ernment departments in the Han period, began referring to provinces 

from the Yuan period after the government established Branch Secretariats 

( Xing zhongshu sheng )   as territorial administrations.  34   Rash ı   d al-D ı   n’s 

understanding of  sheng  as a provincial capital city, therefore, is not quite 

accurate, although some of the particular details about the cities are both 

updated and precise. The order of cities’ ranks, from the largest capital 

 g   ı   拷   ng  [ jing  in Chinese] to the tiniest village  sh  u ̄   n  [ cun  in Chinese], and the 

ranks of the ministers and government ofi cials from the i rst grand coun-

selor  chingsangs  ( chengxiang ) to the director of a section in a ministry 

or a branch secretariat  lanj  u ̄   n  ( langzhong ) in the  Chronicles  corresponds 

exactly to those used in Chinese sources. Among the governmental ofi ces 

that Rash ı   d al-D ı   n lists are  Senv   ı   拷   sha  ( Quanfu si )   in Quanzhou “where 

all envoys, merchants, and comers and goers report. It also deals with 

 yarlighs  [decree, order, law] and  paizas  [tokens to use a post horse].”  35   

This coni rms that Quanzhou   took charge of basic administrative tasks 

relating to maritime contacts and thus played an important role in the 

governmental system of trade and diplomacy. Contemporaneous Chinese 

sources verify that the Yuan government closely checked the commercial 

activities of the foreign merchants living in Quanzhou.  36   

 Political systems and geographic features are not the only topics that 

i gure in the  Compendium of Chronicles . Rash ı   d al-D ı   n paints vivid por-

traits of people who played important roles in Yuan China, including 

some remarkable anecdotes about them. Among those are several of the 
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ofi cials whom Khubilai   assigned to important positions at his court, like 

the Muslim Prime Minister Ah  mad  , whose assassination in 1282 Rash ı   d 

al-D ı   n describes and Chinese sources corroborate. Here, the  Chronicles  

provides some telling differences between Islamic and Chinese accounts; 

Rash ı   d al-D ı   n portrays Ah  mad as a skillful i nancial expert whereas 

Chinese documents vilify him as a bad and avaricious person.  37   

 Such detailed inventories and stories raise the question: From what 

sources did Rash ı   d al-D ı   n obtain his rich and accurate information? The 

author’s information about the reigns of  Ö g ö dei and M ö ngke   derived 

from Juwayn ı   ’s  History of World Conqueror,  written in the mid-thirteenth 

century, an account whose narrative overlaps considerably with that of 

the  Compendium of Chronicles .  38   However, Juwayn ı    completed his book 

in 1260, and Rash ı   d al-D ı   n had to collect data to cover the years that 

followed. He must have obtained this data from newly-acquired Chinese 

sources through some indirect set of scholarly exchanges because, unlike 

Juwayn ı   , Rash ı   d al-D ı   n did not travel to Mongolia or China. His most 

likely intermediary was Bolad   Chingsang ( Boluo Chengxiang   ), a Mongol 

aristocrat who served Khubilai Khan as an ofi cial in the Yuan court and 

whom the khan later dispatched to the Il-khanate as a political advisor. 

Rash ı   d al-D ı   n was able to write about China accurately by relying on 

a reliable source, Bolad Chingsang. Although his name sounds similar 

to that of Marco   Polo, Bolad cannot be credibly identii ed with Polo 

because he appears in both Chinese and Persian sources as an envoy of 

  Khubilai Khan who arrived in the Il-khanate in 1285. He served the two 

Mongol rulers as an advisor in China and Iran and brought a large quan-

tity of scholarly materials from China to Iran, sources that Rash ı   d al-D ı   n 

acknowledges as a major source of his information.  39   

 Later Rash ı d al-D ı n also published the history of China under the com-

mission of  Ö ljeit ü  as a supplement to the  Compendium of Chronicles , 

and, in this project, Rash ı d al-D ı n was assisted by other scholars from 

China. This volume includes portraits of almost all of the Chinese emper-

ors who appear in ofi cial Chinese documents, beginning with the leg-

endary i rst emperor Ban Gu, in chronological order. These are the i rst 

illustrations in the Islamic world that portray Chinese people appearing 

in identii ably Chinese styles, which leads one to conclude that the artist 

must have seen Chinese pen-and-ink sketches.  40   

 As for the source of these scholarly exchanges, writings in various 

languages including Syriac bear witness to the exchange of envoys 

and commodities between the Il-khanate and Yuan dynasty China, 

in which Bolad Chingsang constituted only one of many agents. One 
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famous intermediary between China and Iran – and even Europe – is 

Rabban Bar Sauma   (circa 1220–1294). A Nestorian monk of Mongol 

origin, he traveled with a student named Rabban Markos, from Xanadu 

(Shangdu  ) to the Il-khanate along the overland routes of Asia. They 

i rst aimed at Jerusalem for the sake of religious pilgrimage, but mil-

itary unrest prevented them from reaching their original destination; 

instead, they traveled to Baghdad where they lived for many years. In 

time, Rabban Markos even rose to selection as the Nestorian Patriarch 

of Baghdad, Mar Yaballaha III   (1245–1317). As patriarch, he recom-

mended his teacher to lead a mission to Europe as Mongol ambassador. 

There, the elderly monk met with many of Europe’s monarchs, as well 

as the Pope, in a failed attempt to arrange a Franco-Mongol alliance. 

In his later years, Rabban Bar Sauma documented his lifetime of travel, 

which provides a valuable insight into the kinds of journeys that moved 

from the east to the west in an era of relatively frequent cross-cultural 

contact.  41   

 Before Rabban Markos became patriarch, Baghdad’s previous patri-

arch attempted to dispatch Rabban Bar Sauma and Rabban Markos back 

to China as messengers, yet failed because military conl ict again hin-

dered their access.  42   This suggests that, although overland routes contin-

ued to provide passage to facilitate diplomatic relations among the four 

Mongol khanates, they ceased to function as well as they had before the 

thirteenth century, and that the sea now provided the primary means of 

long-distance travel between China and West Asia. Marco   Polo describes 

his return trip from China to the west in about 1292, when he accom-

panied a Mongol princess named Kökejin from China to Iran where she 

would become consort to Ghazan   Khan. Contemporaneous Chinese and 

Persian sources both prove that the story about the princess’s marriage 

is true. An internal administrative document in Chinese also verii es the 

names of the three Mongol envoys that Polo claims led the mission to 

Iran. Since no other source gives the same three names, historians who 

believe Polo’s version of events i nd this fact compelling evidence of his 

accuracy.  43   

 The Il-khanates also sent envoys to the Yuan capital, using the sea 

routes. The history of Was  s  a  f   claims that Il-khanate envoys sailed to 

China around 1297, bringing with them gifts of costly garments and 

jewels for the T ı   mu ̄ r Khan (probably the second emperor of the Yuan, 

Tem ü r  Ö ljeit ü , reigned 1294–1307) and other commodities to trade there 

before they returned to the Il-khanate, carrying many gifts presented by 

the Mongol emperor in China:  44    
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  Fakhru al-D ı   n laid in a supply of necessaries for his voyage by ships and 
junks, and laded them with his own merchandise and immense jewels and 
pearls, and other commodities suited to T ı   mu ̄ r Khan’s country, belonging 
to his friends and relations, and to Shaikh al-Isla  m Jama  l al-D ı   n. He was 
accompanied on the voyage by an army of expert archers, Turkish and 
Persian . . . . The ambassadors remained four years in China and were dis-
missed with honor, and a daughter of one of the nobles was bestowed 
upon Fakhru al-D ı   n  . A friendly reply was written to Ghazan   Khan, and 
presents were sent in return, together with some valuable silk stuff, which 
had fallen to the share of H ü leg ü  Khan, but had remained in China since 
the time of M ö ngke   Khan. An ambassador took charge of them on a sep-
arate junk, and he was commissioned to deliver expressions of friendship 
and regard. . . .  

 We have seen in  Chapter 3  that, between 1301 and 1304, the Chinese 

envoy Yang Shu   also met with Il-khanate envoys dispatched by   Ghazan 

Khan of the Il-khanate to Tem ü r Khan of the Yuan dynasty and sailed 

back to China with them. These maritime diplomatic exchanges that 

continued between the two countries of Mongol power clearly provided 

extensive opportunities for further transfer of goods and information dur-

ing the lifetime of Rash ı   d al-D ı   n and other scholars of the Il-khanate. 

 Clearly the  Compendium of Chronicles  provided a path-breaking 

account that satisi ed the ambition of the Il-khanate ruler  Ö ljeit ü  and his 

subordinates; it coni rmed the legitimacy of the Mongol world empire 

and provided new knowledge about the empire’s central asset, China. 

A document written in Rash ı   d al-D ı   n’s own hand explains that the his-

torian originally planned to reproduce and circulate many copies of the 

 Chronicles  in both Persian and Arabic but, before he could do so, politi-

cal rivals successfully accused him of poisoning  Ö ljeit ü    Khan and the 

court executed him. Four complete manuscripts, written in Persian, sur-

vive; a few fragments in Arabic show that someone indeed translated the 

work into Arabic. 

 Despite Rash ı   d al-D ı   n’s sudden fall, Rash ı   d al-D ı   n’s works and other 

forms of updated geographic information brought by intermediaries 

from Yuan China had begun to inl uence new generations of geographers 

in Iran. This most likely includes a world map that was drawn during 

the Il-khanate era and inserted into the  Treasury of Tabriz    ( Sai neh-yi 

Tabr   ı   拷   z ), an encyclopedia completed by an anonymous author in 1321–

1323 and only recently discovered in Iran. This map, which depicts 

only the northern hemisphere of the known world, distinctively outlines 

the coastlines of major regions like China, the Arabian Peninsula, and 

Africa. The author cleaves Africa into two halves, following the fashion 
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of al-Qazw ı   n ı      of the thirteenth century. However, his way of division is 

unique, situating the Mountain of the Moon   (the source of the Nile) in 

the eastern half of the continent. In fact, the cartographer combined sev-

eral different features found on different types of earlier Muslim maps in 

order to create this map. For example, it divides the northern hemisphere 

into different climate lines that run parallel from south to north, in ways 

similar to works by al-Idr ı   s ı      and Ya  qu ̄ t  . It also includes the Mediterranean 

Sea and the upper part of Indian Ocean, following the style of the Balkh ı    
School maps. Despite this borrowing from earlier works, the map also 

contains updates that only appear notable during the Mongol period. For 

instance, it shows place-names in Eurasia that were more famous during 

the Mongol period such as Khara Khorum and Tabr ı   z. The map divides 

China into two, into Ch ı   n and Ma  ch ı   n, a distinction that earlier Persian 

and Turkish writers like Rash ı   d al-D ı   n had also applied but which had yet 

to clearly appear on early Arabic maps. The anonymous Il-khanate car-

tographer who drew this map probably combined earlier and contempo-

raneous geographic information in order to create his unique design.  45   

 Another work of Persian geography that shows signs of new geo-

graphic knowledge received through contact between the Il-khanate and 

the Yuan dynasty is  The Hearts’ Bliss  ( Nuzhat al-Qul  u ̄   b ) by   H  amd Alla  h 

Mustawf  ı    al-Qazw ı   n ı    (circa 1281–1349). Born in Qazwin in Iran, the 

same home as the geographer Zakariya   ’  b. Muh  ammad al-Qazw ı   n ı   , H  amd 

Alla  h Mustawf   ı    wrote his  Hearts’ Bliss  in 1340, a couple of decades after 

the completion of Rash ı   d al-D ı   n’s  Compendium of Chronicles . The elder 

statesman appointed H  amd Alla  h Mustawf   ı    as the i nancial director of 

his hometown and probably inspired him to pursue historical studies.  46   

 The Hearts’ Bliss  differs from Rash ı   d al-D ı   n’s  Chronicles  and resembles 

earlier Islamic geographic works in its return to an emphasis on explain-

ing each geographic region rather than putting them into historical con-

text as the  Chronicles  did. It is possible that  The Hearts’ Bliss  resembles 

the third volume of the  Compendium of Chronicles , entitled “World 

Geography,” which could have followed a convention found in earlier 

Islamic geographic treatises, although no evidence exists unless the miss-

ing part of Rash ı   d al-D ı   n’s work is found. The work lacks the richness 

and dynamism found in the extant part of the  Chronicles.  However, it 

still contains distinctive updates that are useful to understanding changes 

in Muslim knowledge about China.   

 For example,  The Hearts’ Bliss  provides the i rst surviving grid maps 

in the Islamic world, on both the map of the world and on the regional 

map of the Iranian-Turkestan area that supplement the text. Previous 
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geographic works in Arabic had located places by means of precise lon-

gitudinal and latitudinal positions in a system devised by Ptolemy   and 

transmitted into Islamic geography by al-Khwa  rizm ı     . However, H  amd 

Alla  h Mustawf  ı   ’s maps demonstrate a novel grid system in which longi-

tudinal and latitudinal lines form a grid of one-degree squares in which 

only one location is plotted, thus identifying each site on the map with 

a specii c set of coordinates (see  Figure 4.2 ). Some scholars argue that 

the grid concept was probably transmitted from China to the Islamic 

world for use in architectural planning.  47   Joseph Needham suggests in 

his  Science and Civilisation in China  that H  amd Alla  h Mustawf ı   , who 

was in contact with China, probably drew the idea for his grid map from 

the Chinese map in  The Encyclopedia of Yuan Dynasty Institutions   . 

Indeed, Needham calls this style of grid map “Mongol style.”   48   Although 

Muslims in Iran might have adopted grids as a new visual form in the 

art of drawing maps, the concept and function of their new grid system 

drew on conventional concepts of longitude and latitude coordinates that 

already existed in the Islamic geographic tradition. As demonstrated in 

 Chapter 3 , evidence in Chinese sources reveals the presence of scholars 

in the Yuan court like   Jama  l al-D ı   n, who used Islamic geographic tools 

in his mapmaking and geographical works in China. It seems more likely, 

then, that Jama  l al-D ı   n took the grids as a new and popular system of 

longitudinal and latitudinal coordinates in the Islamic world and adapted 

them to world maps made in Yuan China. We have textual evidence, 

as mentioned briel y at the end of  Chapter 2 , that proves the existence 

of earlier Muslim cartography that used the longitudinal and latitudinal 

coordinates to precisely locate places. Muh  ammad ibn Naj ı   b Ba  kran’s 

   World Book  ( Jah  a 拷   n-n  a 拷   mah ) describes his lost map, drawn 130 years 

before H  amd Alla  h Mustawf  ı   , in which, “by means of longitude and lati-

tude the location of each city can be determined.”  49   Considering all these 

pieces of evidence, we can be convinced that H  amd Alla  h Mustawf  ı   ’s 
grid system was hardly inl uenced by Chinese grid system; in fact, the 

direction of inl uence appears to be vice-versa.    

 A direct comparison of the two contemporaneous maps made in Iran 

and China hints at possible connections between them ( Figure 4.2 ). 

 Because of their similarities regarding geographic content and car-

tographic techniques, Unno Kazutaka   argues that Chinese geograph-

ical mapping in  The Encyclopedia  drew directly from the works of 

H  amd Alla  h Mustawf  ı   , an argument that directly challenges that 

of Needham.  50   However, other than eleven place-names, including 

Baghdad and Kashgar, which appear on both maps, most place-names 
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 Figure 4.2.      Comparison of H  amd Alla  h Mustawf   ı    al-Qazw ı   n ı   ’s map of the Iranian-
Turkestan area from his  Hearts’ Bliss  ( Nuzhat al-Qul  u ̄   b ; circa 1330, MS., British 
Library) (top) and the geographical map from  The Encyclopedia of Yuan Dynasty 
Institutions  (circa 1330) (bottom). The original maps placed the south on top. By per-
mission of the British Library, London (MS. Add. 16736, fols. 143b-144a). 

  Note : I added some place-names in English. For all of the place-names on the map, see 
Miller, vol.5, Taf. 85.  
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do not match on the two maps, a fact that does not support Unno’s 

argument. Furthermore, H  amd Alla  h Mustawf  ı   ’s maps date only as far 

back as the fourteenth century, creating a time gap that renders such 

a direct transfer unlikely. Although it is difi cult to trace the lines of 

knowledge transmission, the simultaneous existence of similar maps in 

Yuan China and the Il-khanate Iran still hints strongly at some kind of 

information exchange between geographers in both societies and the 

transfer of the new coordinate system from Iran to China during the 

Mongol period. 

 H  amd Alla  h Mustawf  ı   ’s world map also uses a grid, although it 

does not display longitude and latitude, neither does the Chinese geo-

graphical map in  The Encyclopedia of Yuan Dynasty Institutions  (see 

 Figure 4.3 ).    

 The map resembles the earlier sketch of land and sea that al-Qazw ı   n ı    
drew in the thirteenth century, including its separation of Africa into 

two peninsulas. His division of Africa that situates the Mountain of the 

Moon   (the source of the Nile) in the eastern half of the continent and the 

Maghreb (i.e., Northeast Africa) in the western half resembles the earlier 

anonymous map in  Treasury of Tabriz   . At the same time, H  amd Alla  h 

Mustawf  ı    portrays the Eurasian and African landmasses more realisti-

cally, and not simply as a diagram with i xed geographic shapes. Clearly, 

H  amd Alla  h Mustawf  ı    attempted to represent the world in a new way, 

rather than simply borrow earlier ideas. 

 H  amd Alla  h Mustawf   ı   ’s map also differs signii cantly from the sketch 

maps of al-Qazw ı   n ı    and the  Treasury of Tabriz  map in its depiction of 

China. In fact, he does not present the country clearly at all. He confuses 

China (Arabic name  al-S     ı   拷   n ) with several places in Central Asia. Despite 

the fuzzy representation of China on this map, his written survey of for-

eign countries provides a fuller and more complex description of China’s 

geographic features. H  amd Alla  h Mustawf   ı    consulted earlier Arabic 

geographers like Ibn Khurda  dhbih   in researching his treatise; however, he 

also adds unprecedented information about countries based on Persian 

sources. For example, he divides China politically into Ch ı   n, Khita  y, and 

Ma  ch ı   n – the same divisions that Rash ı   d al-D ı   n used in his  Compendium 

of Chronicles . 

 H  amd Alla  h Mustawf   ı    sets himself apart from his predecessors by 

dividing foreign countries into two categories: Those that have close rela-

tion with the Il-khanate and those that were situated far from the Islamic 

world and were not built by Mongol governors. Curiously, he places all 

three regions of China in the second category. H  amd Alla  h Mustawf   ı   ’s 
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account of China contains both old and new information. For exam-

ple, in his description about Ch ı   n [North China formerly under Jurchen 

rule], he accurately says that the Mongols designated this land as Manz ı    
at that time. The claims in this passage – that the majority of the pop-

ulation worshiped idols, that all arts and crafts had reached perfection, 

and that numerous great cities l ourished throughout the land – mostly 

constitute the recycling of earlier accounts of China and present the 

same stereotypes of China and the Chinese that appear in earlier Muslim 

accounts. Interestingly, Marco   Polo makes similar points in his account 

of China.  51   

 Figure 4.3.      H  amd Alla  h Mustawf   ı   ’s world map (circa 1330). The original map 
placed the south on top. 

  Note :  HC2:1 , 150.  
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 That said, H  amd Alla  h Mustawf   ı   ’s plausible longitudinal and latitudi-

nal i gures distinguish his geography from previous generations of Islamic 

geographers. This is evident in the passage about the capital of Ch ı   n at 

125  ̊ / 22  ̊ .  52   Interestingly, the treatise also follows the traditional system 

of grouping the world into seven different climes, locating the broad wide 

kingdom of Ch ı   n stretching over the second, third, and fourth climes. 

H  amd Alla  h Mustawf   ı    applied the same method in developing his sec-

tions on Khita  y and Ma  ch ı   n:

  Khita  y [Khitai (Cathay), North China formerly under Khitan rule]. This is 
a great kingdom of the Fourth and Fifth Climes. Its capital is Kha  n Ba  l ı   gh 
[Khanbaligh] in the Fifth Clime, whose longitude is 124  ̊ , and latitude 37 
 ̊ . This is a mighty city, and it was called originally Changdu ̄ ; and Qubila  y 
Kha  n built another city outside the same. Of other great towns and well-
known districts are the following: Nanking [Nanjing], where a great river 
runs through the city, Tabaks ı   k [?], Qal ʿ ah Sh ı   ka  t [?], and Almasku ̄  [?]. 
Further, and besides there are many others.  53    

 His description of Khita  y’s capital Kha  n Ba  l ı   gh, built by Khubilai Khan, 

certainly utilizes updated information, most likely from Rash ı   d al-D ı   n  ’s 

work. The same applies to his description of Ma  ch ı   n:

  Ma  ch ı   n [the part of South China that was under southern Song rule]. A 
great and extensive kingdom which the Mongols know as Nankiya  s. It 
is of the First and Second Climes, and its capital is the city of Khansa  y 
[Hangzhou], which some call Siya  ha  n. They say that in all the habitable 
world there is no greater city than this, or at any rate that in the regions 
of the east there is no larger town. There is a lake in the midst of the city, 
six leagues in circumference, and the houses of the town stand round its 
borders. . . .  54    

 H  amd Alla  h Mustawf   ı   ’s image of Ma  ch ı   n as a great and extensive 

kingdom and its Mongol name Nankiya  s match the account of Rash ı   d 

al-D ı   n. His description of its capital Khansa  y as the largest city in the 

world with a large lake in the middle and a great population echoes 

the account by Marco Polo, who stated that “it is without doubt the 

i nest and most splendid city in the world.”  55   He continues describing 

Khansa  y’s warm climate and abundant sugarcane and rice crop produc-

tion, the city’s great population that extends upwards of 10,000, and its 

political situation in which a few Muslims hold power over the many 

non-Muslim Chinese  . 

 These sources show that Muslims living in the Il-khanate in Iran 

made quite signii cant advancements in the development of geography 
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and cartography of the world during the Mongol period, and greatly 

improved their understanding of China. What did their counterparts liv-

ing outside Mongol domains know?  

  Knowledge of China in Mamlu ̄ k   Syria and Egypt 

 Several compilations of geographic accounts and maps appeared during 

the Mongol era in the westernmost reaches of the Islamic world, beyond 

the pale of Mongol rule. Most of these were encyclopedic works that 

drew from earlier geographic treatises. From these, however, it is possible 

to discern new information about China, much of which originated in the 

Il-khanate-rule to the east. 

 The geographic compendium entitled  Survey of the Lands  ( Taqw   ı  拷   m 

al-buld  a 拷   n , circa 1321) by Abu ̄  al-Fida     ʾ  (died1331), the prince of Syria, 

constitutes the most important of these updates in the Islamic world 

beyond Mongol rule. This descriptive   geographic work contains physi-

cal and mathematical data in tabular form and supersedes earlier 

Arabic geographic accounts. The brief geographic description of China 

corresponds to the China envisioned in the Arabic world maps that 

are part of the Balkh ı    School tradition. Abu ̄  al-Fida   ʾ  himself explicitly 

cites outdated sources such as al-B ı   ru ̄ n ı      in his description of major 

places in China and beyond; that is, Kha  nqu ̄  (read Kha  nfu ̄  by omitting 

one dot, modern-day Guangzhou), Kha  nju ̄ , Yanju ̄  (Yangzhou), Zaitu ̄ n 

(Quanzhou), Khansa   (Hangzhou, here confused with Guangzhou), S ı   lla   
(an outdated name for the Goryeo   dynasty in Korea under Mongol 

rule), Jamku ̄ t, Kha  ju ̄ , and Su ̄ kju ̄  (Suzhou).  56   Khansa  , Yanju ̄ , and Zaitu ̄ n 

correspond to the names that appear in contemporaneous Persian 

works like Rash ı   d al-D ı   n  ’s  Compendium of Chronicles . At the same 

time, Abu ̄  al-Fida   ʾ  reports that a certain voyager from China told him 

about Hangzhou and Quanzhou, two important port cities during the 

Mongol period. However,  Survey of the Lands  fails to match the accu-

racy and systemic thoroughness of the Persian geographies, despite 

evidence of updated knowledge that Abu ̄  al-Fida   ʾ  apparently acquired 

from his contemporaries. 

 The works of another contemporary Arab geographer and cartog-

rapher named Shams al-D ı   n Dimashq ı      (died1327), who worked in 

Mamlu ̄ k-ruled Egypt, displays some knowledge about China that the 

author probably borrowed from Persian geographic works. Dimashq ı    
divides China into outer China and inner China, the latter of which he 
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calls  S     ı   拷   n al-S     ı   拷   n , literally “China of China.”  57   S   ı   n al-S   ı   n probably refers to 

Ma  ch ı   n, the Persian name for southern China under the southern Song 

dynasty that quickly came into widespread use.  58   His geographic account, 

 The Choice of the Age, on the Marvels of Land and Sea  ( Nukhbat al-

dahr f    ı   拷    ʿ  aj  a 拷   ʾ  ib al-barr wa-  ʾ  l- bah�      r ), repeats the recurring stereotypes about 

Chinese in Arabic literature, namely, that the Chinese are descendents of 

Noah and excel at industry and painting. Dimashq ı    also incorporates less 

reliable information, like his description of a hairy people with round 

eyes, sharp and protruding teeth, a tail, claws, and short i ngers who live 

beyond China.  59   

 Many Arabic works used the term “S   ı   n al-S   ı   n” during the Mongol 

period. For example, it appears on a fourteenth-century map attached to 

the geographic work  Ways of Perception Concerning the Most Populous 

[Civilized] Provinces  ( Mas  a 拷   lik al-ab  s    a 拷   r i  mam  a 拷   lik al-am  s    a 拷   r ). The geogra-

phy was written by   Ibn Fad  lalla  h al- ʿ Umar ı    (died 1349), a distinguished 

administrator and author who was active in Cairo and Damascus under 

Mamlu ̄ k rule.  60   He claims that the map is a copy of the world map made 

for Caliph al-Ma’mu ̄ n   (reigned 813–833); al-Mas ʿ u ̄ d ı      also mentioned this 

map earlier (see  Figure 4.4 ).    

 The map’s landmass contours, including the plausible – though inac-

curate – longitudinal and latitudinal lines, roughly resemble reconstruc-

tions of al-Khwa  rizm ı     ’s geographic table, which was directly inl uenced 

by Ptolemy’s geographic treatise. Thus, it is possible that the map in  Ways 

of Perception  descended from maps made by the scholarly community 

under Caliph al-Ma ʾ mu ̄ n’s patronage, which included al-Khwa  rizm ı   .  61   

With regard to the map’s contents, however, the name S   ı   n al-S   ı   n on 

the northern hemisphere’s eastern edge of Ibn Fad  lalla  h al- ʿ Umar ı   ’s 
map does not appear in al-Khwa  rizm ı   ’s geographic table that merely 

documents al-S   ı   n. The presentation of both al-S   ı   n and S    ı   n al-S    ı   n (Ch ı   n 

and Ma  ch ı   n in Persian) suggests that Ibn Fad  lalla  h al- ʿ Umar ı    updated 

al-Khwa  rizm ı   ’s geography using available contemporary information, in 

the same way that al-Khwa  rizm ı    updated Ptolemy’s treatise in order to 

write his own.  62   

 The illustration of Africa marks another distinctive feature of Ibn 

Fad  lalla  h al- ʿ Umar ı   ’s map. Although the map presents Africa as l at at 

the bottom and diffuse where it meets the edges of the globe, it does not 

stretch all the way to the east as it does in the maps by the Balkh ı    School   

and al-Idr ı   s ı     . The possible source of this adaptation is intriguing, because 

Ibn Fad  lalla  h al- ʿ Umar ı    hints in his narrative that Muslims attempted to 

discover the actual contour of Africa through exploration. He reports 
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that the Sultan of Mali dispatched l eets to sail around the continent, 

although he does not say exactly when:

  Ibn Am ı   r H  a  jib   said: I asked the Sultan Mu ̄ sah how the kingdom fell to 
him. He said, “we are a dynasty and pass down the rule among us, and he 
[the former king], who was before me, did not believe that it was not pos-
sible to know the end of the Encompassing Sea. He wanted to know this 
and was fascinated by it, so he prepared two hundred ships, equipped with 
people, and the like number, equipped with gold, water and supplies that 
would be sufi cient for years. He said to the travelers [in the ships]: do not 
return until you arrive at the end [of the ocean], or until you have used up 
your food and water. They sailed out, and their absence lasted, with none 

 Figure 4.4.      The world map of Caliph al-Ma ʾ mu ̄ n from Ibn Fad  lalla  h al- ʿ Umar ı   ’s 
(1301–1349)  Ways of Perception Concerning the Most Populous [Civilized] 
Provinces  ( Mas  a 拷   lik al-ab  s    a 拷   r i  mam  a 拷   lik al-am  s    a 拷     r ), redrawn after the original. The 
original map places the south on top. 

  Note  :  Fuat Sezgin, Science and Technology in Islam (Frankfurt am Main, 
 2004 ), 12.  
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of them returning, then a single ship of them returned. We interrogated the 
captain about their case and their news, and he replied: ‘Know, O Sultan, 
that we navigated for a long time until [when we reached] in the open sea, 
valley appeared with a strong current, when I was the last one of the ships. 
Those ships sailed ahead of us, and when they arrived at that place, they 
did not return and reappear, and we did not know what had happened to 
them. I myself retreated from this place and did not enter that valley.’ He 
(Ibn Am ı   r H  a  jib) continued: He was reprimanded. He said: “After that, this 
sultan equipped two thousand ships, a thousand for himself and men he 
took as company, and a thousand for provisions and water. Then he made 
me his deputy and sailed out to the Encompassing Sea with his company. 
And this was the last time he was seen and all of those who were with him; 
and the rule fell to me alone.”  63    

 Ibn Fad  lalla  h al- ʿ Umar ı   ’s report about the ruler of Mali resembles 

Herodotus’s story about the Phoenicians.  64   Very likely, Ibn Fad  lalla  h 

al- ʿ Umar ı    referred to a similar legend about failing to sail south along 

the west coast of Africa. We have seen in  Chapter 3  that the i rst geog-

raphers to depict the correct triangular shape of Africa were Chinese 

working sometime during the latter part of the Yuan dynasty  .  65   No 

Islamic maps before this time display a triangular Africa. However, if 

the Muslims who conducted the most vigorous activities in this region 

did not know the shape of Africa, how could Chinese cartographers 

draw the continent so exactly? Some other small pieces of evidence show 

that credit goes to North African merchants who sailed as far as the 

southern tip of Africa.  66   The best evidence, however, still comes from 

the series of Portuguese   l eets that i rst successfully explored the West 

African coast during the i fteenth century and reached the southern tip 

of Africa in 1488, marking a turning point in world history. In order to 

achieve this feat, the Portuguese heavily utilized the geographic knowl-

edge and navigational experiences that Muslim mariners had accumu-

lated for centuries. 

 Before the Portuguese, Muslims in North, West, and East Africa sailed 

far and wide throughout the Indian Ocean through their main access 

channels in the Mediterranean Sea, the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf. 

The maritime connection during the Mongol period greatly expanded 

the commercial activities of merchants all over the Islamic world. With 

the help of these transportation networks, Muslim merchants and sailors 

played a major role in facilitating the transfer of information as well 

as commodities between China and the Islamic world during the thir-

teenth and fourteenth centuries. All of the Islamic world, both inside 

and outside the Mongol domain, fell within the radius of Indian Ocean 
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exchange, connecting them ultimately with China. In response, powerful 

government and private merchant interests established midpoint ship-

ping centers in South Asia in order to advance the extent of their trade 

further east.  

  Muslim Trade Networks and China as Rel ected 

in the Travelogue of Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a 

 Painstaking analyses of scattered written and archaeological sources have 

begun to provide us with concrete and complex pictures of the systematic 

commercial networks involving Muslims, Chinese, and other peoples that 

spanned the Indian Ocean from West Asia to China. In order to maintain 

such vast networks, Muslim traders depended on transshipping centers 

that they had built and maintained all over South and Southeast Asia since 

earlier centuries.  67   Some of them also formed organizations that linked 

merchants across commercial networks, either independently or with the 

backing of local regimes. The history of Was  s  a  f   testii es that some inl u-

ential local rulers, such as Jama  l al-D ı   n Ibra  h ı   m b. Muh  ammad al-T   ı   b ı    
in Qais   (K ı   sh), made great proi ts by conducting their own independent 

trade with trading partners in India and China. The rulers of the Persian 

Gulf regimes like Qais and Hormuz   competed with each other in their 

attempts to dominate the transit trade to southern India; for instance, 

al-T   ı   b ı   , the king of Qais, conquered Hormuz for a short time.  68   Was  s  a  f 
states that the prosperity of the Islamic world derived from the merchan-

dise it imported from India and the Far East and that the merchants of 

Qais controlled those operating in the latter. Elizabeth Lambourn  ’s study 

of Muslim urban networks between Yemen and South India based on 

newly available Yemeni court documents provides substantive evidence 

of political and commercial networking among the Muslim residents of 

South Asia and their continued ties to Middle Eastern “home” ports in 

places like Yemen.  69   This document lists stipends that the Rasulid Sultan 

in Yemen awarded Islamic judges and clerics of Muslim communities   in 

India who acknowledged his political authority in religious rituals like 

the sermon given at Friday prayers ( khu  t    ba   ). This evidence suggests 

that Muslim communities in India maintained political and economic 

allegiances that helped to foster long-distance trade relations over the 

long run. 

 When we consider these examples, we learn that long-distance trad-

ers from the Islamic world did not encounter uncrossable boundaries, 

even though their region was not politically unii ed in the same way as 
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China. Many Arab and Persian Muslim merchants developed interna-

tional trade networks by developing trading hubs along sailing routes, 

fostering Muslim communities   in coastal India and Southeast Asia. 

This situation is rel ected in earlier sources, yet more concrete examples 

can be found in sources from this period. Other examples include a 

special group of merchants in Egypt and Syria called the Ka  rim ı      who 

conducted trade in the Red Sea and the Mediterranean under limited 

Mamlu ̄ k   sponsorship. Some Arabic sources, including Ibn Khazar  , hint 

that Ka  rim ı    merchants also engaged in maritime trade between India 

and China, acting as intermediaries on behalf of interests in Mamlu ̄ k 

Egypt, South Arabia, and East Africa on one side of the exchange and 

India and China on the other, through a series of agents.  70   Several mer-

chants secured a foothold in India and then worked systematically to 

create branch outposts along the routes. Well-structured networks and 

a convenient form of transportation allowed the Ka  rim ı    merchants 

to sail to China frequently. The Ka  rim ı    merchants were not the only 

traders engaged in the Indian Ocean trade, of course; they competed 

and cooperated with a large number of Arab-Persian merchants from 

Hormuz, Jewish and Armenian merchants, and South and Southeast 

Asian merchants, some of whom had close connections to the Muslim 

merchants in China called  ortagh   . More examples include a huge Indian 

Ocean network of a Sui  order Ka  zaru ̄ n ı   ya that was involved in long-

distance trade to a considerable degree. Their organized activities in 

coastal towns to protect sea travelers in their perilous journeys based 

on their religious virtue – providing accommodation and money trans-

fer service – were vividly reported by the famous fourteenth-century 

Muslim traveler Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a (1304–1368) in his travel account.  71   

Although not a merchant, Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a traveled along with merchants in 

his journey reaching China and provides the most detailed description 

of the Islamic trade networks that connected China to the Islamic world 

across the Indian Ocean. 

   Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a originally entitled his account  The Gift to Those Eager to 

Observe the Wonders of Cities and Marvels of Journeys  ( Tuh�      fat al-nu  z  z    a 拷   r 
f    ı   拷    ghar  a 拷   ʾ  ib al-am  s    a 拷   r wa-  ʿ  aj  a 拷   ʾ  ib al-asf  a 拷   r ), but the most people know the 

work as  The Travels of Ibn Batuta  or  Rihlatu Ibn Batt  u ̄   ah  ( rih �      la  liter-

ally means “journey” in Arabic). Born into a family of Muslim legal 

scholars in Tangiers, Morocco   in 1304, Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a received the kind of 

literary and scholastic education that was typical among the upper clas-

ses of Muslim society. In 1325 he set forth on the pilgrimage to Mecca  , 

or      h�ajj   , one of the Five Pillars of Islam. The medieval Arabic genre of 
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pilgrimage travel, or  rih �      la   , had already taken shape by Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a’s time. 

Ibn Jubayr  ’s  rih �      la  about his hajj in 1183 dei ned the genre. However, the 

scope and content of Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a’s journey transcended the typical hajj 

because he traveled 75,000 miles, across present-day southern Europe, 

Africa, the Middle East, and Asia, including China, for twenty-two years 

(from 1325 to 1347). 

 The boom in trade that catalyzed the l ow of people, commodities, and 

ideas across the Indian Ocean during the Mongol period facilitated Ibn 

Bat  t  u ̄ t  a’s adventures. This provided him with an unprecedented reposi-

tory of eyewitness information that superseded all previous geographical 

writing. It is true that Ibn Juzayy  , who recorded and edited Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a’s 

narrative, incorporated many literary embellishments and stories of 

marvels drawn from other  rih �      la  literature and premodern travelogues. 

He also borrowed from earlier works; one-seventh of his whole text (in 

particular, details about Syria and Arabia) came from the work of Ibn 

Jubayr.  72   Even so, Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a provided a great deal of new data about the 

world to Islamic geographers in the fourteenth century. 

 The passage that describes Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a’s journey through China distin-

guishes the book among works of Muslim geography and travel, yet many 

scholars view this section with the same skepticism they have applied 

to Marco   Polo and Wang Dayuan  . Ross Dunn argues persuasively that, 

when we allow for the timing of the monsoon, Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a’s entire tour 

of China must have been jammed into the summer and early autumn 

of 1346. A few months would have been sufi cient time for him to stay 

in Quanzhou   and even travel to Guangzhou, but a journey to Beijing 

would have been impossible and must be constructed from hearsay.  73   Ibn 

Bat  t  u ̄ t  a’s account of China also includes much second-hand information 

that contemporary Chinese sources can coni rm. Whether Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a 

actually traveled to China matters less to this book than how his account 

added to Islamic knowledge of China. 

 In this light, a reconstruction of Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a’s possible itinerary to 

China based on his description will help shed light on what Muslims 

to the west learned about travel to China. His trip to China began at 

the Dehli Sultanate of northern India when its sultan, Muh  ammad Ibn 

Tughluq  , ordered him to travel with a diplomatic mission to China.  74   Ibn 

Bat  t  u ̄ t  a and the embassy i rst traveled to the key international ports of 

Southwest India, Calicut and Quilon. Then they sailed east to Southeast 

Asia through the Strait of Malacca, where they presumably stopped at 

the ports of Vietnam before sailing on to Quanzhou, which Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a 

made his base while in China. During his stay in China, he made a round 
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trip journey to Guangzhou   via river. Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a also claims that he 

traveled to Fuzhou and Hangzhou (we do not know if by land or sea), 

and from Hangzhou to Beijing along the Grand Canal. This i nal seg-

ment of the trip Dunn i nds most unlikely (see  Map 2  for Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a’s 

itinerary).         

 Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a tells a lengthy tale about his trip from India to China 

via Southeast Asia, embellishing it with many lively episodes about ship-

wrecks on India’s southwestern coast and details about years spent on 

the islands of South Asia. He also provides his readers with an in-depth 

description of travel to China by ship including the ships’ construction 

technology  :

  The Chinese method of building ships is that they construct two walls of 
timber, and join them with very thick planks fastened, both in breadth and 
length, by huge nails the length of which is three cubits [dhira   ʿ : one dhira   ʿ  
is about 0.65m]. When the two walls are i rmly joined together by these 
planks, they built on top of them the bottom l ooring of the vessel, and 
launch them into the sea to complete the construction [of the ship].  75    

 Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a’s description of watertight bulkheads and separate com-

partments matches the structure of a thirteenth-century Chinese ship 

discovered in Quanzhou and a fourteenth-century Chinese ship found 

in Sinan in southwest Korea.  76   Like the Quanzhou ship, the Sinan ship 

has seven bulkheads that divide the ship into eight compartments.  77   

Joseph Needham   argues that the bulkheads prevent the ship from sink-

ing because any water that penetrated the hull would i ll only one of the 

ship’s compartments.  78   Marco   Polo provides the best explanation of the 

ship’s advantages:  79    

  Some of the ships, that is the bigger ones, have also thirteen bulkheads or 
partitions made of stout planks dovetailed into one another. This is use-
ful in case the ship’s hull should chance to be damaged in some place by 
striking on a reef or being rammed by a whale in search of food – a not 
infrequent occurrence, for if a whale happens to pass near the ship while 
she is sailing at night and churning the water to foam, he may infer from 
the white gleam in the water that there is food for him there and so charge 
full tilt against the ship and ram her, often breaching the hull at some point. 
In that event the water coming through the breach will run into the bilge, 
which is never permanently occupied. The sailors promptly i nd out where 
the breach is.  

 Despite Polo’s accuracy about the ship’s outward appearance, scholars 

claim that Polo’s account exaggerates the purpose of the bulkheads, which 

technological analyses suggest were actually used only for structural 
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reasons.  80   Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a describes another one of the bulkheads’ advan-

tages based on his personal experience:

  They build four decks for the vessel, and it has cabins, suites and rooms for 
merchants. Such a suite has rooms and a latrine, and there is a key for its 
occupant to lock it, and he can take along with him slave-girls and wives. 
Possibly a man will live in his suite without other people on board know-
ing of him until they meet when they arrive at some towns . . . . There was 
an agent of the junk called Sulayma  n al-S  afad ı    al-Sha  m ı    with whom I was 
acquainted. I said to him: ‘I want a suite that no one can come to because 
of the slave girls, for it is my habit never to travel without them.’ He replied 
to me: ‘The merchants from China have hired the suites for the outward 
and return journey. But my son-in-law has a suite which I can give you, but 
it has no latrine . . .’  81    

 Ships with bulkheads had private cabins, and Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a wanted such a 

compartment. 

 Chinese ships like these were built in port cities like Quanzhou or 

Guangzhou. Curiously, Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a calls Guangzhou  S  in Kal  a 拷   n , which 

literally means “Great China,” and also S   ı   n al-S   ı   n. Geographers like 

Dimashq ı    used the term S   ı   n al-S   ı   n more broadly, referring to South 

China as a whole. Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a describes Guangzhou’s Muslim commu-

nity. All administration and lawsuits were handled by a Muslim judge 

and a group of elders, a practice also reported on by observers in ninth-

century accounts like  The Accounts of China and India   . By Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a’s 

time, however, Muslim communities   distributed more widely across 

China, and Quanzhou possessed the country’s largest Muslim popula-

tion. Guangzhou and Quanzhou, the biggest international sea ports in 

China, were the i rst Chinese ports that Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a visited in China. 

Here, he reported, one could i nd the only places where people pro-

duced the Chinese ceramics that exported all over the known world – to 

India, Maghreb, and even his hometown in Morocco. In fact, however, 

Chinese ceramics were typically produced in other places and then sent 

to these cities for export.  82   Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a also claims that while in the city 

of Fuzhou he encountered another Moroccan named Bushuri, someone 

whom Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a had already met in India, and who came to China 

hoping to become a rich merchant there. This illustrates the kinds of con-

nections that Muslims from different countries formed throughout the 

Islamic world. It is also possible, however, that Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a or his editor 

Ibn Juzayy   fabricated or exaggerated this episode of accidental encoun-

ter in order to create a more compelling narrative for readers. Whatever 

the case, this passage hints that such chance of encounters were possible 

among Muslims who traveled across the Indian Ocean realm. 
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 In some passages, Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a simply repeats information that already 

exists in earlier Arabic accounts, like the stereotype of Chinese as clever 

with crafts and painting. Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a embellishes this stereotype with inter-

esting but implausible anecdotes. When he and his companions arrived 

at the imperial palace in Beijing, for example, the Yuan emperor ordered 

court painters to create their portraits on paper and hang them on the 

walls. Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a explains that this was a Chinese custom intended to 

keep a record of foreigners in case they later made trouble, yet no surviv-

ing Chinese documents corroborate this claim.  83   

 Many other passages, like Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a’s description of the advan-

tages of paper money in China, however, provide new information not 

found in earlier Muslim sources. The Chinese began to use paper money 

for the i rst time in world history beginning in the ninth century, and 

the Mongols continued the practice, using notes in tandem with coins. 

Marco   Polo repeatedly refers to the use of paper money as a cultural 

facet of Chinese society. No doubt some part of Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a’s account was 

both up-to-date and reliable. In the mid-fourteenth century, however, the 

Yuan rulers issued too much paper money   in order to solve their i nan-

cial difi culties, compounding problems that contributed to the fall of its 

regime.  84   Interestingly, the Il-khanate also introduced paper money, but 

the Mongols and Persians there similarly failed to use it efi ciently.  85   

 Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a’s descriptions of Quanzhou   (Zaitu ̄ n) are the most informa-

tive. Here, in this great international port city, he allegedly i rst stepped 

onto Chinese soil:

  When we had crossed the sea, the i rst city at which we arrived was the 
city of Zaitu ̄ n. There are no olives in it, nor anywhere in the whole of 
China and India, but it is [just] a name given to it. It is a huge and mag-
nii cent city in which clothes of damask and satin are manufactured. The 
clothes are known by attribution to it and preferred the clothes of Khansa   
(Hangzhou) and Kha  n Ba  liq (Khanbalik; Beijing). Its [Zaitu ̄ n’s] harbor is 
among the biggest of the world, or the biggest; I have seen in it about a 
hundred big junks and, as for little ones, their number cannot be counted. 
It is a great inlet of the sea which penetrates into the land to mingle with 
the great river.  86    

 While in a Muslim quarter in Quanzhou, Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a met Muslim lead-

ers, including religious leaders like Shaikh Burhan al-Din of Kazarun and 

Muslim merchants such as Sharaf al-Din of Tabriz. Dunn admits that he 

i nds the traveler’s claims about meeting other Muslims credible because 

he clearly did not know Chinese. Additionally, the names of both Burhan 

al-Din and Sharaf al-Din match names on the list of Muslim community 
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leaders that were carved into a Chinese inscription of 1350, an indication 

that Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a did not make these names up.  87   

 From Quanzhou, Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a continued his northward journey by 

river. In the next city Qanjanfu ̄  (Fuzhou), he meets local Muslim shai-

khs and merchants. One of these merchants was the Muslim  qadi  from 

Morocco whom Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a previously met in India. Next, he traveled 

to the city of al-Khansa   (Hangzhou), which he claims was the biggest 

city that he had ever seen, a claim that corresponds to contemporary 

Persian and Arabic descriptions of Mongol–era China as well as those 

of Marco   Polo. There, he saw large Muslim communities   and a canal 

“which runs from the big river and on it small boats bring to the city sup-

plies of food and stones for burning [coals],” namely the Grand Canal.  88   

Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a purports to have journeyed along the Grand Canal in order 

to reach his i nal destination, the region of Khitai in northern China. Such 

a claim supports Rash ı   d al-D ı   n  ’s description of a waterway connecting 

the Yuan capitals in Northern China to the sea ports of South China. So 

there are many geographical facts about China that contemporaneous 

Persian, Arabic, and Chinese sources coni rm. Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a’s account also 

indicates the importance of international maritime trade to Mongol rul-

ers. Actually, the most reliable information in the section about North 

China comes from descriptions of the capital Khanbalik and a discus-

sion about the title of khan that contemporaneous Arabic and Persian 

sources also provide. The episodes about military conl icts in the capital 

and the death of the khan are unconvincing because the last Mongol 

emperor Toghun Tem ü r   died in 1370, whereas Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a claims that 

he went to China around 1347. This is obviously an addition that the 

editor Ibn Juzayy   made after he received updated information; however, 

it is still noteworthy that Ibn Juzayy received this additional informa-

tion from other reliable sources at that time. As the narrative progresses, 

Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a journeys home through Java and India before he reaches his 

home in the Maghreb of Morocco. 

 In  The Account of China and India  ,  compiled in 851, the i rst Muslim 

writers strove to provide guidance to Arab traders who ventured east-

ward. Since then, Muslim writers occasionally added new information 

to the body of Muslim knowledge, most of it acquired indirectly. Ibn 

Bat  t  u ̄ t  a’s  Rih �      la  to China during the Mongol period is signii cant because it 

was the product of new opportunities to travel directly to China using the 

extensive connections throughout different societies during the thirteenth 

and fourteenth centuries. Muslim readers gained a more reliable, updated 

picture of China as a result. Judging by the surviving manuscripts, Ibn 
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Bat  t  u ̄ t  a attracted a steady readership over the centuries, at least in the 

western parts of the Islamic world.  89   A great Islamic historian named 

Ibn Khaldu ̄ n   (died 1406) refers to Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a’s return to Maghreb after 

twenty years abroad and repeats the skepticism that met the astonishing 

stories he narrated at the court of the sultan Abu ̄   ʿ Ia  n. Ibn Khaldu ̄ n him-

self preferred to take a critical stance toward any information that could 

be exaggerated; for example, he was probably critical of the incredible 

stories about miracles in India.  90   Nonetheles, this episode testii es to the 

circulation of Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a’s stories among Muslim intellectuals. Therefore, 

fresh information about China, both old and new, circulated among mer-

chants and other travelers who moved between the Islamic world and 

China during the Mongol period. Yet obviously, Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a’s stories star-

tled his contemporary Muslims less than Marco Polo’s stories startled his 

European contemporaries, perhaps because the inhabitants of the Islamic 

world knew so much more about Asia and the world at large.  

  Conclusion 

 The Mongol period marked a breakthrough in Islamic learning about 

China, as it did in Chinese learning about the Islamic world. As part 

of the larger Mongol empire, the government of the Il-khanate enjoyed 

close relations and direct exchanges with the Yuan dynasty, a situation 

that contributed to the expansion of Islamic knowledge about China. For 

the i rst time, Muslims could update information about China with rel-

ative speed. Emissaries between the Yuan and Il-khanate courts such as 

Bolad helped to make this possible as they provided detailed, up-to-date 

information to Muslim scholars wishing to write about the history and 

geography of China. These exchanges led to the compilation of Rash ı   d 

al-D ı   n’s  Compendium of Chronicles , sponsored by the Il-khanate’s 

Mongol rulers, which provided more substantial descriptions of China 

than any earlier accounts written in the Islamic world. An earlier tradi-

tion of Islamic historical and geographic literature inl uenced these new 

studies, but this new generation expanded scholarship in signii cant ways. 

The  Compendium of Chronicles  uniquely combines history and geogra-

phy in an integrative way, and its scope reaches far more extensively than 

earlier Muslim works. It surveys the history of different regions chrono-

logically and synchronically, providing readers with an integrated view 

of the world, its different regions, and their dynamic development. In this 

world, China is far from a  terra incognita . No longer simply a foreign 
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place to which only a few interested merchants traveled for trade, China 

becomes more fully formed and integrated into the Mongol-centered 

world to which Iran also belonged. Although contemporaries in China 

produced the i rst world map in the Chinese cartographic tradition, those 

in the Il-khanate produced this “genuine” world history. 

 It was not only Rash ı   d al-D ı   n’s  Compendium of Chronicles  but also 

other geographic works produced in the Il-khanate that demonstrate the 

circulation of extensive up-to-date information about the broader world 

facilitated by the Mongol empire’s connections. Much updated geo-

graphic knowledge about China such as details about important cities 

like Khara Khorum, Beijing, Yangzhou, Hangzhou, and Quanzhou found 

their way into contemporaneous Persian studies during the reign of the 

Il-khanate, as well as Arabic geographic works in the non-Mongol ruled 

parts of the Islamic world that lay further west. The Islamic world did 

not witness the kind of breakthrough in cartographic knowledge about 

China that their contemporary Chinese counterparts did with respect to 

the Islamic world; however, they did continue to make improvements 

to geographic content and cartographic technique. Both contemporary 

Chinese and Muslim cartographers assigned precise locations to some of 

the world’s major places under Mongol rule. 

 Not all of the sources are traceable like Rash ı   d al-D ı   n’s  Chronicles , yet it 

seems plausible that increased contacts encouraged updates in geographic 

knowledge. Muslim merchants and travelers who traveled between China 

and the Islamic world provided new information about China to Islamic 

writers. Despite the lack of political unity that prevailed in China, Muslim 

merchants in the Islamic world took advantage of the open sea to develop 

international trade networks that spanned the Indian Ocean, creating mer-

chant communities along the sea routes through India and Southeast Asia. 

The gradual Islamization of large parts of South and Southeast Asia and 

the growing prosperity of Muslim communities   in China under Mongol 

rule encouraged a large number of Muslims to travel to China. Ibn Bat  t  u  ̄t  a 

describes a possible direct journey that Muslims could take to travel from 

South and Southeast Asia to Chinese port cities and on to the Yuan cap-

ital in Beijing via waterways from the sea to rivers to the Grand Canal. 

All along the way, Muslim travelers could sojourn in Muslim commu-

nities where they could receive the resources and information necessary 

for them to continue their travels. Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a’s account thus hints at the 

dynamic interactions between Muslims who settled in China and those 

who plied their ways as itinerants following the coastline between China 
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and the Islamic world  . Yet inscriptions in Muslim mosques and Muslim 

cemeteries in places like Quanzhou add further verii cation. 

 How did the fall of the Mongols affect geographic learning in China 

and the Islamic world?  Chapter 5 , the i nal chapter, will turn to the devel-

opment of mutual geographic knowledge of China and the Islamic world 

in the changed context of the post-Mongol period.     
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     5 

 Legacy from Half the Globe before 1492  

  Chinese Understanding of the Islamic World and 
Islamic Knowledge about China, 1368–1500   

   The end of Mongol rule in China and Iran led to a multipolar Eurasia. After 

overthrowing the Mongol Yuan dynasty, Han Chinese created the Ming 

dynasty, which included China proper, Gansu, Yunnan, and Manchuria. 

The Islamic world divided among different kingdoms: The Chaghadaid 

Moghuls in Central Asia and the Golden Horde formed from remnants of 

the Mongol empire whereas the Mamluks, the Ottomans, and most nota-

bly Timur rose to power on their own. Timur   (reigned circa1370–1405), 

was known to Europeans as Tamerlane, a man of Turkish-Mongol origin 

who sought to conquer Eurasia by virtue of his claims to Mongol ances-

try, his appeal to Islam, and his personal charisma. A signii cant part 

of the old Islamic empire fell under his control.  1   This changed political 

atmosphere limited the contacts the two societies once enjoyed through 

diplomacy and trade. However, the legacy of the earlier period was strong, 

and the geographic and cartographic knowledge that had accumulated in 

both societies continued to spread. This circulation culminated in such 

academic projects as the making of Eurasian and African maps in China 

and a summary of al-Idr ı   s ı   ’s geographic works in Ibn Khaldu ̄ n  ’s great 

history of the world. 

 In addition, the Zheng He   (1371–1435) voyages to West Asia and 

East African Coast, unprecedented ofi cial ventures that were also 

based on the earlier legacy of maritime exchanges, contributed to the 

further increase of Chinese knowledge about foreign countries, partic-

ularly the Islamic Middle East. Ma Huan  , a Muslim interpreter who 

accompanied Zheng He’s fourth and seventh voyages, recalled in his 

preface to the mission’s famed chronicle that he had read an earlier 

account about foreign countries, which was related to Wang Dayuan  ’s 
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 A Shortened Account of the Non-Chinese Island Peoples  that we exam-

ined in  Chapter 3 :

  I once looked at [a book called]  An Account of the Non-Chinese Island 
Peoples , which recorded variations of season and of climate, and differ-
ences in topography and in peoples. I was surprised and said ‘How can 
there be such dissimilarities in the world?’ In the eleventh year of the 
Yongle [period], The Grand Exemplar The Cultured Emperor issued an 
imperial order that the principal envoy the grand eunuch Zheng He should 
take general command of the treasure-ships and go to the various foreign 
countries in the Western Ocean to read out the imperial commands and to 
bestow rewards. I too was sent in a subordinate capacity as a translator 
of foreign documents . . . I passed through the various countries, with their 
[different] seasons, climates, topography, and peoples; and I saw [these 
countries] with my own eyes and I walked [through them] in person. After 
that I knew that the statements in  the Non-Chinese Island Peoples  were no 
fabrications, and that even greater wonders existed.  2    

 In the same way that Marco   Polo’s travel account inspired voyages in 

search of Asia by Henry the Navigator   and Christopher Columbus  , 

accounts by earlier authors like Wang Dayuan inspired Zheng He’s grand 

voyages. In turn, Zheng He’s voyages greatly impressed the Europeans 

who heard rumors about them through Muslim intermediaries.  3   

 As China conducted its grand expeditions toward the western Indian 

Ocean, the Islamic world continued to struggle with political divi-

sion. Rivalries formed among the several empires that competed with 

the Timurid dynasty   for supremacy, and city-states took sides in these 

conl icts by joining with coalitions of larger states. The period also wit-

nessed the ascent of a new Islamic power in Eurasia, the Ottoman empire   

(1299–1922), which, unlike its Muslim neighbors to the east, was less 

familiar with earlier Muslim scholarly traditions, including geographic 

heritage. The Ottomans were preoccupied with territorial expansion into 

Europe during its early history, but after 1500 began to compete with the 

Portuguese  , their main political rival, for dominion over the expanding 

trading market in the Indian Ocean.  4   In the midst of this change, Muslims 

connected to the Indian Ocean commercial sphere continued to seek new 

advances in geographic knowledge about the world, indebted as they 

were to earlier Chinese and Muslim geographers. Among this advance 

was the navigational treatise written by Ibn Ma  jid   (circa 1421–1500?). 

Given his fame and the importance of his treatise, some have mistakenly 

credited Ibn Ma  jid with guiding Vasco da Gama from Malindi (in mod-

ern-day Kenya) to India. Ibn Ma  jid’s actual achievement in world history, 

however, bears no less signii cance than this erroneous claim. Indeed, he 
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created a navigational treatise that owes much of its knowledge to a pop-

ular genre that drew on the rich experiences of Muslim seafarers on the 

Indian Ocean, summarizing geographic knowledge accumulated through-

out the past. Thanks to Ibn Ma  jid, it is possible to understand the state 

of Muslim geographic knowledge about the Indian Ocean that circulated 

in Asia in the years that followed the Mongol fall and which eventually 

l owed into Europe, encouraging Europeans to seek Asia directly. 

 This i nal chapter draws on both Chinese- and Muslim-language 

sources to explore contacts between China and the Islamic world from 

1368, when the Yuan dynasty fell, to the eve of European expansion in 

the late i fteenth century. Geographers during this period were strongly 

inl uenced by the legacy of the previous period’s achievements, yet also 

laid an important foundation for the generation to come. During this 

important period, Asia grew more interconnected and gradually opened 

to Europeans seeking the wider world. The Portuguese   began to under-

take serious adventures in search of direct routes to Asia by way of the 

African coast beginning in the early i fteenth century, using relatively 

advanced geography obtained from works of the Islamic world and the 

Byzantine empire. This enterprise   marks an important turning point in 

world history, one in which the agents of this advance depended on the 

knowledge they obtained from more knowledgeable societies in Asia. We 

will focus on the following questions: How did the new political context 

that emerged after the fall of the Mongols affect the exchange and growth 

of Chinese and Muslim learning about the other society? What was the 

Mongol legacy and what immediate changes did it bring to China and 

the Islamic world? How much new and reliable information did Chinese 

and Muslim societies add to what they had previously known? When 

we compare both Chinese and Muslim learning of the other society and 

the wider world in this period, what kind of similarities and differences 

can we i nd in the trends of the two societies? Finally, what changes did 

this updated knowledge bring to the two societies, as well as to world 

history?  

  Political Changes, Foreign Relations, and Geographic Knowledge 

of the World during the Early Ming Dynasty 

 The Yuan dynasty in China came to an end in 1368 when Han Chinese 

rebelled against their foreign Mongol rulers. One of the rebel leaders, 

Zhu Yuanzhang   (1328–1398), established the Ming dynasty   and moved 

the Chinese capital to Nanjing in Jiangsu province, where he was born. 
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Although claiming to repudiate the foreign inl uences that the Chinese 

had incorporated during Mongol rule, the Ming dynasty’s self-conscious 

Han leaders assimilated much from their Yuan predecessors.  5   The Yuan 

left as its legacy intellectual and scientii c achievements, and presented its 

Ming successors with updated political, administrative, social, and eco-

nomic systems. Thus, the Ming dynasty could not ignore the expanded 

geographic knowledge that had l owed into China during the previous 

dynasty’s reign; the broad foreign connections that were part of the 

Mongol legacy in China continued to function for some time. Works like 

 The Comprehensive Map of the Great Ming Empire  ( Daming hunyi tu )   

testify to the extent of geographic information about the world including 

West Asia, Africa, and Europe that circulated throughout China during 

the Ming period (see  Figure 5.1 ).    

  The Comprehensive Map of the Great Ming Empire  shows entire 

Afro-Eurasia. The map bears no marks to identify either the cartogra-

pher or the year in which it was made. Only the use of certain place-

names allow us to date the map to between 1389 and 1391 because they 

were no longer used in the later period.  6   Although the author remains 

 Figure 5.1.       The Comprehensive Map of the Great Ming Empire  ( Daming hunyi 
tu , 14–15th centuries), redrawn after the original. 386  ×  456 cm. 

  Note : The map was preserved in the imperial archives of the Forbidden City and 
is now in the Number One Archive in Beijing, which often exhibits the map in 
public. No one has yet published a full-scale analysis of the map.  
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unknown, it is highly likely that the Ming government commissioned it 

since the map was clearly intended to illustrate administrative divisions 

and because it was preserved in the imperial archives of the Forbidden 

City. The appearance of Manchu writing inside red labels, which replaced 

the original Chinese script, probably result from modii cations made by 

ofi cials of the later Qing dynasty   (1644–1911), who instituted the use 

of Manchu in court documents after their Manchu leaders overthrew the 

Ming dynasty and seized its archives. Manchu language scholars trans-

literated the map’s Manchu place-names and realized that they nearly 

match the place-names written in Chinese script on the Korean map 

drawn in 1402 based on Mongol-period Chinese maps, the  Kangnido .    7   

Here is an example of a Ming-era map that directly borrowed geographic 

information from Mongol-period maps. 

 Although it borrows from previous maps, the  Comprehensive Map 

of the Great Ming Empire  does not entirely imitate them. For exam-

ple, the proportion of Euro-Africa relative to the rest of the world in 

the  Comprehensive Map  is smaller than that found on the Korean 

 Kangnido . Still,  The Comprehensive Map  retains the coastlines of West 

Asia and Africa shown on the latter map. Yet it even shows a protruding 

Indian continent that the  Kangnido  does not, making the coastline more 

complete. 

  The   Broad Terrestrial Map  ( Guang yutu ), a geographic compilation 

of both maps and texts compiled by Luo Hongxian in 1541, provides 

another piece of evidence that the Ming inherited its geographic view of 

the world from its Mongol predecessors. Two connected maps of foreign 

countries in the compilation, the “Map of Foreign Lands in Southeast 

Sea” (Dongnan haiyi tu)   and the “Map of Foreign Lands in Southwest 

Sea” (Xinan haiyi tu)  , i ll in most but not yet all of the Indian Ocean 

coastline (see  Figure 5.2 ).    

 This map does not show the Arabian Peninsula, unlike  The Map of 

Integrated Regions and Terrains  and  The Comprehensive Map of the 

Great Ming Empire , because the upper part of the map was cut off. The 

African coastline, however, appears in the same triangular shape as it 

does on Mongol period maps. In creating his maps of the southeastern 

and southwestern seas, Luo Hongxian clearly indicated that he used a 

Mongol-period map by Zhu Siben  , which is now lost. Zhu’s map may 

have been Luo’s source for his representation of places like Europe and 

Africa that were so common to Yuan world maps. Given the evidence 

that Ming maps borrowed from their Yuan predecessors, it is possible to 

infer the scope of Yuan geography and cartography through the surviving 
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Ming-period maps. The lost Yuan maps of Li Zemin   and Zhu Siben that 

Ming geographers once consulted had circulated throughout Chinese 

society during Mongol rule, mostly among literati.  8   Both Li and Zhu 

privately produced their maps, although there is little doubt that they 

benei tted from the increased circulation of knowledge about western 

Afro-Eurasia that Muslim scholars brought to the Yuan court, evidence 

of which can be found in Yuan government-sponsored geographic works. 

People of the Ming dynasty, those in both government and ordinary soci-

ety, inherited this knowledge. Examples like  The Comprehensive Map  

and the two charts in  The Broad Terrestrial Map  show that Chinese car-

tographers would continue the Mongol practice of mapping the known 

world, and not return immediately to the pre-Mongol tradition where 

cartographers drew only China and assigned its neighbors to a list of 

names that ran alongside the map’s four boundaries. In these ways, the 

early Ming maps mark a genuine advance in traditional Chinese carto-

graphic knowledge carried over from the Yuan period. 

 Both of these early Ming maps also depict many islands and ports. 

Clearly, the cartographers wished to emphasize the importance of China’s 

sea connection. This raises questions about the reliability of these maps, 

however. Do the maps actually indicate a l ourishing maritime trafi c 

that continued from the Yuan into the Ming eras? Or do they simply 

rel ect realities that vanished with Mongol rule? Although the maps in 

 The Broad Terrestrial Map  depict the southern coastline of Africa, its pre-

sentation of South and South Asia is problematic, depicting the Maabar 

coast of India as an island. The maps also contain information about 

legendary places, such as the country of the hairy people and the country 

 Figure 5.2.      The “Map of Foreign Lands in Southeast Sea” (Dongnan haiyi tu) 
(right) and the “Map of Foreign Lands in Southwest Sea” (Xinan haiyi tu) (left) 
from Luo Hongxian’s  Broad Terrestrial Map  ( Guang yutu , 1541). 

  Note : Luo Hongxian,  Guang yutu  (Taibei,  1969 ), 386–389.  
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of the small people, as well as other place names that are difi cult to iden-

tify. This provides a hint that Luo Hongxian and other Ming geographers 

may not have acquired new empirical information about maritime routes 

in their times.   

 In fact, unlike its Yuan predecessors, the Ming court promulgated 

policies that limited foreign contacts among Chinese subjects. The fall 

of Mongol rule across Eurasia resurrected obstacles to overland travel 

between China and the Islamic world, and it encouraged a new rivalry 

between the new powers in China and the Islamic world, the Ming and 

the Timurid empires. A similar drawback occurred in Chinese maritime 

connections to the Islamic world. Soon after it came to power, the Ming 

emperor tried to control trade with foreign countries by banning private 

commercial activities that had been relatively open under the Yuan. The 

government issued bans ( haijin )   on all private sea travel in 1371 and on 

trade relations with foreign countries in 1381.  9   Allegedly, the emperor 

instituted these policies in response to the increasing problem of Chinese 

and Japanese pirates.  10   Trade with Southeast Asia continued, however, 

both as an illegal activity and under the auspices of a state monopoly, so 

the maritime commercial networks that l ourished during the previous 

dynasty’s rule continued to survive.  11   Nonetheless, the new government 

policy dealt a deadly blow to the direct maritime connections that China 

once enjoyed with West Asia and Northeastern Africa under previous 

dynasties. The Ming-period account  Book of Min   , testii es to a decreased 

scale of Chinese maritime trade with countries in the western Indian 

Ocean realm. The author reports that most of the goods from these west-

ern countries were not able to make it to China, but were rerouted instead 

to the Philippines.  12   

 After the i rst Ming emperor prohibited private maritime trade, the 

early emperors who succeeded him remained preoccupied with China’s 

northern border, seeking an effective response to continuous invasions 

by the Mongols in their futile attempt to reconquer China after Ming 

armies pushed them back into Mongolia. These political and military 

troubles exacerbated setbacks in China’s foreign relations with the 

Islamic world, in particular the new regime of Timur. After the collapse 

of the Il-khanate, Timur   laid claim to the line of succession to the Mongol 

khans through his marriage to a descendent of Chinggis Khan. Under 

the mantle of restoring the Mongol khanate, he reunited Central Asia, 

Iran, Iraq, and Syria under his rule. Throughout his reign, Timur never 

established harmonious relations with China. Apparently the new Ming 

approach to foreign relations was partly to blame. In the Ming empire’s 
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early days, the i rst emperor repelled invading armies at the borders, dis-

patched diplomatic envoys to prevent further attacks, and attempted to 

recreate the Sino-centric world order that existed before Mongol rule. To 

this end, he dispatched an embassy of 1,500 Chinese led by three envoys 

to Samarkand to visit Timur. When they arrived, the envoys handed the 

king a letter that clearly treated him as an ordinary vassal of the Chinese 

court. Timur grew enraged and detained the embassy. After conquering 

a large part of the Islamic world, Timur   set out to conquer China in 

1404. Although he may have harbored a religious motivation to convert 

Chinese to Islam, Timur’s ultimate goal remained the resurrection of the 

Mongol empire in Eurasia, including China. Naturally, his armies posed 

the biggest potential threat to China from the outside world, which held 

the government’s attention to its northern borders. 

 A change of course came, however, with the rise of the third emperor, 

  Yongle (reigned 1402–24). He himself fought against the Mongols many 

times, even repelling Timur’s armies when they threatened China’s west-

ern borders, so he understood the potential dangers of advances by the 

Mongols in the northern steppe and by Muslim rulers in Central and 

West Asia.  13   Only the death of Timur in 1405, while he was on his way 

to China, ultimately prevented war. Because Yongle understood the Ming 

empire’s predicament in Central and Northern Asia, he addressed this 

precarious political situation in the most dynamic and practical way in 

order to reverse Ming China’s political weakness. He adopted a new 

approach that set him apart from his predecessors and changed the course 

of China’s relations with its neighbors, not only by land, but by sea as 

well. This affected the history of Chinese knowledge about the outside 

world as well, in important ways. 

 Emperor Yongle dispatched many envoys to foreign countries both 

east and west in order to establish diplomatic relations but also to obtain 

political intelligence about his neighbors. He sent envoys to both Timur 

and his Islamic rivals in Central Asia, hoping to maintain political bal-

ance in that region. In one famous example, Yongle dispatched Chen 

Cheng   (1365–1457) to Samarkand in response to a request from Timur’s 

successor, who preferred to consider Ming China a source of proi t, not 

an object of hostility.  14   Undertaken between 1413 and 1415, Chen’s 

mission successfully established border defense and developed harmoni-

ous and practical relations with the countries of Central Asia. After his 

return, he wrote a memoir of his travels entitled  Record of Routes to the 

Western Regions  ( Xiyu xingcheng ji ) and a geographic explanation of 

the western regions entitled  Account of Foreign Countries in the Western 
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Regions  ( Xiyu fanguo zhi ). His geography provides fascinating details 

about the state of Central Asian societies during the i fteenth century, 

like his description of Samarkand, an estimate of its size, and a sketch 

of life in the l ourishing markets crowded by foreign merchants there.  15   

Unfortunately, Chen Cheng’s success appears to only have helped pre-

serve harmonious relations until the late i fteenth century when Ming 

policies toward its northwestern borders took an aggressive turn.  16   

 Emperor Yongle  ’s most conspicuous diplomatic endeavor – in terms 

of the scale, purpose, and signii cance of the enterprise; its success in 

projecting political power into the Islamic world; and its consequence for 

the history of Chinese knowledge about the Islamic world – occurred not 

on land but on sea.   This was the series of voyages aboard the Ming trea-

sure l eets to the Western Ocean under the admiral Zheng He, an event 

described as Zheng He’s “descent to the Western Ocean ( Xia Xiyang ).”  17   

The emperor sought to assert China’s power with foreign countries as far 

away as West Asia and the East African Coast, hoping to reestablish the 

traditional tribute system of Chinese diplomatic relations with states all 

along the Indian Ocean’s rim.  

  Chinese Learning about the Islamic World that Resulted from the 

Seven Voyages of Zheng He from 1405 to 1433 

 The Chinese naval expeditions initiated by Emperor Yongle, which lasted 

from 1405 to 1433, marked a signii cant page in Chinese – and world – 

history. Several hundreds of large vessels sailed from China to the Indian 

Ocean, completing a total of seven journeys; archaeological, documen-

tary, and inscription sources reveal that four of Zheng He’s voyages 

traveled as far as the Arabian Peninsula and East Africa.  18   It may seem 

surprising that the emperor dispatched l eets of such grand scale at a time 

when the i rst emperor’s ban on ocean travel was still in effect.  19   The 

court would have perceived no inconsistency here: The ban pertained to 

private travel and trade, and Zheng He’s l eets sailed under the auspices 

of a governmental enterprise. It appears that the emperor wished to relax 

restrictions to some degree; during his reign, Yongle took initial steps to 

resurrect government ofi ces that once supervised and assisted maritime 

trade such as the Ofi ce of the Superintendent of Merchant Shipping ( shi-

bosi ). However, commercial trade constituted only one facet of Zheng 

He’s   mission. Primarily, the Ming court sought to rebuild China’s com-

mercial networks as an integral part of the state’s tribute-based diplo-

matic order  , as well as show off the power of their new empire.   20   
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 In order to carry out such grand maritime projects, the Ming gov-

ernment needed experienced sailors, advanced navigation techniques, 

shipbuilding technology, and information about sea routes and foreign 

countries including those in the Islamic world. To this end, the govern-

ment made practical use of resources and knowledge it inherited from the 

previous dynasty. Descendents of Muslim merchants who had been the 

most actively engaged in the Indian Ocean sea trade during the previous 

century also participated in the projects.  21   The most representative i g-

ure among them was the chief commander Zheng He himself, a descen-

dant of immigrants from Bukhara (in today’s Uzbekistan) who settled in 

Yunnan province in Southwest China during the Mongol period.  22   

 In fact, Muslims who engaged in foreign trade in Fujian, Guangdong, 

and Yunnan suffered from Chinese political unrest during the Yuan-Ming 

transition, and many of them l ed to Southeast Asia in response. Although 

this political change accelerated the development of Muslim communi-

ties in Southeast Asia  , it diminished the scale of Chinese maritime trade 

activities in the port cities of southeast China. This led to a gap between 

demand and supply in the import market that the Ming government tried 

to restrain within the parameters of their limited tribute trade system.  23   

As a consequence, many Chinese merchants who inherited their fathers’ 

professions continued private trade illegally, and in doing so, they main-

tained their trade ties with Muslim merchants in Southeast Asia. 

 The i rst three voyages of Zheng He in 1405, 1407, and 1408 sailed 

through Southeast Asia to Calicut on India’s western coast. Along the 

way, the l eets anchored in each port to negotiate treaties with local rul-

ers who agreed to pay tribute to China. The emperor ordered the next 

voyage to travel further west, and so in 1412 the fourth voyage sailed to 

Hormuz  , the most important seaport in the Persian Gulf, a place visited 

by many foreign travelers since Mongol times including the Chinese mer-

chant Yang Shu  . Timur attempted to conquer Hormuz during his Middle 

East campaigns without success. The rulers of Hormuz, in response, 

sought to maintain their independence by promoting international com-

merce and creating a welcoming environment for foreign traders in order 

to earn sufi cient revenues to pay the land tax ( khar  a 拷   j   ) they owed to the 

T ü rkmen dynasty of Aq Quyunlu, a i erce rival of the Timurides who pro-

tected them.  24   In preparation for this voyage to the heart of the Islamic 

world, Zheng He actively recruited Muslims who were familiar with the 

Indian Ocean trade networks to serve as translators and navigators.  25   

 Shipbuilding   techniques that Chinese developed during earlier periods 

allowed them to build a l eet of several hundred vessels. Both written 
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and archaeological evidence shows that a large number of big Chinese 

junks measuring 100 feet (thirty meters) dominated the maritime route 

between South Asia and China during the Song and Yuan dynasties that 

preceded the Ming. Similar sources from the Ming period also verify the 

manufacture of a large number of sea-going vessels in the shipbuilding 

yards of coastal cities. The largest of these shipyards, which produced 

many of the ships used in the Zheng He expeditions, was located in the 

suburbs of the Ming capital, Nanjing.  26   Excavations   there produced the 

dockyard and some ship parts that provide archaeological evidence for 

the launch of ships via canals to the sea. 

 Debate continues over the size of the largest vessels called treasure 

ships ( baochuan )  . Many scholars have taken the i gures reported in 

written sources literally to claim that the ships measured as long as 120 

meters (400 feet). Those who are familiar with shipbuilding technologies, 

however, argue that these scholars misunderstood a traditional measur-

ing unit and ignored contemporaneous shipbuilding technology. Modern 

shipbuilding experts add that it would be impossible nowadays to build 

a wooden vessel of 120 meters long. Those who continue to believe that 

the ships measured 120 meters long also point to an immense rudder 

found in the Nanjing shipyard in 1957 to defend their argument: A ship 

with so large a rudder, they argue, must also have been big. Using known 

ratios of rudder to ship sizes, they calculate the rudder’s size to measure 

as large as the original estimates for the treasure ships. However, experts 

in the history of shipbuilding technology like Yang You   and Yamagata   

Kinya point out that the ratio scholars have used to support this claim 

applies only to riverboats, not to ocean-going vessels that have relatively 

large rudders in order to help stabilize the ship’s balance. These skeptics 

also point to recent failed efforts to build such a ship, implying that if it 

was impossible for people to build a 120 meter-long wooden vessel today, 

even using the modern-day technology, it would have been impossible 

during the Ming.  27   Considering technological limitations in shipbuild-

ing at that time, it is more likely that the largest treasure ship measured 

an estimated sixty to seventy meters (200–230 feet) long. This size may 

seem disappointing, but in fact, a wooden vessel of this length would still 

have been a remarkable feat in light of the shipbuilding technology of the 

period. A ship sixty to seventy meters long would still dwarf Columbus’s 

 Santa Maria , which measured merely twenty-four meters. Even at this 

size, no other country could build ships of comparable scale.  28   

 So the voyages across the Indian Ocean to West Asia and the East 

African coast still demonstrate China’s impressively high level of 
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shipbuilding and nautical knowledge at the turn of the i fteenth century. 

The Ming shipbuilders and navigators did not receive this wisdom in a 

sudden l ash of inspiration; instead, they learned from their predecessors 

who knew the location of important countries in the Indian Ocean, their 

geographic features, the cultures of their inhabitants, how to sail there 

using the seasonal monsoons, and how to build more than thirty-meter 

long seagoing vessels. Thus, when the Ming emperor formed a special 

government commission to create a l eet of unprecedented size and com-

plexity to sail to the westernmost shores of the Indian Ocean, his chances 

for success were assured. The enterprise could look to a well-developed 

body of accumulated knowledge about the topography, societies, and 

sailing routes of the Indian Ocean, and utilize shipbuilding and naviga-

tion technology, thanks to centuries of maritime contact between Chinese 

and the world. 

 With the exception of a few written sailing guides inserted into early 

literary works, like the Song dynasty’s  Notes from the Land beyond the 

Passes   , no actual sea chart from the period before the Ming dynasty sur-

vives. We are fortunate, therefore, to have an extant sea chart that helps 

us understand the possible routes that Zheng He’s l eet took from China 

through the Indian Ocean to West Asia and the East African coast. The 

sea chart, most likely derived from actual sea charts used by the Zheng 

He voyagers, was inserted into a Ming-era military book entitled  The 

  Treatise of Military Preparation  ( Wubei zhi ) by the book’s compiler Mao 

Yuanyi in 1621. The sea chart tracing Zheng He’s sea route comprises 

forty individual maps, including eight maps for West Asia and the East 

African coast, and provides a linear route that connects China to the 

countries in the Islamic world. The following illustration shows the whole 

map (see  Figure 5.3 ).  29      

 The i nal section provides the i rst extant Chinese map that details 

the Indian Ocean region. At i rst glance the map does not appear to 

give a precise shape to the coastline, unlike some earlier maps like  The 

Comprehensive Map of the Great Ming Empire    that were drawn based 

on maps from the Islamic world. The sequence of the routes seems incor-

rect because places in East Africa, like Malindi, appear before those in 

South Asia, like Calicut. The main method of charting routes does not 

rely on a linear coastline but instead plots precise compass directions 

( zhenlu ), explained along the dotted lines that connect major seaports 

and other landmarks. The map shows the route across the Indian Ocean 

that links South Asia and the Arabian Peninsula, each of which stretches 

horizontally across the upper and lower parts of the map. 
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 The Arabian Peninsula appears elongated, not all that different from 

the form typically presented on Mongol-period maps. The South Asian 

subcontinent protrudes into the Indian Ocean in the same way as  The 

Comprehensive Map of the Great Ming Empire   . Zheng He’s navigators 

possessed a reasonably accurate understanding of the coastline that they 

passed along the way, although they were probably more familiar with 

sailing directions between the landfalls than with the overall shape and 

balance of continents presented in world maps like  The Comprehensive 

Map .   The southernmost part of the East African coast that appears on 

 Figure 5.3.      Reconstructed sea charts of Zheng He’s maritime route in Mao 
Yuanyi,  The Treatise of Military Preparation  ( Wubei zhi ) (circa 1621).  
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the map is Malindi  , which sits on the coast of modern-day Kenya. The 

map suggests that the Chinese did not sail to the southern tip of Africa, 

because the chart’s East African coastline does not extend that far. The 

surviving Zheng He sea chart gives not only precise sailing directions by 

compass, but also the locations of islands and reefs, the depths of differ-

ent parts of the sea, and other miscellaneous information necessary for 

successful navigation. The mariner’s compass had been used by Chinese 

sailors since the Song period or earlier, but no earlier surviving account 

provides such detailed compass sailing guides as the Zheng He chart. All 

of this suggests that the map was based on the actual maps that Zheng 

He’s crew used – both those that they inherited from previous genera-

tions of seafarers and those that they updated based on more recent sail-

ing experiences. 

 The Zheng He sea chart suggests a possible transfer of Arabic nav-

igational technique to Chinese sailors. Although the main method of 

navigation between China and South Asia required a mariner’s compass 

to travel between landmarks such as coastal peaks, the map indicates 

instead that navigators traversed the Indian Ocean using both a com-

pass and the measurement of star altitudes to plot a ship’s latitudinal 

position, a technique Chinese called “suoxing shu.”  30   This way of naviga-

tion resembled the method navigators traditionally used to sail the Indian 

Ocean, as seen in a contemporaneous Arabic treatise by Ibn Ma  jid  . This 

method required the use of a  kam  a 拷   l   , which Chinese called a “suoxing 

ban” – an instrument consisting of twelve square wooden boards that 

navigators used to measure latitude and originally developed by Muslim 

navigators.  31   Placing the board’s base line parallel to the horizon, navi-

gators adjusted a string attached to the board’s center until the board’s 

upper line overlapped with the star. Once accomplished, navigators could 

measure the length of the string to estimate the height of the star from 

which they calculated the ship’s latitude.  32   

 Along the sailing routes of West Asia and the East African coast, the 

cartographers of the Zheng He charts annotated each port city they iden-

tii ed with the heights of certain stars such as the polar star and Ursa 

Minor (Little Dipper), in addition to compass directions. The i nal page 

of the Persian Gulf maps in Mao Yuanyi’s chart centers on Hormuz  , and 

is followed by four different star charts ( guoyang qianxing tu ) with spe-

cii c explanations for sailing to certain destinations. Two of these charts 

were about Hormuz (see  Figure 5.4 ).    

 The chart on the i rst page describes the passage from Calicut to 

Hormuz, while the fourth page directs the return voyage from Hormuz to 
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Calicut. Both pages contain pictures of several unlabelled constellations. 

The constellation on the upper side of the fourth page appears to be Ursa 

Minor. These pictures were probably drawn to aid visual understanding, 

as a supplement to the star altitudes that were critical to navigation.   

 Chinese most likely learned this method of navigation during the Yuan 

dynasty, when Chinese and Muslims frequently sailed between China and 

the Islamic world and Muslims regularly submitted their sea charts to the 

Yuan government. Chinese mariners of the Ming inherited these naviga-

tion methods from their Yuan-era forebears. 

 One of Zheng He’s sailors,   Fei Xin, a veteran of the third (1409–1411), 

fourth (1413–1415), and seventh voyages (1430–1433), also wrote his 

own account, entitled  The Overall Survey of the Star Raft  ( Xingcha 

shenglan ). His preface mentions the existence of an imperial world map 

that illustrated the foreign countries bordering the southern and western 

seas:  33    

  Admirable [indeed]: the imperial map covers a vast terrain and the great 
Ming dynasty is tied to [the course of] Heaven. Truly, [in terms of splen-
dor it] surpasses [the times of] Tang and Yu and the [period of the] three 

 Figure 5.4.      Star charts from the Zheng He sea charts in  The Treatise of Military 
Preparation . The i rst page (right) and the fourth page (left).  
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dynasties. [This also] made it possible [for me] to i nd out [more on] the 
maritime regions and the territories of the southern barbarians – whether 
[their] customs are beautiful or bad, and whether [their] mountains and 
streams are dangerous or easy [to cross]. . . .  

 Fei’s  Survey of the Star Raft  describes not only the foreign countries that 

he personally visited, but those he had heard about from others as well. It 

divided Fei’s narrative into two parts: i rsthand and secondhand accounts. 

The veteran sailor can describe only one Muslim country using i rsthand 

experiences: Hormuz, the ultimate destination of Zheng He’s fourth, i fth, 

sixth, and seventh voyages. To describe countries of the Islamic world 

like Aden, Dhofar, and Mecca in the Arabian Peninsula and Mogadishu, 

Giumbo, and Barawa in Somalia, Fei resorts to secondhand information. 

Many of his country proi les seem to repeat information given in older 

Chinese narratives, like his description of trading commodities such as 

porcelains decorated in blue and white which Wang Dayuan   described. 

Unlike Wang Dayuan, who mentions porcelain as an important trading 

item only occasionally in his travel memoir, Fei Xin refers to it in each 

section of his book that relates to the Islamic world. Both historical and 

archaeological evidence coni rm the continued large-scale production   and 

export of blue-and-white porcelains to the Islamic world during the Ming 

dynasty through Southeast Asian intermediaries. Ceramics experts argue, 

however, that the persistence of the sea ban policy and the consequent 

decline of open maritime trade undermined the quality of Ming blue-and-

white porcelains. It gradually deteriorated as manufacturers shifted their 

production of blue-and-white porcelains to sites near Hanoi.  34     

 Another account of the Zheng He voyages, the  Overall Survey of the 

Ocean’s Shores  written by a Muslim crewmember named   Ma Huan, 

provides more vivid detail about the countries of the Islamic world. Ma 

Huan was a Muslim Chinese who joined the fourth voyage to Hormuz 

as a translator. The voyage gave him the opportunity to fuli ll his hajj   to 

Mecca  . 

 Ma Huan’s account of Mecca includes a description of the Ka ʿ bah, 

Islam’s holiest site and the primary object of Muslim pilgrimage, which 

exceeds any previous Chinese account: 

 If you travel on from here for a journey of more than half a day, you reach 
the Heavenly Hall mosque [the Sacred Mosque]; the foreign name for this 
Hall is  Kai-a-bai  [ al-Ka  ʿ  bah ]. All around it on the outside [there] is a wall; 
this wall has four hundred and sixty-six gates, on both sides of which are 
pillars all made of white jade-stone; of these pillars there are all together 
four hundred and sixty-seven – along the front ninety-nine, along the back 
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one-hundred and one, along the left-hand side one hundred and thirty-two, 
and along the right-hand side one hundred and thirty-i ve. . . . 

 Every year on the tenth day of the twelfth moon all the foreign Muslims – 
in extreme cases making a long journey of one or two years – come to 
worship inside the Hall. Everyone cuts off a piece of the hemp-silk covering 
to take it as a memento and rel ects it when he leaves. When it has been 
completely cut away, the king covers over [the Hall] again with another 
covering woven in advance; this happens again and again, year after year, 
without intermission. . . . 

 Inside the wall [of the mosque], at the four corners, four towers are built; 
at every service of worship they ascend these towers to call for prayer 
[ adhan ]. On both sides, left and right, are the halls where all the patriarchs 
have preached their doctrine; these, too, are built with layers of stone, and 
are decorated elegantly.  35    

 As the i fth pillar of Islam, the hajj takes place during the i rst ten days 

of the month of  Dhul-Hijjah , the twelfth month of the Islamic calendar. 

Although Ma Huan does not give a full description of the essential rites 

performed during the hajj, this discussion of the annual covering of the 

Ka ʿ bah   by Mecca’s ruler is fairly accurate. 

 The gathering of Muslims from all over Euro-Africa in Mecca for the 

hajj created an unusual opportunity to exchange goods and ideas. Both 

faith and trade appear to have interested Ma Huan during his voyage 

aboard the treasure l eet; his  Overall Survey  devotes as much attention 

to the import-export trade of individual countries as it does to religious 

customs. For example, after explaining that frankincense was grown in 

Jufar at the southern edge of the Arabian Peninsula, Ma lists an inventory 

of the tributary gifts the local king submitted to Zheng He, an act of trade 

as well as diplomatic ritual from Sino-centric point of view: 

 When the treasure-ships of China arrived there, after the reading of the 
imperial will and the conferment of presents was i nished, the king ordered 
chiefs everywhere to issue instructions to the people of the country and 
they all took such things as frankincense, dragon’s blood, aloes, myrrh, 
benzoin, liquid storax, and  mubiezi  [gac], and came to barter them for 
hemp-silk, porcelain ware, and other such articles. . . . 

 On the day when the imperial envoy was returning, the king of this country 
also ordered his men to take frankincense, camels [camels’ furs], and other 
such things, to accompany the treasure-ships in order to present tribute to 
our court.  36    

 Sources in Arabic coni rm that Chinese junks led by a Chinese com-

mander-in-chief (most likely a detachment of Zheng He’s main l eet) 
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traded in Aden.  37   The passage from the section about Mecca also shows 

that among the items that Zheng He’s l eets brought home to China from 

abroad were unusual animals such as ostriches. The section about the 

country of Aden talks about animals such as zebras and lions, for exam-

ple. The most sensational animal was the giraffe:

  The  qilin  [giraffe] has two fore-feet which are around nine  chi  high (3 
meters; 9.8 feet); the two hind-feet are about six  chi  high (2 meters; 6.5 
feet); the head is carried on a long neck which is one  zhang  six  chi  long (5 
meters; 16.4 feet); since the front part is tall and the hind part low, men 
cannot ride it; on its head it has two short l eshy horns, beside the ears; it 
has the tail of an ox and the body of a deer; the hoof has three digits; it has 
a l at mouth; and it eats unhusked rice, beans, and l our-cakes. . . .  38    

 The veritable records of Ming   Taizu report in their entry for 1415 that 

“the country of Malin [Malindi] and other foreign countries submit-

ted giraffes ( qilin ), heavenly horses, and divine deer, and the emperor 

came out to the gate of Fengtian, and civil and military ofi cials bowed 

to congratulate and praise it.”  39   The name “qilin” refers to an imaginary 

unicorn-like animal in ancient Chinese literature thought to bring good 

fortune. Chinese spectators must have been i lled with excitement the i rst 

time they saw the animal whose Somali name ( Kilin ) sounded so similar 

to the name of the legendary qilin of Chinese antiquity. 

 Ma Huan’s section on Hormuz   (Zheng He’s i nal destination) portrays 

the port as the most l ourishing commercial center in the region: “Foreign 

ships from every place and foreign merchants traveling by land all come 

to this country to attend the market and trade; hence the people of the 

country are all rich.”  40   

 Many geographic accounts and maps of the Mongol period portray 

Hormuz as a trading center that all foreign merchants and travelers vis-

ited. Even after the Mongols’ fall, Hormuz suffered little interruption in 

maritime trade, and continued to l ourish.  41   

 Ma Huan’s account leaves little doubt that the Zheng He expeditions 

provided Chinese with a remarkable opportunity to increase their knowl-

edge about the Islamic world and to coni rm ancient accounts that once 

seemed unbelievable. Ma Huan obtained eyewitness coni rmation of 

Wang Dayuan  ’s reports about the local variations in factors like climate, 

season, topography, and culture that he encountered in the various coun-

tries he visited. Ma explains:

  So I collected notes about the appearance of the people in each country, 
about the variations of the local customs, about the differences in the 
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natural products, and about the boundary-limits. I arranged [my notes] 
in order to make a book, which I have entitled  The Overall Survey of the 
Ocean’s Shores . It enables an interested reader in a brief glance to learn all 
the important facts about the various foreign countries; and in particular 
he will see how the civilizing-inl uence of the Emperor has spread to an 
extent which could not be matched during formal dynasties. . . . It was in 
truth a wonderful opportunity [such as occurs only once] in a thousand 
years.  42    

 The countries listed as part of the Islamic world, where “the kings and the 

people all profess the Muslim religion” and “speak the  A-la-bi  (Arabic) 

language,” number only four, far fewer than those mentioned in earlier 

geographic accounts. However, Ma Huan intended only to discuss the 

most important places that the Zheng He expeditions visited, rather 

than to provide a world geography. He informs readers how to reach 

these four Islamic countries departing from Calicut on the southwestern 

coast of India.  43   The routes of the Zheng He expeditions overlap with 

the sea lanes that both Muslim and Chinese merchants, mariners, and 

other travelers had used since the Tang dynasty to sail between China 

and the Islamic world. Similarly, the missions benei tted from a variety 

of information including shipbuilding and navigational technologies that 

developed during the l ourishing era of maritime international trade on 

the Indian Ocean under the auspices of the Song and Yuan governments  . 

In turn, sailors aboard these voyages compiled their own accounts that 

both coni rmed and expanded these earlier writings and maps.   Emperor 

Yongle   succeeded in displaying Ming political power as far as the shores 

of West Asia and the East African coast and in securing Ming inl uence 

over local rulers around the Indian Ocean rim by establishing tribute 

relationships with them. 

 The grand historic voyages completely ceased within ten years of the 

death of Emperor Yongle, its main proponent.  44   Opponents to the expe-

ditions even destroyed relevant documents in order to deny the emper-

or’s successors the information they would need in order to resurrect 

the voyages. As a result, only a few sources, including those examined 

in this chapter, survive. The Chinese court seems to have grown indiffer-

ent to maintaining active contact with the countries of West Asia. In one 

example, it ignored a formal request by the ruler of Hormuz to receive a 

Chinese envoy. Interest declined to such an extent that, by the end of the 

i fteenth century, provincial administrations began to assume the burden 

of dealing with their foreign neighbors.  45   In less than a century after the 

voyages of Zheng He, Chinese maritime activities that once l ourished 
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across the Indian Ocean languished, and Chinese knowledge about the 

Islamic world and other foreign countries correspondingly slowed. How 

did these changes in China affect the Islamic world?  

  Political Changes and a Synthesis of Muslim Knowledge of China 

Immediately Following the Mongol Period 

 The fall of the Mongol regime in Il-khanate Iran brought many changes 

to the Islamic Middle East. Following the Mongol rulers’ conversion to 

Islam during Ghazan  ’s reign (1295–1304), many conl icts among differ-

ent Sunni and Shia sects arose. Soon after the death of Abu ̄  Sa ʿ  ı   d (reigned 

1317–35),  Ö ljeit ü   ’s son and the ninth and the i nal ruler of the Il-khanate, 

the dynasty broke up into different local regimes.  46   The actual fall of the 

Il-khanate, however, occurred when Timur   conquered Iran in 1353, i f-

teen years before the fall of the Yuan dynasty in China. 

 Because Timur maintained a hostile attitude toward China and contact 

between the two societies decreased, Muslims in the early days of post-

Mongol Iran had fewer opportunities to gain new information about 

China. Still, the period experienced a wider circulation of Muslim geo-

graphic knowledge about the world including China thanks to the schol-

arly use of preexisting geographic works. Despite the political upheavals 

that followed the Mongol collapse, academic and cultural development 

continued, as many extant works testify. Timur became one of its most 

important supporters. Like his Mongol predecessors, he brought numer-

ous technicians and scholars to the capital of his empire, Samarkand, as 

part of his plan to transform the city into a prosperous center of learning. 

  One of these recruits, whom Timur   was delighted to meet after an attack 

on Syria, was Ibn Khaldu ̄ n (1332–1406), the great historian from Spain 

who pursued his studies in Mamluk Egypt.  47   

 Ibn Khaldu ̄ n, who was in his seventies when he met Timur, possessed 

great knowledge that he set forth in his celebrated work,  The Introduction  

( Muqaddimah , 1375).  The Introduction  stands as a masterpiece of his-

torical and sociological philosophy, yet it holds great value as a sum-

mary of Muslim geographic knowledge at the time it was written. Ibn 

Khaldu ̄ n regarded al-Mas ʿ u ̄ d ı     , the tenth century writer who wrote his 

geographic and historical compendium of the entire known world, as 

a model historian.  48   In fact, Ibn Khaldu ̄ n resembles al-Mas ʿ u ̄ d ı    because 

he similarly organized  The Introduction  into sections according to sub-

ject i elds like geography. Whereas previous geographic studies explained 

cultural and temperamental difference by referring to stereotypes, Ibn 
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Khaldu ̄ n hypothesized that different temperatures and foods affected 

inhabitants of different climates. He portrays the Chinese as inhabitants 

of the temperate climates – specii cally, the third, fourth, and i fth of the 

seven climes – a part of the world where inhabitants possess sciences, 

crafts, and foods. The Chinese shared this temperate zone with the Arabs  , 

Byzantines, Persians, Israelites, Greeks, and Indians, people about whom 

the Arabs possessed historical information. 

 Ibn Khaldu ̄ n’s geographic knowledge was hardly consistent. At 

another section he describes China physically as the country furthest 

from the core of the Islamic world yet places it in the i rst and second 

climes, which, according to his theory, situates China outside the temper-

ate zones. One reason for his misunderstanding may lie in the fact that he 

not only synthesized some of the accumulated geographic and historical 

information at his disposal but also consulted outdated al-Idr ı   s ı     ’s  Book 

of Roger  to construct his assumptions about China’s physical geography. 

In fact, the geography section of Ibn Khaldu ̄ n’s  Introduction  provides a 

neat summary of each of the seven climes and ten sections that appear in 

 The Book of Roger . This summary serves to provide narrative detail to 

his attached world map, which is a copy of al-Idr ı   s ı   ’s world map.  49   Like 

al-Idr ı   s ı   , Ibn Khaldu ̄ n places China in the ninth and tenth sections extend-

ing to the Encompassing Sea that lies in both the i rst and second climes 

and sits at the eastern edge of the world. He also identii es Guangzhou 

as the country’s center; this is outdated information because Guangzhou 

was surpassed by Quanzhou, which rose as the biggest international port 

city in southern China in the Song-Yuan period.  50   

 Although Ibn Khaldu ̄ n relies primarily on al-Idr ı   s ı   ’s twelfth-century 

geographic knowledge, up-to-date information about the world occa-

sionally appears. Ibn Khaldu ̄ n mentions no updated Persian sources from 

the Mongol years; however, he does refer to Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a, if only to raise 

the problems he perceives in the adventurer’s incredible stories of travel 

to the East. 

 Moreover,  The Introduction  begins its geographic summary with 

information about an event that occurred sometime during the author’s 

lifetime or just before it, long after al-Idr ı   s ı    compiled  The Book of Roger , 

and which bears some relevance to the history of Sino-Muslim contact. 

Ibn Khaldu ̄ n explains this recent event – the European conquest of the 

indigenous inhabitants of the Canary Islands   – as follows:

  We learned that ships of the Europeans passed by them [the Eternal Islands: 
the Canaries] in the middle of this century, fought with them [their inhabit-
ants], plundered them, captured them, and sold some of the captives along 
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the most distant Moroccan coast where they came into the service of the 
ruler. When they had learned Arabic language, they gave information about 
conditions on their island. . .   51    

 The passage clearly refers to the decimation of Canary Islanders as 

Europeans initiated slave-raiding enterprises on their island homes in the 

i fteenth century.  52   It accompanied Portugal  ’s expansion into the Canary 

Islands between 1402 and 1496. It was also here on these islands that 

Christopher Columbus heard about the possibility of sailing west to 

reach Asia. Ibn Khaldu ̄ n continues:

  The location of these islands can be discovered only by chance and not 
by an intentional navigation towards them. For travel of ships in the sea 
depends on the winds, the knowledge of the directions the winds blow 
from and where they lead when [the ships] pass in the straight course from 
the lands that lie along the path of this wind. When the direction of the 
wind changes and it is known where it will lead along the straight course, 
the sail is set for it, and the ship is carried by it according to nautical norms 
received by the mariners and sailors who are in charge of sea voyages. The 
countries situated on the two sides of the Mediterranean and on its two 
shores are all written on a chart ( s    ah �       ı   拷   fah   ) which shows all the facts regard-
ing them and regarding their positions along the coast of the sea in the 
proper order; and the directions of the winds and their different paths are 
[likewise] depicted [along with the countries] on the chart. This [chart] is 
called the “compass (lit.  qumb  a 拷   s   , which is the rose of rhumb lines appear-
ing on the European chart),” and the sailors rely on this [compass] in their 
voyages.  53    

 The passage documents navigation methods using winds and compass 

with rhumb lines to sail on the ocean. Here Ibn Khaldu ̄ n mainly dis-

cusses sailing in the Mediterranean, yet this navigation method was most 

commonly used by Muslim navigators in the Indian Ocean. Works like 

this display a continued interest by Islamic writers about world events 

generally, focusing specii cally on the trends of European voyages at that 

time, but displaying less interest in China. 

 Although Ibn Khaldu ̄ n’s geographic section did not add much new 

information about China, some of his Muslim contemporaries traveled to 

China and brought back i rsthand reports with novel information about 

their experiences there  . The most famous of these accounts comes from 

the embassy of Sultan Mah  mu ̄ d   and Ghiya  th al-D ı   n Naqqa  sh (l ourished 

1419–22), who were dispatched   by Mirza Shahrukh (reigned 1404–47), 

Timur’s son and the ruler of the Timurid dynasty to the court of Yongle, 

emperor   of the Ming dynasty. Leaving their capital Herat in 1419, the 

embassy reached Samarkand in 1420 and joined Chinese envoys that 
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returned to Beijing. There, they stayed for i ve months in the emporer’s 

court before returning home in 1421. One of the envoys, Ghiya  th al-D ı   n 

Naqqa  sh, kept detailed reports about what he observed during his travels 

between Herat and Beijing, mentioning specii c dates for some important 

events. 

 The account provides Ghiya  th al-D ı   n Naqqa  sh’s detailed observations 

about China, which he called Cathay: its religious landscape character-

ized by many Buddhist temples, its people’s customs, the governmen-

tal courier service consisting of many postal stations that provided the 

embassy with comfortable lodging and food throughout their travels, the 

grandeur of the emperor’s palace, and the well-organized governmental 

and administrative systems of China. Ghiya  th al-D ı   n Naqqa  sh reports 

that more than 100,000 foreigners from different countries assembled in 

the emperor’s court, thus coni rming Yongle’s success in expanding his 

authority into new regions. This had been the impetus behind his active 

foreign policies including the Zheng He voyages. Earlier authors, such as 

Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a, specii cally mention the well-organized postal relay system 

that connected the eastern and western sides of the vast Mongol empire 

and the convenient hostel service that served it in every post. Although 

the Ming dynasty probably developed an enhanced version of the Yuan 

system based on the earlier dynasty’s legacy, it worked more systemati-

cally within China, with more limited connections to western countries. 

 Ghiya  th al-D ı   n Naqqa  sh’s records were considered trustworthy by 

H  a  i z  -i Abru ̄  (died 1430), an eminent Persian scholar of Shahrukh’s court, 

who incorporated the summary of the narratives into his chronicle.   This 

account, therefore, provides a good example about how Muslim writ-

ers updated geographic information about China by incorporating travel 

accounts and other forms of testimony. H  a  i z  -i Abru ̄  is also famous for his 

world map with grids. Although it depicts major continents and seas in 

a blurry way, the map presents the country of Japan (al-Ya  ban) near the 

country of China (al-S    ı   n) for the i rst time in Islamic maps. Like earlier 

maps of al-B ı   ru ̄ n ı    style, it does not present Africa stretching eastward into 

the encircling ocean. Its grid system may have been inl uenced by earlier 

ones such as those of H  amd Alla  h Mustawf ı   , yet H  a  i z  -i Abru ̄’ s grid sys-

tem is unique in that it puts the grids outside the circular world map. 

 Other Muslim writers, contemporaries of Ibn Khaldu ̄ n and H  a  i z  -i 

Abru ̄ , wrote about sailing the Indian Ocean, the main arena of Muslim 

seafaring activities. The Persian historian  ʿ Abd al-Razza  q al-Samarqand ı      
(1413–1482) testii es to the l ourishing international seaport of Hormuz   

and its merchant visitors from many different places including China in his 
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book,  The Rise of the Two Auspicious Constellations and the Conl uence 

of the Two Oceans  ( Ma  t    la  ʿ  -i Sa  ʿ  dayn wa-Majma  ʿ  -i Bah �      rayn ):

  Hormuz, which is also called Jaru  ̄n, is a port located in the center of the 
sea, and which does not have any parallel over the surface of the globe. The 
merchants of seven climates, of Egypt, of Syria, of the countries of Ru  ̄m, 
of Azerbaijan, of Arabian Iraq, of Persian Iraq, of provinces of Fa  rs, of 
Khora  sa  n, of Transoxiana, of the kingdom of Dasht-i-Kapchak (the desert 
of Kipchak), of habitual regions with the Kalmaks, of the total kingdoms 
of Ch ı   n and Ma  ch ı   n [China], of the village of Khanbalik, all sail out for 
the port [Hormuz]. The people of the coast of the Ocean arrive there from 
the countries of Ch ı   n, Java, Bengal, Ceylon; cities of Zirbad, Tenasserim, 
Socotra, Schahrinou; islands of D ı   wah-Mahal (Maldive), regions of Malabar, 
Abyssinia, Zanzibar; ports of Bidjanagar, Kalbargah, Gujarat, Cambay; coast 
of regions of Arabia that extends to Aden, Jidda, Yanbu. They all bring pre-
cious and rare items that the sun, the moon, and rains contribute to embel-
lish, and which can be transported by sea. The voyagers l ood there from all 
of the world, and by exchanging their merchandise that they bring there, they 
can, without efforts and long searching, procure all of the things that they 
want. The business transaction is based on money or exchanging.  54    

 ʿ Abd al-Razzak still presents China according to Mongol-era designa-

tions – dividing the country into the kingdoms of Ch ı   n and Ma  ch ı   n 

and highlighting the “village” of Khanbalik  . Most likely he received this 

information during his visit to Hormuz as the ambassador-at-large for 

the Timurid ruler Shah Rukh (1377–1447).  55   As we have seen in ear-

lier pages, the local rulers of Persian Gulf seaports supported interna-

tional trade and welcomed Chinese ships, including the l eets of Zheng 

He  . Muslim maritime activities in the Indian Ocean continued to l ourish 

after the Mongol period, and Muslim mercantile communities continued 

to expand into East Africa, India, and Southeast Asia. Trade contacts with 

China persisted as well, albeit through limited private (often illegal) con-

nections, and at a scale that had decidedly diminished. The production of 

navigational treatises by Muslim authors peaked during this period due 

to an accumulation of navigational knowledge in the Islamic world and 

the widespread adoption there of navigational technology like the mar-

iner’s compass.   The authors themselves were mostly sailors, as was the 

most renowned – Ibn Ma  jid, who himself sailed in the Indian Ocean.  

  Muslim Navigation before the Coming of the Portuguese 

to the Indian Ocean 

 As we have seen in previous chapters, Arab-Persian Muslims played the 

dominant role in maritime trade in the Indian Ocean from the eighth 
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century on. In the course of their activities, they accumulated knowl-

edge about how to sail to China using the monsoon winds and other 

navigational techniques. Unfortunately, no sea chart or direct instruction 

that these sailors might have used survives.  56   However, extant geographic 

accounts provide general descriptions of sailing routes and their naviga-

tional directions that the authors learned from sailors.  The   Book of the 

Wonders of India  ( ʿ  Aj  a 拷   ʾ  ib al-Hind ), compiled around 1000 CE, narrates 

many stories about Arab voyages on the Indian Ocean and hints at nav-

igational facts outside the use of a mariner’s compass, which Chinese 

innovators were only just beginning to use and Muslim sailors had not 

yet adopted.  57   

 Muslim navigation indeed advanced further after they adopted the 

mariner’s compass from the Chinese and combined it with their own 

astronomical methods of navigating the sea. Similarly, the Chinese inte-

grated Muslims methods, as was the case with Zheng He’s crews who 

also combined Chinese and Muslim methods, perhaps the result of hiring 

local Muslim sailors. Here the culmination of centuries of accumulated 

experience, moving from generation to generation, advanced Muslim 

sailing techniques to an unprecedented level of sophistication by the i f-

teenth century, and spread quickly to other seafaring cultures, including 

those of the Mediterranean. 

 This evolution is evident in the pilot guides that some renowned navi-

gators began to publish as a guide to locating the  Qibla    or direction 

of prayer to Mecca  . Most of these published works of navigation were 

also intended to be used as technical manuals rather than geographic 

accounts, although in this context they refer to theories and informa-

tion about world geography in order to explain their systems of naviga-

tion. As seen in previous chapters, earlier Islamic geographies and travel 

accounts often describe the shapes and conditions of the seas and the most 

popular routes to sail them, particularly on the Indian Ocean. However, 

their descriptions were less technical probably because the informants 

(mostly merchants and travelers) and authors were less interested in 

nautical affairs. For example, Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a   gives some plausible details 

about Chinese seagoing vessels but writes little about sailing methods.  58   

Authors wrote this navigational literature in order to provide practicing 

seamen and their seafaring colleagues with up-to-date manuals.  59   This 

results in content that emphasizes practical and sometimes extremely 

technical details about actual sailing. Among the several published nav-

igational authors before 1500, the most renowned and inl uential was 

Ah  mad b. Ma  jid al-Sa ʿ d ı    (l ourished 1462–1498), an Arab navigator and 
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geographer often called Ibn Ma  jid. His fame, which has outshined his 

contemporaries, arose less from his legacy as a geographer and more 

because some scholars identii ed him as the navigator who guided Vasco 

da Gama from Africa to India.  60   

 Ibn Ma  jid was born in 1421 in Dhofar (in present-day Oman), one 

of the ports on the Arabian Peninsula that Zheng He’s l eets visited, and 

there he grew up in a family famous for seafaring. His nearly forty works 

on the art of navigation include a long verse called  The Gathering of the 

Summarizing Concerning the First Principles of the Knowledge of the 

Seas  ( H    a 拷   wiyat al-ikhti  s    a 拷   r f    ı   拷    u  s    u ̄   l   ʿ  ilm al-bih�      a 拷   r ) [1462] and a guide enti-

tled  The Book of Proi table Things Concerning the First Principles and 

Rules of Navigation  ( Kit  a 拷   b al-faw  a 拷   ʾ  id f    ı   拷    u  s    u ̄   l   ʿ  ilm al-bah�      r wa-l-qaw  a 拷   ʿ  id ) 

[1490].  61   The two books constitute a complete encyclopedia of Islamic 

navigational science. Ibn Ma  jid drew on his own experiences, the accu-

mulated family knowledge that he received from his father and grand-

father, and generations of know-how provided by sailors of the Indian 

Ocean’s seafaring communities. 

  The Gathering of the Summarizing Concerning the First Principles of 

the Knowledge of the Seas , Ibn Ma  jid’s poetical work, is the earliest dated 

work that discusses longitudinal and latitudinal measurements for the 

ports of the Indian Ocean.  62   Better known for its rich and more up-to-

date information,  The Book of Proi table Things Concerning the First 

Principles and Rules of Navigation  offers an encyclopedic treatise about 

navigation that thoroughly explains all the details that professional pilots 

of Ibn Ma  jid’s day had to know. It provides meticulous instructions on 

how to sail the Indian Ocean using twenty-eight lunar mansions and star 

positions, compass rhumbs lines (i.e.,  qumb  a 拷   s   , the compass rose for bear-

ings), the monsoon and other seasonal winds.  63   At the core of his treatise, 

Ibn Ma  jid identii es the sailor’s two most important navigational elem-

ents: Namely, “star altitude measurements and compass bearings, which 

together enable a route to be laid down.”  64   We have seen in earlier pages 

that the Zheng He navigators combined these two elements. Ibn Ma  jid 

provides the exact altitude i gures for different stars that help pilots 

understand their location, and explains how to use compass rhumbs indi-

cators and stars to plot a direction. The pilots used the compass at night 

to check star locations: “But longitudes ( al-maraqq wa-l-maghzar ) are 

[calculated] with compass roses and bearings and staying awake at nights 

and preserving the bearing or in making a dogleg. But astronomers use it 

in lunar and solar eclipses. . . .”  65   
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 Ibn Ma  jid does not mention the shape of the compass or its origin. 

Some Arabic texts do describe a compass used by the Muslim navigators 

in the Indian Ocean as “a magnetic needle in the form of a hollow iron 

i sh l oating on water,” which resembles the mariner’s compass used by 

Chinese sailors since 1100.  66   We can conclude that Muslim sailors com-

bined the Chinese mariner’s compass with their indigenous star-location 

technique to sail on the Indian Ocean safely. We have seen in earlier pages 

that the sailors of Zheng He’s expeditions similarly combined these two 

techniques. This is a remarkable example of the mutual advancement of 

technical knowledge. 

 Ibn Ma  jid also provides a detailed explanation for sailing from East 

Africa to Indonesia, but it does not extend to China, probably because he 

sailed in the Red Sea and the Arabian Sea but never as far as Southeast 

Asia and China. By consulting other classical geographic works, Ibn Ma  jid 

develops a description of the Malay Peninsula’s east coast and the route 

from there to China in a section that paints an overview of the world’s 

coastlines. The description found in this section is somewhat vague, and 

the author himself admits that the accounts he used do not all agree with 

each other. Still, the author strived to cover voyages throughout the entire 

known world from Africa to China based on other accounts.  67   In his 

explanation of the seasons, he describes the route to China and the route 

that sailors took to sail back from China to the west:

  From S  anf (Champa, modern-day Vietnam) and China to Malacca, Java, 
Sumatra, Palembang and its surroundings, they travel in al-T ı   rma   – T ı   rma   
means i rst quarter of the year, that is, the i rst hundred days of the year. 
They enter Malacca after the departure of the l eet for Calicut (Ka  l ı   ku ̄ t) 
from [Malacca] sometimes come across [the l eet] and sometimes [the l eet] 
leaves before their arrival, and generally it leaves before their arrival unless 
a ship is expected from S  anf about the New Year or slightly after. So it 
meets the ships coming from Hormuz and Mecca in Malacca. The latest 
ships [from S  anf] reach Malacca on the 120th [22nd March].  68    

 Although lacking detail, this passage gives information that all pilots 

should have known, such as the season (spring) in which one should 

start sailing and the total sailing period (100 days) required to sail from 

China and Vietnam through Southeast Asia to the western coast of India 

(Calicut). The sailing period described resembles that cited on a Mongol-

period Chinese map for sailing from Quanzhou to the area of Calicut 

(128 days). Other detailed routes follow, such as the passage from India’s 

southwestern coast to the Arabian Peninsula, which according to both 
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Arabic and Chinese sources were the usual routes taken. Muslims from 

South and Southeast Asia were also active in the western Indian Ocean. 

When Vasco da Gama arrived on Africa’s eastern coast in 1498, he tried 

to hire Muslim pilots to guide him to India, and so the ruler of Malindi 

sent a pilot to help him. The Portuguese texts always report that the 

Muslim pilot who helped da Gama sail to Asia was from Gujarat.  69   

 Gerald Tibbetts  , who translated Ibn Ma  jid’s entire prose work, and 

Sanjay Subrahmanyam, the author of a biography of Vasco da Gama  , 

both argue persuasively that there is no evidence that Ibn Ma  jid would 

have been Vasco da Gama’s pilot. Ferrand, who i rst associated Ibn Ma  jid 

with Vasco da Gama, cites a poetic line in an Ottoman text – which prob-

ably expressed anti-Arab sentiment and makes vague accusations against 

a Muslim who taught the Indian route to the Europeans. However, the 

text does not mention Ibn Ma  jid at all.  70   

 Even so, Ibn Ma  jid’s navigational guidance sufi ciently represents 

the high-level of navigational knowledge that Muslims possessed and 

Europeans desperately needed in order to reach Asia by sailing across the 

Indian Ocean. Ibn Ma  jid’s guide represents the best navigational work of 

its time, a work that later Muslim navigators continued to consult, even 

though other navigational theories by different Muslim navigators circu-

lated as well. Once da Gama rounded the Cape of Good Hope, he arrived 

at a well-traveled route that he would be able to safely sail with the help 

of any number of Muslim guides, a route on which commodities, people, 

and information had been l owing between China and the Islamic world 

since the eighth century.  

  Conclusion 

 Scholars have often assumed that contacts between China and the 

Islamic world came to a close with the fall of the Mongols because suc-

cessor states like the Ming dynasty and the Timurids   sparked antago-

nistic political relationships, which is evident in examples from Timur  ’s 

attempt to invade China to Ming China’s sea-ban policy  . However, care-

ful examination of Chinese and Islamic sources reveals that the contact 

and geographic knowledge within both societies peaked in the century 

that immediately preceded European expansion in the 1500s. Despite 

the political turmoil that erupted after the fall of the Mongols, Chinese 

and Muslims gained some new information about the other society by 

exchanging political embassies, such as that of Chen Cheng   from the 

Ming dynasty and Ghiya  th al-D ı   n Naqqa  sh   from the Timurid dynasty. 
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They also retained geographic knowledge that they inherited from the 

Mongol period. Scholars and geographers continued to draw world 

maps using maps from earlier periods. Ming Chinese scholars inherited 

Mongol-period maps from which they drew new works of cartography 

like  The   Comprehensive Map of the Great Ming Empire  and  The Broad 

Terrestrial Map .   Both display fairly accurate representations of the coast-

lines of West Asia and the East African coast. Meanwhile, throughout the 

Islamic world, scholars circulated Ibn Khaldu ̄ n  ’s description of al-Idr ı   s ı     ’s 
world map that included China. 

 From the perspective of the maritime world, Muslims updated their 

knowledge about China more slowly than Chinese did about the Islamic 

world. Perhaps China, more politically unii ed than the Islamic world 

under the Ming dynasty, could more easily obtain the rich geographic 

sources about foreign countries that belonged to their Yuan predecessors 

who actively supported maritime trade. The third Ming ruler, Emperor   

Yongle, used this information about the maritime route to the Islamic 

world to carry out an ambitious diplomatic enterprise by sending the 

largest imperial l eet in world history to West Asia and the East African 

coast. The seven voyages of Zheng He   mark the culmination of Chinese 

maritime activities in the early i fteenth century. 

 The Zheng He voyages began in 1405, about a century earlier than 

Vasco   da Gama’s adventure around the Cape of Good Hope to reach 

Calicut in 1498. The main purpose of the Ming voyages was to project 

China’s political power to the foreign countries along the Asian coast-

line between China and the Islamic world. In order to do so, the Chinese 

needed good geographic information. Chinese documents, including 

the Zheng He sea chart and Ma Huan’s eyewitness account, reveal that 

Zheng He’s crews acquired new information and commodities during 

the course of the voyages, and put to use the rich information that they 

inherited from earlier periods. Even so, the voyages came to a complete 

close after the deaths of Emperor Yongle and admiral Zheng He, and the 

Chinese made no further use of their valuable information. Their failure 

to do so contrasts starkly with later European explorers. 

 The Islamic world in this post-Mongol period also witnessed the cul-

mination of Muslim navigational knowledge as seen in the publication 

of navigational treatises by renowned navigators such as Ibn Ma  jid. For 

his work, Ibn Ma  jid consulted navigational and geographic accounts 

and drew on his own experiences sailing the Indian Ocean in order to 

provide essential technical details to ship pilots. Unfortunately, his work 

does not provide much new information about China because he did 
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not sail that far. Nonetheless, his writings synthesized Muslim naviga-

tional theory and practice to date, including the combination of the indig-

enous Muslim navigational technique of measuring stellar altitudes and 

the Chinese method of using the mariner’s compass. Ibn Ma  jid also laid 

out the representation of the coastline from the Islamic world to China 

using Muslim geographic knowledge about China that he extracted from 

Arabic and Persian geographic accounts. 

 Soon after the historic voyages of the Chinese in the early 1400s, a new 

variable began to affect the Sino-Islamic relationship, namely, the arrival 

of the Europeans on Asian waters. After about 1200, European societies 

grew increasingly aware of their marginal position in the enormously rich 

markets of the Indian Ocean and some eventually resolved to gain direct 

access there. There is little doubt that geographic knowledge l owed grad-

ually from Asia to Europe via intermediaries, and that this contributed to 

gradually awakening of Europeans from the self-centered worldview that 

persisted for a millennium. The major signii cance of Ibn Ma  jid’s work 

lies in its representation of the sum of Muslim navigational knowledge, 

or even the sum of knowledge all over the Indian Ocean world, as it had 

accumulated over the course of several centuries.   Much of the informa-

tion was implemented by Muslim navigators, some of whom were hired 

by the Portuguese to guide them to Asia. 

 The coming of the Europeans to Asian waters marks a major turning 

point in the Indian Ocean trade because they used real military force to 

dominate the trade market. Therefore, we will conclude our account of 

the active maritime contact between China and the Islamic world and the 

resulting increase of mutual knowledge at this point.     
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     Conclusion  

  Lessons from Pre-modern Sino-Islamic Contact   

   The history of contact and exchange between China and the Islamic 

world offers one of the most remarkable cases of pre-European encoun-

ter because it involves tremendous wealth, transformative ideas, and great 

power. This contact was without interruption for eight centuries – despite 

frequent changes to both regions, from evolving political dynamics to 

sweeping technological advances – that led to a continuous transfer of 

geographic information over time, a process that occurred in three dis-

tinct stages.  

  Political Conl ict Leads to Commercial and Cultural Exchange 

 Geographers and cartographers both documented and facilitated the 

increase of knowledge in their societies, often with government sponsor-

ship. However, the information that provided the basis for this knowledge 

came from intermediaries who moved between the societies and engaged 

in a process of cross-cultural exchange. In the recent past, societies often 

learned about other societies as a result of military powers conquering 

weaker societies and then studying them in order to control and govern 

the people.  1   As the evidence demonstrates, the history of contact between 

China and the Islamic world appears more complicated than this sce-

nario suggests and rarely accords with a general pattern. 

 True, the most dramatic form of contact between these two worlds 

began when two expansionist empires in both the east and the west, the 

 ʿ Abba  sids and Tang China, grew enmeshed in a complicated political con-

l ict that came to blows in a military showdown at Talas   in 751. Political 

complications continued, however, and led to the gradual decline of 
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overland routes in Central Asia, which turned mercantile attention toward 

the sea. A more peaceful form of maritime commercial contact l ourished 

as a result. The major driving forces behind this seaborne expansion were 

Arab, Persian, and other seafaring traders from the Islamic world who, 

with the help of Islamic political expansion and a new Muslim ethic that 

encouraged commerce, began to play an important intermediary role in 

building a new maritime bridge between China and the Islamic world. 

Maritime trade boomed, and a new nexus of Sino-Islamic interaction 

developed in the Indian Ocean. Advances in navigation and shipbuilding 

technologies developed apace, leading to improvements in transportation 

that in turn led to increased volumes of trafi c as more and more peo-

ple turned to travel and trade by sea. Merchants from the Islamic world 

were most active in this long-distance trafi c (with aid from South and 

Southeast Asian seafarers), but in time, the sea attracted Chinese as well. 

This growing population of itinerant merchants and seafarers increas-

ingly settled along trading routes and began to interact and develop 

bonds with local societies, even as they periodically returned to their 

home countries. Sailing routes were documented in greater detail, and 

more people had opportunities to learn about the countries with which 

they had trade relations, however distant they were. 

 The evidence of cross-cultural contact between Chinese and Islamic 

worlds can give the impression that the production and exchange of 

knowledge produced purely positive results: Merchants and travelers sim-

ply recorded their impressions about other societies, which allowed for 

the straightforward transmission of their knowledge to other merchants 

and travelers. But states, or rather writers enjoying state support, actively 

worked to shape the interpretation of knowledge from the very beginning 

of Sino-Islamic interaction when imperial historians drew from accounts 

by merchants and travelers in order to compose their own brief descrip-

tion of the other societies. The analysis in this book makes the state’s 

agenda behind the production of geography and cartography abundantly 

clear: Not only did rulers within both Chinese and Islamic societies want 

to encourage commerce with other societies and reap its benei ts, they 

also attempted to better place themselves and other countries within a 

global context in order to advance their own political ambitions and bet-

ter strategize their security. 

 Geographic knowledge was not simply conveyed through words, of 

course; geographers also visualized it on maps. The communication of 

geographic data and concepts can prove more difi cult to draw than write 

because doing so effectively requires a high level of cartographic skill. 
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Geographers in both Chinese and Islamic societies succeeded in the pro-

duction of effective maps, however, because they could look to geographic 

and cartographic precedents that their societies inherited. Early Islamic 

geographic works drew on the knowledge of the ancient geographers i l-

tered through the traditions of pre-Islamic predecessors in the territories 

of the Islamic world, from Greeks like Ptolemy   to Byzantine and Sassanid 

Persian scholars, all of whom shaped the emergent Muslim culture that 

came to dominate the Islamic world. Muslim geographers who utilized 

older works updated them with newly acquired knowledge gained from 

experienced Muslim travelers in order to draw the most accurate world 

maps of their time. The Chinese developed cartographic techniques 

beginning no later than the third century, yet until about 1000 CE these 

early maps merely portray China. Only the ascent of the Mongol empire 

in the thirteenth century fostered a new sense of geographic understand-

ing among Chinese that rendered this narrow geographic self-perception 

obsolete and encouraged the creation of maps offering an expanded image 

of China’s geographic place in the world. To realize this new understand-

ing of China in the world, geographers and cartographers needed addi-

tional information about the world beyond their borders, much of which 

they obtained from the Islamic world through Muslim scholars working 

at the Yuan court.  

  Direct Transmission of Information in the Integrated 

World under Mongol Rule 

 The greatest degree of interaction between China and the Islamic world 

occurred between 1260 and 1368 when signii cant parts of both socie-

ties fell under the rule of the Mongols. The Mongols’ destruction of the 

 ʿ Abba  sid capital Baghdad and their conquest of the entire Chinese empire 

(which no nomadic society had ever done before) changed both socie-

ties profoundly. Obviously, the Mongol empire was born in bloodshed. 

Its military sweep across Eurasia, however, soon gave way to the Pax 

Mongolica   or Mongol Peace that encouraged cross-cultural interaction 

across the empire and beyond, including the circulation of commodities 

and information adopted from the cultures of the societies they subju-

gated. Scholars did not always view the Mongol era this way, of course; 

in fact, scholars have only recently begun to reassess it.  2   In place of the 

old negative stereotype that depicts Mongols as single-mindedly destruc-

tive, historians have recognized their role in sparking an important tran-

sition in world history as they erased boundaries between east and west 
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and integrated once distant and fragmented societies into a single world 

system. In this capacity, the Mongols transformed the relationship of 

China and the Islamic world. 

 One of the most remarkable achievements resulting from long-dis-

tance contact between Mongol-ruled Yuan and Il-khanate came with 

the increase of world geographic knowledge in the two societies, which 

encouraged them to modify their traditional self-centered worldviews 

to some degree. Evidence reveals how Mongol rulers exchanged not 

only politicians and scholars, but also goods and knowledge. The Yuan 

dynasty in China sponsored the i rst production of world maps that com-

bined traditional Chinese and newly-acquired Islamic geography. The 

Mongol government under Khubilai’s rule expanded the Chinese world-

view by allowing non-Chinese scholars to collaborate with Chinese coun-

terparts in the production of court-sponsored scholarly compilations. Far 

to the west, a similar phenomenon unfolded in the Il-khanate. Muslims 

not only inherited the legacies of their geographic forebears, but they 

also assimilated new information as it became available. This led to one 

of the Il-khanate’s most notable achievements in the i rst large-scale and 

systematic world history, a feat made possible thanks to the increased 

inl ow of geographic information. Government sponsorship encouraged 

the widening of knowledge in the world and the frequent movement of 

people and their ideas through it. Such an attitude affected both Chinese 

and Islamic societies, and it probably began to inl uence their European 

contemporaries as well. This is rel ected in Marco Polo  ’s travelogue, 

whose information often can be verii ed by contemporaneous sources 

from China and the Islamic world. This makes Polo’s memoir seem like 

an expression of collective knowledge circulating throughout the Mongol 

world and beyond. 

 Contact between China and the Islamic world increased to new levels 

because of the growth of close political connections and dynamic trading 

networks during the Mongol era. Both Chinese and Muslims expanded 

the body of geographic knowledge in their societies in both state and 

civilian spheres. Individuals wrote local gazetteers and travelogues in 

order to bring geographic information about the world’s societies and 

the routes to reach them. Some also claimed to have traveled directly 

between China and the Islamic world. 

 Muslims migrated to China in large numbers during the Mongol era, 

and this too changed China. Muslim immigrants in China during ear-

lier periods of history formed small-scale communities in port cities like 

Guangzhou, where they lived separately because of the right of autonomy 
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they received from the Chinese court. After the Mongol campaigns to the 

west ended, many Muslim soldiers went to China and settled in places like 

Eastern Turkestan. Artisans and merchants soon followed. Many others 

settled in southeastern seaports like Guangzhou and Quanzhou, and 

helped to develop them into the major trading emporiums for Chinese 

commerce with South and Southeast Asia. The famous Muslim traveler 

Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a   traced this Muslim network to Quanzhou where he met many 

Muslims. Although Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a says that Muslims in China did not get 

along with the Chinese, evidence for their collaboration in international 

trades questions his claim. When at last the Mongols fell, Muslims had 

to i nd ways to accommodate and survive in their new political environ-

ment, like other collaborators of the Mongols. In doing so, they began to 

evolve into a distinct ethnic group, beginning a process that would lead 

to the formation of the Hui people of modern-day China.  

  The Increasing Spread of World Geographic Knowledge 

 The age of unprecedented cross-cultural contacts under the Mongol 

empire did not last long. After Mongol rulers fell from power in both 

China and the Il-khanate, the two societies grew distant. Tensions between 

successor regimes culminated in Timur  ’s attempt to attack the new Ming 

empire, a plan that failed only when he died in 1405. Timur’s failure 

hardly translated into victory for China’s empire in Central Asia as it 

was no longer the suzerain state of the entire Mongol empire. Some pre-

vious relationships continued, such as those of Chen Cheng   and Ghiya  th 

al-D ı   n Naqqa  sh  , and contributed to preserving diplomatic relations, yet 

even these ties gradually fell off. Meanwhile, the new Ming regime dealt a 

similarly heavy blow to its maritime frontiers when it prohibited private 

trade along its coast and thereby hindered the region’s booming mari-

time trade and the free l ow of ideas that accompanied it. The imprint 

of the Mongol legacy on Chinese society survived, however, and contin-

ued to inl uence Chinese minds. Many surviving copies of world maps 

and geographies that include information from the Mongol-Yuan period 

were actually produced during the Ming. In other words, the circulation 

of a global geographic perspective continued for several decades. This 

fact is epitomized by the famed Zheng He voyages. 

 When the l eets of the Ming emperor Yongle   embarked on their expe-

ditions into the Indian Ocean, they followed routes that were established 

by previous generations of mariners. These magnii cent expeditions have 

often been compared and contrasted to European explorations with regard 
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to both scale and motive. Their scale was much larger than their west-

ern counterparts, but unlike the Europeans, the Chinese did not sail into 

unknown waters. Many studies of pre-modern contacts have highlighted 

the l eets’ remarkable geographic range as an exceptional achievement of 

the Ming period, exaggerating the scale and achievements of the Zheng 

He   expeditions. However, the actual contact proves to have been more 

limited than it was during the previous Mongol era and much of the geo-

graphic knowledge that circulated through China during the Ming era 

was produced during the previous dynasty. Therefore, we should give 

credit to the legacy of the Yuan and earlier eras for their achievements 

of connecting Chinese to the greater world and expanding Chinese geo-

graphic knowledge. In reality, the Ming period marks a point of decline 

in China’s contact with the wider world, including the Islamic world. 

Contact between the two societies did not cease altogether, of course; 

informal forms of interaction and exchange persisted. However, Muslim 

merchants could not travel as freely into China as they once did because 

of the Ming ban on private trade. The same phenomenon can be observed 

in the Islamic world. Muslim navigational works produced during the 

post-Mongol age synthesized previous geographic information about the 

Indian Ocean with new achievements in navigational techniques, yet pro-

vided little new information about China and the eastern edges of the 

Indian Ocean as previous generations had. 

 At the same time, Europeans began to appear on the Indian Ocean 

stage after 1500 and diminished the importance of direct contact between 

China and the Islamic world because they gradually created a broader 

system of oceanic global trade connecting the Afro-Eurasian world to the 

Americas. European nations competed to discover new routes to Asia; 

in the course of which, they discovered routes to the Americas. Portugal 

took the lead thanks to the advanced geographic knowledge it acquired, 

largely through Muslim sources,  3   and guidance from Muslim sailors who 

possessed a level of practical geographic knowledge and navigational 

techniques gleaned from centuries of experience. One of these Muslim 

seafarers eventually guided Vasco   da Gama to India after he rounded the 

Cape of Good Hope.  

  The Inl uence of the Asian Geographic Knowledge on the 

Rise of the Europeans 

 The Europeans indeed established landmarks in world history in 1492 

and 1498. They had prepared the foundations of this achievement many 
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decades earlier, however. Geographic knowledge that accumulated 

through contact between China and the Islamic world gradually l owed 

into Europe as well. Those who attained this knowledge i rst were Italian 

merchants of the Mongol period. Francesco Pegolotti (l ourished 1310–

1347) wrote his merchant handbook containing advice for those bound 

for China based on circulating information that he collected from Asian 

sources. Marco   Polo’s account, a best-selling book in Europe at that 

time, also rel ects this historical phenomenon, whether or not he truly 

did travel to China. The appearance of these works during the Mongol 

period calls to mind   Janet Abu-Lughod’s proposal that a world economic 

system existed in the thirteenth century and functioned as a predeces-

sor to the European system.  4   Perhaps in our endless debates about the 

veracity of Polo’s claims we have missed its most important signii cance: 

Quite simply, that his book is the by-product of the great circulation of 

information that accompanied the culmination of this pre-modern world 

system. Moreover, the inl uence of Mongol-era works like Polo’s travel-

ogue proved important to Europe’s age of expansion. His travelogue, i rst 

doubted by his Italian fellows, ultimately caused an enormous sensation 

in Europe. It is known that Henry the Navigator   enjoyed reading Polo 

and his contemporary, Christopher   Columbus, brought the book with 

him on his voyages to reach India, China, and Japan. In fact, Columbus 

carried the conviction that that his famous expeditions had reached India 

to his death. 

 Thus, agents of European expansion like the Portuguese   and Columbus 

were enabled by the accumulation of systematic geographic knowledge 

that originated in Asia. New maps made by European cartographers dif-

fered from the medieval T-O maps   that evolved from the Eurocentric 

Christian worldview. For example, the Catalan Atlas that circulated widely 

in the fourteenth century plots many specii c places in Asia and includes 

caravan routes and maritime routes. Newly arrived Islamic maps and 

reconstructed Greek world maps emboldened Europeans to sail to wider 

oceans. Indeed, this knowledge transfer was very much a part of the new 

humanistic spirit of Renaissance   that led to the revival of ancient Greek 

philosophies and science and the transformation of the European world 

view. Columbus had access to many of these books through collections 

held in Renaissance cities such as Genova and Venice, and by studying 

them gained new knowledge about the globe. Ironically, Columbus made 

his alternate westward trek across the Atlantic in search of Asia because 

he relied on Ptolemy  ’s inaccurate estimation of a much smaller globe cir-

cumference. In contrast, the expeditions of Henry the Navigator set forth 
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on their own search for India equipped with more accurate geographic 

knowledge of the world based on the professional studies of Islamic and 

Greek geographies collected in the academies of Portugal; this knowledge 

proved indispensible to the success of the missions he sponsored to round 

Africa and sail to Asia. 

 Contact between Asia and Europe at this crucial point remains a topic 

in need of further scrutiny. However, it is already clear that Portuguese 

and other western merchants who began to sail directly to the east after 

1500 and subsequently dominated Indian Ocean trade owed their suc-

cess to the good use they made of Islamic geography, including the accu-

rate information it offered about the coastline between the Islamic world 

and China. Knowledge about the Asian coastline did not develop instan-

taneously, however; it gradually accumulated through centuries of con-

tinuous contact between China and the Islamic world. People in China 

and the Islamic world did not know much about each other in 750, when 

this study begins. From that point on, soldiers, merchants, travelers, and 

scholars from both worlds moved back and forth, gradually learning 

more about each other’s societies. This long-term uninterrupted process 

reached its period of most intense contact during the Mongol era. As 

George Hourani   noted half a century ago, the route from Guangzhou 

(Canton) to the Persian Gulf was the longest and most heavily traveled 

sea route in regular use before 1492. By 1500, knowledge about the 

world had developed in Islamic and Chinese geography and transferred 

to Europe. Clearly, the continuous exchange of goods and people by 

land and sea led to a substantial transfer of knowledge that profoundly 

affected not only China and the Islamic world between 750 and 1500, 

but also Europe and world history after 1500. It was more than a coinci-

dence that a Muslim navigator from Gujarat guided Vasco da Gama into 

the Indian Ocean in 1498 after he rounded the Cape of Good Hope.  

  Toward a Multi-centered Model of World History 

 Let us dei ne the world historical signii cance of the Asian knowledge that 

accumulated through Sino-Muslim contact. After 1500, the two Asian 

societies continued to interact to some degree, mostly through unofi -

cial trade. However, the scale and character of this contact changed pro-

foundly with the active engagement of new European powers in Asia. In 

fact, the Europeans moved into position as the group that best utilized 

this inherited understanding of the world. The vicissitudes of long-term 

Sino-Muslim interaction is important to understanding the history of 
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these societies; however, it is just as important to consider its relevance 

from the broad perspective of world history. Doing so suggests a better 

model for studying the history of contact for the coming decades; one 

that places all forms of cross-cultural contact on an equal level. 

 Consider the larger picture of this pre-modern Sino-Islamic contact: 

The pursuit of goods led to interactions of a grand scale that in turn 

led to the transfer of geographic knowledge. No doubt, newly acquired 

information about a society’s navigational routes, trade goods, history, 

and cultural customs affected the worldviews of those who acquired this 

knowledge. People increasingly acknowledged that other societies were 

worth learning about and trading with, even if they were thought to sit 

at a distant part of the world. Soon after Chinese and Islamic societies 

developed contacts with each other, geographers from both sides of the 

exchange began to map each other’s territories, ultimately drawing world 

maps that placed the two societies and their relationship with each other 

into geographical context. Conceptually, geographers retained the cen-

tral position of their own society in the maps they drew, but over time 

the outlines of the other society gradually gained nuance and accuracy. 

Scholars continued to obtain new information from those who had actu-

ally visited the other place or who had talked to those who had. Many 

factors – the expansion of commercial markets, the expansion of political 

control and security, and a growing curiosity about the wider world – all 

came together to motivate the continued pursuit of knowledge. 

 In contrast to European world maps produced since the early modern 

period that often rel ect state agendas to conquer new territory,  5   pre-

modern Chinese and Islamic world maps offer the opportunity to trace 

the increase in commercial and scholarly exchange between the two soci-

eties over a long period of time. This interaction was not always peaceful, 

of course, but evidence suggests that many writers in both Chinese and 

Islamic societies generally regarded each other favorably. Muslim authors 

examined here depicted the Chinese as good at skills and craftsmanship, 

and held high regard for their extensive territory, systematic political and 

legal system, sophisticated culture, and wealth. Chinese authors produced 

similarly positive portraits, characterizing Muslims as rich and decent 

people with reputable cultures. In most cases, these characterizations 

were based in factual knowledge, although sometimes they contained 

fantastic stories or legends. 

 Sources for the period show that pre-modern contact between the 

Chinese and Muslims revolved mainly around trade, and so did the 

interest of the geographers. In China, there existed the added political 
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motivation of establishing a Chinese-centered world order. This did not 

spring from an interest in “colonization” in the European sense; Chinese 

did not possess such a concept traditionally. However, China’s approach 

to the world was often driven by a desire to impose a tribute system 

that required the subjugation of non-Chinese to a hierarchy that placed 

Chinese at its political and moral apex. Ideally, then, the exchange of 

goods, which brought practical economic benei ts, operated in this 

uneven context. The Zheng He   voyages provide a good example of this. 

Despite their clear ability to militarily conquer the countries they visited, 

the Ming l eets instead sought only the acknowledgment of China’s supe-

riority and the promise to send periodic tributes to the imperial capital. 

By doing so, the Ming court hoped to assert Chinese power and prestige 

in the Indian Ocean for several centuries and establish Chinese dominion 

over its trade. In the Islamic world, most of the Muslims who maintained 

active ties with Chinese were merchants who traveled to China in search 

of commodities that were highly prized in their home countries. Some 

of them settled, and in doing so they became a part of an expanding 

diaspora of Muslim believers ( ummah ). A few, like   Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a, traveled 

simply for the sake of knowledge, an important duty of pious Muslims. 

The waterway that opened between the two societies in the Indian Ocean 

worked to develop commercial and cultural relations that geographers 

appear to regard more signii cant than military conquests. 

 To conclude, it seems i tting to underscore the fact that the long 

and dynamic contact between Chinese and Islamic societies depended 

on many kinds of peoples from many different societies and cultures. 

The Mongols provide the most remarkable example of this. Connecting 

Chinese and Islamic societies by force, these nomads from northern 

Mongolia adopted the sedentary cultures of their subjects quite actively 

and often in creative ways, which created many opportunities for cultural 

exchanges “under Mongolian yoke.” This is just one signii cant example 

among many, of people from the steppes of Central Asia to the seas of 

South Asia, as well as other ethnic groups in East Asia and West Asia. 

Many different layers of interaction shaped the entire system of contact 

and exchange, creating multiple channels through which the transfer of 

knowledge could take place. 

 Close connections and exchange of goods and information among dif-

ferent societies in the pre-modern period was often initiated by military 

conquest such as that of the Mongol empire. In contrast, societies of the 

twenty-i rst century characterized by multiple centers and globalized soci-

eties tend to interact most through practical commercial contact rather 
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than political and military conl ict, although the latter continues to play 

a role in today’s society as well. With this in mind, it can be instructive 

to overcome Eurocentric models and consider how a multi-centric model 

may apply to past epochs in world history as well. The pre-modern rela-

tionship between China and the Islamic world, two societies who experi-

enced roughly equal levels of development, provides an alternate model 

for analyzing an intercultural exchange quite different from the pattern 

of unequal contact often found in colonization encounters. This will pro-

vide us with ample ideas and new lessons for understanding both the past 

as well as the new types of exchanges that shape our globalized world.     
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       Notes   

  Introduction  

 1.     Some scholars have suggested that the Phoenicians may have voyaged around 
the Cape of Good Hope in ancient times. See Fuat Sezgin,  Mathematical 
Geography and Cartography in Islam and Their Continuation in the Occident , 
Part 2 (Frankfurt am Main,  2000 ), 343.  

  2.     The modern-day European expansion that began with Columbus and da 
Gama has continuously engaged historians, as one can see from the recent 
surge of work on this topic. This scholarship is gradually breaking with ear-
lier Eurocentric studies that merely emphasized a rapid shift to European 
dominance. Instead, the new approach attempts to examine dynamic interac-
tions in the maritime history of every part of Asia. John E. Wills, “Maritime 
Asia, 1500–1800: The Interactive Emergence of European Domination,”  The 
American Historical Review  98, no. 1 ( 1993 ): 83–105.  

  3.     Literally “big eat” in Chinese, the term  Dashi  is a transcription of the Persian 
word  T  a    jik  or  T  a 拷   z   ı  拷  . This derives from a nisba of the Arab tribe of T  ayyi ʾ  that 
was located in Iraq. Because the Muslim T  ayyi ʾ  tribe was the Arabs most 
frequently met by the Sassanids, it came to refer to the country of the Arabs 
or the entire Islamic world. Bosworth, “al-S   ı   n,”  EI2 , 9: 618. According to 
Bernhard Karlgren’s  Dictionary of Old and Middle Chinese , the pronunci-
ation of Dashi around the eighth century is d’ â i-d źįə k, which was similar 
to “Tajik” or “Tazi.” Tor Ulving,  Dictionary of Old and Middle Chinese: 
Bernhard Karlgren’s Grammata Serica Recensa Alphabetically Arranged  
(G ö teborg,  1997 ).  

  4.     When I refer to “precise” or “accurate” depictions, I mean those that are in 
accord with our modern-day understanding. For a specialized discussion on 
 precision , see F. Jamil Ragep, “Islamic Reactions to Ptolemy’s Imprecisions,” 
in  Ptolemy in Perspective  (New York: Springer,  2010 ), 121–134.  

  5.     David Woodward, “Medieval Mappaemundi,” in  HC1 , 286–370.  
  6.     R. A. Skelton,  Explorer’s Maps: Charters in the Cartographic Record of 

Geographical Discovery  (New York,  1958 ), 16–17.  
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  7.     Many earlier scholars in this i eld did pioneering work on examining the 
contacts in the commercial and cultural connections between China and 
the Islamic world, translating some important parts of the relevant primary 
sources. Some works, from which I have benei ted, in particular, include the 
works by Gabriel Ferrand, Kuwabara Jitsuz ō , Donald Daniel Leslie, W. M. 
Thackston, and many more, whom I will cite throughout this book.  

  8.     Wang Q. Edward, “History, Space, and Ethnicity: The Chinese Worldview,” 
 Journal of World History  10, no. 2 (Fall  1999 ): 285–289.  

  9.     Patricia Risso,  Merchants & Faith: Muslim Commerce and Culture in the 
Indian Ocean  (Colorado,  1995 ), 5–7.  

  10.     For a nuanced discussion about the early relations between the Chinese 
and their northern neighbors, see Nicola Di Cosmo,  Ancient China and its 
Enemies: The Rise of Nomadic Power in East Asian History  (New York, 
 2002 ).  

  11.     Sogdian traders were the main Central Asian middlemen on the Silk Road 
between the i fth to the eighth century.  É tienne de la Vaissi è re,  Sogdian Traders: 
A History  (Leiden,  2005 ); Jonathan K. Skaff, “The Sogdian Trade Diaspora 
in East Turkestan during the Seventh and Eighth Centuries,”  Journal of the 
Economic and Social History of the Orient  46, no. 4 ( 2003 ): 475–524. For 
traces of Sogdians in the cities of north China, see Rong Xinjiang,  Zhonggu 
Zhongguo yu wailai wenming  (Beijing, 2001). For the archaeology and art 
excavated in the main oasis towns along the Silk Road, see the lifeworks of 
Borris Marshak, including  Legends, Tales, and Fables in the Art of Sogdiana  
(New York, 2002).  

  12.     C. E. Bosworth, et al., “al-S   ı   n,”  EI2 , 9: 616–625.  
  13.     Only two delegations, which took place around 715 and 750, are mentioned 

by some Muslim sources like the chronicles of al-T  abar ı   , yet they are not doc-
umented in Chinese sources. See the chart of embassies from the Arabs based 
on Chinese ofi cial histories in Donald D. Leslie,  Islam in Traditional China: A 
Short History to 1800  (Belconnen ACT,  1986 ), 31. The same Chinese sources 
also record forty-six cases of Persian tributary envoys from 455, some of 
which came to China even after the fall of the Sassanid Empire in 651, and 
lasted until 771. See the chart on p.16 of  Islam in Traditional China.   

  14.     Huichao,  Wang wu tianzhu guo zhuan jian shi  (Beijing, 2 000) ; Leslie,  Islam 
in Traditional China , 20.  

  15.     al-T  abar ı    (838–923).  The Periplus Maris Erythraei: Text with Introduction, 
Translation, and Commentary , trans. Lionel Casson (Princeton, 1989).  

  16.     Ibid., 90–91, 238. Different transcriptions of the term –  This ,  Th   ı   拷   nai ,  S   ı   拷   nai  – 
were used by scholars. See  Periplus Maris Erythraei , trans. Murakami 
Kentar ō  (Tokyo, 1993), 275. Some scholars argue that the two places in 
the eastern extremity of the inhabitable world appearing in the Greek and 
Roman sources, Seres in the north (from the overland connections) and Sinai 
in the south (from the maritime connection), refer to China, but there have 
been debates among sinologists about the exact identii cations and locations 
of the two place names. For further discussion of the pre-modern western 
names for China, see Paul Pelliot, “Cin,” in  Notes on Marco Polo , vol.1 
(Paris,  1959 ), 264–278.  
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  17.     There were maritime contacts between West Asia and East Asia between 
third and seventh centuries. Many treasures from the Sassanid Persia includ-
ing glassware, tapestries, and musical instruments, excavated in Korean 
tombs (Gyeongju, Korea) and preserved in Sh ō s ō in (in Nara, Japan), were 
probably brought by maritime routes via China to Korea and Japan. On the 
archaeological evidence for the Indian Ocean trade network at that time, 
see Himanshu P. Ray,  The Archaeology of Seafaring in Ancient South Asia  
(Cambridge,  2003 ), 198–213.  

  18.     Chen Gaohua and Wu Tai,  Songyuan shiqi de haiwai maoyi  (Tianjin,  1981 ), 
1–12. Some scholars argued based on some passages from the ofi cial histo-
ries mentioning people from Persia (Bosi) that many Persian merchants came 
to China via maritime routes during the Sassanid period (226–651). Wang 
Gungwu, however, disputes these arguments by suggesting that the state of 
Wei  魏 , which conducted trade with the Persians was located in the northern 
part of China and thus “most of the possible contacts with Persia must have 
been overland contacts.” Wang Gungwu,  The Nanhai Trade: Early Chinese 
Trade in the South China Sea  (Singapore,  2003 ), 123.  

  19.     Since Sugiyama Masaaki suggested in 1995 that the Mongol empire con-
structed a Eurasian commercial network covering land and sea, recent stud-
ies have explored the details of the maritime contacts during the Mongol 
period. Sugiyama Masaaki,  Kubirai no ch   ō   sen: Mongoru kaij   ō    teikoku e no 
michi  (Tokyo,  1995 ); Yokkaichi Yasuhiro, “Chinese and Muslim Diasporas 
and the Indian Ocean Trade Network under Mongol Hegemony,” in  The 
East Asian Mediterranean: Maritime Crossroads of Culture, Commerce and 
Human Migration  (Wiesbaden, 2008), 73–102.  

  20.     There exist a number of pre-Islamic Arabic (especially South Arabic) texts.  
  21.     The writers in the two societies also documented the societies in-between, 

such as those in Central Asia and South and Southeast Asia. Because the 
peoples there did not leave many written accounts about their own socie-
ties, Chinese and Muslim sources are crucial. Yet this is not our focus in this 
book.  

  22.     A noteworthy debate on sources of the period is the European travelogue 
of Marco Polo. Among many different versions in different languages are 
only a few that scholars believe are at all close to the original that is lost. 
See John Larner,  Marco Polo and the Discovery of the World  (New Haven, 
 1999 ). Comparative examination of the contents in different versions helps 
us piece together which parts were added later or distorted in the course of 
transmission and pinpoint reliable aspects of the thirteenth century and a lit-
tle later period. We have to be cautious when we deal with similar accounts 
in Chinese and Arabic, yet we can assume that the degree of variation is 
much less than that of Polo’s account, which was one of the most sensational 
books in the pre-modern period.  

  23.     The ancient Chinese pronunciation “an-si ə k” is a transcription of Arsaces, 
the name of the empire’s founder (died 246 or 211 BCE), which was also 
adopted by succeeding Parthian rulers. Wang Tao, “Parthia in China: a 
Re-examination of the Historical Records,” in  The Age of the Parthians: The 
Idea of Iran , vol. II (London,  2007 ), 87–104. This identii cation of Anxi is 
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quite convincing and has had general acceptance, yet those of the follow-
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  62.     Ohji Toshiaki,  Chizu ha kataru: sekai chizu no tanj   ō   (Tokyo,  2007 ), 46–50.  
  63.     Jam-bu-dv ı   pa had originally translated as Yanfu ti  閻浮提  in Chinese. 

Nakamura Gen,  Iwanami Bukky   ō    Jiten , 81r.  
  64.     For a discussion on “India’s unique status in the Chinese world order,”see 

Tansen Sen,  Buddhism, Diplomacy, and Trade: the Realignment of Sino-
Indian Relations, 600-1400  (Honolulu,  2003 ), 8–12. For a detailed dis-
cussion on Buddhist worldview and its gradual acceptance by the Chinese, 
see also Unno,  T   ō   y   ō    Chirigaku shi kenky  u ̄  , 18–30. For maps with India at 
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19–21.  
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ing technology. Many written sources also testify to Chinese construction of 
large seagoing vessels during the Tang period. Sun Guangqi,  Zhongguo gudai 
hanghai shi  (Beijing,  2005 ), 196–199.  

  69.     On the contact between China and Japan during the Tang period, including 
the Japanese imperial embassies to the Tang dynasty (Kent ō shi, eighteen to 
twenty times in 630–894 CE), see Sun Guangqi,  Zhongguo gudai hanghai 
shi , 218–240.  

  70.     Chen Gaohua,  Songyuan shiqi de haiwai maoyi , 99–122.  
  71.     Sanfoqi was a large commercial hub/center in the maritime route that was con-

nected to the east and the west. Kuwabara,  Ho Juk   ō    no jiseki , 162, 182–184.  
  72.     The place-names along the eastern coast are even more precise and rich than 

those along the southern coast. Aoyama points out that it is because the 
Chinese in the Song period had more contacts with the countries in East 
Asia including Japan and Korea than with those in Southeast, South, and 
West Asia. Aoyama,  T   ō    S   ō    Jidai no k   ō   tsu to chishi chizu no Kenky  u ̄  , 610. It 
is true that the contact between China and the countries in East Asia dra-
matically increased in the Song period, yet the trade in the South China Sea 
also l ourished considerably according to contemporary written and archeo-
logical evidence. The cartographer of the map may have not possessed the 
best knowledge about the southern coast of China.  

  73.     Shen Gua,  Mengxi bitan , 2:768–771; Joseph Needham, et al.,  Science and 
Civilisation in China,  vol. 4, Part III (Cambridge,  1971 ), 563–564.  

  74.     Xu Song,  Songhuiyao jigao  (Beijing,  1957 ), 7:22, 4:91.  
  75.     The Song dynasty, which was politically-weaker than the Tang dynasty, had 

already compromised with strong northern peoples such as the Liao and 
Xixia the traditional hierarchical principles of the tributary system in order 
to maintain peace. Chaffee, “Diasporic Identities,” 400–401.  

  76.     See Tuo Tuo,  Songshi  (Beijing,  1977 ), 167:3971. For a succinct English sum-
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(shibosi) and further information about Chinese and Japanese scholarship 
on this topic, see So,  Prosperity, Region, and Institutions in Maritime China , 
46–7.  

  77.     Chaffee, “Diasporic Identities,” 395–420; see also Hugh R. Clark’s essay 
about Quanzhou as China’s maritime frontier and Muslim communities 
there from the tenth to the thirteenth century. Hugh R. Clark, “Muslims 
and Hindus in the Culture and Morphology of Quanzhou from the Tenth 
to the Thirteenth century,”  Journal of World History  6, no. 1 (Spring  1995 ): 
49–74. See also Chen Dasheng and Denys Lombard, “Foreign Merchants 
in Maritime Trade in Quanzhou (‘Zaitun’): Thirteenth and Fourteenth 
Centuries,” in  Asian Merchants and Businessmen in the Indian Ocean and 
the China Sea  (Oxford,  2000 ), 19–24.  

  78.     For some examples such as the Arab merchant Pu Ximi (Abu Hamid?), see 
Chaffee, “Diasporic Identities,” 401–403. Also see Kuwabara,  Ho Juk   ō    no 
jiseki , 92, 161–162.  

  79.     For more details about this case, Zhang Jun-yan, “Relations between China 
and the Arabs in Early Times,”  The Journal of Oman Studies  6 ( 1980 ): 102.  

  80.     See John W. Chaffee, “The Impact of the Song: Imperial Clan on the Overseas 
Trade of Quanzhou,” in  The Emporium of the World , 13–46; Robert M. 
Hartwell, “Foreign Trade, Monetary Policy and Chinese ‘Mercantilism’,” in 
 Collected Studies on Sung History Dedicated to Professor James T. C. Liu 
in Celebration of his Seventieth Birthday  (Kyoto,  1989 ); Jung-pang Lo, “The 
Emergence of China as a Sea Power During the Late Sung and Early Y ü an 
Periods,”  Far Eastern Quarterly  14, no. 4 ( 1955 ): 489–503.  

  81.     Fujian sheng Quanzhou haiwai jiaotongshi bowuguan,  Quanzhou wan 
Songdai haichuan de fajue yu janjiu  (Beijing,  1987 ).  

  82.     On discussions about technological breakthroughs in shipbuilding and 
in the art of seafaring during the Song period, see Needham,  Science and 
Civilisation in China,  vol. 4, Part III, 563–564. Chen Xinxiong updates 
Needham’s classical work on technological breakthroughs in shipbuilding 
and in the art of seafaring. Chen Xinxiong, “Song Yuan de yuanyang maoyi 
chuan,” in  Zhongguo Haiyang fazhan shi lunwen ji , vol.2 (Taipei,  1986 ).  

  83.     See my discussion on the descriptions about advantages of the watertight 
compartments in the accounts of Marco Polo and Ibn Bat  t  u ̄ t  a in  Chapter 4 .  

  84.     Some of the things on the ships were made earlier such as the i rst-century 
coins found on the fourteenth-century shipwreck from Sinan that were 
apparently still on circulation.  Conservation and Restoration Report of 
Shinan Ship  (Mokpo, 2004), 196–204.  

  85.     So,  Prosperity, Region, and Institutions in Maritime China , 186–201. See 
also many articles in Angela Schottenhammer, ed.,  The Emporium of the 
World , most of which attest to the boom of Chinese maritime trade cen-
tering around Quanzhou in the Song period based on recent archeological 
i ndings.  

  86.     He says in his preface that he summarized 400 sections i rst that he later 
lost, and therefore, the information he collected was more than that in the 
Notes from the  Land beyond the Passes . Zhou Qufei,  Lingwai daida  (Beijing, 
 1999 ), 7. There are four surviving editions for Zhou Qufei’s  Lingwai daida . 
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  of the Yongle Reign], which contains collected texts that are quite close to 
the originals. The i nal Zhonghua shuju volume edited and commented by 
Yang Wuquan compares the earlier three editions and provides the most 
reliable text, and therefore, I mainly used that in this study.  

  87.     We can also i nd some valuable accounts about sailing and ships in other 
chapters. Due to the book’s rich contents, many scholars have used the work 
to research the maritime contacts of the Song period.  

  88.     Zhou Qufei, 126.  
  89.     Ibid., 99.  
  90.     There are debates about the exact location of this country. Some scholars 

identify it with Malabar Coast in southern India, yet because the text says 
people can reach Mecca from Maliba for eighty-day journey west on foot, 
Mirbat in the Arabian Peninsula is more convincing than Malabar from 
which people have to sail to reach Mecca. Zhou Qufei, 99, 101.  

  91.     In the section about Lumei  盧眉  in  Zhufan zhi , Zhao Rugua says Meilugudun 
 眉路骨惇  is Lumei  盧眉  (the Roman empire).  Zhufan zhi , 116.  

  92.     Zhou Qufei, 74–75.  
  93.     Ibid., 126–127.  
  94.     Ibid., 91.  
  95.     Shen Gua,  Mengxi bitan , 2:768–771.  
  96.     Zhou Qufei, 216–217. Compare Zhu Yu,  Pingzhou ketan  (Shanghai,  1989 ), 

26–7.  
  97.     Although Zhao Rugua does not mention the title, he cites much from the 

 Notes from the Land beyond the Passes . The edition that Hirth used did 
not contain Zhao Rugua’s own preface. I also used Zhonghua shuju edition 
and the Japanese translation, which scholars agree are the best annotated 
editions.  

  98.     Zhao Rugua himself says in his preface that he used some free time to 
inquire foreign merchants about their countries’ products, customs, and 
travel itineraries. Yet Fujiyoshi argues that Zhao Rugua’s term in ofi ce was 
only one and a half years, which was too short to do all of inquiries, and 
that he probably used previous works.  Zhufan zhi/ Fujiyoshi, 1, 330.  

  99.      Zhufan zhi , 1;  Zhufan zhi/ Fujiyoshi, 1, 339.  
  100.      Zhufan zhi , 91; Compare  Zhufan zhi/ Fujiyoshi, 158, and  Zhufan zhi/ Hirth, 

119.  
  101.     Although Lin Zhiqi used different Chinese characters for Shi Nawei  試那

圍  (not  施那幃 ) in his book, the Chinese pronunciation is the same; Chinese 
authors often transcribed the Arabic name of an identical foreign merchant 
to Chinese names using different Chinese characters that have the same pro-
nunciations. Lin Zhiqi (1112–76),  Zhuozhai wenji  (Taipei,  1971 ), 15:13. 
For a brief discussion about an original name for the Arab merchant Shi 
Nawei (Shila  vi: from Sira  f) and the Chinese author Lin Zhiqi, see  Zhufan 
zhi/ Fujiyoshi, 168.  

  102.     See Kuwabara,  Ho Juk   ō    no jiseki , 88, 200–201.  
  103.      Zhufan zhi/ Hirth, 124.  
  104.     See  Chapter 3  for more details on the Muslim stone inscriptions in the most 

recent publication,  QZZJSK . A few surviving Muslim tombstones date 
back to the Song period. The Muslim communities l ourished in the ports 
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of southeastern China since the tenth century as part of a trade diaspora. 
Chaffee, “Diasporic Identities,” 395–420.  

  105.      Zhufan zhi , 120–123; Compare  Zhufan zhi/ Fujiyoshi, 192–195, and  Zhufan 
zhi/ Hirth, 114.  

  106.     The traditional sources of the Nile River were thought to be in a moun-
tain range called Mountains of the Moon by ancient Greek and Muslim 
geographers. See  Chapters 2 ,  3 , and  4  for its depictions in Muslim and 
Chinese maps. The real sources of the White Nile were found only in the 
mid- nineteenth century by the exploration of Sir Richard Francis Burton 
and John Hanning Speke. On this topic, also see Christopher Ondaatje, 
 Journey to the Source of the Nile  (Toronto, 1998).  

  107.     The story in the Qur ʾ a  n is from that of the Hebrew Bible (Genesis, Chapters 
30–7).  

  108.      Zhufan zhi , 123.  

   2. The Representation of China and the World  

 1.     Ibn al-Nad ı   m,  The Fihrist of al-Nad   ı   拷   m  (New York,  1970 ), 31.  
  2.     Ibid., 32.  
  3.     J. W. F ü ck, “Ibn al-Nad ı   m,”  EI2 , 3: 895–896. Jonathan M. Bloom.  Paper 

Before Print: The History and Impact of Paper in the Islamic World  (New 
Haven,  2001 ).  

  4.     For the translation movement, see Dimitri Gutas,  Greek Thought, Arab 
Culture: the Graeco-Arabic Translation Movement in Baghdad and Early 
Abbasid Society  (New York,  1998 ).  

  5.     Busse, “Arabische Historiographie und Geographie,” 293–296.  
  6.     Ragep, “Islamic Reactions to Ptolemy’s Imprecisions,” 124–125.  
  7.     Abu ̄  Dja ʿ far Muh  ammad b. Mu ̄ sa   al-Khwa  rizm ı    is more famous for writing 

many scientii c works from which modern terms like algebra and algorithm 
originate. See J. Vernet, “Al- Kh wa  razm ı   ,”  EI2 , 4: 1070–1071.  

  8.     Ptolemy,  Ptolemy, Geography, Book 6: Middle East, Central and North Asia, 
China , trans. Helmut Humbach (Wiesbaden, 1998–2002), vol.1, 201–211, 
vol.2, 102–104.  

  9.     Wilhelm Spita discovered the only surviving manuscript of  The Shape of 
the Earth  in Cairo in 1878. It mentions three cities in China, one of which, 
according to Kuwabara Jitsuz ō , was Khantu ̄  (probably Yangzhou). Takahashi 
Tadashi, “Aru-kuwa  rizum ı    zusetsu [gaih ō ],”  Chiri gakushi kenky  u ̄   2 ( 1962 ): 
52. Also see Kuwabara,  Ho Juk   ō    no jiseki , 33, 49, for his discussion about 
Khantu.  

  10.     Ibn Khurrada  dhbih,  Kit  a 拷   b al-Mas  a 拷   lik wa-l-mam  a 拷   lik  (Leiden,  1889 ).  
  11.     Ibid. For reliable English translations of sample passages, see S. Maqbul 

Ahmad,  Arabic Classical Accounts of India and China  (Shimla, 1989), and 
Pier Giovanni Donini,  Arab Travelers and Geographers  (London,  1991 ).  

  12.     This view is probably based on the common doctrine of both Judeo-
 Christian and Islamic beliefs that all of us are descended from Adam and 
Eve. This  belief showed Muslims’ open attitude towards the Chinese, whom 
they saw as their brothers. “Fa gh fu ̄ r,”  EI2 , 2: 738.  
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  13.     Bosworth et al., “al-S   ı   n.”  
  14.     See L. Hambis, “ Kh a  nfu ̄ ,”  EI2 , 4: 1024. For a detailed discussion about the 

identii cation and location of Kha  nfu ̄ , see Kuwabara,  Ho Juk   ō    no jiseki , 
 39–42.  

  15.     Kuwabara,  Ho Juk   ō    no jiseki , 47–48.  
  16.     Walther Hinz,  Islamische Masse und Gewichte  (Leiden,  1970 ), 62.  
  17.     Ibn Khurrada  dhbih, 69. For a detailed discussion of the entire route from 

Ceylon to Qa  nt  u ̄ , see Aloya Sprenger,  Die Post- und Reiserouten des Orients  
(Nendeln, Liechtenstein,  1966 ).  

  18.     Bosworth et al., “al-S   ı   n.” See an example of al-Idr ı   s ı    in the discussion about 
al-Idr ı   s ı   ’s geographic works at the end of this chapter.  

  19.     A recent archaeological i nd demonstrates the importance of Yangzhou in 
the maritime trade with the Islamic world. See Hsieh Ming-liang, “Ji heishi 
hao (Batu Hitam) chenchuan zhong de Zhongguo taociqi (Batu Hitam),” 
 Meishu shi yanjiu jikan  13 ( 2002 ): 1–60.  

  20.     For Wa  qwa  q, see F. Vir é , “Wa    k wa    k,”  EI2 , 11: 103–109. For al-Sh ı   la  , see 
the article about Korea Kei Won Chung and George F. Hourani, “Arab 
Geographers on Korea,”  Journal of the American Oriental Society  58.4 
(December  1983 ): 658–661.  

  21.     Ibn Khurrada  dhbih, 70.  
  22.     For an illustration of the wa  qwa  q tree in a later Muslim account, see Figure 

33 in E. Edson and E. Savage-Smith, eds.,  Medieval Views of the Cosmos  
(Oxford,  2004 ), 66.  

  23.     The most important case is that of al-Jayha  n ı   , a vizier of the Sa  ma  nid dynasty 
(875–999) in Central Asia and eastern Iran. His  Book of Routes and Realms  
is not extant, yet we can assume, based on some later accounts that fre-
quently cited its coverage of eastern countries, that his book was similar to 
Ibn Khurrada  dhbih’s or perhaps even richer because he expanded on it by 
using more travelers as sources. Some scholars argue that the version of Ibn 
Khurrada  dhbih’s book that we have now is abridged and that there was a 
more complete version (Ibn Khurrada  dhbih himself revised his i rst text after 
forty years passed) which al-Jayha  n ı    copied. Later writers who cited Ibn 
Khurrada  dhbih’s book kept describing it as brief in order to justify their own 
more detailed works, which were in fact, based on other available sources 
at their disposal. Marwaz ı   ,  Sharaf al-Zam  a 拷   n   T    a 拷   hir Marvaz   ı  拷    on China, the 
Turks, and India: Arabic Text (circa A.D. 1120) with an English Translation 
and Commentary , trans. V. Minorsky (Frankfurt am Main, 1993), 6–8. See an 
example of such discussions in De la Vaissi è re,  Sogdian Traders ,  312–313.  

  24.     I agree with their argument because the name Sulayma  n is only mentioned 
once in the middle of the entire volume. See Ahmad,  Arabic Classical 
Accounts , xv, and Hourani, 68.  

  25.     Buzurg b. Shahriyar,  The Book of the Wonders of India , trans. G. S. P. 
Freeman-Grenville (London, 1981), see especially 62–64.  Arabian Nights: 
The Marvels and Wonders of the Thousand and One Nights , vol.1, trans. 
 Richard F. Burton (New York, 1991).  

  26.     I mainly used the original Arabic text compiled by Jean Sauvaget to translate 
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and I compared them with another original Arabic text compiled by Reinaud 
and also with English and French translations. Sauvaget’s Arabic text does 
not contain the second volume by Abu ̄  Zayd, so I had to use Reinaud’s Arabic 
text to translate the passages in the second volume and compare them with 
English and French translations.  

  27.     Another source is a passage in al-Mas ʿ u ̄ d ı   ’s  The Meadows of Gold and Mines 
of Gems  ( Mur  u ̄   j al-dhahab wa-ma  ʿ  a 拷   din al-jaw  a 拷   hir ) where al-Mas ʿ u ̄ d ı    directly 
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  28.     The name “al- ʿ Ira  q” (also spelled “Iraq”) in medieval Arabic sources denoted 
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Meynard and Pavet de Courteille, vol. 1, (Paris, 1962) 216; some scholars 
interpret this usage to mean that the Chinese used to sail to the Persian Gulf. 
However, as Hourani pointed out, no other evidence clearly supports the 
sailing of Chinese ships as far as the Persian Gulf. Hourani,  Arab Seafaring , 
75–76.  

  31.     Reinaud, 88; Renaudot, 46.  
  32.     For more detail about the Intan ship found in 1998–1999, see Flecker,  The 

Archaeological Excavation of the 10th Century: Intan Shipwreck,  (Oxford, 
2002).  

  33.     Michael Flecker, “A Ninth-Century AD Arab or Indian Shipwreck in 
Indonesia,”  World Archaeology  32, no. 3 ( 2001 ): 340, Plate 4.  

  34.     We can gain some clearer sense about what the ancient sewn boats of the 
Indian Ocean looked like from a surviving sewn boat found in the mid-
nineteenth century on India’s east coast. Ray, 59–64. Eric Kentley, “The Sewn 
Boats of India’s East Coast,” in  Tradition and Archaeology , 254; see page 
260 for a mid-19th century model of a  masula .  

  35.     Denis Twitchett and Janice Stargardt, “Chinese Siver Bullion in a Tenth-
Century Indonesian Wreck,”  Asia Major  (3rd series), 15, no. 1 ( 2002 ): 
35–60.  

  36.     Twitchett and Stargardt, “Chinese Siver Bullion,” 25–26.  
  37.     Flecker, “A Ninth-Century AD Arab or Indian Shipwreck in Indonesia,” 

339–342.  
  38.     Tampoe,  Maritime Trade between China and the West , 54–57, 65–66. 

Whitehouse, “ ʿ Abba  sid Maritime Trade,” 64–67.  
  39.     Sauvaget, 7–9; Ahmad,  Arabic Classical Accounts , 38–40.  
  40.     Sauvaget, 9.  
  41.     Sauvaget, 16; Ahmad,  Arabic Classical Accounts , 46.  
  42.     Sauvaget, 7.  
  43.     Kuwabara,  Ho Juk   ō    no jiseki , 97–98.  
  44.     Sauvaget, 16; Ahmad,  Arabic Classical Accounts , 46.  
  45.     Sauvaget, 11–27; Ahmad,  Arabic Classical Accounts , 42–57.  
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  46.     Sauvaget, 18–19; Ahmad,  Arabic Classical Accounts , 49.  
  47.     Chunyan Huang, “Songdai dengwengu zhidu,”  Zhongzhou xuekan  6 

(November  2004 ): 112–116; Edward A. Kracke, “Early Visions of Justice 
for the Humble in East and West,”  Journal of the American Oriental Society  
96, no. 4 (October-December  1976 ): 493–495.  

  48.     On a comparative and comprehensive discussion of the tort redress con-
ducted in China, the Sassanid dynasty, and the Islamic world, see Beatrice 
Gruendler, “Tawq ı    ʿ  (Apostille),” in  The Evolution of Artistic Classical Arabic 
P , (Beirut), 3–6.  

  49.     Reinaud, 75–77; Renaudot, 39–40.  
  50.     Abu H  a  yyan al-Tawh   ı   d ı   , “Al-Tawh   ı   d ı   ,” in  The Book of Entertainment and 

Good Company , 353–357 (the quotation on p. 354).  
  51.     For classical works on the contacts between Chinese and the Persians of the 

Sassanid dynasty, Ishida Mikinosuke,  Ch   ō   an no haru  (Tokyo,  1979 ) for Persian 
inl uence on Chinese, and Berthold Laufer,  Sino-Iranica  (Chicago, 1919) 
for Chinese inl uence on Persians. In his  Ch   ō   an no haru , Ishida Mikinoske 
reconstructed the lively and “cosmopolitan” scenes of the Chang’an includ-
ing many business transactions of Persian- or Arabic-speaking, non-Chinese 
merchants using the Tang period collections of stories and poems including 
 Taiping guangji  (Extensive Records of the Taiping Era). According to the 
sources, the Chinese during the Sui and Tang dynasties enjoyed Iranian-style 
wine, clothes, music, and dances. The Iranians built Zoroastrian temples in 
Chang’an to keep their religious lives. Ishida, 163–205. For exotic goods that 
came from Central Asia to Chang’an, see Edward H. Schafer,  The Golden 
Peaches of Samarkand: A Study of T’ang Exotics  (Berkeley,  1963 ).  

  52.     Reinaud, 77–85; Renaudot, 40–45.  
  53.     Reinaud, 85–86; Renaudot, 45. Heng Chye Kiang reconstructed a hypo-

thetical walk through Chang’an taken Ibn Wahb based on these sources. 
Heng Chye Kiang,  Cities of Aristocrats and Bureaucrats: the Development 
of Medieval Chinese Cityscapes  (Honolulu,  1999 ), 1–16. See page i ve of the 
book for the reconstructed plan of Chang’an and hypothetical route taken 
by Ibn Wahab in Figure A.  

  54.     Ishida,  Ch   ō   an no haru , 214–215.  
  55.     Ibid., 163–196.  
  56.     Huang Chao occupied Guangzhou in 879. For more details, see Ouyang Xiu, 

 Biography of Huang Ch‘ao [Hs   ı  拷   n T‘ang-sh  u ̄    225C.1a-9a] , trans. Howard S. 
Levy (Berkeley, 1955).  

  57.     Reinaud, 62–63; Renaudot, 32–33.  
  58.     Another Arabic source about the same event estimates the casualties at 

200,000. For the original text, see al-Mas ʿ u ̄ d ı   ,  Mur  u ̄   j al-dhahab wa-ma ‘ a 拷 din 
al- jawhar  (Bayru ̄ t), 106. Compare a French translation, al-Mas ʿ u ̄ d ı   ,  Les prai-
ries d’or , trans. Barbier de Meynard and Pavet de Courteille, vol. 1, 125; and 
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seem not to mention the massacre of foreigners, although another Chinese 
source about 100 years earlier relates a similar event of a massacre of 4,000 
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Persian merchants when Tang general Tian Shengong rebelled and entered 
Yangzhou in 760.  JTS , 124:3533.  

  59.     S. D. Goitein,  Letters of Medieval Jewish Traders  (Princeton, 1973).  
  60.     Kenneth R. Hall, “Local and International Trade and Traders in the Straits 

of Melaka Region: 600–1500,”  Journal of the Economic and Social History 
of the Orient,  47, no. 3 ( 2004 ): 213–260.  

  61.     S. Maqbul Ahmed, “Travels of Abu ’l Hasan ‘Ali b. al Husayn al-Mas‘udi,” 
 Islamic Culture: An English Quarterly  28, no. 1 (January  1954 ): 523.  

  62.     Born in Baghdad, he traveled widely during his lifetime and settled down in 
Cairo before his death. For more about al-Mas ʿ u ̄ d ı   , see S. Maqbul Ahmad, 
ed.,  Al-Mas ‘ u ̄ d   ı  拷   : Millenary Commemoration Volume  (Aligarh, 1960).  

  63.     He consulted Ptolemy’s  Geography  and  Almagest , and he often shows his 
interest in geography in his books. See the discussion of al-Mas‘u ̄ d ı   .  

  64.     The i rst sea, Sea of Fa  rs, begins from Basra and al-Ubullah in the Persian 
Gulf and continues via the i ve intervening seas – the Sea of La  rw ı      , the 
Sea of Harkand, the Sea of Ka  lah Ba  r    (Also called Sea of Kalah)   , 
the Sea of Kundranj   , the Sea of al-S  anf – and ends in the seventh and 
i nal sea, that is, the Sea of China. Al-Masu ̄ d ı   ,  Mur  u ̄   j al-dhahab , vol.1, 114–
122. An earlier Muslim geographer al-Ya ʾ qu ̄ b ı    (died 897) gives a slightly dif-
ferent sea division that has the i fth sea as the Sea of Sala  hit   and the sixth sea 
as the Sea of Kundranj. Ferrand,  Relations de Voyages , 49–50.  

  65.     Many other passages in  Accounts of China and India  are the same as, or 
similar to, those in al-Mas ʿ u ̄ d ı   ’s account.  The Accounts of China and India , 
however, contains richer information not found in al-Mas ʿ u ̄ d ı   ’s account; sim-
ilar summarized descriptions about the seven seas are found in other con-
temporary accounts.  

  66.     Al-Masu ̄ d ı   ,  Mur  u ̄   j al-dhahab , 129. Compare Abu ̄  Zayd’s account in Reinaud, 
87–88 for Arabic with French translation; Renaudot, 46 for English.  

  67.     Al-Is  t  akhr ı    based his works on those of al-Balkh ı    (died 934?), which are 
not extant. Al-Mas‘u ̄ d ı    says he has seen a world map of Caliph al-Ma ʾ mu ̄ n, 
which he considered was superior to the maps of Ptolemy and Marinos of 
Tyre. None of these maps survive, yet some extant maps whose originals date 
back to the tenth century may rel ect an initial template similar to the earlier 
maps.  

  68.     Abu ̄  Zayd al-Balkh ı   ’s map is lost. Hopkins, “Geographic and Navigational 
Literature,” 312–315. Ahmad, “ Dj u gh ra  i ya  ,” 2: 581–582.  

  69.     Ibn al-Faq ı   h,  Compendium libri Kit  a 拷   b al-Bold  a 拷   n  (Lugduni-Batavorum, 
 1885 ), 3–4 for Arabic. Compare Ferrand,  Relations de Voyages , 55 for 
French translation.  

  70.     There were other famous geographers such as al-Ya ʾ qu ̄ b ı    who authored books 
with the same title. See Hopkins, “Geographic and Navigational Literature,” 
309–312.  

  71.     Bosworth, “al-S   ı   n.”  
  72.     The many later manuscripts suggest that the Balkh ı    School maps were pop-

ular in the succeeding centuries. See Gerald R. Tibbetts, “The Balkh ı    School 
of Geographers” and “Later Cartographic Developments,”  HC2:1 .  
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  73.     The Balkh ı    School maps also contain sectional maps that do not include 
China but show the Sea of China (the present-day Indian Ocean). Tibbetts, 
“The Balkh ı    School of Geographers,” 112–122.  

  74.     Early  ʿ Abba  sid scholars, including al-Khwa  rizm ı   , had tried to draw the world 
or locate regions based on longitude-latitude coordinate systems inl uenced 
by the Greco-Roman geographic tradition, but none of their maps survive 
(see  Chapter 4  for further discussion of a possible copy of al-Ma ʾ mu ̄ n’s 
map).  

  75.      MGC1 , 95–108.  
  76.     See a reconstruction of the world of Ptolemy in Dilke, “The Culmination of 

Greek Cartography in Ptolemy,” 184.  
  77.     Al-Muqaddas ı    (circa 946),  The Best Divisions for Knowledge of the Regions: 

a Translation of Ahsan al-Taqasim i  Ma  ʿ  rifat al-Aqalim , trans. Basil Anthony 
Collins (Reading, UK, 1994), 10–11. Compare al-Muqaddas ı   ,  Ah	      san 
al-taq  a 拷   s   ı  拷   m f    ı  拷    ma  ʿ  rifat al-  a 拷   q  a 拷   l   ı  拷   m  (Leiden, 1976 [1877]), 10–11 for Arabic.  

  78.     Al-Muqaddas ı   ,  The Best Divisions for Knowledge of the Regions , 10–24; 
al-Muqaddas ı   ,  Ah	      san al-taq  a 拷   s   ı   拷   m f    ı   拷    ma  ʿ  rifat al-  a 拷   q  a 拷   l   ı   拷   m , 10–24.  

  79.     For the Indian mathematical geographic tradition, including the  Z   ı   拷   j  book 
and the Muslim scholars who were inl uenced by such traditional scholars as 
al-Faza  r ı    and al-B ı   ru ̄ n ı   , see  MGC1 , 64–74.  

  80.     Anya H. King, “Beyond the Geographers: Information on Asia in Early 
Medieval Arabic Writers on Pharmacology and Perfumery,” unpublished 
paper presented at the AAS annual conference, Philadelphia, March 27, 
2010.  

  81.     Al-B ı   ru ̄ n ı   ’s sketch map was occasionally cited by later authors (for instance, 
al-Qazw ı   n ı    in his cosmographical work), but its inl uence was very clear 
in practically all future Islamic maps of the world. See Tibbetts, “Later 
Cartographic Developments,” 141–142.  

  82.     Al-Ka  shghar ı    illustrates each word with a sentence, idiomatic expression, 
proverb, or piece of poetry that provides precious insights into Turkish life 
during the eleventh century. Andreas Kaplony, “Comparing al-Ka  shghar ı   ’s 
Map to his Text: On the Visual Language, Purpose, and Transmission of 
Arabic-Islamic Maps,” in  The Journey of Maps and Images on the Silk Road  
(Leiden,  2008 ), 143.  

  83.     Mah  mu ̄ d al-Ka  shghar ı   ,  Compendium of the Turkic Dialects (Diw ̄ an ̄  lu   γ   at ̄  
at-Turk) , trans. Robert Dankoff (Cambridge, MA, 1982–1985), 82.  

  84.     Kaplony, “Comparing al-Ka  shghar ı   ’s Map to his Text,” 144–148.  
  85.     For the changes in the meaning of the terms about China that originated from 

India and for the appearance of more specii c terms for a Chinese northern 
dynasty such as Tawja  ch (Toba in Chinese) that originated from the ruling 
family of the Northern Wei dynasty (386–534), see Michal Biran,  The Qara 
Khitai Empire in Eurasian History: Between China and the Islamic World  
(Cambridge,  2005 ), 98.  

  86.     Kaplony, “Comparing al-Ka  shghar ı   ’s Map to his Text,” 144.  
  87.     It was included in  The Book of Curiosities of the Sciences and Marvels for the 

Eyes  ( Kit  a 拷   b Ghar  a 拷   ʾ  ib al-fun  u ̄   n wa-mulah�       al-  ʿ  uy  u ̄   n ). For this newly discovered 
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  manuscript and its remarkable series of early maps and astronomical dia-
grams, see Jeremy Johns and Emilie Savage-Smith, “The Book of Curiosities: 
A Newly Discovered Series of Islamic Maps,”  Imago Mundi  55 ( 2003 ), and 
Yossef Rapoport, “The Book of Curiosities: A Medieval Islamic View of the 
East,” in  The Journey of Maps and Images on the Silk Road , 155–171.  

  88.      H    ud  u ̄   d al-  ʿ   Ā   lam “The Regions of the World”: A Persian Geography 372 
A.H.–982 A.D. , trans. V. Minorsky (Frankfurt am Main, 1993), xvi.  

  89.     Pavel B. Lurje, “Description of the Overland Route to China in  Hudud 
al-  ʿ  Alam ,”  Ouya xuekan  6 ( 2007 ): 179–197.  

  90.     Marwaz ı   ,  Sharaf al-Zam  a 拷   n   T    ahir Marwaz   ı  拷  , 13–29.  
  91.     We have seen in  Chapter 1  that Zhao Rugua’s  Records of Foreign People  

also had a section about it.  
  92.     Al-Idr ı   s ı   ,  Nuzhat al-musht  a 拷   q f    ı   拷    ikhtir  a 拷   q al-  a 拷   f  a 拷   q  (Napoli, 1970). Only a 

French translation is available. Al-Idr ı   s ı   ,  G é ographie d’Edrisi , trans. P. 
Am é d é e Jaubert (Frankfurt am Main, 1992 [1836–1840]).  

  93.     Frances Carney Gies, “Al-Idrisi and Roger’s Book,”  Saudi Aramco World  
28.4 (July/August  1977 ): 14–19.  

  94.     Al-Idr ı   s ı   ,  Nuzhat al-musht  a 拷   q f     ı   拷    ikhtir  a 拷   q al-  a 拷   f  a 拷   q , 4–6.  
  95.     Ibid., 7–9.  
  96.     Ibid., 9.  
  97.     Ibid., 6.  
  98.     Miller created a detailed reconstructed map of the Middle Kingdom as it 

appeared to al-Idr ı   s ı   . See Miller, vol. 3, 44–45.  
  99.     For a discussion about the weaknesses of al-Idr ı   s ı   ’s geography on India, 

see Al-Idr ı   s ı   ,  India and the Neighboring Territories in the Kita 拷 b Nuzhat 
al-Mushta 拷 q i  khtira 拷 q al-a 拷 fa 拷 q of al-Shar ı  拷 f al-Idr ı  拷 s ı  拷  , trans. S. Maqbul Ahmad 
(Leiden,  1960 ).  

  100.     On Gog and Magog, see E. Van Donzel and Claudia Ott, “Ya  dju ̄ dj 
wa-Ma  dju ̄ dj,”  EI2 , 11: 231–234.  

  101.     Herrlee G. Creel and Robert Hartwell have cited al-Idr ı   s ı   ’s treatise to 
also claim that Chinese institutional forms spread as far as Sicily and that 
Roger II, for example, adopted the civil service examinations. Robert M. 
Hartwell, “Foreign Trade, Monetary Policy and Chinese ‘Mercantilism,’” in 
 Collected Studies on Sung History Dedicated to Professor James T. C. Liu 
in Celebration of his Seventieth Birthday  (Kyoto,  1989 ), 461.  

  102.     This is the same as Ibn Khurrada  dhbih’s route. See the place-names of 
slightly different spellings in the previous discussion. The maps are similar 
to a contemporary Chinese map,  The Map of the Five Indian States in the 
West,  that shows relative location of cities in India and the pilgrimage route 
of Chinese monk Xuanzang.  

  103.     Al-Idr ı   s ı   ,  Nuzhat al-musht  a 拷   q f     ı   拷    ikhtir  a 拷   q al-  a 拷   f  a 拷   q , 98.  
  104.     Ibid., 210.  
  105.     For the China entry in original texts, see Ya  qu ̄ t ibn  ʿ Abd Alla  h al- H  amaw ı   , 

 Mu ‘ jam al-buld  a 拷   n  (Bayru ̄ t, 1990), 500–509, and Ya  qu ̄ t ibn  ʿ Abd Alla  h 
al-H  amaw ı   ,  Y  a 拷   q  u ̄   t’s Geographisches W   ö   rterbuch: herausgegeben von 
Ferdinand W   ü   stenfeld  (Frankfurt am Main, 1994 [1866–1873]), 444–458.  
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  106.     For more information about Ya  qu ̄ t and his works, see Khandkar M.  ʿ Abdur 
Rahman, “The Arab Geographer Ya  qu ̄ t al-Ru ̄ mi,”  Journal of the Asiatic 
 Society  3 ( 1958 ); Barbara Ostai n, “Ya  qu ̄ t-Geographer, Compiler or Ad ı   b? 
According to the Preface to his Dictionary,”  Folia Orientalia  30 ( 1994 ); 
Fuat Sezgin, ed.,  Studies on Y  a 拷   q  u ̄   t al-  H    amaw   ı  拷    (d. 1229)  (Frankfurt am 
Main, 1994).  

  107.     See Biran,  The Qara Khitai Empire in Eurasian History .  
  108.     Muh  ammad ibn Naj ı   b Ba  kran (l ourished 1208),  Jah  a 拷   n-n  a 拷   mah  (Tehran: 

Ibn-I S ı   na  , 1963 [1342]), 15.  
  109.     Ibid., 71–72.  

   3. Interpreting the Mongol World 

  1.     On Jin dynasty rule in northern China, see Tao Jing-shen,  The Jurchen 
in Twelfth-Century China: a Study of Sinicization  (Seattle: University of 
Washington Press, 1977); and Hoyt Cleveland Tillman and Stephen West, 
eds.,  China under Jurchen Rule  (Albany: State University of New York 
Press, 1995).  

  2.     There were diplomatic exchanges between the Jin dynasty and the Mongols 
from the early 1200s. Some of those who traveled to the Mongol regions 
provide valuable information about the Mongols and other peoples, includ-
ing Muslims living in the regions conquered by the Mongols. One surviving 
account is  Beishi ji  [Notes on an Embassy to the North] (early thirteenth 
century) by Liu Yu, who recorded Wugusun Zhongdan’s description of his 
travels to see Chinggis Khan in Central Asia for peace negotiations. A more 
detailed informant was the Daoist monk Qiu Chuji  邱處機  (1148–1227), 
also called Changchun  長春 , who around 1220 traveled by invitation from 
China via Samarkand to Chinggis Khan’s camp in the north of Hindu Kush 
Mountains. One of his disciples, Li Zhichang, wrote  Changchun zhen-
ren xiyou ji  [The Travels of an Alchemist] (1224?) based on Qiu’s trip. Li 
Zhichang’s account provides vivid details about Muslim society and cultures 
in Samarkand, including Muslim practices such as not depicting people in 
temple decoration, the orientation of the heads of the deceased towards the 
west for burial, the role of  Dashima   大石馬  (Danishmand, meaning schol-
ars or monks in Persian?) in Samarkand as  Muaddin  [a person who leads 
the call ( adhan ) to Friday service and the i ve daily prayers from one of the 
mosque’s minarets], and fasting during Ramadan. See Li Chih-Ch’ang,  The 
Travels of an Alchemist – The Journey of the Taoist Ch’ang-Ch’un From 
China to the Hindukush at the Summons of Chingiz Khan , trans. Arthur 
Waley (London,  1931 ).  

  3.     The travel account was included in Wang Yun’s  Qiujian xuansheng da 
quanwen ji: Yutang jiahua , and Tao Zongyi’s  Shuofu , both published in 
the Mongol period, and in several later works. Bretschneider compared the 
texts of four different editions of the account and reconstructed the com-
plete original account in order to translate it. See Bretschneider, vol.1, 109–
156, which provides an introduction to the text and an English translation 
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 with annotations and footnotes. For an English translation of direct quota-
tions in the book, I used the Zhonghua shuju edition of Wang Yun’s  Yutang 
jiahua , which is the i rst Yuan dynasty text that contained this account. 
Compare also Liu Yu,  Xishi ji  (Shanghai,  1936 ), 1–4.  

  4.     Wang Yun, 60. Compare Bretschneider, vol.1, 138–139.  
  5.     For other contemporaneous sources on this event, see J. A. Boyle, “The Death 

of the Last  ʿ Abba  sid Caliph: a Contemporary Muslim Account,”  Journal of 
Semitic Studies  6 ( 1961 ), 145–161; David Morgan,  The Mongols  (Oxford, 
 2007  [1986]), 132–133. Liu Yu’s calculation of the years of the Caliphate 
as “more than six hundred years under forty rulers” probably includes the 
period of the four caliphsand both the Ummayad and Abbasid caliphates 
(total 627 years under i fty rulers).  

  6.     Wang Yun, 60–61.  
  7.     We have seen in earlier chapters that, soon after the  ʿ Abba  sid dynasty’s apo-

gee in the ninth century, it began to lose control. Around 900, many regional 
Islamic provinces, which had been established in the course of the Muslim 
conquests, began to ignore the political authority of the Abbasid caliphate. 
The Islamic world unii ed under the authority of the Abbasid caliphs, which 
could be considered an ideal  umma , began to decentralize. Different political 
entities, however, continued to acknowledge the religious, but not political, 
authority of the caliph in Baghdad.  

  8.     Wang Yun, 61.  
  9.     For more details about the history of this region from the seventh century 

to the fourteenth century, see John Limbert,  Shiraz in the Age of Hafez: The 
Glory of a Medieval Persian City  (Seattle, 2004).  

  10.     R. A. Donkin,  Beyond Price: Pearls and Pearl-i shing: Origins to the Age of 
Discoveries  (Philadelphia, 1998), 119–129.  

  11.     Bretschneider argued that Liu Yu mistakenly considered Egypt as the coun-
try of  Fulin   拂菻  (the Byzantine empire), mentioned in the ofi cial history 
of the Tang dynasty. Bretschneider, vol. 1, 156. Egypt had belonged to the 
Byzantine empire until it was conquered by the Arabs in the seventh century; 
Liu Yu probably used an outdated source for this.  

  12.     See endnote3 in  Chapter 3 .  
  13.      YS , 149:3523–3526; Bretschneider, vol. 1, 111–156.  
  14.     After making a comparison between the two accounts regarding some major 

differences in the descriptions, Bretschneider thinks both reports were prob-
ably written independently. His point about the spelling differences of some 
proper names is valid. Bretschneider, vol.1, 111. For example,  Bao-da   報達  
(Baghdad; here the  ʿ Abba  sid dynasty) and  Mi-qi-er   密乞兒  (Misr; Egypt) in 
 Xishi ji  are presented as  Xirong  (Western “barbarians”) and  Mi-xi-er   密昔兒  
in  The History of the Yuan .  YS , 149:3524.  

  15.     Bretschneider, vol. 1, 139;  YS , 149:3524. Qiu Yihao suggests that Zhou-
da-er  紂答儿  is probably a misspelling of  討答儿  Tao-da-er, which could 
be an ofi cial title called Dawatdar (literally, Holder of Sultan’s ink bottle). 
A contemporaneous Persian source (Nas  ir al-Din T  u ̄ si’s report on the col-
lapse of Baghdad) testii es that, when Baghdad collapsed, a Dawatdar tried 
to escape by ship yet failed and was eventually killed. “Z ey l  Kh wa  ja Nas  ir 
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al-D ı   n T  u ̄ s ı    bar Jaha  ngu ̄ sha   ʾ  ı   -yi Juwayn ı   ,”  T  a 拷   r   ı  拷   kh-i Jah  a 拷   ng  u ̄ s ̌ a 拷 ’  ı   , ed. Qazw ı   n ı    
(Leyden: Brill, 1937), 384–385.  

  16.     For a succinct overview of the Mongol conquest of the Islamic world and 
the continuing Mongol inl uences and legacy in the subsequent periods, 
see Michal Biran,  Chinggis Khan: Makers of the Muslim World  (Oxford, 
 2007 ).  

  17.     Michal Biran, “The Mongols in Central Asia from Chinggis Khan’s invasion 
to the rise of Tem ü r:  Ö g ö deid and Chaghadaid realms,” in  The Cambridge 
History of Inner Asia,  vol. 2:  The Chinggisid Age  (Cambridge,  2009 ), 
46–66.  

  18.     Morgan,  The Mongols , 138–139. For another of Khubilai’s rivals, Qaidu 
(died 1301: a grandson of the second Mongol Khan  Ö gedei), and the wars 
between different Mongol khanates leading to Qaidu, see Michal Biran, 
 Qaidu and the Rise of the Independent Mongol State in Central Asia  
(Richmond,  1997 ).  

  19.     For a succinct overview of the continuing political, diplomatic, and economic 
relations of the Yuan dynasty and the Il-khanate throughout these regimes, 
see Thomas T. Allsen,  Culture and Conquest in Mongol Eurasia  (Cambridge, 
 2001 ), 17–56. Allsen explains that an important factor to maintaining eco-
nomic ties between the two societies was the fact that the Il-khanate kept 
land assigned by the Great Khans from earlier Mongol conquests in China, 
such as that in Zhangde (Chang-te) in Hunan province, and maintained for-
malized economic exchanges between the two courts. See Allsen,  Culture 
and Conquest , 43–50. As Allsen has continually shown in the second half of 
this volume, there were many exchanges in various i elds between the Yuan 
and the Il-khanate in Iran.  

  20.     Sugiyama,  Y  u ̄   bokumin kara mita sekaishi  (Tokyo,  1997 ), 314–317.  
  21.     When the Mongols attacked the Song, Pu Shougeng shifted sides by provid-

ing them with the strong naval forces under his control. Due to the crucial 
role that Pu Shougeng played in the i nal victory of the Mongols against 
the Song navy, the Mongol government promoted him to supervisor of the 
Maritime Trade Superintendency ( tiju shibo   提擧市舶 ), the most important 
position in charge of maritime trade.  

  22.     Most scholars agree that Pu Shougeng was Muslim. For opinions about his 
origins, see Leslie,  Islam in Traditional China , 66. For more details about 
Pu Shougeng, see Kuwabara Jitsuz ō , “On P’u Shou-keng,”  Memoirs of the 
Research Department of the T   ō   y   ō    Bunko  2 (1928): 1–79 and (1935):1–104, 
as well as a new edition of collected articles in original Japanese,  Ho Juk   ō    no 
jiseki ; Luo Xianglin,  Pu Shougeng yanjiu  (Hong Kong,  1959 ); Geoff Wade, 
“The Li ( 李 ) and Pu ( 蒲 ) ‘surnames’ in East Asia-Middle East Maritime 
Silkroad Interactions during the 10th-20th Centuries,”  Aspects of the 
Maritime Silk Road , ed. Ralph Kauz (Wiesbaden, 2010), 181–193.  

  23.     Instead of following Kuwabara Jitsuz ō’ s accepted theory ( 1928 ) about the 
crucial role of Pu in the fall of the southern Song, Billy So emphasizes the 
support of the inl uential local elite. His argument adds a new insight on the 
recently re-envisioned Song local elite: With close connections to the foreign 
residents of Quanzhou, they cooperated with the Mongol invaders in order 
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to preserve their family interests. In his reassessment of socio-political eco-
nomic studies, So draws on broader literature about Quanzhou during the 
Song and Yuan periods, as is seen in his incorporation of memorials, local 
gazetteers, and poems for the wine industry. See So,  Prosperity, Region, and 
Institutions in Maritime China , 80–81.  

  24.     David Bade,  Khubilai Khan and the Beautiful Princess of Tumapel  
(Ulaanbaatar,  2002 ), 18–32.  

  25.     Allsen,  Culture and Conquest , 189.  
  26.     See Wang Jianping,  Concord and Conl ict: the Hui Communities of Yunnan 

Society  (Stockholm,  1996 ), 43–53.  
  27.     Thomas Allsen,  Commodity and Exchange in the Mongol Empire: A Cultural 

History of Islamic Textiles  (Cambridge,  1997 ).  
  28.     Although Khubilai invited Chinese elites into the Mongol government and 

adopted much Chinese tradition such as dramas and arts, he also kept 
Mongol customs and consulted with many foreigners. See Morris Rossabi, 
 Khubilai Khan: His Life and Times  (Berkeley,  1988 ), 177–205.  

  29.     The two ofi cials previously mentioned had a large impact on Chinese society 
for both good and bad. Scholars like Yang Zhijiu began to reassess Ah  mad, 
stressing his contribution to the Yuan i scal policy as well as his personal 
virtues such as steady spirit, honesty, concern for relationships, and elegant 
taste. See a biography of Ah  mad in Yang Zhijiu,  Yuanshi sanlun  (Beijing, 
 1985 ). Also see H. Franke, “Ah  mad (?–1282),” in  In the Service of the Khan  
(Wiesbaden,  1993 ), 539–557. For a detailed discussion of Sayyid  ʿ Ajall Shams 
al-D ı   n, see Jacqueline Misty Armijo-Hussein, “Sayyid  ʿ Ajall Shams al-D ı   n: A 
Muslim From Central Asia, Serving the Mongols in China, and Bringing 
‘Civilization’ to Yunnan” (PhD dissertation: Harvard University, MA, 1996). 
For an examination of the Muslims in the early Yuan dynasty, see Morris 
Rossabi, “The Muslims in the Early Yuan Dynasty,” in  China under Mongol 
Rule  (Princeton,  1981 ), 257–295. For biographies of more Muslims working 
in the Yuan court, see Bai Shouyi and Yang Huaizhong, eds.,  Huizu renwu 
zhi,  vol. 1 (Yinchuan,  1985 ).  

  30.      Huihui  probably stemmed from  Huihe   回紇  or  Huihu   回回  indicating the 
Turkish Uighurs, who also came to China and served the Mongols in core 
administrative roles. Sometimes the word Huihui seems to include people 
from the western ethnic origins in a broader sense. The ofi cial history of 
the Yuan dynasty also called the countries of Muslims coming to China for 
trade via the sea route the country of Huihui instead of an earlier designa-
tion, the country of Dashi. See  YS , 210:4671. For a detailed discussion about 
the conditions and process of the migration of the Muslims to China, see 
Ma Jianchun,  Yuandai dongqian xiyuren jiqi wenhuayanjiu  (Beijing,  2003 ). 
For a brief discussion about changes in the names of the Muslims desig-
nated by the Chinese from the Tang to the Yuan dynasty, see E. Bretschneider, 
“Chinese Medieval Notices of Islam,”  The Moslem World  19, no. 1 (January 
 1929 ): 52–61. For a discussion about the changing circulation of the name 
“Huihui” among the Chinese and the Muslims during the Yuan period, see 
Wang Jianping, 125–126. For overall details about the Muslims in China 
during the Yuan dynasty, see the classic work by Tazaka K ō d ō ,  Ch  u ̄   goku ni 
okeru kaiky   ō    no denrai to sono guts  u ̄  , vol.1 (Tokyo,  1964 ), 557–852.  
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  31.     Liu Yingsheng, “A Lingua Franca along the Silk Road: Persian Language in 
China between the 14th and the 16th Centuries,”  Aspects of the Maritime 
Silk Road , ed. Ralph Kauz (Wiesbaden, 2010), 87–95.  

  32.     YS, 40:2297. A well-known contemporaneous source, the  Compendium 
of   Chronicles  ( J  a 拷   mi   ʿ    al-taw  a 拷   r   ı  拷   kh ) by the Persian historian Rash ı   d al ‐ D ı   n 
(1247–1318), which we will examine in  Chapter 4 , mentions a certain Jama  l 
al ‐ D ı   n Muh  ammad ibn T  a  hir ibn Muh  ammad al ‐ Zayd ı    from Bukhara (in 
modern ‐ day Uzbekistan) who was active during the reign of the fourth grand 
Khan M ö ngke (1251–1259). It is possible that the two Jama  l al ‐ D ı   n’s are the 
same person.  JT , 502.  

  33.     Based on the fact that Jama  l al-D ı   n was already active in the Islamic 
Astronomical Bureau in 1267, he probably came to China from the Islamic 
world in the early years of the Mongol conquest or right after the estab-
lishment of the Il-khanate in 1259. For a discussion about his activities 
and works based on fragmented information in the documents of the Yuan 
dynasty, see Bai Shouyi,  Huizu renwu zhi , 73–88.  

  34.     Wang Shidian,  Mishujian zhi  (Hangzhou,  1992 ).  
  35.     Miyajima Kazuhiko, “Genshi tenmonshi kisai no isuramu tenmongiki ni 

tsuite,” in  T   ō   y   ō    no kagaku to gijutsu  (Kyoto, 1982), 410.  
  36.     See  YS , 48:998–999.  
  37.     For more discussion about why Wei Yuan collected this map, see Hyunhee 

Park, “Cross-Cultural Exchange and Geographic Knowledge of the World 
in Yuan China,” in  Eurasian Inl uences on Yuan China: Cross-Cultural 
Transmissions in the 13th and 14th Centuries  (Singapore,  2011 ).  

  38.     Its grids are described as follows: “[The surface of] it [the globe] is divided 
into small grids, by which we can measure the size of the entire area and the 
distance of the space.”  YS , 48:999. For more details about the globe, see Ma 
Jianchun  , “Yuandai dongchuan huihui dili xue kaoshu,”  Huihui yanjiu  45, 
no. 1 ( 2002 ): 15–16.  

  39.     These are Tianzhu (India), Tubote  土伯特  (Tibet), Yutian  于闐  (Khotan in 
Xinjiang), and Shazhou  沙州  (Dunhuang). Wei Yuan,  Haiguo tuzhi , 221.  

  40.     See the preface of  Da yitong zhi  in Xu Youren,  Zhizheng ji  (Taipei,  1978 ), 
35: 41–61. For discussions on the compilation of  Dayuan da yitong zhi , see 
Ma Jianchun, “Yuandai dongchuan huihui dili xue kaoshu,” 14–18; Miya 
Noriko, “‘Kon’itsu ky ō ri rekidai kokuto no zu’ eno michi: 14 seiki shimei 
chiho no ‘chi’ no yukue,”  Mongoru jidai no shuppan bunka  (Nagoya,  2006 ), 
517–523.  

  41.     Wang Shidian,  Mishujian zhi , 4:74. The original text is written in collo-
quial Chinese, a translation of the Mongolian language. I consulted Miya 
Noriko’s Japanese translation and Kim Hodong’s Korean translation into 
English. Compare Kim Hodong, “A Portrait of a Christian Ofi cial in China 
under the Mongol Rule: Life and Career of ‘Isa Kelemechi (1227–1308),” 
 Chung’ang Asia Y   ŏ   n’gu  11 ( 2006 ):102, and Miya Noriko,  Mongoru jidai no 
shuppan bunka , 520.  

  42.     The original copy is lost, yet two later copies have been preserved in Japan – 
the earliest one dated 1470 is preserved in the library of Ryu ̄ koku University, 
and the second one dated between 1673 and 1680 is preserved in the Honk ō  
Temple in the city of Shimabara. Two later maps entitled “the map of the 
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great Ming Empire” ( Dai Ming koku chizu  /  Dai Ming koku zu ), also pre-
served in Japan, are almost the same as the copies of the 1402 map except 
for a few minor differences – one dated the late sixteenth century preserved 
in the Honmy ō  Temple in the city of Kumamoto and the other one pre-
served in the library of the Tenri University whose date is unknown. These 
maps do not have Gwon Geun’s afterword, and they do contain place-names 
not found in the copies of the 1402 map, such as the Arctic Ocean and 
some islands in the Indian Ocean. Despite these differences, the contours 
of the continents in these maps are almost identical to the copies of the 
1402 map, and therefore, it is possible that Japanese cartographers used 
a copy of the 1402 map to draw these later maps and added information 
obtained from foreigners, probably Europeans. For the most detailed analy-
sis of the copies of the 1402 map, its sources, and possible transfer routes 
of the original Chinese geographic information into Korea and Japan, see 
Miya, “‘Kon’itsu ky ō ri rekidai kokuto no zu’ eno michi,” 487–651. See also 
Sugiyama Masa’aki, “T ō zai no sekaizu ga kataru jinrui saisho no dai chihei,” 
 Daichi no Sh   ō   z   ō   –  Ezu   刷   Chizu ga kataru sekai  (Kyoto,  2007 ), 54–69; see 
also color maps in the volume. Also see Walter Fuchs,  The “Mongol atlas” 
of China by Chu Ssu-pen, and the Kuang-y   ü   -t’u  (Peiping,  1946 ), 10; Gari 
Ledyard, “Cartography in Korea,” in  The History of Cartography, Volume 
Two, Book Two , 244–249; Unno,  T   ō   y   ō    chirigaku shi kenky  u ̄  , 211–223 for a 
brief introduction and analyses in English.  

  43.     Gwon Geun’s afterword is also in his literary collection. Gwon Geun, 
 Yangchon jip  (Seoul: Sol,  1997 ), 22: 2 [60] (Chinese), 165–166 (Korean).  

  44.     See further discussions about this possibility in  Chapter 4 .  
  45.     See endnote 18in  Chapter 5 .  
  46.     According to traditional Chinese cosmology, the world is divided into the 

heaven ( tian ) and the earth ( di ), and the earth is again divided into China 
( Hua ) and non-China ( Yi ). The heaven is spherical and the earth is quadran-
gle ( Tianyuan difang ). Ohji Toshiaki, “Indo y ō  no rikufu ̄  to kaih ō ,” in  Daichi 
no Sh   ō   z   ō  , 46–47.  

  47.     Zhao Rugua also mentioned the Pharos lighthouse of Alexandria in his 
 Zhufan zhi  (see  Chapter 1 ); al-Khwa  rizm ı   ’s representation of the sources 
of Nile was inl uenced by that of Ptolemy’s geographic works. Florian 
Mittenhuber, “The Tradition of Texts and Maps in Ptolemy’s Geography,” in 
 Ptolemy in Perspective , 114–115.  

  48.      Ma-li-xi-li-na   麻里昔里那 .  
  49.     The names in original Chinese are  Shan-ma-na-si   山麻那思 ,  Bu-he-la   哈剌 , 

 Ma-na-he   麻那合 ,  Da-la-bu-luo-si   達剌 羅思 ,  Pa-he-da   八合打 ,  Ma-he   馬
喝 ,  He-dan   哈丹 , and  Shi-la-si   失剌思 . The transliteration of the place-names 
into Chinese is quite accurate. For example, Marseille was called Massalia 
in Latin at that time. For a detailed analysis of the place-names and their 
locations in West Asia, Central Asia, and Europe, see the chart in Sugiyama, 
“T ō zai no sekaizu ga kataru jinrui saisho no dai chihei,” 58–59.  

  50.     Wang Shidian,  Mishujian zhi , 4:72–91.  
  51.     Popular circulating copies of  Shuidong riji  ( The Diary from East of the 

River ) by Ye Sheng (1420–1474) only mention this map, yet do not contain 
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a copy. Recently Miya Noriko found copies of the map in some versions of 
the account including one preserved in the Library of Congress. She identi-
i ed this map with the lost  Hunyi jiangli tu  [Map of Integrated Regions and 
Terrains], which was a source for the Korean map. For more discussion, see 
Miya Noriko,  Mongoru jidai no shuppan bunka , Plate 12, 489–503.  

  52.     The island of Hormuz as “New-Hormuz” is different from “Old-Hormuz,” 
the former capital of the Hormuzian kingdom on the mainland near 
M ı   na  b that was more exposed to external raids. Ralph Kauz and Roderich 
Ptak, “Hormuz in Yuan and Ming Sources,”  Bulletin de l’ É cole Fran   ç   aise 
d’Extr   ê   me-Orient  88 ( 2001 ): 31–35. See the entire article (27–75) for a 
detailed discussion of Hormuz before 1500 using both Chinese and West 
Asian sources. Also see Jean Aubin, “Les princes d’Ormuz du XIIIe au XV e  
si è cle,”  Journal Asiatique  241 ( 1953 ): 77–138.  

  53.     Marco Polo also visited Hormuz, which he describes as a l ourishing inter-
national sea port to which merchants from all different parts of the world 
traveled with their ships for trade. Hormuz was also a point where both the 
maritime and the revived overland portions of long-distance trade merged. 
Ralph Kauz and Roderick Ptak point out that this description of Marco 
Polo’s account is very similar to that of a contemporaneous account by 
Was  s  a  f. Kauz and Ptak, “Hormuz in Yuan and Ming Sources,” 35–36.  

  54.     Before the Yuan dynasty, only the sea shipping system had been used to 
transfer many goods during times of war or emergency. For more details on 
the sea shipping system of the Yuan dynasty, see Aritaka Iwao, “Gendai no 
Kaiun to Dai Gen Kaiun ki,”  T   ō   y   ō    gakuh   ō   7 ( 1917 ), 411–424.  

  55.     Chen Gaohua,  Yuan Dadu  (Beijing,  1982 ); Sugiyama,  Bunmei no michi , 
74–87; Sugiyama Masa’aki,  Shikkusuru s   ō   gen no seifukusha, Ry   ō   , Seika, 
Kin, Gen  (Tokyo,  2005 ), 341–343.  

  56.     Khubilai dispatched Yang Tingbi and a Uighur Yiheimishi (Yighmish) to 
Malabar, in South India, as envoys between 1279 and 1283. See  YS , 12:245 
and 210:4669–4670 for Yang Tingbi and 131:3198–3200 for Yiheimishi. 
For an examination of the dispatch of these envoys to India by the Yuan gov-
ernment in the broader context of the relations between the Yuan dynasty 
and India, see Tansen Sen, “The Yuan Khanate and India: Cross-Cultural 
Diplomacy in the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Centuries,”  Asia Major  1/2, 
part 1/2 (2006): 299–326. These are also cited in Chen Gaohua, “Yuandai 
de hanghai shijia Ganpu yangshi,”  Haijiaoshi yanjiu   1  (1995): 4–18.  

  57.      Ortaq  in Persian and  wotuo  in Chinese. For more detailed arguments on 
the  ortagh , see Allsen, “Mongolian Princes and Their Merchant Partners,” 
83–126; Endicott-West, “Merchants Associations in Y ü an China: The 
 Orto   γ  ,” 127–154; Sugiyama Masa’aki,  Mongoru teikoku no k   ō   b   ō  , vol. 2 
(Tokyo, 1996), 187–191.  

  58.      JT , vol. II.  
  59.     We should also check Persian sources to understand their activities. Chinese 

sources do not provide detailed information about the  ortagh  merchants, 
yet some sources, such as  Yuandianzhang , hint at concrete activities of these 
merchants, for example, the pearl trade. See Yokkaichi Yasuhiro, “Gen-ch ō  
no chu ̄ bai h ō ka: sono igi oyobi nankai b ō’ eki-orutoku tono kakawarini 
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tsu’ite,”  Nairiku Ajia shi kenky  u ̄   17 ( 2002 ): 41–59. Another contemporane-
ous source  Tongzhitiaoge  mentions the  ortagh  merchants in Quanzhou who 
voyaged and traded through the ocean to the Islamic world.  Tongzhi tiaoge  
 通制条格 , 27:45–46. The legal document forbids the merchants from buying 
the Mongol men or women to the Islamic world or India as slaves by mari-
time trade.  

  60.     Some large  ortagh  merchant associations even functioned as general trading 
companies that deal with a wide range of products and materials as well 
as transportation and banking throughout the Mongol empire in Eurasia. 
Sugiyama,  Kubirai no ch   ō   sen , 203–204.  

  61.     See  YS , 134:3266. See also Yokkaichi, “Gen-ch ō  no chu ̄ bai h ō ka.”  
  62.     For a succinct argument about special characteristics that the Muslim com-

munities gained thanks to the preferential Mongol policies toward Muslims 
and expanded maritime networks in the Yuan period, see Chaffee, “Diasporic 
Identities,” 412–416.  

  63.     I used the most recent publication of Muslim stone inscriptions to calculate 
this. Of a total of thirty-seven tombstones, only one inscription dates back to 
1171 (the Song period), thirty-one date to the Yuan (1260–1368), and i ve to 
the i rst two decades of the Ming period (1368–1644). See  QZZJSK .  

  64.     See  QZZJSK , 64–68.  
  65.     See  QZZJSK , 42–45. Wu located the tombstone among the Muslim graves 

in Lingshan  山 , Dongtangtou  東塘頭 , in the eastern suburb ( dongjiao   東
郊 ) of Quanzhou.  

  66.     Chen Gaohua, “Yuandai de hanghai shijia Ganpu yangshi,” 243. Many 
works, including those of Sugiyama Masa’aki and Yokkaichi Yasuhiro, dis-
cuss detailed evidence for the active involvement of the Yuan government in 
maritime trade, which far exceeded that of the previous southern Song gov-
ernment. A good example is the Yuan governmental-ship ( guanben chuan ) 
system, in which the government constructed sea-going vessels, funded, and 
recruited traders, and received 70 percent of the proi t, the managers receiv-
ing 30 percent. The original purpose was to prohibit private merchants from 
trading, yet it did not work.  YS , 94:2402.  

  67.     For a detailed discussion of Yang Shu’s family, see Wilt L. Idema, “The Tza-
jiu of Yang Tz: An International Tycoon in Defense of Collaboration?” in 
 Proceedings on the Second International Conference on Sinology  (Taipei, 
 1989 ), 523–529.  

  68.     Chen Gaohua, “Yuandai de hanghai shijia Ganpu yangshi,” 243; Idema, 
“The Tza-jiu of Yang Tz,” 526.  

  69.     Chen Gaohua, “Yuandai de hanghai shijia Ganpu yangshi,” 243. His epi-
taph, entitled “Songjiang jiaxing dengchu haiyun qianhu Yang jun muzhi 
ming  松江嘉興等處海運千戶楊君墓志銘 ,” survived by virtue of its inclusion 
in Huang Jin’s  Jinhua Huang xuansheng wenji  (The Collection of Mr. Huang 
of Jinhua), Juan 35.  

  70.     Sir Henry Miers Elliot,  The History of India, as Told by Its Own Historians: 
the Muhammadan Period  (Frankfurt am Main, 1997), 45–47.  

  71.     Chen Dazhen,  Dade Nanhai zhi canben  (Guangzhou,  1986 ), 37–38.  
  72.     The Chinese of the Yuan dynasty saw the East and West as divided by Java. See 

Liu Yingsheng,  Silu wenhua: Haishang juan  (Hangzhou,  1995 ),  146–148.  
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  73.     The book originally had a total twenty juan, yet only i ve juan (6–10) sur-
vive, by virtue of being included in  Guangzhou fu zhi  in the Ming dynasty 
 Yongle dadian , juan 11905–11907. Although the i rst part treats the general 
situation of the society in Canton during the Yuan period, the remainder 
describes maritime trafi c and foreign countries.  

  74.     Chen Dazhen, 31.  
  75.     Wang Dayuan,  Daoyi zhil   ü   e  (Beijing,  1981 ), 1–11, 385.  
  76.     He Qiaoyuan,  Minshu  (Fuzhou, 1995), 4362.  
  77.     Ibid., 1. The following passage is from Sima Qian’s biography of Zou Yan. 

“China that Confucian scholars call is one of eighty one parts of the world. 
China is called ‘the godly province of red prefecture’ ( chixian shenzhou   赤
縣神州 ). Inside ‘the godly province of read prefecture’ are nine provinces, 
and these are the nine provinces that is mentioned in the preface of the king 
of Wu  禹  … Outside China are nine provinces like ‘the godly province of 
read prefecture’ and they are the nine provinces. Here, the sea of Pi  裨  is 
surrounding it, and people and beasts cannot not contact each other. One 
quarter forms one province, and things like this are nine. Inside these is the 
sea of the Great Sea (Daying hai  大瀛海 ) which surrounds them, and this is 
the border between the heaven and the earth.” Sima Qian, 74:2344.  

  78.     The authoritative Chinese-centered worldview had been inl uential since 
the ancient geographic account of  Yugong . Yee, “Chinese Maps in Political 
Culture,”  HC2:2 , 76.  

  79.     Wang Dayuan,  Daoyi zhil   ü   e , 385.  
  80.     Ibid., 5.  
  81.     Roderich Ptak, “Wang Dayuan on Kerala,”  Explorations in the History of 

South Asia: Essays in Honour of Eietmar Rothermund  (New Delhi,  2001 ), 
40; Philip Snow,  The Star Raft: China’s Encounter with Africa  (New York, 
1988), 17; William Rockhill, however, considered the book a personal and 
trustworthy account, thus distinguished from similar Chinese works in the 
earlier periods such as  Lingwai daida  [1178] and  Zhufan zhi  [1226]. William 
Rockhill, “Notes on the Relations and Trade of China with the Eastern 
Archipelago and the Coast of the Indian Ocean during the Fourteenth 
Century,” Part II,  T’oung Pao 15  ( 1914 ), 62.  

  82.     He Qiaoyuan, 4362.  
  83.     Rossabi, “Mongol Empire and its Impact on the Arts of China,” prepared for 

Conference at the Hebrew University, June,  2006 .  
  84.     Ibid. For an argument about the creation of blue-and-white porcelain caused 

by the Mongol conquest of Eurasia and China’s increased contacts with the 
Islamic world, see Yuba, “Gen seika jiki to Mongoru teikoku.”  

  85.     See Misugi Takatoshi,  ‘Gen no sometsuke’ umi wo wataru: sekai ni hirogaru 
yakimono bunka  (Tokyo,  2004 ); Priscilla Soucek, “Ceramic Production as 
Exemplar of Yuan-Ilkhanid Relations,”  Res  35 (Spring  1999 ): 125–141.  

  86.     About debates on interpreting the Chinese name Ganmaili  甘埋里  into 
Hormuz, see Kauz and Ptak, “Hormuz in Yuan and Ming Sources,” 29–30, 
 42–45.  

  87.     Wang Dayuan,  Daoyi zhil   ü   e , 364. Also compare an updated English translation 
of the section about Hormuz in “Hormuz in Yuan and Ming Sources,” 39–40.  

  88.     Ptak, “Wang Dayuan on Kerala,” 47. Compare Wang Dayuan, 321.  
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  89.     Wang Dayuan,  Daoyi zhil   ü   e , 364.  
  90.      The Ofi cial History of the Ming  (Mingshi) says, “during the Yuan period, 

the Muslims had spread to all over China.”  MS , 332:8598.  
  91.     Zheng Sixiao (1241–1318),  Zheng Sixiao ji , 184. Another Chinese writer, 

Tao Zongyi (1329–1412), also includes similar disdaining descriptions about 
Muslims whom he observed. Leslie,  Islam in Traditional China , 92–93. Also 
see Tazaka,  Ch  u ̄   goku ni okeru kaiky   ō    no denrai to sono guts  u ̄  , 813–852, for 
the Chinese accounts of the Muslim communities.  

  92.     Zhou Mi,  Guixin zashi  (Beijing,  1988 ), 138, 142–143, 254.  
  93.     The Chinese characters Dashi  大實  have a similar pronunciation to  大食 , 

that are used more frequently. There are other similar cases, such as  大石 .  
  94.      QZZJSK , 17;  QZIJSK , 9 (for classical Chinese text) of the Chinese section 

and 13–14 (for English translation) of the English section. For detailed infor-
mation on when and how the stele was found, see Maejima, “The Muslims 
in Ch‘ ü an-chou at the End of the Y ü an dynasty, Part 1,”  Memoirs of the 
Research Department of the T   ō   y   ō    Bunko  31 ( 1973 ): 27–51.  

  95.      QZZJSK , 17;  QZIJSK , 9 and 14.  
  96.      She   摄   Silian   思廉   Buluhanding   不魯罕丁 .  
  97.      Shelafuding   舍剌甫丁   Hetibu   哈悌卜 .  
  98.      QZZJSK , 17;  QZIJSK , 9 and 14.  
  99.      QZZJSK , 17–18;  QZIJSK , 9 and 15.  
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  2.     Morgan,  The Mongols , 15–16.  
  3.     Interestingly, this was only three years before the Chinese scholar produced 

the i rst Chinese description of the event,  Xishi ji .  
  4.     “ ʿ Ala   ʾ  al-D ı   n  ʿ At  a   Malik Juwayn ı   ”,  The History of the World-Conqueror , 

translated from the text of Mirza Muhammad Qazvini by John Andrew 
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1A, 175–230.  

  6.     Allsen,  Culture and Conquest , 43–50.  
  7.     A. Bausani, “Religion under the Mongols,” in  The Cambridge History of 

Islam,  vol. 5, 541–543.  
  8.     For the patronage to the Maragheh observatory given by H ü leg ü  long before 

Mongol Islamization, see George Lane,  Early Mongol Rule in Thirteenth-
Century Iran: A Persian Renaissance  (London,  2003 ), 213–225.  

  9.     George Saliba,  A History of Arabic Astronomy: Planetary Theories during 
the Golden Age of Islam  (New York,  1995 ).  

  10.     For a comprehensive study of Persian and Arabic literature during the 
Mongol period, see Edward G. Browne,  A History of Persian Literature 
under Tartar Ddominion (A.D. 1265–1502)  (Cambridge,  1920 ).  
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  12.     See the many Arabic maps made since the Mongol period in Miller, vol. 5.  
  13.     Hopkins, “Geographic and Navigational Literature,” 320–321.  
  14.     Filled with illustrations, this treatise enjoyed great popularity and therefore 

was frequently reproduced, so that copies exist today. Its novelty lies in its 
methodical arrangement. The two parts of the work deal with celestial and 
terrestrial matters. See T. Lewicki, “  Kazw ı   n ı   ,”  EI2 , 4: 865–867.  

  15.     See Tibbetts, “Later Cartographic Developments,” 144–145.  
  16.     Morgan,  The Mongols , 16–17.  
  17.     For a short biography of Rash ı   d al-D ı   n, see Dorothea Krawulsky,  The 

Mongol Īl  kh  a 拷   ns and their Vizier Rash   ı   拷   d al-D   ı   拷   n  (Frankfurt am Main: Peter 
Lang,  2011 ), 119–134.  

  18.     For its value as the i rst systematic and comprehensive history of the known 
world, see Allsen,  Culture and Conquest , 83–102.  
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 Nationale  (Paris MS Arabe 4609, ff. 8b–74b) and its information about 
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  39.     Zheng Hesheng and Zheng Yijun, eds.,  Zheng He xiaxiyang ziliao huibian , 
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174–176.  
  42.     Ma Huan, 1. Compare Ma Huan/Mills, 69–70.  
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  48.      Muqaddimah /Rosenthal, vol.1, 63–65. Compare  Muqaddimah , vol.1, 

 45–47.  
  49.     Except for some stylistic differences in the depiction of sea waves and moun-

tains and a more crudely drawn coastline, this map looks nearly identical to 
the earlier version of al-Idr ı   s ı   ’s world map.  Muqaddimah /Rosenthal, vol.1, a 
front page.  
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R. H. Major,  India in the Fifteenth Century: Being a Collection of Narratives 
of Voyages to India  (London,  1857 ), 5–7.  
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 1997 ), 100; W. M. Thackston,  A Century of Princes: Sources on Timurid 
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familiar with basic navigational technical terms. Fuat Sezgin argues that the 
authors of the navigational accounts like Ibn Ma  jid preferred astronomi-
cal and mathematical procedures to knowledge acquired by experience. 
For further details and discussion, see Sezgin,  Mathematical Geography 
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157–264.  

  64.     Ibn Ma  jid/Tibbetts, 272.  
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   Conclusion 
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nineteenth centuries. See Emma Jinhua Teng,  Taiwan’s Imagined Geography: 
Chinese Colonial Travel Writing and Pictures, 1683–1895  (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 2004).  
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“The State of Research: The Mongol Empire, 1986–1999,”  Journal of 
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world system of the thirteenth century. Janet L. Abu-Lughod,  Before European 
Hegemony: the World System A.D. 1250–1350  (New York,  1989 ).  
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